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To: Delegation Members 
From: Martin B. Gold and Allegra Han 
Date: October 5, 2018 
Re: Trip to China 

What follows are materials that should be helpful to you as you th.i.nk about our forthcoming 
trip to China. The book covers an abundance of papers. You may not have time to read thern all. It 
has the following structure: 

1. Itinerary and city information. 

2. Prefatory documents that outline useful information about Chinese history and culture. 

3. Documents that shed light on the historical framework and development of U.S.-China 
relations. It is difficult to argue that there is a more important bilateral relationship 
anywhere. It is also correct that bilateral relations are at their most problematic since 
Tiananmen (1989). 

4. Background on the structure of the Chinese Government. 

5. Materials pertinent to trade war generally, including background on a particular source 
of contention - the Made in China 2025 policy. 

6. Articles more specifically related to intellectual property, which is an important 
cornponent of the trade war. 

7. Materials related to other economic issues, including C:FIUS. As well as China's One Belt 
One Road Initiative, which represents significant outreach to Central and Southeast 
Asian economies. 

8. Collateral topics that reflect weakening bilateral relations. While not addressed in 
depth, these provide useful context. They include disputes over the South China Sea 
and Taiwan, potential erosion of Chinese ~ooperation on North Korea, and deterioration 
of military-to-military relations. 

US-China relatiolls are in substantial flux. If anything major happens over the next few weeks, 
we aug·rnent these materials. 
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Draft Itinerary of Congressional Staff Trip 2D18,1026-20181104 

Date/Time 10ay l:ocation Time Period Time Activity Type Activities 
26--0cl Friday Washinaton DC Hahl Deoarture 
27-0ct Saturday Beilnn . ' CAS-18 ETA 18:25 Fiaht An1val 

28-0ct Sunday Beijing 'Momlna 09:30--11 :00 Cultural Visit Visil.Greol'Wall 
Aflernoon 14:~-17:00 Cultural Visit Visit The ForblddenCltv 

' 
. 

09:00-10:00 Offlc!al:Vlslt Brleflna at Amerlcan'Embassv Morriing 
29-0cl Monday 'Beijing 

: I 1:00-12:30 Official Visit Visit The 0P.Oartment of North American and Oceonlan AlfClirs 

! Afternoon 
: J3:00-14:30 Official!Visit Meeting and lunch•wllh CPIFA 

. I .1'5:30-17:30 Olfidal!Ylslt Visit Slate lnlelleclual P.roperty·OIIJce.of lhe·PRC 

Morning 
· 09:00-10:30 Offic!al-V!sit Visit N□tlonal Co rlahl Adm!nlstratlon,ol the.PRC 

30-0ct Tuesday Beijing 11 :00--12:30 Official Visit Visit Trademark Office-of the State Administration for lndustrv & Commerce of.PRC 
Aflernoon l 4:30-17:00 Official.Visit Visit BellnQ Munlcipal1People's.Conoress 

I MornJna , 09:00-11 :oo Offlc!a1V!sll Visit Peonle's Supreme Court 

31-0cl Wednesday ,Beijing, Allernoon 13:00--14:30 OfflclalVislt VISit'Bel lna:IP Court 

' 
15:30-18:00 lnslltuliona1•vislt Dlscuss.with·CrflC1Foundatlon.foriReform and Develooment·Studles 

Eveninn , ·18:30-19:30 lnslltulional Visit Dliiner with CITIC Foundatlon.for"Retorm and 0evelopmenrstudfes 
Serina- Tianjin Mornina C2047. 10:51-11:21 Hinh Saeed Rail fHSRl HSR to Tian·in 

01-Nov Thursday Afternoon 
· 13:30-15:30 Official Visit Visit Tian·in CifV CPPCC 

Tlannn ; 16:{X)-17:30 Official Visit Visit Tianjin Markel and Quality Supervision Admjnistratlon 
Eveninn , 18:30-20:00 CultUral Visit Dinner and en!ov Bel Ing opera 

' Tianjin 
Mornlnn 09:30-11:30 lnstltutional Visit Enferprlses,posses:Jnteltec1ual pron,:,rru rights (decide by-CPIFA1 

02-Nov Friday 
Afternoon 

14:00-16:00 lnstllutional · Visit · Vlslt-Tlonnn Unlversltv. and•me8t with orofessor and sludents from faculty of Lciw 
,nanl!n - Bei'lno I G220, 1'6:53--17:28 Hlah Sneed.Rail rHSR! HSR to Benno 

Morninq 09:00-10:00 Cultural•vislt Viiit·Ti□n□nmen Square 
03-Nov Saturday Beijing 

Afternoon 
10:30-11:30 Cultural Visii Visit National·Museum of China 
14:00-17:00 Cultural.Yisil Visit 798 Ar!Disl 

; 04-Nov Sunday Beijing Allemoon : CA817, ETD12:45 fflaht Departure 
Last Senate WOO:ing Day.an 26th Oct I Fri). nexl working day an 13th Nov llues) 

0 Lasl House Working Day an 12th Oct {Fr11.·nmct worldng day on 13th Nav ITues) e Y.§:f.,~t~,~ 
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Beijing 
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia 

Beijing, sometimes romanized as Peking,"1 is the capital of the People's Republic of China and one 

of the most populous cities in the world. The population as of 2013 was 21,150,000. The g!Y 

proper is the 3rd largest in the world.III The metropolis, located in northern China, is governed as 

a direct-controlled municipality under the national government, with 14 urban and suburban districts 

and two rural counties_"1Beijing Municipality is surrounded by Hebei Province with the exception of 

neighboring Tianjin Municipality to the southeast:rnl 

Beijing is the second largest Chinese city by urban population after Shanghai and is the 

nation's political, cultural, and educational center.l1fillt is home to the headquarters of most of China's 

largest state-owned companies, and is a major hub for the national highway. expressway.railway. 

and high-speed rail networks. The Beijing Capital lnternationalAirport is the second busiest in the 

world by passenger traffic.llll 

The city's history dates back three millennia. As the last of the Four Great Ancient Capitals of China, 

Beijing has been the political center of the country for much of the past eight centuries.Im The city is 

renowned for its opulent palaces, temples, parks and gardens, tombs, wans and gates,"-'! and its art 

treasures and universities have made it a center of culture and art in China."-'! Encyclopredia 

Britannica notes that "few cities in the world have served for so long as the political headquarters 

This material is distributed by Capitol Counsel LLC on behalf of US-Chiria Trans:pacific Foundation. 
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and cultural centre of an area as immense as China."illl Beijing has seven UNESCO World Heritage 

Sites - the Forbidden City. Temple of Heaven, Summer Palace, Ming Tombs, Zhoukoudian, Great 

Wall, and the Grand Canal.ill! 

History 

The earliest traces of human habitation in the Beijing municipality were found in the caves of Dragon 

Bone Hill near the village of Zhoukoudian in Fangshan District, where Peking Man lived. Homo 
e=tus fossils from the caves date to 230,000 to 250,000 years ago. Paleolithic Homo sapiens also 

lived there more recently, about 27,000 years ago.WI Archaeologists have found neolithic settlements 

throughout the municipality, including in Warigfujing. located in downtow_n Beijing. 

By the 15th century, Beijing had essentially taken its current shape. It is generally believed that 

Beijing was the largest city in the world for most of the 15th, 16th, 17th, and 18th 

centuries."'1 The first known church was constructed by Catholics in 1652 at the former site 

of Matteo Ricci's chapel; the modem Nantang Cathedral was later built upon the same site.00 

During the Second Opium War, Anglo-French forces captured the city, looting and burning the Old 

Summer Palace in 1860. Under the Convention of Peking ending that war, Western powers for the 

first time secured the right to establish permanent diplomatic presences within the city. In 1900, the 

attempt by the "Boxers" to eradicate this presence, as well as Chinese Christian converts, led to 

E3eijing's reoccupation by foreign powers.P'1 During the fighting, several important structures were 

destroyed, including the Hanlin Academy and the (new) Summer Palace. 

Republic 

The fomenters of the Xinhai Revolution of 1911 sought to replace Qing rule wit_h a republic and 

leaders likeSun Yat-sen originally intended to return the capital to Nanjing. After the Qing 

general Yuan Shikai forced the abdication of the last Qing emperor and ensured the success of the 

revolution, the revolutionaries accepted him as president of the new Republic of China. Yuan 

maintained his capital at Beijing and quickly consolidated power, declaring himself emperor in 1915. 

His death less than a year later"'! left China under the control of the warlords commanding the 

regional armies. Following the success of theNationalists' Northern Expedition, the capital was 

formally removed to Nanjing in 1928. On 28 June the same year, Beijing's name was returned to 

Beiping (written at the time as "Peiping").= 

During the Second Sino-Japanese War,JJ!ll Beiping fell to Japan on 29 July 1937(£] and was made the 

seat of the Provisional Government of the Republic of China, a puppet state that ruled the ethnic-
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Chinese portions of Japanese-occupied northern China.WI This government was later merged into 

the larger Wang Jingwei government based in Nanjing_li!l 

People's Republic 

In the final phases of the Chinese Civil War, the People's Liberation Army seized control of the city 

peacefully on 31 January 1949 in the course of the Pingjin Campaign. On 1 October t_hat year, Mao 

Zedong announced the creation of the People's Republic of China from atop Tian'anmen. He 

restored the name of the city, as the new capital, to Beijing,l<ll a decision that had been reached by 

the Chinese People's Political Consultative Conference just a few days earlier. 

In the 1950s, the city began to expand beyond the old walled city and its surrounding 

neighborhoods, with heavy industries in the west and residentia_l neighborhoods in the north. Many 

areas of the Beijing city wall were torn down in the 1960s to make way for the construction of 

the Beijing Subwayand the 2nd R_ing Road. 

During the Cultural Revolution from 1966 to 1976, the Red Guard movement began in Beijing and 

the city's government fell victim to one of the first purges. By the fall of 1966, all city schools were· 

shut down and over a million Red Guards from across the country gathered in Beijing for eight rallies 

in Tian'anmen Square with Mao.l<ll In April 1976, a large public gathering of Beijing residents against 

the Gang of Four and t_he Cultural Revolution·i_n Tiananmen Square was forcefully .. suppressed. In 

October 1976, the Gang was arrested in Zhongnanhai and the Cultural Revolution came to an end. 

In December 1978, the Third Plenum of the 11th Party Congress in Beijing under the leadership 

of Deng Xiaoping reversed the verdicts against victims of the Cultural Revolution and instituted 

the "policy of reform and opening up." 

Since the early 1980s, the urbari area of Beijing has expanded greatly with the completion of the 2nd 

Ring Road in 1981 and the subsequent addition of the 3rd, 4th, 5th and 6th Ring 

·Roads.fillWI According to one 2005 newspaper report, the size of newly developed Beijing was one

and-a-half times larger than before.1'll Wangfujing and Xidan have developed into flourishing 

shopping districts,r,ru while Zhongguancun has become a major center of electronics in Chii1a."11 In 

recent years, the expansion of Beijing has also brought to the forefront_some problems of 

urbanization, such as heavy traffic. poor airguality. the loss of historic neighborhoods, and a 

significant influx of migrant workers from less-developed rural areas of the country.i;,iBeijing has also 

been the location of many significant events in recent Chinese history, principally the Tiananmen 

Square protests of 1989'"' and the2008 Summer Olympics. Thi.s city was awarded to host the 2015 

World Championships in Athletics.Ll!l 
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Economy 

Wanqfujinq Street is one of the busiest shopping streets in Beijing with nearly 100,000 visitors daily (August 

2008). The sale of consumer goods both retail and wholesale accounted for about ½ of Beijing's economic 

output in _2013.1'>1 

Beijing's economy ranks among the most developed and prosperous in China. In 2013, the 

municipality's nominal gross domestic product (GDP) wasCN¥1.95 trillion (US$314 billion), about 

3.43% of the couritry'stotal output, and ranked 13th among province-level administrative units.lIB Per 

capita GDP, at CN ¥93,213 (US$15,051) in nominal terms and lnt$21,948 at purchasing power 

parity. was 2.2 times the national average and rankedsecond among province-level administrative 

units.IE! The economy tripled in size from 2004 to 2012,"" and grew at an annual rate of 7. 7% in 

2013."'1 

Due to the concentration of state owned enterprises in the national capital, Beijing in 2013 had 

more Fortune Global 500 Company headquarters than any other city in the world."" The city also 

ranked No. 4 in the number of biliionaire residents after Moscow, New York and Hong Kong."'1 In 

2012,PricewaterhouseCoopers rated Beijing's overall economic influence as No. 1 in China."" 

Demographics 

In 2013, Beijing had a total population of 21.148 million within the municipality, of which 18.251 

million resided in urban districts or suburban townships and 2.897 million lived in ru.ral 

villages."'1 Within China, the city ranked second in urban population after Shanghai and the third in 

municipal population after Shanghai and Chongqing. Beijing also ranks among the most populous 

cities in the world, a distinction the city has held for much of the past 800 years, especially during the 

15th to early 19th centuries when it was the largest city in the world. 

About 13 million of the city's residents in 2013 had local hukou pemnits, which entitles them to 

permanent residence in Beijing."'1 The remaining 8 million residents had hukou permits elsewhere 

and were not eligible to receive some social benefits provided by the Beijing municipal 

govemment. llli 

The population increased in 2013 by 455,000 or about 7% from the previous year and continued a 

decade-long trend of rapid growth.,.;i The total population in 2004 was 14.213 million.1'il The 

population gains are driven largely by migration. The population's rate of natural increase in 2013 

was a mere 0.441 %, based on a birth rate of 8.93 and a mortality rate of 4.52.1'll The gender 

balance was 51.!3% mc1.les and 48.4% females.llli 
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Working age people account for nearly 80% of the population. Compared to 2004, residents age ~ 

14 as a proportion of the population dropped from 9.96% to 9.5% in 2013 and residents over the age 

of 65 declined from 11.12% to 9.2%.'"11"' 

According to the 2010 census, nearly 96% of Beijing's population are ethnic Han Chinese_lli!!ll Of the 

800,000 ethnic minorities living in the 

capital, Manchu(336,000), Hui (249,000), Korean (77,000), Mongol (37,000) and Tujia (24,000) 

constitute the five largest groups."-"1 In addition, there were 8,045 Hong Kong residents, 500 Macau 

residef'!tS, an_d 7,772 Taiwan residents along with 91,128 registered foreigners living in Beijing.u.o.m A 

study by the Beijing Academy of Sciences estimates that in 2010 there were on average 200,000 

foreigners living in Beijing on any given day, including students, business travelers and tourists, who 

are not counted as registered residents.-

From 2000 to 2010, the percentage of city residents with at least some college education nearly 

doubled from 16.8% to 31.5%.u.o.m About 22.2% have some high school education and 31 % had 

reached middle school.lli!!ll 
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Tianjin 
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia 

Tianjin ([thjtn.l1.in). fonmerly romanized as Tientsin, is a coastal metropolis in northern China and 

one of the nine national central cities of the People's Republic of China (PRC), with a total population 

of 15,469,500, and is also the world's 11th-most populous city proper_!ll It is governed as one of the 

four municipalities under the direct administration of central government of the PRC and is thus 

under direct administration of the central government. Tianjin borders Hebei Province and Beijing 

Municipality. bounded to the east by the Bohai Gulfportion of the Yellow Sea. Part of the Bohai 

Economic Rim, it is the largest coastal city in northern China. 

In terms of urban population, Tianjin is the fourth largest in China, after Shanghai, Beijing. and 

Guangzhou. In terms of administrative area population, Tianjin ranks fifth in Mainland China.1!1 The 

walled city of Tianjin was built in 1404. As a treaty port since 1860, Tianjin.has been a major seaport 

and gateway to Beijing. During the Boxer Rebellion the city was the seat of the Tianji_nProvisional 

Government. Under the Qing dynasty and the Republic of China, Tianjin became one of the largest 

cities in the region.m Al that time, numerous European-style buildings and mansions were 

constructed in concessions, many of which are well-preserved today. After the founding of the 

People's Republic of China, Tianjin suffered a depression due to the policy of the central government 

and Tangshan earthquake, but recovered from 1990s.1'1 Nowadays Tianjin is a dual-core city, with its 

main urban area (including the old city) located along the Hai River, which connects to the Yellow 

and Yangtze Rivers via the Grand Canal; and Binhai, a New Area urban core located east of the old 

city, on the coast of the Bohai Gulf. As of the end of 2010, arou.nd 285 Fortune 500 companies have 

set up base in Binhai. 

Histo!)' '---------------------------------

The land where Tianjin is located today was created in ancient times by sedimentation of various 

rivers entering the sea at Bohai Gulf, including the Yellow River which entered the sea in this area at 

one point. Before this time, it was open sea. 

The opening of the Grand Canal during the Sui dynasty prompted the development ofTianjin into a 

trading center. 
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Qing dyna~ty 

During the Qing dynasty (1644.-1911) Tianjin was promoted to a prefecture or Zhou (!iN) in 1725 with 

Tianjin County established under the prefecture in 1731. Later ii was upgraded to an urban 

prefecture or Fu (./ff_) before becoming a relay station ('l1!1!!) under the command of the Viceroy of 

Opening up as a treaty port 

In 1856, Chinese soldiers boarded The. Arrow, a Ch_inese-owned ship registered in Hong Kong flying 

the British flag a_nd suspected of piracy, smuggling, and of being engaged in the opium trade. they 

captured 12 men a.nd imprisoned them. In response, the British and French sent gunboats under the 

command of Admiral Sir Michael Seymour to capture the Taku forts near Tianjin in May 1858. At the 

end of the first part of the Second Opium War in June of the same year, the British and French 

prevailed, and the Treaties of Tianjin were signed, which opened Tianjin to foreign trade. The 

treaties were ratified by the Emperor of China in 1860, and Tianjin was formally opened to Great 

Britain and France, and thus to the outside world. Between 1895 and 1900, Britain and France were 

joined by Japan, Germany and Russia, and even by countries without Chinese concessions such as 

Austria-Hungary. Italy and Belgium, in establishing self-contained concessions in Tianjin. each with 

its own prisons, schools, barracks and hospitals.Ji! These nations left many architectural reminders of 

their rule, notably churches and thousands of villas. 

The presence of foreign infl~ence in Tianjin was not always peaceful; one of the most serious violent 

incidents to take place was the Tianjin Church Incident. In June 1870, the orphanage held by the 

Wanghailou Church (Church Our Lady's Victories), in Tianjin, built by French Roman Catholic 

missionaries, was accused of the kidnapping and brainwashing of Chinese children. On June 21, the 

magistrate of Tianjin County initiated a showdown at the church that developed into violent clashes 

between the church's Christian supporters and non-Christian Tianjin residents. The furious 

protesters eventually burned down Wanghailou Church and the nearby French consulate and killed 

eighteen foreigners including ten French nuns, the French consul, and merchants. France and six 

other Western nations complained to the Qing government, which was forced to pay compensation 

for the incident. 

In 1885 Li Hongzhang founded the Tianjin Military Academy ~itill:ir.i~:il1: for Chinese army officers, 

with German advisers, as part of h_is military reforms.(lQJ The move was supported by Anhui Army 

commander Zhou Shengchuan.ll.01'" The academy was to serve Anhui Army and Green Standard 

Army officers. Various practical military, mathematic and science subjects were taught at the 

academy. The instructors were German officers.ll.01"' Another program was started at the academy 
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for five years in 1887 to train teenagers as new army officers.11.0l"" Mathematics, practical and 

technical subjects, sciences, foreign languages, Chinese Glassies and history were taught at the 

school. Exams were administered to students. The instruction for Tianjin Military Academy was 

copied at the Weihaiwei and Shanhaiguan military schools.U.oJ"" The 'maritime defense fund' supplied 

the budget for the Tianjin Military Academy, which was shared with the nanjin Naval Academy.11.0l''" 

The Tianjin Military Academy in 1886 adopted as part of its curriculum the Romance of the Three 

Kingdoms.llliAmong its alumni were Wang Yingkai and W:fJtl@ Duan Qirui. Among its staff was 

Yinchang. 

In June 1900, t_he Boxers were able to seize control of much of Tianjin. On June 26, European 

defense forces heading towards Beijing were stopped by Boxers at nearby Langfang. and were 

defeated and forced to turn back to Tianjin. The foreign concessions were also under siege for 

several weeks. 

In July 1900, the Eight-Nation Alliance recaptured Tianjin. Th.is allia_nce soon established the Tianjin 

Provisional Government, composed of representatives frorn each of the occupying forces (Russian, 

British, Japanese, German, French, American, Austro-Huligarian, and Italian). The city was 

governed by this council until August 15, 1902 when the city was returned to Qirig control. Erninent 

Qing General Yuan Shikai led efforts to transform Tianjin into a modern city, establishing the first 

modern Chinese police force. In 1907, Yuan supervised China's first modern democratic elections 

for a county council. 

Western nations were permitted to garrison the area to ensure open access to Beijing. The British 

maintained a brigade of two battalions in Tianjin, and the Italians, French, Japanese, Germans, 

Russians, and Austro-Hungarians maintained understrength regiments; the United States did not 

initially participate. During World War I, the German and Austro-Hungarian garrisons were captured 

and_ held as Prisoners of War by Allied Forces while the Bolshevik government withdrew the Russian 

garrison in 1918. In 1920, the remaining participating nations asked the United States to join them, 

and the US then sent the 15th Infantry Regiment, less one battalion, to Tianjin from the Philippines. 

Because of the rapid development of industry, commerce and finance, Tientsin was established as a 

municipality of China in 1927. From 1930 to 1935, Tientsin was the provincial capital of Hopeh, after 

that re-established as a municipality. 

Garrison duty was highly regarded by the troops. General George C. Marshall, the ''architect of 

victory" in World War II when he was the United States Army Chief of Staff, served at Tianjin in the 

1920s as Executive Officer of the 15th Infantry. The US withdrew this unit in 1938 and a US 

presence was maintained only by the dispatch of a small US Marine Corps unit from the Embassy 

Guard at Beijing. 
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Second Sino-Japanese War 

On July 30, 1937, Tianjin fell to Japan, as part of the Second Sino-Japanese War, but was not 

entirely occupied, as the Japanese for the most pa.rt respected foreign concessionsuntil 1941, when 

the American and British concessions were occupied. In the summer of 1939, there occurred a 

major crisis in Anglo-Japanese relations with the Tientsin Incident. On June 14, 1939, the Imperial 

Japanese Army surrounded and blockaded the British concession over the refusal of the British 

authorities to hand over to the Japanese six Chinese who had assassinated a locally prominent 

Japanese collaborator, and had taken refuge in the British concession. For a time, the 1939 crisis 

appeared likely to cause an Anglo-Japanese war, especially when reports of the maltreatment by the 

Japanese Army of British subjects wishing to leave or enter the concession appeared in the British 

press. The crisis ended when the British Prime Minister Neville Chamberlain was advised by the 

Royal Navy and the Foreign Office that the only way to force the Japanese to lift the blockade was to 

send the main British battle fleet to Far Eastern waters, and that given the current crisis in Europe 

_that it would be inappropriate to send the British fleet out of European waters, thus leading the 

British to finally turn over the six Chinese, who were then executed by the Japanese. During the 

Japanese occupation, Tianjin was ruled by the North China Executive Committee, a puppet state 

based in Beijing. 

On August 9, 1940, all of the British troops in Tianjin were ordered to withdraw. On November 14, 

1941 the American Marine unit stationed in Tianjin was ordered to leave, but before this could be 

accomplished, the Japanese attacked the United States. The.American Marine detachment 

surrendered to the Japanese on December 8, 1941. Only the Italian and French concessions (the 

local French officials were loyal to Vichy) were allowed by the Japanese to remain. When Italy 

signed an armistice with the Allies in September 1943, Japanese troops took I.he lta.lian concession 

following a battle with its garrison, and the Italian Social Republicformally ceded it to Wang Jingwei's 

Japan-controlled puppetstate. Japanese occupation of the city lasted until August 15, 1945, with the 

surrender of Japan marking the end of World War II. 

Post World Wat II 

In the Pingjin Campaign of the Chinese Civil War, the city was captured after 29 ,hours of fighting. 

Finally the Communists took over Tianjin on 15 January 1949. 

From 1949 to February 1958, Tianjin was a municipality directly under the Central Government. In 

October 1952, Tanggu New Port officially opened its doors, and the first 10,000-tonne ferry arrived 

at Newport Pier. In February 1958, due to the "Great Leap Forward" and Tianjin's good industrial 

foundation, Tianjin was incorporated into Hebei Province and Hebei Province was relocated to 
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Tianjin for eight years. During the period, under the coordination of the State Council, the city of 

Tianjin implemented a separate policy for central planning, which was independent of Hebei 

Province. However, a large number of factories and colleges in Tianjin moved to Hebei, adversely 

affecting Tianjin's economic development. In January 1967, due to "preparation, preparation for 

disasters," and concerns that Tianjin would become a battlefield, Hebei Province repatriated the 

provincial capital to Baoding, and the CPC Central Committee decided that Tianjin should be 

restored to the central municipality and remain so far. In April 1970, in the event that the Central 

Government had applied for funding for the con_struction of the subway, the Tianjin Municipal 

Government decided to raise funds on its own to establish the project on the basis of the name of 

the channel, and build it on the basis of the old walled river. In July 1973, five counties including 

Jixian, Baodi, Wuqing, Jinghai, and Ninghe were formally placed under the jurisdiction of Tianjin. 

On July 28, 1976, in the 7.8-strong earthquake that occurred in Tangshan, Tianjin was affected by 

the earthquake waves and suffered heavy losses. In the city, 24,345 people died and 21,497 were 

seriously injured. Sixty percent of the city's buildings were destroyed by the earthquake. Nearly 

700,000 people were_ left homeless. More than 30% of the enterprises and Peking Port Reservoir 

and Yuqiao Reservoir were seriously damaged. On October 10 of the same year, the Tianjin 

Underground Railway was opened to traffic. In 1981, Miyun Reservoir, built on the upper reaches of 

the Hai he River for the use of water for the use of water from Tianjin, used water for the purpose of 

protecting Beijing and stopped supplying water to Tianjin, resulting in difficulty in the use of water in 

Tianjin. In the same year, the State Council of the People's Republic of China decided to initiate the 

project to attract talents to Tianjin to solve the problem of water use in Tianjin. 

In 1984, at the beginning of reform and opening up, Tianjin was listed as one of the 14 coastal open 

cities by th_e State Council and the economy began to develop rapidly, especially as a symbol of 

Tianjin Development Zone. However, the overall development speed of Tianjin is still slower than 

that of special economic zones and 9ther southeast coastal areas. In 1994, Tianjin began its 

strategic industrial shift to the east and developed the Binhai New Area with the development zone 

and Tianjin Port as the core. In Ociober 2005, the Fifth Plenary Session of the 16th CPC Central 

Committee was convened. The meeting decided to incorporate the development and opening up of 

the Binhai New Areainto the "Eleventh Five-Year Plan" and the national development strategy. In 

March 2006, the State Council executive meeting positioned Tianjin as an "international port city, a 

northern economic center, and an ecological city·:. Since then, the dispute between the Beijing

Tianjin economic center at the policy level has come to an end. In May of the same year, the State 

Council approved the Binhai New Area as a national integrated reform pilot area. In June of the 

same year, the "State Council's Opinions on Promoting the Development and Opening of the Tianjin 

Binhai New Area" was announced and clearly stated: "In financial enterprises, financial services, 
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financial markets, and finance Major reforms such as opening up can, in principle, be scheduled to 

precede the tianJin Binhai New Area. 

In August 2008, China's first high-speed railway. the Beijing-Tianjin Intercity Railway, with a speed of 

350 kilometers per hour was opened. In the same year, as the co-host city of the 29th Olympic 

Games, Tianjin hosted some football events. In the same year, the Annual Meeting of the New 

Champions of World Economic Forum (also called Summer Davos) began to be established in 

Tianjin and held every two years.1121 Jn October 2010, the UN Climate Change Conference convened 

in Tianjin.l!.ll In 2012, the Tianjin Metro Lines 2, 3, and 9 were completed and open to traffic, and 

Tianjin Rail Transit was formally networked. 

In October 2013, Tianjin hosted the East Asian Games, which was the first time Tianjin hosted an 

international comprehensive event. In 2014, the coordinated development of Beijing, Tianjin, and 

Hebei was officially incorporated into the national strategy. Tianjin was positioned as "National 

Advanced Manufacturing R&D Base, Northern International Shipping Core Area, Financial 

Innovation Operation Demonstration Area, and Reform and Opening-up Preceding Area''. In the 

same year, the first phase of the South-to-North Water Diversion Project passed water, and the 

water use in Tianjin improved. On J=ebruary 26, 2015, the Tianjin National Independent Innovation 

Demonstration Zone was formally established. On April 21, the China (Tianjin) Free Trade Pilot Zone 

was formally established. On April 27, Tianjin Jincheng Bank, the first private bank in northern 

China, officially opened its doors. On August 12, a major fire and explosion accident occurred in a 

dangerous chemical warehouse in Tianjin Port, causing serious casualties and property losses.ll.!l 

Economy 

Tianjin's GDP reached 1.572 trillion yuan in 2014, an increase of 10.0 percent over 2013. The city of 

Tianjin recordecl China's highest per-capita GDP with $17,126, followed by Beijing with $16,278 and 

Shanghai with $15,847.12fil 

Major industries include petrochemical.industries, textiles, car manufacturing, mechanical industries, 

and metalworking. EADSAirbus is an important manufacturer, and has opened an assembly plant for 

its Airbus A320 series airliners, operational since 2009. Tianjin also hit the news in 2010, as the 

current fastest supercomputer in the world, Tianhe-1A, is located at the National Supercomputing 

Center in Tianjin. GDP i_n 2009 hit ¥ 750.1 billion, with a per capita of RMB¥ 62,403. 

Tianjin Economic-Technological Development Area 

As one of the first state-level economic and technological development zones, Tianjin Economic

Technological Development Area (TEDA) was founded on December 6, 1984, with the approval of 
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the State Council. It enJoys relevant state preferential policies with the major task of attracting 

domestic and foreign investment to develop high and new technology oriented modern industries. As 

an affiliated organ of the Tianjin Municipal Government, the Administrative Commission of Tianjin 

Economic-Technological Development Area exercises unified administration of TEDA on behalf of 

the Tianjin Municipal Government and enjoys provincial-level administrative and economic. 

management rights. 

Tianjin Export Processing Zone 

Tianjin Export Processing Zone i.s one of the first 15 export processing zones approved by the State 

Council on April 27, 2000. This is a special enclosed zone where the Customs conduct 24-hour 

administration. on commodities transported into and out of the zone and relevant places. The central 

government granted this special economic zone speci,al preferential policies to attract enterprises in 

the business of processing and trade to invest in the zone. Tianjin Export Processing Zone is located 

to the northeast of TEDA with a planned area of 2.54 km' (0.98 sq mi). The area developed in the 

first phase is 1 m2. A permanent wall is built to separate export processing zone and non-export 

processing zone.llII 

Tianjin Airport Economic Area 

Tianjin Airport International Logistics Zone is jointly invested by Tianjin Port Free Trade Zone a.nd 

Tianjin Binhai International Airport. It is located inside the airfreight area of Tianjin Binhai 

International Airport. It has domest.ic a.nd foreign excellent airfreight logistics enterprises engaged in 

sorting, warehousing, distribution, processing, exhibition. It is in the process of constructing the 

largest airfreight base in northern China.Ja<1 

Tianjin Port Free Trade Zone 

Tianjin Port Free Trade Zone is the largest free trade zone in northern China as well as the only free 

trade zone in northern China. The zone was approved to be established in 1991 by State Council. It 

is 30 km (19 mi) from Tianjin city proper; less than 1 km (0.62 mi) a>Nay from the wharf and only 38 

km (24 mi) a>Nay from Tianjin Binhai International Airport.Ja<! 

Tianjin Tanggu National Marine High-Tech Development Area 

Tianjin Tanggu Marine High-Tech Development Area was established in 1992, and was upgraded to 

the national-level high-tech development area by the State Council in 1995, it is the only national

level high-tech development area specializing in developing the marine Hi-Tech industry. By the end 

of 2008, the zone has 2068 corporations and has 5 industries there including new materials, oil 

manufacturing, modern machinery manufacturing, and electronic information.l>lll 
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Tianjin Nangang Industrial Zone 

A world-level heavy and chemical industry base and harbor; an important part of the ''dual-city, dual

harbor"space development strategy of Tianjin, a world-class d_emonstration zone of circular 

economy. The total planned area of Nangang Industrial Zone is 200 km' (77 sq mi), of which the 

terrestrial area is 162 km' (63 sq mi). 

Agriculture 

Farmland takes up about 40% of Tianjin Municipality's total area. Wheat, rice, and maize are the 

most important crops. Fishing is important along the coast 

Binhai New Area 

Tianjin Binhai New Area (TBNA) is located in the juncture of the Beijing-Tianjin City Belt and the 

Ci.rcum-Bohai City Belt It is the gateway to North China, Northeast China, and Northwest China. 

Lying in the center of Northeast Asia, it is the nearest point of departure of the Eurasian Continental 

Bridge. 

Culture 

People from Tianjin speak the Tianjin dialect of Mandarin, from which it is derived. Despite its 

proximity to Beijing, the Tianjin dialect sounds quite different from the Beijing dialect, which provides 

the basis for Putonghua or Standard Chinese. 

Tianjin is a respected home base of Beijing opera, one of the most prestigious forms of Chinese 

opera. 

Tianjin is famous for its stand up comedy and comedians including Guo Degang and Ma Sanli. Ma 

Sanli (1914-2003), an ethnic Hui and longtime resident of Tianjin. is renowned for his xianqshenq, a 

hugely popular form of Chinese entertainment similar to comedy. Ma Sanli delivered some of his 

xiangsheng in the Tianjin dialect. Tianjin, along with Beijing, is a center for the art of xiangsheng. 

Tianjin's patented brand of stand-up also includes the use of rhythmic bamboo clappers "Kuaiban".HOI 

Yangliuging (Green Willows), a town about 15 km (9.3 mi) west of Tianjin's urban area and the seat 

of Xiging District, is famous for its popular Chinese New Year-themed, traditional-style, colourful 

wash paintings (t~iliDJlr:$.@l). Tianjin is also famous for Zhang's clay figurines which are a type of 

colourful figurine depicting a variety of vivid characters, and Tianj(n's Wei's kites, which can be folded 

to a fraction of their full .sizes, are noted for portability. 
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On September 28, 2015, the Juilliard School in New_Yo_rk City announced a major expansion into 

Tianjin during a visit by China's first lady, Peng Liyuan, the institution's first such fuH-scale foray 

outside the United States, with plans .to offer a master's degree program."'1 
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CII \ !'TEil I 

The Singularity of' Cl1ir1a 

S OCll~TLES A ND NATfONS tend to think of themselves as ctcrna. l. 

. They also cherish a tale of their origin. A special feature of Chi

nese civilization is that it seems to have no beginning. It appears in 

history less as a conventional nation-state than a permanent natural 

phenomenon. In the tale of the Yellow Emperor, revered by 1nany 

Chinese as the legendary founding ruler, China seems already to exist. 

When the Yellow E1nperor appears in myth, Chinese civilization has. 

li1llen into chaos. Cmnpeting princes harass each other and the people,· 

yl'l an enfeebled ruler fails to 1naintain order. Levying an army, the 

new hero pacifies the realm and is acclaimed as emperor. 1 

The Yellow Emperor has gone down in history as a founding hero; 

yet in the founding n1yth, he is reestablishing, not creating, an empire. 

( ;hina predated hi111; it strides into the historical consciousness as an 

("Slablished state requiring only restoration, not creation. This paradox 

of Chinese history recurs with the ancient sage Confucius: again, he is 

seen as the "founder" of a culture although he stressed that he had 

invented nothing, that he was merely trying to reinvigorate the prin

ciples of harmony which had once existed in the golden age but had 

heen lost in Confucius's own era of political chaos. 

Reflecting on the paradox of China's origins, the nineteenth-century 

missionary and traveler, the Abbe Regis-Evariste Hue, observed: 
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Chinese civilization originates in an antiquity so remote that 

we vainly endeavor to discover its commencement. There are 

no traces of the state of infancy among this people. This is a 

very peculiar fact respecting China. We are accustomed in the 

history of nations to find some well-defined point of depar

ture, and the historic documents, traditions, and monuments 

that remain to us generally permit us to follow, almost step by 

step, the progress of civilization, to be present at its birth, to 

watch its development, its onward march, and in many cases, 

its subsequent decay and fall. But it is not thus with the Chi

nese. They seem to have been always living in the same stage 

of advancement as in the present day; and the data of antiquity 

are such as to confirm that opinion.2 

When Chinese written characters first evolved, during the Shang 

Dynasty in the second millennium B.C., ancient Egypt was at the height 

of its glory. The great city-states of classical Greece had not yet emerged, 

and Rome was millennia away. Yet the direct descendant of the Shang 

. writing system is still used by well over a billion people today. Chinese 

today can understand inscriptions written in the age of Confucius; con

temporary Chinese books and conversations are enriched by centuries

old aphorisms citing ancient battles and court intrigues. 

At the same time, Chinese history featured many periods of civil 

war, interregnum, and chaos. After each collapse, the Chinese state 

reconstituted itself as if by some immutable law of nature. At each 

stage, a new uniting figure emerged, following essentially the prece

dent of the Yellow Emperor, to subdue his rivals and reunify China 

(and sometimes enlarge its bounds). The famous opening of The Ro

mance of the Three Kingdoms, a fourteenth-century epic novel treasured· 

by centuries of Chinese (including Mao, who is said to have pored over 

it almost obsessively in his youth), evokes this continuous rhythm: "The 

empire, long divided, must unite; long united, must divide. Thus it has 
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ever been.''3 Each period of disunity was viewed as an aberration. Each 

new dynasty reached back to the previous dynasty's principles of gov

ernance in order to reestablish continuity. The fundamental precepts 

of Chinese culture endured, tested by the strain of periodic calamity. 

Before the seminal event of Chinese unification in 221 ll.C., there 

had been a millennium of dynastic rule that gradually disintegrated as 

the feudal subdivisions evolved from autonomy to independence. The 

culmination was two and a half centuries of turmoil recorded in his

tory as the Warring States period (475-221. B.c.). Its European equiva

lent w_ould be the interregnum between the Treaty of Westphalia in 

1648 and the end of the Second World War, when a multiplicity of 

European states was struggling for preeminence within the framework 

of the balance of power. After 221 0.c., China maintained the ideal of 

empire and unity but followed the practice of fracturing, then reunit

ing, in cycles sometimes lasting several hundred years. 

When the state fractured, wars between the various components 

were fought savagely. Mao once claimed that the population of China 

declined from fifty million to ten million during the so-called Three 

Kingdoms period (A.D. 220-80),◄ and the conflict among the contend

ing groups between the two world wars of the twentieth century was 

extremely bloody as well. 

At its ultimate extent, the Chinese cultural sphere stretched over a 

continental area much larger than any European state, indeed about 

the size of continental Europe. Chinese language and culture, and the 

Emperor's political writ, expanded to every known terrain: from 

the steppelands and pine forests in the north shading into Siberia, to the 

tropical jungles and terraced rice farms in the south; from the east coast 

with its canals, ports, and fishing villages, to the stark deserts of Central 

Asia and the ice-capped peaks of the Himalayan frontier. The extent 

and variety of this territory bolstered the sense that China was a world 

unto itself It supported a conception of the Emperor as a figure of 

universal consequence, presiding over tian xia, or "All Under Heaven." 
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'l'hc Era of (]1incse Preerninencc 
Through many millennia of Chinese civili1.ation, China was never 

' obliged to deal with other countries or civilizations that were compa-

rable to it in scale and sophistication. India was known to the Chinese, 

as Mao later noted, but for much of history it was divided into separate 

kingdoms. The two civilizations exchanged goods and Buddhist influ

ences along the Silk Road but were elsewhere walled off from casual 

contact by the almost impenetrable Himalayas and the Tibetan Pla

teau. The massive and forbidding deserts of Central Asia separated 

China from the Near Eastern cultures of Persia and Babylonia and even 

more fron1 the Roman Empire. Trade caravans undertook intermittent 

journeys, but China as a society did not engage societies of comparable 

scale and achievement. Though China and Japan shared· a number of 

core cultural and political institutions, neither was prepared to recog

nize the other's superiority; their solution was to curtail contact for cen

turies at a time. Europe was even further away in what the Chinese 

considered the Western Oceans, by definition inaccessible to Chinese 

Clllture and pitiably incapable of acquiring it-as the Emperor told a 

British envoy in 1793, 

The territorial claims of the Chinese Empire stopped at the water's 

edge. As early as the Song Dynasty (960'-1279), China led the world in 

nautical technology; its fleets could have carried the empire into an era 

of conquest and exploration.~ Yet China acquired no overseas colonies 

and showed relatively little interest in the countries beyond its coast. lt · 

developed no rationale for venturing abroad to convert the barbarians 

to Confucian principles or Buddhist virtues. When the conquering 

Mongols commandeered the Song fleet and its experienced captains, 

they mounted two attempted invasions of Japan. Hoth were turned 

back by inclement weather-the kamikaze (or "Divine Wind") of Jap

anese lore,6 Yet when the Mongol Dynasty collapsed, the expeditions, 

though technically feasible, were never again at'tempted. No Chinese 
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leader ever articulated a rationale for why China would want to control 

the Jap.mese archipelago. 

But in the early years of the Ming Dynasty, between 1405 ancl 14.H, 

China launched one of history's most remarkable and mysterious naval 

enterprises: Admiral Zheng He set out in fleets of technologically un

paralleled "treamre ships" to destinations as far as Java, India, the I-Jorn 

of Africa, and the Strait of Hormuz. At the time of Zheng's voyages, 

1 he European age of exploration had not yet begun. China's fleet pos

sessed what would have seemed an unbridgeable technological advan

tage: in the size, sophistication, and number of its vessels, it dwarfed 

I he Spanish Armada (which was still 150 years away). 

Historians still debate the actual purpose of these missions. Zheng 

lk was a singular figure in the age of exploration: a Chinese Muslim 

l'llnuch conscripted into imperial service as a child, he fits no obvious 

l,istorical precedent. At each stop on his journeys, he formally pro

rl:1imed the magnificence of China's new Emperor, bestowed lavish 

gifis orr the rulers he errcountered, and invited them to travel in person 

"r send envoys to China. There, they were to acknowledge their place 

i11 the Sinocentric world order by performing the ritual "kowtow" to 

arknowledge the Emperor's superiority. Yet beyond declaring China's 

greatness and issuing invitations co portentous ritual, Zheng He dis-

1>iaycd no territorial ambition. He brought back only gifts, or "tribute"; 

Ill· claimed no colonies or resources for China beyond the metaphysical 

!.111mty of extemling the limits of All Under Heaven. At most he can 

1,., said to have created favorable conditions for Chinese merchants, 

1 I ,n ,ugh a kind of early exercise of Chinese "soft power."7 

Zheng He's expeditions stopped abruptly in 14.B, coincident with 

1 I 1<· recurrence of threats along China's northern land frontier. The next 

l·.111peror ordered the f1eet dismantled and the records of Zheng 

I k's voyages destroyed. The expeditions were never repeated. Though 

1 :lii11t"se traders continued to ply the routes Zheng He sailed, China's 

11;11·;11 abilities faded-so much so that the Ming rulers' response to the 
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subsequent menace of piracy off China's southeast coast was to attempt 

a forced migration of the coastal population ten miles inland. China's 

naval history was thus a hinge that failed to swing: technically capable 

of dominance, China retired voluntarily from the field of naval explo

ration just as Western interest was beginning to take hold. 

China's splendid isolation nurtured a particular Chinese sdf

perception. Chinese elites grew accustomed to the notion that China 

was unique-not just "a great civilization" among others, but civiliza

tion itself. A British translator wrote in 1850: 

An intelligent European, accustomed to reflect on the state of 

a number of countries enjoying a variety of different advan

tages, and laboring each under peculiar disadvantages, could, 

by a few well directed questions, and from very little data, 

form a tolerably correct notion of the state of a people hitherto 

unknown to him; but it would be a great error to suppose that 

this is the case with the Chinese. Their exclusion of foreigners 

and confinement to their own country has, by depriving them 

of all opportunities of making comparisons, sadly circum

scribed their ideas; they a re thus totally unable to free them

selves from the dominion of association, and judge everything 

by rules of purely Chinese convention.K 

China knew, of course, of different societies around its periphery 

in Korea, Vietnam, Thailand, Burma; but in the Chinese perception, 

China was considered the center of the world, the "Middle Kingdom," 

and other societies were assessed as gradations from it. As the Chinese 

saw it, a host of lesser states that imbibed Chinese culture and paid 

tribute to China's greatness constituted the natural order of the uni

verse. The. borders between China and the surrounding peoples were 

not so much political and territorial demarcations as cultural differen

tiations. The outward radiance of Chinese culture throughout East 
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Asia led the American political scientist Lucian Pye to comment fa

mously that, in the modern ag~. China remains a "civilization pretend

ing to be a nation-state."'' 

The pretensions underlying this traditional Chinese world order 

endured well into the modern era. As late as 1863, China's Emperor 

(himself a member of a "foreign" Manchu Dynasty that had conquered 

( '.hina two centuries earlier) dispatched a letter informing Abraham 

Lincoln of China's commitment to gciod relations with the United 

States. The Emperor based his communication on the grandiloquent 

assurance that, "lh]aving, with reverence, received the commission 

from Heaven to rule the universe, we regard both the middle empire 

I China] and the outside countries as constituting om: family, without 

any distinction."lD When the letter was dispatched, China had already 

lost two wars with the Western powers, which were busy staking out 

spheres of interest in Chinese territory. The Emperor seems to have 

treated these catastrophes as similar to other barbarian invasions that 

were overcome, in the end, by China's endurance and superior culture. 

For most of history, there was, in fact, nothing particularly fanciful 

about Chinese claims. With each generation, the Han Chinese had 

expanded from their original base in the Yellow River valley, gradually 

drawing neighboring societies into various stages of approximation of 

Chinese patterns. Chinese scientific and technological achievements 

equaled, and frequently outstripped, those of their Western European, 

Indian, and Arab counterparts. 11 

Not only was the scale of China traditionally far beyond that of 

the European states in population and in territory; until the Industrial 

Revolution, China was far richer. United by a vast system of canals 

connecting the great rivers and population centers, China was for cen

turies the world's most productive economy and most populous trading 

area. 12 But since it was largely self-sufficient, other regions had only 

peripheral comprehension of its vastness and its wealth. In fact, China 

produced a greater share of total world GDP than any Western society 
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in eighteen of the last twenty centuries. As late as 1820, it produced over 

30 percent of world GDP-an amount exceeding the GDP of Western 

Europe, Eastern Europe, and the United States combined.1-1 

Western observers encountering China in the early modern era 

were stunned hy its vitality and material prosperity. Writing in 1736, 

the French Jesuit Jean-Baptiste Du Halde summed up the awestruck 

reactions of Western visitors to China: 

The riches peculiar to each province, and the facility of convey

ing merchandise, hy means of rivers and canals, have rendered 

the domestic trade of the empire always very flourishing .... 

Tht inland trade of China is so great that the commerce of all 

Europe is not to be compared therewith; the provinces being 

like ;o many kingdoms, which communicate to each other 

their respective productions." 

Thirty years later, the French political economist Fram;ois Quesnay 

went even further: 

IN lo one can deny that this state is the most beautiful in the 

world, the most densely populated, an<l the most flourishing 

kingdom known. Such an empire as that of China is equal to 

what all Europe would be if the latter were united under a 

single sovereign." 

China traded with foreigners and occasionally adopted ideas and 

inventions from abroad. But more often the Chinese believed that the 

most valuable possessions and intellectual achievements were to be 

found within China. Trade with China was so prized that it was with 

only partial exaggeration that Chinese elites described it not as ordi

nary economic exchange but as "tribute" to China's superiority. 
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Almost all empires were created by fc,rre, hut none can he sustained 

liy i1. Universal rule, to last, needs to translate fi,rcc into obligation. 

1 11\inwisc, the encrgip of the rulers will he exhausted in maintaining 

il11·i1 dominance at the expense of their ability to sh,,.pe the future, 

"hid, is the ultimate task lif statesmanship. Empires persist if repres

•,11111 J.fivcs way to consensus. 

_So it was with China. The methods hy which it was unified, and 

J'•·riodically overturned and reunified again, were mTasionally brutal. 

( :hi11t·sc history witnessed its share of sanguinary rebellions and dynas-

1i,· I yrants. Yet China owed its millennial survival farkss to the punish-

1111:nts meted ollt by its-·Emperors than to the community of vhlues 

l,is1cred among its population and its government of scholar-officials. 

Not the least exceptional aspect of Chinese culture is that these val-

1ws were essentially secular in nature. At the time when Huddhism ap

J'<'ared in Indian culture stressing contemplation and inrn::r peace, and 

1111motheism was proclaimed by the Jewish-and, later, Christian and 

Islamic-prophets with an evocation of a lite after death, China pro

dncl'cl no religious themes in the Western sense at all. The Chinese 

111-vcr generated a myth of cosmic creation. Their uniwrse was created 

\,y the Chinese themselves, whose values, even when declared of uni-

1crsal applicability, were conceived of as Chinese in origin. 

The predominant values of Chinese society were derived from the 

prescriptions of an ancient philosopher known to posterity as Kong 

1-'u-;,;i (or "Confucius" in the Latini1.ed version). Conli.1cius (551-479 

1u:) lived at the end of the so-called Spring and Autumn period (770-

47(, tu:.), a time of political upheaval that led to the brnral struggles of 

I he Warring States period (475-221 B.c.). The ruling House of Zhou 

was in decline, unable to exert its authority over rebellious princes com

J'C!ing for political power. Greed and violence went unchecked. All 

Under Heaven was again in disarray. 
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Like Machiavelli, Confucius was an itinerant in his country, hoping 

to be retained as an advisor to one of the princes then contending for 

survival. But unlike Machiavelli, Confucius was concerned more with 

the cultivation of social harmony than with the machinations of power. 

His themes were the principles of compassionate rule, the performance 

of correct rituals, and the inculcation of filial piety. Perhaps because 

he offered his prospective employers no short-term route to wealth 

or power, Confucius died without achieving his goal: he never found a 

prince to implement his maxims, and China continued its slide toward 

political collapse and war."' 

But Confucius's teachings, recorded by his disciples, survived. When 

the bloodletting. ended and China again stood unified, the Han Dy

nasty (206 R.C.-A.D. 220) adopted Confucian thought as an official state 

philosophy. Compiled into a central collection of Confucius's sayings 

(the Analects) and subsequent books of learned commentary, the Con

fucian canon would evolve into something akin to China's Bible and its 

Constitution combined. Expertise in these texts became the central 

qualification for service in China's imperial bureaucracy--a priesthood 

ofliterary scholar-officials selected by nationwide competitive examina

tions and charged with maintaining harmony in the Emperor's vast 

·realms. 

Confucius's answer to the chaos of his era was the "Way" of the just 

and harmonious society, which, he taught, had once been realized 

before-in a distant Chinese golden age. Mankind's central spiritual 

task was to re-create this proper order already on the verge of being 

lost. Spiritual fulfillment was a task not so much of revelation or lib

eration but patient recovery of forgotten principles of self-restraint The 

goal was rectification, not progressP Learning was the key to advance

ment in a Confucian society. Thus Confucius taught that 

(l]ove of kindness, without a love to learn, finds itself obscured 

by foolishness. Love of knowledge, without a love to learn, 
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finds itself obscured by loose speculation. Love of hon

esty, without a love to learn, finds itself obscured by harm fol 

candour. Love of strnightforwardness, without a love to learn, 

finds itself obscured by misdirected judgment. Love of d.ir

ing, without a love to learn, finds itself obscured by insubor

dination._ And love for strength of character, without a love to 

learn, finds itself obscured by intractability.'" 

Confucius preached a hierarchical social creed: the fundamental 

duty was to "Know thy place." To its adherents the Confucian order 

offered the inspiration of service in pursuit of a greater harmony. Un

like the prophets of monotheistic religions, Confoc_ius preached no 

tdeology of history pointing mankind to personal redemption. His 

philosophy sought the redemption of the state through righteous indi

vidual behavior. Oriented toward this world, his thinking affirmed a 

code of social conduct, not a roadmap to the afterlife. 

At the pinnacle of the Chinese order stood the Emperor, a figure 

with no parallels in the Western experience. He combined the spiritual 

as well as the secular claims of the social order. The Chinese Emperor 

was both a political ruler and a metaphysical concept. In his political 

role, the Emperor was conceived as mankind's supreme sovereign-·-the 

Emperor of Humanity, standing atop a world political hierarchy thaJ 

mirrored China's hierarchical Confucian social structure. Chinese pro

tocol insisted on recognizing his overlordship via the kowtow-. -the act 

of complete prostration, with the forehead touching the ground three 

times on each prostration. 

The Emperor's second, metaphysical, role was his status as the 

"Son of Heaven," the symbolic intermediary between Heaven, Earth, 

and humanity. This role also implied moral obligation on the Em

peror's part. Through humane conduct, performance of correct rituals, 

and occasional stern punishments, the Emperor was perceived as the 

linchpin of the "Great Harmony" of all things great and small. If the 
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Empt'ror strayed from the path of virtue, All Under Heaven would fall 

into chac,s. -Even natural catastrophes might signify that disharmony 

had beset the universe. The existing dynasty would he seen to have lost 

the "Mandate of Heaven" by which it possessed the right to govern: 

n:hcllions would break out, nml a new dynasty would restore the Great 

Harmony of the universe.'''. 

Concepts ol' I nlernal ion a I Hclations: 
I 111parLiali1.,v or Equality:> 

Just as there arc no great cathedrals in China, there are no Blenheim 

Palaces. Aristocratic political grandees like the Duke of Marlborough, 

who built Blenheim, did not come into being. Europe entered the mod

ern age a welter of political diversity-independent princes and dukes 

and counts, cities that governed themselves, the Roman Catholic 

Church, which claimed an authority outside ·of state purview, and Prot

cfitant groups, which aspired to building their own sdf-governing civil 

societies. By contrast, when it entered the modern period, China had 

for well over one thousand years a fully formed imperial bureaucracy 

recruited by corn_?etitive examination, permeating and regulating all 

aspects of tht· economy and society. 

The Chinese appro,tch to world or<li:r was thus vastly different from 

the system that took hold in the West. Th~ modern Western conception 

of international relations emerged in the sixteenth and seventeenth cen

turies, when the medieval structure of Europe dissolved into a group 

of states of approximately l'qual strength, and the Catholic Church split 

into various denominations. Halance-of-power diplomacy was less a 

choice than an inevitability. No state was strong enough to impose its 

will; no religion retained sufficient authority to sustain universality. 

The concept of sovereignty ,rncl the legal equality of states became the 

basis of international law and diplomacy. 

China, hy contrast, was never engaged in sustained contact with 
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anDther country on the basis of equality for the simple reason that 

it never encountered societies of cornparable culture or magnitude. 

Tlwt the Chinese Empire should tower over its geographical sphere 

was taken virtually as ,1 bw of nature, an expression of the Mandate of 

I leaven. For Chinese Emperors, the mandate did not necessarily imply 

an adversarial relationship with neighboring peoples; preferably it did 

1111t. Like the United States, China thought of itself as playing a special 

role. But it never espoused the American notion of universalism ro 

spread its values around the world. It crmfined itself to controlling the 

barharians immediately at its doorstep. It strove for tributary states like 

Korea to recognize China's special status, and in return, it conferred 

hrncfits such as trading rights. As for the remote barbarians such as 

}'.mnpeans, about whom they knew l,ttle, the Chinese maintained a 

friendly, if condescending, aloofness. They had little interest in convert

ing them to Chinese ways. The founding Emperor of the Ming Dy

n,1.,1 y expressed this view in 1372: "Countries of the western ocean arc 

rig\11\y called distant regions. They come Ito us! across the seas. And it 

is difficult for them to calculate the year and month !of arrival I. Re-

1:anllcss of their numbers, we treat them Ion the principle ofJ 'those 

wl111 come modestly are sent off generously."'211 

Tht' Chinese Emperors felt it was impractical to contemplate influ

•·11ci11g countries that nature hacl given the misfortune of locating at 

•,11,I, a great distance from China. In the Chinese version of exception

.,li,111, Chin~ did not export its ideas but let others come to seek them. 

:\,·ighhoring peoples, the Chinese believed, benefited from contact 

wi1li I '.hina and civilization so long as they acknowledged the suzcr

.,i111 y of the Chinese government. Those who did not were barbarian. 

:·,11l"nvirnce to the Emperor and observance of imperial rituals was 

d" rnrc of culture." When the empire was strong, this cultural sphere 

•''l''"'clnl: All Under Heaven was a multinational entity comprising 

ti,.. ,·ilrnic I-fan Chinese majority and numerous non-Han Chinese eth-
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In official Chinese records, foreign envoys did not come to the im

perial court to engage in negotiations or affairs of state; they "came to 

be transformed" by the Emperor's civilizing influence. The Emperor 

clicl not hold "summit meetings" with other heads of state; instead, 

audiences with him represented, the "tender cherishing of men from 

afar," who brought tribute to recognize his overlordship. When the 

Chinese court deigned to send envoys abroad, they were not diplomats, 

hut ''Hc:ivenly Envoys" from the Celestial Court. 

The organization of the Chinese government reflected the hierar

chical approach to world order. China handled ties with tribute-paying 

states such as Korea, Thaibnd, and Vietnam through the Ministry of 

Rituals, implying that diplomacy with these peoples was but one aspect 

of the larger metaphysical task of administering the Great Harmony. 

With less Sinicizecl mounted tribes to the north and west, China came 

to rdy on a "Court of Dependencies," analogous to a colonial office, 

whose mission was to invest vassal princes with titles and maintain 

peace on the frontier.!' 

Only under the pressure of Western incursions in the nineteenth 

century did China establish something analogous to a foreign ministry 

to manage diplomacy as an independent function of government, in 

]8(1] after rhe defeat in two wars with the Western powers. It was con

sidered a tempor:iry necessity, to be abolished once the immediate crisis 

subsided. The new ministry was deliberately located in an old and 

undistinguished building previously used by the Department of Iron 

( '.oins, to convey, in the words of the leading Qing Dynasty statesman, 

Prince Cong, "the hidden meaning that it cannot have a standing equal · 

to th.it of other traditional government offices, thus preserving the dis- 1 

tinction between China and foreign countries."23 

' European-style ideas of interstate politics and diplomacy were not 

unknown in the Chinese experience; rather, they existed as a kind of i 
countertradition taking place within China in times of disunity. But as i 

! 
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if by some unwritten law, these periods of division ended with the re

unification of All Under Heaven, and the reassertion of Chinese 

centrality by a new dynasty. 

In its imperial role, China offered surrounding foreign peoples im

partiality, not equality: it would treat them humanely and compas

.,ionately in proportion to their attainment of Chinese culture and their 

observance of rituals connoting submission to China. 

What was most remarkable about the Chinese approach to interna

l ional affairs was less its monumental .form:il pretensions than its un

derlying strategic acumen and longevity. For during most of Chinese 

history, the numerous "lesser" peoples along China's long and shifting 

frontiers were often bettc:r armed and more mobile than the Chinese. 

'T,, China's north and west were seminomadic peoples-. -the Manchus, 

Mongols, Uighurs, Tibetans, and eventually the expansionist Russian 

Empire-whose mounted cavalry could launch raids across its extended 

frontiers on China's agricultural heartland with relative impunity. Re

lali:itory expeditions faced inhospitable terrain and extended supply 

lines. 1,, China's south and east were peoples who, though nominally 

,11liordinate in the Chinese cosmology, possessed significant martial 

tr;1di1iom and national identities. The most tenacious of them, the Viet-

11all1t·,,·, had fiercely resisted Chinese claims of superiority and could 

, l.,1111 111 have bested China in battle. 

I '.liina was in no position to conquer all of its neighbors. Its popu- · 

l.,1i1111 ronsiste<l mainly offarmers bound to their ancestral plots. Its 

11i:1111Liri11 elite earned their positions not through displays of martial 

, :1l11r l,ut hy way of mastery of the Confucian classics and refined arts 

•,11, I, ·" r:ill igrap_hy and poetry. Individually, neighboring peoples could 

I'"'·'' l111111idahlc: threats; with any degree of unity, they would be over

,,. t,d111i11g. The: historian Owen Lattimore wrote, "Barbarian invasion 

, h, rd>lr .. hung over China as a permanent threat. ... Any barbarian 

'"'""" t 1ml rould guard its own rear and flanks against the other 
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harbarians could set out confidently to invade China.":! China's vaunted 

centrality and material wealth would turn on itself and into an invita

tion for invasion from all sides. 

The Great Wnll, so prominent in Western iconography of China, 

was a reflection of this basic vulnerability, though rarely a successful 

solution to it. Instead, Chinese statesmen relied on a rich array of dip

lomatic and economic instruments to draw potentially hostile foreign

ers into relationships the Chinese could manage. The highest aspiration 

was less to conquer (though China occasionally mounted major mili

tary campnigns) than to deter invasion and prevent the formation of 

barbarian coalitions. 

Through trade incentives and skillful use of political theater, China· 

coaxed rn:ighboring peoples into observing the norms of Chinese cen

trality whik projecting an image of awesome majesty to deter potential 

invaders from testing China's strength. Its goal was not to conquer and 

subjugate the barbarians but to "rule !them) with a loose rein" (Ji mi). 

For those who would not obey, China would exploit divisions among 

tlwm, fomously "using barbarians to check barbarians" and, when nec

essary, "using barbarians to attack barbarians."25 For as a Ming Dy

nasty oflicial wrote of the potentially threatening tribes on China's 

northeastern frontier: 

I 11 f the tribes are divided among themselves they !will remain I 
weak and lit will beJ easy to hold them in subjection;.if the 

, tribes mcseparated they shun each other and readily obey. We 

frtvor one or other !of their chieftains I and permit chem to fight 

yach other. This is a principle of political action which asserts: 

'"W:1rs between the 'barbarians' are auspicious for China."l" 

The goal of this system was essentially defensive: to prevent the 

formation of coalitions on China's borders. The principles of barbarian 

management became so ingrained in Chinese official thought that 
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wliL·n the European "harlx1rians" arrived on China's shores in f-i:irn: in 

1h,· nineteenth century, Chinese offici,ds cbcrihed their challenge with 

Ii," same phrases used by their dynastic predecessors: they would "use 

li:irbmians .ig.iinst barbarians" until they could he soothed and sub

d11cd. And they applied a traditional strategy to answer the initial Brit

i,I, attack. They invited other European countries in for the purpose 

nl f'irst stimulating and tht'n manipulating their riv:ilr)'. 

In purSLJit of these aims, the ( :hinc·se court was remarkably prag-

1n:1tic abciut the means it employed. The Chinese bribed rhc harhari:rns, 

nr used Han demographic superiority to dilute them; when ddeatcd, 

ilwy submitted to them, as in the beginning of the Yuan and ()ing 

I >ynasties, as a prelude to Sinicizing them. The ( :hincsc cnurt regularly 

pr.icticed what in other contexts would be considered appeasement, 

all,cit through an elaborate filter of protocol that allowed the Chinese 

elites to claim it was an assertion ofhcnevolcnt superiority. Thus a 

l·lan Dynasty minister described the "five baits" with which nc pro

i'"scd to manage the mounted Xiong-nu tribes to China's northwest~·rn 

i'rontier: 

To Rivt· them ... elabornte clothes and carriages in order to 

corrupt thc:ir tyes; to give them fine food in order to corrupt 

their mouth; to give tht·m mu!--ir and wonH:n in• order to cor

rnpt their t'ars; to provide them with lofty h11ilclings, granaries 

and slaves in nrdt'r to corrupt th,·ir stomach ... and, as for 

those who come to surrender, the emperor I should I show th<:m 

favor by honoring rhcm with an impcri,d reception p,1rty in 

which the emperor should personally scrV<· rhem wine and 

food so as to corrupt their mind. These are what may be called 

the five baits." 

In periods of strength, the diplomacy of the Middle Kingdom was 

an ideological rationalization for iinpcrial power. During periods of 
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decline, it served to mask weakness and helped China manipulate con

tending forces. 

In comparison to more recent regional contenders for power, China 

was a satisfied empire with limited territorial ambition. As a scholar 

during the Han Dynasty (A.D. 25-220) put it, "the emperor does not 

govern the barbarians. Those who come to him will not be rejected, and 

those who leave will not be pursued."28 The objective was a compliant, 

divided periphery, rather than one directly under Chinese control. 

The most remarkable expression of China's fundamental pragma

tism was its reaction to conquerors. When foreign dynasts prevailed in 

battle, the Chinese bureaucratic elite would offer their services and ap

peal to their conquerors on the premise that so vast and unique a land 

as they had just overrun could be ruled only by use of Chinese meth

ods, Chinese language, and the existing Chinese bureaucracy. With 

each generation, the conquerors would find themselves increasingly 

assimilated into the order they had sought to dominate. Eventually 

their own home territories-the launching points for their invasions

would come to be regarded as part of China itself. They would find 

themselves pursuing traditional Chinese national interests, with the 

project of conquest effectively turned on its head.29 

Chinese Realpolitik and Sun 'f zu's Art of War 
The Chinese have been shrewd practitioners of Realpolitik and stu

dents of a strategic doctrine distinctly different from the strategy and 

diplomacy that found favor in the West. A turbulent history has taught 

Chinese leaders that not every problem has a solution and that too great 

an emphasis on total mastery over specific events could upset the har

mony of the universe. There were too many potential enemies for the 

empire ever to live in total security. If China's fate was relative security, 

it also implied rdative insecurity-the need to learn the grammar of 

over a dozen neighboring states with significantly different histories 
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,111d aspirations. Rarely .did Chinese statesmen risk the outcome of a 

rn11rlict on a single all-or-nothing clash; elaborate multiyear maneuvers 

Wl'rt' closer to their style. Where the Western tradition prized the de

risive clash of forces emphasizing feats of heroism, the Chinese ideal 

strl'ssed subtlety, indirection, and the patient accumulation of relative 

,ulvantage. 

This contrast is reflected in the respective intellectual games favored 

I ,y each civilization. China's most enduring game is wei qi (pronounced 

roughly "way chee," and often known in the West by a variation of its 

Japanese name,go). Wei qi translates as "a game of surrounding pieces"; 

ii implies· a concept of strategic encirclement. The board, a grid of 

11inl'teen-by-nineteen lines, begins empty. Each player has 180 pieces, 

or stones, at his disposal, each of equal value with the others. The play

l'rs take turns placing stones at any point on the board, building up 

positions of strength while working to encircle and capture the oppo

nent's stones. Multiple contests take place simultaneously in different 

regions of the board. The balance of forces shifts incrementally with 

each move, as the players implement strategic plans and react to each 

other's initiatives. At the end of a well-played game, the board is filled 

hy partially interlocking areas of strength. The margin of advantage is 

often slim, and to the untrained eye, the identity of the winner is not 

always immediately obvious.10 

Chess, on the other hand, is about total victory. The purpose of the 

game is checkmate, to put the opposing king into a position where he 

cannot move without being destroyed. The vast majority of games end 

in total victory achieved by attrition or, more rarely, a dramatic, skillful 

maneuver. The only other possible outcome is a draw, meaning the 

abandonment of the hope for victory by both parties. 

If chess is about the decisive battle, wei qi is about the protracted 

campaign. The chess player aims for total victory. The wei qi player 

seeks relative advantage. In chess, the player always has the capability 

of tne adversary in front of him; all the pieces are always fully deployed. 
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TF IR Ol?TCO~IF. OF,\ fl'/•:/[!/ (:A~IF. BETWEEN TW() ~:xr~:RT l'LJ\ \'ERS. 

IU.J\C:K fl AS WON IIY A Sl.l<,HT MAl\t:IN. 

Source: D,wid Lai, "J..e11mi11gfmm the Stone.-: A Go Approach 
1,, A·lr1stcrin~f( Chilw:\ ,)'trntt'J{ic Conet'pt, Shi" (Ctfrlis/,1 Pl!.: 
U.S. ,lrm)' Jl\,r College Stratl'gic Studie., i,wi1111e, 2004). 

The wei qi player needs to assess not only the pieces on the board 

but the reinforcements the adversary is in a .position to deploy, Chess 

teaches the Clauscwitzian concepts of "center of gravity" and the "de

cisive point"-the game usually beginning as a struggle for the center 

of the board. Wei qi teaches the art of strategic encirclement, Where the 

skillful chess player aims to eliminate his opponent's pieces in a series 

of hc:acl-6n clashes, a talented tvei qi player moves into "empty" spaces 

on the board, gradually mitigating the strategic potential of his oppo-
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11,·111's picccs. Chcss prnduces singlc-mincleclness; wei qi generates stra-

1,·~ic l'lt-xihility. 

t\ similar contrast cxists in the case of China's distinctive military 

dll'ory. Its foundations were laid during a period of upheaval, when 

1111 hl,·ss struggles between rival kingdoms decimated China's popula-

1 ion. Reacting to this slaughter (and seeking to emerge victorious from 

it), ( :hincsc thinkers developed strategic thought that placed a premium 

on victory through psychological advantage and preached the avoid

" ntT of direct conflict. 

The seminal figure in this tradition is known to history as Sun Tzu 

(or "Master Sun"), author of the famed treatise The A,-t of War. Intrigu

ingly, no one is sure exactly who he was. Since ancient times, scholars 

have debated the identity of The Art of War's author and the date of its 

~omposition. The hook presents itself as a collecti011 of sayings by one 

Sun Wu, a general and wandering military advisor from the Spring 

and Autumn period of Chinese history (770-476 H.c.), as recorded by 

his disciples. Some Chinese and later Western scholars have questioned 

whether such a Master Sun existed or, ifhc did, whether he was in fact 

responsible for The Art of War's contents. 11 

Well over two thousand years after its composition, this volume of 

epigrammatic observations on strategy, diplomacy, and war-written 

in classical Chinese, halfway between poetry and prose-remains a 

central text of military thought. lts'maxims found vivid expression in 

the twentieth-century Chinese civil war at the hands of Sun Tzu's stu

dent Mao Zedong, and in the Vietnam wars, as Ho Chi Minh and Vo 

Nguyen Giap employed Sun Tzu's principles uf indirect attack and 

psychological combat against France and then the United States. (Sun 

T7.L1 has also achieved a second career of sorts in the West, with popu

lar editions of The Art of War recasting him as a modern business man

agement guru.) Even today Sun Tzu's text reads with a degree of 

immediacy and insight that places him among the ranks of the world's 

foremost strategic thinkers. One could argue that the disregard of his 
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,, /11,a 11,_,,,,.,. 

1\/nhili~~c his mt•n 

t ,,11 ,f,~IINC'/'," 

. ·I _1:n1nul must m·vcr 

i:11_::,,.~,· I in I '"mlc 
!)ul rf,iJ1ift' . . ·. 

'·111.1~,.,. 

< :,.,,, turn to 

l'l,·,1.iurt·; 

Spill' 

< .'11,, 111r11 to 

/uy. 

Nu! a nation destroyed 

< .',1111101 be 

l'"t back together again; 

,1 dead man 

(.iwnot be 

/imug!zt back lo life. 

So 1/ie enlightened ruler 

ls prudent; 

The effective general 

!J cautious. 

This is the Way 

To keep a 11a1,011 

At peace 

A11d an army 

fotact. 11 
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What should a statesman be prudent about? For Sun Tzu, victory 

is not simply the triumph of armed forces. Instead, it is the achievement 

"f the ultimate political objectives that the military clash was intended 

to secure. Far better than challenging the enemy on the field of battle 

is undermining an enemy's morale or maneuvering him into an un

favorable position from which escape is impossible. Because war is a 

desperate and complex enterprise, self-knowledge is crucial. Strategy 

resolves itself into a psychological contest: 

Ultimate excdlmce lies 

Not in winning 

Every battle 

Rut i11 defeating the enemJ, 

Without everfighting. 

The highest form of wa,fore 

/., to crttuck /the enemy's/ 

Srmtegy iuelf; 

'111,· next, 

To attack /his/ 

Alli1111ces. 

The next, 

To,ittack 

'f½e lowest form of war is 

'fo ,rttack 

Cities. 

Sie{(t: wa,fore 

J., a last resort ... 

Tlie Skillful Strategist 

Defeats the enemy 

Without doing battle, 
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Without laying sie1se, 

Ovl'l'throw.< the c11e111y state 

Without protracted war. 1-1 
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l,kally, the commander would achieve a position of such dominance 

d1al hl' rnuld avoid battle entirely. ( )r else he would use arms to deliver 

" roup de grace after' extensive analysis and logistical, diplom,)tir, and 

p.sydmlogical preparation. Thtis Sun Tzu's rnunscl that 

The victorious army 

Is victorious Jim 

And seeks battle l,1te1;· 

The defeated mmy 

Does battle first 

And seeks victory late,:" 

Because attacks on an opponent's str,1tcgy and his allianccs involve 

psychology and perception, Sun Tzu places considerable emphasis on 

1 he use of subterfuge and misinform.1tion. "When able," he counseled, 

Feig11 inability; 

Whe12 deploying troops, 

Appc-ar not to be. 

When 11ea1; 

Appearfa1; 

Whe11fa1; 

Appear 11ea1: 1• 

·ni the commander following Sun Tzu's precepts, a victory achieved 

indirectly through deception or manipul_ation is more humane (and 

surely more economical) than a triumph hy superior force. The Art of 
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War advises the commander to induce his.opponent into accomplishing 

the commander's own aims or force him into a position so impossible 

that he opts to surrender his army or state unharmed. 

Perhaps Sun Tzu's most important insight was that in a military or 

strategic contest, everything is relevant and connected: weather, terrain, 

diplomacy, the reports of spies and double agents, supplies and logistics, 

the balance of forces, historic perceptions, the intangibles of surprise 

and morale. Each factor influences the others, giving rise to subtle shifts 

in momentum and relative advantage. There are no isolated events. 

H;ence the task of a strategist is less to analyze a particular situation 

than to determine its relationship to the context in which it occurs. No 

particular constellation is ever static; any pattern is temporary and in 

essence evolving. The strategist must capture the direction of that evo0 

lution and make it serve his ends. Sun Tzu uses the word ''.rhi" for that 

quality, a.concept with no direct Western counterpart.37 In the military 

context, shi connotes the strategic trend and "potential energy" of a 

developing situation, "the power inherent in the particular arrange

ment of elements and ... its developmental tendency."38 In The Art of 

War, the word connotes the ever-changing configuration of forces as 

well as their general trend. 

To Sun Tzu, the strategist mastering shi is akin to water flowing 

downhill, automatically finding the swiftest and easiest course. A suc

cessful commander waits before charging headlong into battle. He 

shies away from an enemy's strength; he spends his time observing and 

cultivating changes in the strategic landscape. He studies the enemy's 

preparations and his morale, husbands resources and defines them 

carefully, and plays on his opponent's psychological weaknesses-until 

at last he perceives the opp.ortune moment to strike the enemy at his 

weakest point. He then deploys his resources swiftly and suddenly, 

rushing "downhill" along the path ofleast resistance, in an assertion of 

superiority' that careful timing and preparation have rendered a fait 

accompli. 39 The Art of War articulates a doctrine less of territorial 
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i:onqm:st than of psychological dominance; it was the way the North 

Vi.-1namese fought America (though Hanoi usually translated its psy

.-111,logical gains into actual territorial conquests as well). 

In general, Chinese statesmanship exhibits a tendency to view the 

.-111irc strategic landscape as part of a single whole: good and evil, near 

:11111 for, strength and weakness, past and future all interrelated. In 

n,111 rast to the Western approach of treating history as a process of 

1110dcrnity achieving a series of absolute victories over evil and back

wardness, the traditional Chinese view of history emphasized a cyclical 

process of decay and rectification, in which nature and the world can 

he understood but not completely mastered. The best that can be ac

rnmplished is to grow into harmony with it. Strategy and statecraft 

I ,ernme means of "combative coexistence" with opponents. The goal is 

10 maneuver them into weakness while building up one's own shi, or 

sl rategic position.~0 · 

This "maneuvering" approach is, of course, the ideal and not al

w:1ys the reality. Throughout their history, the Chinese have had their 

share of"unsubtle" and brutal conflicts, both at home and occasionally 

abroad. Once these conflicts erupted, such as during the unification of 

China under the Qin Dynasty, the clashes of the Three Kingdoms 

l'eriod, the quelling of the Taiping Rebellion, and the twentieth

n·ntury civil war, China was subjected to wholesale loss oflife on a level 

comparable to the European world wars. The bloodiest. conflicts 

c ,c.:curred as a result of the breakdown of the internal Chinese system

in other words, as an aspect ofintemal adjustments of a state for which 

domestic stability and protection against looming foreign invasion are 

equal concerns. 

For China's classical sages, the world could never be conquered; 

wise rulers could hope only to harmonize with its trends. There was 

no New World to populate, no redemption awaiting mankind on dis

tant shores. The promised land was China, and the Chinese were al

ready there. The blessings nf the Middle Kingdom's culture might 
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theoretically he extended, by China's superior example, to the foreign

ers on the empire's periphery. But there was no glory to be found in 

venturing across the seas to convert "heathens" to Chinese ways; the 

customs of the Celestial Dynasty were plainly beyond the attainment 

of the far barbarians. 

This may be. the deeper meaning of China's abandonment of its 

naval tradition. Lecturing in the 1820s on his philosophy of history, the 

German philosopher Hegel described the Chinese tendency to see the 

huge Pacific ( kean to their east as a barren waste. He noted that China, 

by and large, dicl not venture to the seas and instead depended on its 

great landmass. The land imposed "an infinite multitude of dependen

cies," whereas the sea propelled people "beyond these limited circles of 

thought and action": "This stretching out of the sea beyond the limita

tions of the land, is wanting to the splendid political edifices of Asiati_c 

States, although they themselves border on the sea-as for example, 

China. For them the sea is only the limit,, the ceasing of the land; they 

have no positive relations to it." The West had set sail to spread its trade 

and values throughout the world. [n this respect, Hegel argued, land

bound China-· -which in fact ha<l once been the world's greatest naval 

power-. wns "severed from the general historical dcvelopment.''11 

With these distinctive traditions and millennial habits of superior

ity, China entered the modern age a singular kind of empire: a state 

claiming universal relevance for its culture and institutions but making 

few efforts to proselytize; the wealthiest country in the world but one 

that was indifferent to foreign trade and technological innovation; a 

culture of cosmopolitanism overseen by a political elite oblivious to the 

onset of the Western age of exploration; and a political unit of unparal

leled gccigraphic extent that was unaware of the technological and his

torical currents that would soon threaten its existence. 
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D'oes History Repeat Itself? 
The Crowe Memorandun1 

A NUMBER OF COMMf;_NTATORS, including some in China, have 

revisited the example of the twentieth-century Anglo-Gerqian 

rivalry as an augury of what may await the United States and China 

in the twenty-first century, There are surely strategic comparisons to 
I 

be made, At the most superficial level, China is, as was imperial Ger-

many, a resurgent continental power; the United States, like Britain, is 

primarily a naval power with deep political and economic ties to the 

continent, China, throughout its history, ~as more powerful than any 

of the plethora of its neighbors, but they, when combined, could-· -and 

did-threaten the security of the empire. As in the case of Germany's 

unification in the nineteenth century, the calculations of all of these 

countries are inevitably affected by the reemergence of China as a 

strong, united state. Such a system has historically evolved into a bal

ance of power based on equilibrating threats. 

Can strategic trust replace a system of strategic threats? Strategic 

trust is treated by many as a contradiction in terms. Strategists rdy on 

the intentions of the presumed adversary only to a limited extent. For 

intentions are subject to change. And the essence of sovereignty is the 

right to make decisions not subject to another authority. A certain 

amount of threat based on capabilities is therefore inseparable from the 

relations of sovereign states. 
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It is possible-though it rarely happens-that rdaci,,ns grow so 

close that strategic threats arc excluded. In relations between the states 

bordering the North Atlantic, strategic confrontations arc not conceiv

able. The military cstablisl11ncnts arc not directed against each other. 

_ Strategic threats are perceived as arising outside; the Atlantic region, to 

be dealt with in an alliance framework. Disputes between the North 

Atlantic states tend to focus on divergent assessments of i ntcnrntional 

issues and the means of dealing with them; even at their most bitter, 

they retain the character of an interfamily dispute. Soft power and 

multilateral diplomacy are the dominant tools of foreign policy, and for 

some Western European states, military action is all but excluded as a 

legitimate instrument of state policy. 

In Asia, by contrast, the states consider themselves in potential con

frontation with their neighbors. It is not that they necessarily plan on 

war; they simply do not exclude it. If they are too weak for self-defense, 

they seek to make themselves part of an alliance system that provides 

additional protection, as in the case with ASEAN, the Association of 

Southeast Asian Nations. Sovereignty, in many1cases regained relatively 

recently after periods of foreign colonization, has an absolute character. 

The principles of the Westphalian system prevail, more so than on their 

continent of origin. The concept of sovereignty is considered para

mount. Aggression is defined as the movement of organized military 
I 

units across borders. Noninterference in domestic affairs is taken as a 

fundamental principle of interstate relations. In a state system so orga

nized, diplomacy seeks to preserve the key elements of the balance 

of power. 

An international system is relatively stable if the level of reassurance 

required by its members is achievable by diplomacy. When diplomacy 

no longer functions, relationships become increasingly concentrated on 

military strategy-_ -first in the form of arms races, then as a maneuver

ing for strategic advantage even at the risk of confrontation, and, fi

nally, in war itself. 
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A classic example of a sclf~propclling international mechanism is 

European diplomacy prior to World War I, at a time when world pol

icy was European policy because much of the world '!""S in colonial 

status. By the second half of the nineteenth .century, Europe had been 

without a major war since the Napoleonic period had ended in 1815. 

The European states were in rough strategic equilibrium; the conflicts 

between them did not involve their existence. No state considered an

other an irreconcilable enemy. This made shifting alliances feasible. No 

state was considered powerful enough to e~tablish hegemony over the 

others. Any such effort triggered a coalition against it. 

The unification of Germany in 1871 brought about a structural 

change. Until that time, Central Europe contained-it is hard to imag

ine today-thirty-nine sovereign states of varying size. Only Prussia 

and Austria could be considered major powers within the European 

equilibrium. The multiple small states were prganized within Germany 

in an institution that operated like the United Nations in the concern-
. ' 

porary world, the so-called German Con~ederation. Like the United 

Nations, the German Confederation found it difficult to take initiatives 
I 

but occasionally came together for joint action against what was per-
, 

ceived as overwhelming danger. Too divid~d for aggression, yet suffi-

ciently strong for defense, the German Confederation made a major 

contribution to the European equilibrium. i 

But equilibrium was not what motivat~d the changes of the nine

teenth century in Europe. Nationalism did. The unification ofGer

rnany reflected the aspirations of a century. It also led over time to a 

crisis atmosphere. The rise of Germany weakened the elasticity of the 

diplomatic process, and it increased the threat to the system. Where 

once there had been thirty-seven small states and two relatively major 

ones, a single political unit emerged uniting thirty-eight of them. Where 

previously European diplomacy had achieved a certain flexibility 

through the shifting alignments of a niultiplicity of states, the unifi

cation of Germany reduced the possible combinations and led to the 
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creation of a state stronger than each nf its ncighbms alone. This is why 
' 

Prime Minister Henjamin Disraeli of Britain called the unification of 

Germany an event more significant than the French Revo!Lttion. 

Germany was now so strong that it could defeat each of its neigh

bors singly, thou1;h it wmild be in grave peril if all the major European 

states combined against it. Since therr were only five major states now, 

the combinations were limited. Germany's neighboring states had an 

incentive to form a coalition with each ocher-. -especially France and 

Russia, which did sn in 1892-and Germany had a built-in incentive 

to break the alliances. 

The crisis of the system was inherent in its strucwre. No single 

country could avoid it, least of all the rising power Germany. But they 

could avoid policies that exacerbated latent tensions. This no country 

did-least of all, once again, the German empire. The tactics chosen 

by Germany to break up hostile coalitions proved unwise as well as 

unfortunate. It sought to use international conferences to demonstra

tively impose its will on the participants. The German theory was that 

the humiliated target of German pressure would feel abandoned by 
' its allies and, leaving the alliance, would seek sec;uriry within the Ger-

man orbit. The consequences proved the opposite of what was in

tended. The humiliated countries (France, in the Moroccan crisis in 

1905; and Russia, over Bosnia-Herzegovina in 1908) were reinforced 

in their determination not to accept. subjugation, thereby tightening 

the alliance system that Germany had sought to weaken. The Franco

Russian alliance was, in 1904, joined (informally) by Britain, which 

Germany had offended by demonstratively sympathizing with Britain's 

Dutch settler adversaries in the Boer War (1899-1902). In addition, 

Germany challenged Britain's command of the seas by building a large 

navy co complement what was. already the most powerful land army 

on the continent. Europe had slipped into, in effect, a bipolar system 

with no diplomatic flexibility. Foreign pol icy had become a zero-sum 

game. 
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Will history repeat itself? No doubt were the United States and 

China to fall into strategic conflict, a situation comp:1rable to the pre

. World War I European structure could develop in Asia, with the for

mation of blocs pitted against each other and with each seeking to 

undermine or at least limit the other's influence and reach. But Lefore 

we surrender to the presumed mechanism of history, let us consider 

how the United Kingdom and German rivalry actually operated. 

In I 907, a senior official in the British Foreign Office, Eyre Crowe, 

wrote a brilliant analysis of the European political structure and Ger

many's rise. The key question he raised, and which has acute relevance 

today, is whether the crisis that led to World War I was caused liy Ger

many's rise, evoking a kind of organic resistance to the emergence of a 

new and powerful force, or whether it was caused by specific and,_ 

hence, avoidable German policies.1 Was the crisis caused by German 

capabilities or Germ~n conduct? 

In his memorandum, submitted on J\lew Year's Day 1907, Crowe 

opted for the conflict being inherent in the relationship. He defined the 
' 

issue as follows: 

For England particularly, intellectcial and moral kinship 

creates a sympathy and appreciation of what is best in the 

German mind, which has made her ,:iaturally predisposed to 

welcome, in the interest of the general progress of mankind, 

everything tending to strengthen that power and influence

on one condition: there must be respect for the individualities 

of other nations, equally valuable coadjutors, in their way, in 

the work of human progress, equally entitled to full elbow

room in which to contribute, in freedom, to the evolution of a 

higher civilization.' 

But what was Germany's real goalr Was it natural evolution of 

German cultural and economic interests across Europe and the world, 
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to which German diplomacy was giving traditional support? Or did 

Germany seek "a general political hegemony and maritime ascendancy, 

threatening the independence of her neighbours and ultimately the 

existence of England"lj 

Crowe concluded that it made no difference what goal Germany 

avowed. Whichever comse Germany was pursuing, "Germany would 

clearly be wise to build as powerful a navy as she_can afford." And once 

Germany achieved naval supremacy, Crowe a~sessed, this in itself--
• I 

regardless of German intentions-.-· would be an 9bjective threat to Brit-

ain, and "incompatible with the existen~e of th~ British Empire."4 

Under those conditions, formal assurances were meaningless. 

No matter what the German govern~ent's professions were, t_he result 

would be "as formidable a nienace to the rest of the world as would 

be presented by any deliberate conquest of a similar position by 'malice 

aforethought."'5 Even if moderate German statesmen were ·to demon

strate their bona fides, moderate German foreign policy could "at any 
I 

stage merge into" a conscious scheme for hegemony. 

Thus structural elements, in Crowe's analysis, precluded cooperation 

or even trust. As Crowe wryly observed: "It would not be unjust to say 

that ambitious designs against one's neighbours are not as a rule openly 

proclaimed, and that therefore the absence of such proclamation, and 
I 

even the profession of unlimited and universal political benevolence, are 

not in themselves conclusive evidence for or against the existence of 

unpublished intentions."6 And since the stakes were so high, it was "not 

a matter in which England can safely run any risks,"7 London was 

obliged to assume the worst, and act on the basis of its assumptions-at 

least so long as Germany was building a large and challenging navy. 

In other words, already in 1907 there was no longer any scope for 

diplomacy; the issue had become who would back down in a crisis, and 

whenever that condition was not fulfilled, war was nearly inevitable. It 

took seven years to reach the point of world war. 

Were Crowe to analyze the contemporary scene, he might emerge 
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with a judgment comparable to his I 907 report. I will sketch that 

interpretation, though it differs substantially from my own, because 

it approximates a view widely held on both sides of the Pacific. The· 

United States and China have been not so much nation-states as conti

nental expressions of cultural identities. Both have historically been 

driven to visions of universality by their economic and political achieve

ments and their people's irrepressible energy and self-confidence. Both 

Chinese and American governments have frequently assumed a seam

less identity between their national policies and the general interests of 

mankind, Crowe might warn that when two such entities encounter 

each other on the world stage signif~cant tension is probable. 

Whatever China's intentions, the Crowe school of thought would 

treat a successful Chinese "rise" as incompatible with America's posi

tion in the Pacific and by extension the world. Any form of cooperation 

would be treated as simply giving China scope to build its capacities 

for an eventual crisis, Thus the entire Chinese debate recounted in 
! 

chapter 18, and the question of whether Ch.ina might stop "hiding its 

brightness," would be immaterial for purposes of a Crowe~type analy

sis: someday it will (the analysis would posit), so America should act 

now.as if it already had. 

The American debate adds an ideological challenge to Crowe's 

balance-of-power approach. Neoconservatives and other activists would 

argue that democratic institutions are the prerequisite to relations of 

trust and confidence. Nondemocratic societies, in this view, are inher

ently precarious and prone to the exercise of force, Therefore the United 

States is obliged to exercise its maximum influence (in its polite expres

sion) or pressure to bring about more pluralistic institutions where they 

do not exist, and especially in countries capable of threatening Ameri

can security. In these conceptions, regime change is the ultimate goal 

of American foreign policy in dealing with nondemocratic societies; 

peace with China is less a matter of strategy than of change in Chinese 

governance. 
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Nor is the analysis, interpreting international ~1f~i1irs as an unavoid~ 

able struggle for strategic preeminence, confined to Western strategists. 

Chinese "triumphalists'' apply .ilmnst identical rcas,;ning. The principal 

difference is that their perspective is that of the rising power, while 

Crowe represented the United Kingdom. dcfrnding its patrimony as a 

status quo country. An exampk of this genre is Colonel Liu Mingfu's 

China Dream, cliswssed in chapter 18. In Liu's view, no matttr how 

much China commits itself to a "peaceful rise," conflict is inherent in 

U.S.-China relations. The relationship between China mid the United 

States wil_l be a "maratlion contest" ;ind the "duel of the century."' More

over, the_ competition is essentially zero-sum; the only alternative to total 

success is humiliating failure: "If China in the 21st century cannot be

come world number one, cannot hecome the top power, then inevitably 
. ·11 b I c · · I ,,,, tt w1 .. ecomc a str:.~gg er t11at 1s cast as1t e. 

Neither the American version of the Crowe Memorandum nor the 

more triumphalist Chinese analyses have been endorsed by either gov

ernment, but they provide a subtext nf much current thought. If the 

assumptions of these views were applied by either side-and it would 
' 

take only one side to make it unavoidable-China and the United 

States could easily fall into the kind of escalating tension described ear

lier in this epilogue. China would try to push American power as far 

away from its borders as it could, circumscribe tlie scope of American 

naval power, and reduce America's weight in international diplomacy. 

The United States would try to organize China's many neighbors into 

a counterweight to Chinese dominance. Both sides would emphasize 

their ideological differences. The interaction would he even more com

plicated because the notions of deterrence and preemption are not sym

metrical between these two sides. The United States is more focused on 

overwhelming military power, China on decisive psychological impact. 

Sooner or later, one side or the other would miscalculate. 

Once such a pattern has congealed, it becomes increasingly diffi

cult to overcome. The competing camps achieve identity by their 
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definition of themselves. The essence of what Crowe described (and 

the Chinese triumphalists and some American neoconservatives em

brace) is its seeming automaticity. Once the pattern was created and the 

alliances were formed, no escape was possible from its self-imposed 

requirements, especially not from its internal assumptions. 

The reader of the Crowe Memorandum cannot fail to notice that 

the specific examples of mutual hostility being cited were relatively 

trivial compared to the conclusions drawn from them: incidents of co

lonial rivalry in Southern Africa, disputes about the conduct of civil 

servants. It was not what either side had already done that drove the 

rivalry. It was what it might do. Events had turned into symbols; sym

bols developed their own rnomentum. The.re was nothing left to settle 

because the system of alliances confronting each other had no margin 

of adjustment. 

That must not happen in the relations of the United States and 

China insofar as American policy ,can pre~ent it. Of course, were Chi

nese policy to insist on playing by Crowe Memorandum rules, the 

United States would be bound to resist. It would be an unfortunate 

outcome. 

I have described the possible evolution at such length to show that 

I am aware of the realistic obstacles to the cooperative U.S.-China re• 

lationship I consider essential to global stability and peace. A cold war 

between the two countries would arrest progress for a generation on 

both sides of the Pacific. It would spread disputes into internal politics 

of every region at a time when global issues such as nuclear prolifera• 

tion, the environment, energy security, and climate change impose 

global cooperation. 

Historical parallels are by nature inexact. And even the most precise 

analogy does not oblige the present generation to repeat the mistakes 

of its predecessors. After all, the outcome was disaster for all involved, 

victors as well as defeated. Care must be taken lest both sides analyze 

themselves into self.fulfilling prophecies. This will not be an easy task. 
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For, as the Crowe Memorandum has shown, mere reassurances will 

not arrest the underlying dynamism. Fm were any nntion determined 

to achieve dominance, would it not be offering assurances of peaceful 

intent? A serious joint effort involving the continuous attention of top 

leaders is needed to develop a sense of genuine strategic trust and co

operation. 

Rdations between China and the United States need not-and 

should not-become a zero-sum game. For the pre-World War I Eu

ropean leader, the challenge was that a gain for one side spelled a loss . 

for the other, and compromise ran counter to an arou.cd public opin

ion. This is not the situation in the Sino-American relationship. Key 

issues on the international front are global i,n nature. Consensus may 
- ' 

prove difficult, but confrontation on these issues is self-defeating. 

Nor is the internal evolution of the principal players comparable to 

the situation before World War L When China's rise is projected, it is 

assumed that the extraordinary thrust of the last decades will be pro

jected into the indefinite future and that the relative stagnation of 

America is fatecl. But no issue preoccupies Chinese leaders more than 
, ' 

the preservation of national unity. It permeates the frequently pro

claimed goal of social harmony, which is difficult in a country where 

its coastal regions are on the levd of the advanced societies bur whose 

interior contains some of the world's most backward areas. 

The Chinese national leadership has put forward to its people a 

catalogue of tasks to be accomplished. These include combating corrup

tion, which President Hu Jintao has called an "unprecedentedly grim 

task" and in the fight against which Hu has been involved at various 

stages of his career.10 They involve as well a "Western development cam

paign," designed to lift up poor inland provinces, among them the three 

in which Hu once lived. Key proclaimed tasks also include establishing 

additional ties between the leadership and the peasantry, including fos

tering village-level democratic elections, and enhanced transparency of 

the political process as China evolves into an urbanized society. In his 
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December 2010 article, discussed in chapter HI, Dai Bingguo outlined 

the scope .of China's domestic challenge: 

' 
I 

According to the United Nations' living standard of $1 per 

day, China today still has 150 million people living below the 

poverty line. Even based on the poverty stan~lard of per capita 

income of 1,200 yuan, China still has more than 40 million 

people living in poverty. At present, there are still 10 million 

people without access to electricity and the issue of jobs for 24 

million people has to be resolved every year. China has a huge 

population and a weak foundation, the development between 

the cities and the countryside is uneven, the industrial struc

ture is not rational, and the underdeveloped state of the forces 

of production has not been funclamentally changed." 

The Chinese domestic challenge is, by the description of its leaders, far 
' 

more complex than can be encompassed in the invocation of the phrase 

"China's inexorable rise." , 

Amazing as Deng's reforms were, p~rt of China's spectacular 

growth over the initial decades was attributable to its good fortune that 

there existed a fairly easy correspondence between China's huge pool 

of young, then largely unskilled labor-which had been "unnaturally" 

cut off from the world economy during the Mao years-and the West

ern economies, which were on the whole wealthy, optimistic, and 

highly leveraged on credit, with cash to buy Chinese-made goods. Now 

that China's labor force is becoming older and more skilled (causing 

some basic manufacturing jobs to move to lower-wage countries such 

as Vietnam and Bangladesh) and the West is entering a period of aus

terity, the picture is far more complicated. 

Demography· will compound that task. Propelled by increas

ing standards ofliving and longevity combined with the distortions of 

the one-child policy, China has one of the world's most rapidly aging 
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populations. The country's total working-age population is expected 

to peak in 2015.11 From this point on, a shrinking number of Chinese 

citizens aged fifteen to sixty-four need to support an increasingly 

large elderly population. The demographic shifts will be stark: by 2030, 

the number of rural workers between the ages of twenty and twenty

nine is estimated to be half its current level.1·' By 2050, one-half of Chi

na's population is projected to be forty-five or older, with a full quarter 

of China's population-roughly equivalent to the entire current popu-
. I 

lation of the United States-sixty-five and 9lder. H 

A c·ouritry facing such large domestic tJsks is not going to throw 

itself easily, much less automatically, into strategic confrontation or a 

quest for world domination. The existence of weapons of mass destruc

tion and modern military technologies of unknowable ultimate conse

qltenccs define a key distinction from the pre,--World War I period. The 

leaders who started that war had no understanding of the con.sequences 

of the weapons at their disposal. Contemporary leaders can have no 

illusions about the destructive potential they are capable of unleashing. 

The crucial competition between the United States and China 

is more likely to be economic and social 'than milirnry. If present 

trends in the two countries' economic growth, fiscal health, infra

structure spending, and educational infrastructure continue, a gap in 

development-and in third-party perceptiohs of relative influence

may take hold, particularly in the Asia-Pacific region. But this is a 

prospect it is in the capacity of the United States to arrest or perhaps 

reverse by its own efforts. 

The United States bears the responsibility to retain its competitive

ness and its world role. It should do this for its own traditional convic

tions, rather than as a contest with China. Building competitiveness 

is a largely American project, which we should not ask China to solve 

for us. China, fulfilling its own interpretation of its national destiny, 

will continue to develop its economy and pursue a broad range of 

interests in Asia and beyond. This is hot a prospect that dictates the 
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confrontations that led to the First World War. It suggests an evolution 

in many aspects of which China and the µnited States cooperate as 

much as they compete. 

The issue of human rights will find its'. place in the total range of 

interaction. The United States cannot be true to itself without affirming 

its commitment to basic principles of human dignity and popular par

ticipation in government. Given the nature of modern technology, these 

principles will not be confined by national borders. But experience has 

shown that to seek to impose them by confrontation is likely to be self

defeating-especially in a country with suJh a historical vision of itself 

as China. A succession of American administrations, including the first 

two years of Obama's, has substantially balanced long-term moral con

victions with case-to-case adaptations to requirements of national secu

rity. The 'basic approach-discussed in previous chapters-remains 

valid; how to achieve the necessary balance is the challenge for each new 

generation ofleaders on both sides. 

The question ultimately comes down to what the United States and 

China can realistically ask of each other. An explicit American project 

to organize Asia on the basis of containing China or creating a bloc of 

democratic states for an ideological crusade is unlikely to succeed-in 

part because China is an indispensable tr~ding partner for most of its 

neighbors. By the same token, a Chinese attempt to exclude America 

from Asian economic and security affairs will similarly meet serious 

resistance from almost all other Asian st,ates, which fear the conse

quences of a region dominated by a single power. 

The appropriate label for the Sino-American relationship is less 

partnership than "co-evolution." It means that both countries pursue 

their domestic imperatives, cooperating where possible, and adjust their 

relations to minimize conflict. Neither side endorses all the aims of the 

other or presumes a total identity of interests, but both sides seek to 

identify and develop complementary interests. 15 

The United States and China owe it to their people and to global 
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well-being to make the attempt. Each is too big to be dominated by the 

other. Therefore neither is capable of defining terms for victory in a 

war or in a Cold War type of conflict. They need to ask themselves the 

question apparently never formally posed at the time of the Crowe 

Memorandum: Where will a conflict take us? Was there a lack of vi

sion on all sides, which turned the operation of the equilibrium into a 

mechanical process, without assessing where the world would be if the 

maneuvering colossi missed a maneuver and collided? Which of the 
' kaclers who operated the international system that led to the First 

World War would not have recoiled had he known what the world 

would look like at its end? 

Toward- a Pacific Cornmunity? 
Such an effort at.co-evolution must deal with three levels of rela

tionships. The first concerns problems that arise in the normal inter

actions of major power centers. The consultation system evolved over 

three decades has proved largely adequate to that cask. Common 

interests-such as trade ties and diplomatic cooperation on discrete 

issues-are pursued professionally. Crises, when they arise, are gener

ally resolved by discussion. 

The second level would be to attempt to elevate familiar crisis dis

cussions into a more comprehensive framework that eliminates the un

derlying causes of the tensions. A good example would be to deal with 

the Korea problem as part of an overall concept for Northeast Asia. If 

North Korea manages to maintain· its nuclear capability through the 

inability of the negotiating parties to bring matters to a head, the pro

liferation of nuclear weapons throughout Northeast Asia and the Mid

dle East becomes likely. Has the time come to take the next step and 

deal with the Korea proliferation issue in the context of an agreed 

peaceful order for Northeast Asia? 

An even more fundamental vision would move the world to a third 
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level of interaction-one that the leaders prior to the catastrophes of 

the First World War never reached. 

The argument that China and the United States are condemned to 

collision assumes that they deal with each other as competing blocs 

across the Pacific. But this is the road to disas.ter for"both sides. 

An aspect of strategic tension in the current world situation re

sides in the Chinese fear that America is seeking to contain China

paralleled by the American concern that China is seeking to expel the 

United States from Asia. The concept of a Pacific Community-a re

gion to which the United States, China, and other states all belong and 
I 

in whose peaceful development all participate-could ease both fears. 

It would make the United States and China part of a common enter

prise. Shared purposes-and the elaboration of them-would replace 

strategic uneasiness to some extent. It would enable other major coun

tries such as Japan, Indonesia, Vietnam, India, and Australia to par

ticipate in the construction of a system perceived as joint rather than 

polarized between "Chinese" and "American" blocs. Such an effort 

could be meaningful only if it engaged the full attention, and above all 

the conviction, of the leaders concerned. 

One of the great achievements of, the generation that founded the 

world order at the end of the Second World War was the creation of 

the concept of an Atlantic Community. Could a similar concept replace 

or at least mitigate the potential tensions between the United States and 

China? It would reflect the reality that the United States is an Asian 

power, and that many Asian powers demand it. And it responds to 

China's aspiration to a global role. 

A common regional political concept would also in large part an

swer China's fear that the United States is conducting a containment 

policy toward China. It is important to understand what one means 

by the term "containment." Countries on China's borders with substan

tial resources, such as India, Japan, Vietnam, and Russia, represent 
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realities not created by American policy. China h<1s lived with these 

countries throughout its history. When Secretary of State Hillary Clin

ton rejected the notion of containing China, she meant an American

led effort aimed at creating a strategic bloc on an anti-Chinese basis. In 

a Pacific Community effort, both China and the United States would 

have constructive relations with each other and all other participants, 

not as part of confronting blocs. 

The future of Asia will be shat1ed to a significant degree by how 

China and America em•ision it, and by the extent to which each nation 

is able to achieve some congruence with the other's historic regional 

role. Througho.ut its history, the United States has often been motivated 

by visions of the universal relevance ofits ideals and of a proclaimed 

duty .to spread them. China has acted on the basis of its singularity; it 

expanded by q1ltural osmosis, not missionary zeal. 

For these two societies representing different versions of exception

alism, the road to cooperation is inherently complex. The mood of the 

moment is_iess relevant than the ability to develop a pattern of actions 

capable of surviving inevitable changes of circumstance. The leaders on 

both sides of the Pacific have an obligation to establish a tradition of 

consultation and mutual respect so that, for their successors, jointly 

building a shared world order becomes an expression of parallel na

tional aspirations. 

When China and the United States first restored relations forty 

years ago, the most significant contribution of the leaders of the time 

was their willingness to raise their sights beyond the immediate issues 

of the day. In a way, they were fortun~te in that ·their long isolation 

from each other meant that there were no short-term day-to-day issues 

between .them. This enabled the leaders of a generation ago to deal 

with their future, not their immediate pressures, and to lay the basis for 

a world unimaginable then but unachievable without Sino-American 

cooperation. 
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In pursuit of understanding the nature of peace, I have studied the 

construction and operation of international orders ever since I was a, 

graduate student well over half a century ago. On the basis of these 

studies, I am aware that the cultural, historic, and strategic gaps in 

perception that I have described will pose formidable challenges for 

even the best-intentioned and most far-sighted leadership on both sides. 

On the other hand, were history confined to the mechanical repetition 

of the past, no transformation would ever have occurred. Every great 

achievement was a vision before it became a reality. In that sense, it 

a rose from commitment, not resignation to the inevitable. 

In his essay "Perpetual Peace," the philosopher Immanuel Kant 

argued that perpetual peace would eventually come to the world in 

one of two ways: by human insight or by conflicts and catastrophes 

of a magnitude that left humanity no other choice. We are at such a 

juncture. 

When Premier Zhou Enlai and I agreed on the communique that 

announced the secret visit, he said: "This will shake the world." What 

a culmination if, forty years later, the United States and China could 

merge their ~fforts not to shake the world, but to build it. 
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This report is designed to provide Congress with a perspective on the contemporary political 
system of China, the only Communist Party-led state in the G-20 grouping of major economies. 
China's Communist Party dominates state and society in China, is committed to maintaining a 
permanent monopoly on power, and is intolerant of those who question its right to rule. 
Nonetheless, analysts consider China's political system to be neither monolithic nor rigidly 
hierarchical. Jockeying among leaders and institutions representing different sets of interests is 
common at every level of the system. 

The report opens with a briefoverview of China's leading political institutions. They include the 
Communist Party and its military, the People's Liberation Army; the State, led by the State 
Council, to which the Party delegates day-to-day administration of the country; and the National 
People's Congress (NPC), China's unicameral legislature. On paper, the NPC has broad powers. 
In practice, the legislature is controlled by the Communist Party and is able to exercise little of its 
constitutionally mandated oversight over the state and the judiciary. Following its 18"' Congress 
in November 2012, the Communist Party ushered in a new Party leadership. New State and NPC 
leaders took office following the opening session of the 12"' NPC in March 2013. 

Following the overview, this report introduces a number of distinct features of China's formal 
political culture and discusses some of their implications for U.S.-China relations.Those features 

. include the fact that China is led not by one leader, but by a committee of seven; that the military 
is not a national army, but rathet an armed wing of the Communist Party; that provincial leaders 
are powerful players in the system; and that ideology continues to matter in China, with the 
Communist Party facing vocal criticism from its left flank each time it moves even further away 
from its Marxist roots. Other themes include the role of meritocracy as a form of legitimization 
for one-party rule, and ways in which meritocracy is being undermined; the introduction of an 
element of predictability into elite Chinese politics through the enforcement of term and age 
limits for holders of public office; the Chinese system's pert chant for long-term planning; and the 
system's heavy emphasis on maintaining political stability. The next section of the report 
discusses governance challenges in the Chinese political system, from "stove-piping" and 
bureaucratic competition, to the distorting influence of bureaucratic rank, to factionalism, 
corruption, and weak rule of law. 

The second half of the report is devoted to detailed discussion of China's formal political 
structures--the Party, the military, the State, the National People's Congress, a consulta_tive body 
known as the China People's Political Consultative Conference, and China's eight minor political 
parties, all of which are loyal to the Communist Party. Also discussed are other political actors 
who play a role in influencing policy debates, including the media, big business, research 
institutes, university academics, associations, and grassroots non-govemme·ntal otganiza_tions_. 
The report concludes with a discussion of prospects for political reform, noting that while China's 
new Communist Party chief has called for everyone to be bound by the constitution and law, 
Party policy is to reject vigorously the notion of a multi-party system, separation of powers, a 
bicameral legislature, or a federal system, on the grounds that all are unsuited to China's 
conditions. 
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This report is designed to provide Congress with a perspective on the contemporary political 
system of China, the world's second,largest economic power, one of five permanent members of 
the United Nations Security Council, and the only Communist Party-led state in the G-20 
grouping of major economies.' By introducing some of the distinct features and governance 
challenges of China's political culture, the report aims to help Congress understand the ways in 
which political actors in China interact, or in some cases, fail to interact, with implications for 
China's relationship with its neighbors and the world. By introducing some of the leading 
political institutions and political actors in China, the report aims to help Congress ,mderst;md 
where Chinese interlocutors sit within the Chinese political system, gauge their relative influence, 
and judge the authoritativeness of their statements with respect to official policy. Where 
appropriate, the report also seeks to highlight ways in which China's political culture affects 
official Chinese interactions with the U.S. government. 

The Chinese Communist Party (CCP or Party) has been in power in China for 63 years, a 
record oflongevity that rivals and could in six years surpass that of the Communist Party of the 
Soviet Union.' The CCP assumed power in 1949 by means of a civil war victory over the forces 
of Chiang Kai-she k's Nationalists, who moved the seat of their Republic of China government to 
the island of Taiwan. The Communi.sts named their new regime the People's Republic of China 
(PRC). Although the CCP has been continually in power since, China's political institutions and 
political culture have evolved significantly over those decades, with the CCP's willingness to 
adapt helping to explain why it has, so far at least, avoided the fate of its sister parties in the 
Soviet Union and Eastern Europe. 

Today, although the Party is committed to maintaining a permanent monopoly on power and is 
intolerart.t of those who question its right to rule, analysts consider the political system to be 
neither monolithic nor rigidly hierarchical. Jockeying among leaders and institutions representing 
different sets of interests is common at every level of the system. Sometimes fierce competition 
exists among the members of the Communist Party's seven-man Politburo Standing Committee 
and 25-member Politburo, China's highest decision-making bodies. It also exists among 
ministries; between ministries and provincial governments, which are equals in bureaucratic rank; 
among provinces; and among the headquarters departments and service branches of the military. 
The military and the Foreign Ministry are often on different pages. Deputies to the National 
People's Congress, China's weak legislature, sometimes attempt to push back against the 
government, the courts, and the public prosecutor's office. As part of a trend of very modest 
political plyralization, moreover; other political actors are increasingly able to influence policy 
debates. Such actors, who may join forces to advance particular causes, include an increasingly 

1 The world.'s other remaining Communist Party•led states are Cuba, Laos, North Korea, and Vietnam, none of which is 
a member of the G-20. The G-20 countrieS are Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Canada, China, France, Germany, India, 
Indonesia, I_taly, Japan, Me~_ico, Republ_ic of Korea, Ru_ssia, Saudi Arabi_~ South Afric_a, Turkey, th_e United Kingdom, 
and the United States. 
2 The Soviet Union was established in I 92_f. ru:id col_lapsed in 1991._ fts ruli_ng Communist Party, in power for 69 years, 
was initially called_the Russian Communist Party. It changed its name in 1925 to lhe All-Union Communist Party 
(Bolsheviks), and iil 1952 to Comm·unist Party of the Soviet Ufiion. China's ruling party has kept the same name 
throughoul its history. It is sometimes referred to as the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) and sometimes as the 
Comm1,1_ni_st Party of China (CPC). Official Chinese docume_nts most ofte_n use the la_tt_er formulation. Thi_s report use:5 
the former. 
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diverse media, micro-bloggers, state-owned and private corporations, official and qu.asi-c,fficial 
research institutes, university academics, officially sponsored associations and societies, and 
grassroots non-governmental organizations. · 

One test of a political system is its ability to manage political transitions. In the run-up to a one;;_ 
in a decade change in the Communist Party's leadership in November 2012, Communist Party 
Politburo member and Chongqing Municipality Party Secretary Bo Xilai fell from grace, 
exposing at least one serious rift in the leadership, raising questions about the unity and probity of 
China's remaining leaders, and, because of Bo's ties to senior military figures, raising questions 
a.bout t.he loyalty of parts of the military to the central Party authorities. (See text box on p. 19.) In 
the same period, the leadership was also shaken by revelations in the foreign media about the vast 
personal fortunes amassed by relatives of the outgoing premier, Wen Jiabao, and the incoming 
Party General Secretary, Xi Jinping. 1 Despite the turmoil in its top ranks, the Party convened its 
18" National Congress in November 2012 without public displays of discord, and immediately 
afterwards appointed a new leadership. Xi Jinping was named both General Secretary of the 
Communist Party and Chairman of the body that oversees the military, the Party's Central 
Military Commission. He added the title of State President at the first session of the 12" National 
People's Congress in March 2013. The NPC meeting also produced a new Premier of the State 
Council, Li Keqiang, and other new top state officials. 

Many analysts, both in China and abroad, have questioned the long-term viability of China's 
current political system, in which the Party remains above the law; leadership politics is a black 
box, and civil society and the right tofree speech and association are severely constrained. While 
he was in office, China's recently retired Premier, Wen Jiabao, called for political reform, 
including reform of"the leadership system of the party and the state," warning that, "Without the 
success of political structural reform, it is impossible for us to fully institute economic structural 
reform. The gains we have made in reform and development may be lost, new problems that have 
cropped up in China's society cannot be fundamentally resolved and such historical tragedy as the 
Cultural Revolution may happen again."4 Wen never elaborated, though, on precisely what sort of 
political reform he hoped to see. 

China's new Communist Party General Secretary Xi Jinping raised hopes for a change in the 
Communist Party's relationship to the law when he called in December 2012 for full 
implementation of China's state constitution and declared that, "No organization or individual has 
the special right to overstep the Constitution and law, and any violation of the Constitution and 
the law must be investigated."5 Xi has also repeatedly mentioned the need for the Party to police 
itself, rather than allowing any outside body to do so, however. Perhaps tellingly, in a January 
2013 speech, he urged Party organizations and members to abide not by the state constitution, but 
rather by the Party's constitution, a separate document.' The apparent contradictions among Xi's 
stat.ements make his attitude toward political reform unclear. 

3 David Barboza, "Billions in Hidden Riches for Farriily of Chinese Leader," The New York Times, October 25, 2012-; 
Michael Forsythe, Shai Oster, Natasha Khan, and Dune Lawrence, ·'Xi Jinping Millionaire Relations Reveal Fortunes 
of Elite," Bloomberg,June 29, 2012. 
4 Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the People's Republic of China, "Premier Wen Jiabao Meets the Pre~s," transcript, 
March 15, 2012, http;//www.frnprc.gov .cn/eng/zxxx/t9 I 4983.htm. 
5 "CPC's new chief pledges to implement rule of law," Xinhua News Agency, Dece_mber 4, 2012-; Zhao Yin_an, "Uphold 
Cons_tit\]_tion_. Xi s_ays." China Da_ily, Dec_ember 5, 2012. 
6 "Xi Jinping vows 'power within cage ofregulat_ions','-' Xinhua News Agency, Jan_uary 2_2, 2013. According to X_in_hua, 
( conti_n_ued ... ) 
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Overview of China's Political Institutions 

Figu~ I. Ch_in_a's Li,a<!ing Political Institutions 
The Communist Party dominates the Chinese political system 

National 
People's Congress 

Chinese People's 
Political Consultative 

Conference 

Source: CRS resea:rch. 

True to its Leninist roots, the Chinese Communist Party dominates state and society in China. [ts 
power rests on four pillars: its control of China's approximately 2.25 million person-strong 
military, the People's Liberation Army (PLA), its 1.5 million person•strong paramilitary-force, 
the People's Armed Police, and its 800,000 other internal security forces; 7 its control of 
personnel appointments across all political institutions, the military, state-owned corporations, 
and public institutions; its control of the media; and its control ofthejudiciary and the internal 

( ... 'c_ontinued) 

"Xi stressed all Party organs ancj membe_rs shouJd stri~tly er;force Party d_is.cipline, abid_e by its Constitution, and 
implement the Party's the_ories, li_ne, principles and policies.~• 
7 Figures for force s_ize from R.ichard I;>. Fisher, Jr., China's Military Modern_izat_ion: Building/or Regional and Global 
Reach (Stanford University Press, 2010), p. 5. The 2006 edition of China's Defense White Paper stated that the PLA 
had 2.3 million troops arid ilie PAP had a force size of600,000. lnfonn.ition Office of the State Council, People's 
Republic of China, China's Nation{]/ Defense in 2006, White Paper, Decembe.r 29, 2006, htJp://www.China.org.cn/ 
engl,ish/fe<1;tu_res/book/194421._h_tin,. 
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security apparatus. (for discussion of the Party organs in charge of these functions, see "The 
Party Bureaucracy.") The Party's leadership role is referenced five times in the preamble to the 
PR.C's 1982 constitution, but is not mentione_d in any of the articles of the constitution, creating 
ambiguity about the legal basis for the Party's vast powers.' 

The Party entrusts implementation of its policies and day-to 0 day ad_ministration of the country to 
the institution of the State, headed by the State Council and including the State's ministries and 
commissions and layers of "people's governments" below the national level. The top State 
officials at every level of administrati_on usually concurrently hold senior Party posts, to ensure 
Party control. 

According to China's state constitution, the National People's Congress (NPC) oversees the 
State Council, as well as four other institutions: the Presidency, the Supreme People's Court, the 
public prosecutors' office, and the military. In practice, the NPC, like People's Congresses at 
every level of administration, is controlled by the Communist Party and.is able to exercise little 
oversight over any of the institutions officially under its supervision. NPC deputies are expected 
to approve all budgets, agency reports, and personnel appointments put before them. The NPC's 
most significant power is its ability to initiate and shape legislation. 

The formal political system also includes t_wo other categories of institutions, although they have 
little substantive power. The first is People's Political Consultative Conferences (PPCCs), the 
most senior level of which is known as the Chinese People's Political Consultative Conference 
(CPPCC) National Committee. The Party and State ostensibly "consult" with PPCCs on policy 
issues.9 The second set of institutions is China's eight minor political parties, known as the 
"democratic parties." All the parties were established before the Communists came to power, 
pledge loyalty to the Communist Party, and accept its leadership. The existence of the PPCCs and 
the minor parties allows the Communist Party to describe China's political system as one of 
"multi-party cooperation and political consultation led by the Communist Party ofChina."10 

Features of China's Formal Political Culture 

The formal Chinese political system has a number of distinct features. Awareness of these 
features can be helpful for congressional interactions with Chinese officials and institutions, and 
can inform Congress's understanding of official Chinese behavior. 

8 The full English-language text of the 1982 state consti_tu_tion and its subseq~e_nt amendmen_t.s; can be accessed on th_c 
we_bsi_te of the P~ople's Dai_ly, the mo~thpiece of the Commu.nist Party Cet:i-tra_l Com.mittee, at 
http://cnglis.h.pcopledaily.c_om.cn/constitution/constitution.htrnl. The clearest statement in the constitution mandating 
continued Communist Party rule reads: "Under the leadership of the Communist Party of China and the guidance of 
Matxistn-Leninism and Mao Zedong Thought, the Chinese people of all nationalities will.continue to adhere to ·the 
people's democratic dictatorship 1µ1d follow the socialist road.:.:••" Chinese cri~ics of o_ne Party rule sometii:nes mak_e 
their case obliquely by calling for revision of the Preamble to the Constitution. 
9 The People's Congresses extend down to the to\\on_ship level, or:i..e level a.hove tpe village, and the Peopl_e's Politic_al 
Consultative Conferences extend down to the county level, one level above the township. 
10 Sec discu_ssion of this concept on an auQiorizec;l Chii:ie:i:;e gove_r:nme11t portal sit_e operate.d by the CCP's extema) 
propaganda arm, the State Council Information Office: http://www.china.org.cn/english/Political/29034.htm. 
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China has had no supreme leader since the death of Deng Xiaoping in 1997. The seven men who 
sit on the country's most senior decision-making body, the Communist Party's Politburo Standing 
Committee (PSC), 11 form a collective leadership in which each man has a rank, from one to 
seven, and shoulders primary responsibility for a specific portfolio. (See Table 1 for the names 
and offices of all seven memb.ers.) Party General Secretary Xi Jinping is ranked first among the 
seven and has responsibility for convening PSC and larger Politburo meetings. He also controls 
some of the most consequential portfolios, including military and foreign affairs. Unlike his 
predecessor, who had to wait two years after becoming head of Party to be named head ofthe 
military, Xi was awarded the top military post immediately upon taking over leadership of the 
Party, a development that has enhanced his authority. Like all his colleagues, however, Xi must 
still win consensus from the rest of the group for major decisions. Forging agreement can be 
difficult, in part because members of the PSC owe their jobs to horse trading among different 
constituencies, interest groups, and influential retired Party elders, whose interests they represent 
informally on the PSC. 12 

Table I. The 18th Central Committee's Politburo Standing Committe.e 
All Were Appointed at the First Plenum of the 18~ Central Committee in November ,2012 

Name (family 
name is listed 

first) 

Xi Jinping 

Li Keqiang 

Zhang Dejiang 

Yu Zhengsheng 

Liu Yunshan 

Party po~ition(s) Birthdate& 

Gen·eral Secretary of the Ju·ne 1953 
COnimuniSt Party; Chairman 
of the Party Central Military 
C:ommission 

No. 2 Ranked Politburo July 1955 
Standing Committee (PSC) 
Member 

No. 3 Ranked PSC Member November 
19◄6 

No. 4 Ranked PSC Member. April 1945 

No. S Ranked PSC Member; July 19◄5 
Member of t_he Party 
Secretariat; President of the 
Central Party School 

Other titles 

State President; 
Chairman of the 
State Military 
Commission 

Premier and Party 
Secretary of the 
Stat~ Council 

C_hairman, Standing 
Committee of the 
12th Natiorial 
People's Congress 

Chairman, 12tn 

Portfolio 

The Communist 
Party and foreign 
and military affairs 

Gbvel"'nmerit 
administration and 
the e_conomy 

Legislative affairs 

Relations with non-
N,atio_nal Com_mi~ee coi:r,_munists 
of the Chinese 
People's Political · 
Consultative 
Conference 

Party _affairs 

11 The· Politburo Standing Committee is also known as the Political Bureau Standing Committee. 
12 For more infonnation about the dynamics of the PSC, s_ee Alice L. Miller, "The Politburo Standing Committee under 
Hu Jinta:o," China Leadership Monitor, no. 35 (September 2l, 2011), http://WWW.hoover.org/publications/china
leadership-monitor/article/93646 .. The authors are grateful to Prof Joseph Fewsmith of Boston University for insights 
into this topic. 
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Name (family 
na:me is listed 

first) 

WangQishan 

Party position(,) 

No. 6 Ranked Member of 
the PSC;-Secretary of the 
Central Disciplinary 
Inspection Commis_sion 

No. 7 Ranked Member of 
the PSC 

Birthd_ate• 

July 1948 

November 
19◄6 
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Ot~er t.itles Portfolio 

Party discipline and 
fighting corruption 

No. I Ranked Vice Assisting the 
Premier Premier: the 

economy 

Sou·rce: Website of the Comniunist Party's mouthpiece, The People's Da,1y, http:1/cpc.people.com.cn/. 

a. Because of age limits for se·nior offices. all those born before 1950 are e_xpected to retire at the next Party 
Congress, in 2017. Only Xi Jin ping and Li Keqiang are expected to contin·ue serving. 

The collective leadership feature of the Chinese political system is designed to guard against a 
repeat of the excesses of the era of the PRC's founding father, Mao Zedong, when a single out
sized leader was able to convulse the nation with a series of mass political campaigns; It is also 
meant to guard against the emergence in Chiria of a figure like Mikhail Gorbachev, whose 
decisions are widely blamed in China for the collapse of the Soviet Union. Before his death in 
1997, China's supreme leader, Deng Xiaoping, served as the ultimate check on the power of the 
Party general secretary, cashiering two reformist General Secretaries, Hu Yaobang in 1987 and 
Zhao Ziyang in 1989, before settling on Jiang Zemin in the aftermath of the 1989 Tiananmen 
massacre. It is unclear whether Jiang, age 86, or other retired leaders would today have the 
authority to remove the general secretary if he were to pursue policies with which they 
profoundly disagreed. 

The Military as an Armed Wing of the Communist Party 

China's military, the People's Liberation Army (PLA), is not a national army belonging to the 
state. Rather, it is an armed wing of the Communist Party, with the Party's exercise of"'absolute 
leadership" over the military a fundamental guarantee of Communist Party rule. The PLA's 
willingness to put the Communist Party's interests first was tested in 1989, when the Party 
ordered tanks into the streets of Beijing to clear unarmed protestors from Tiananmen Square. The 
PLA did as the Party ordered, killing hundreds of protestors in the process-no authoritative 
death toll has ever been released. The PLA also served the Party by enfotCing seven months of 
martial law in the capital before and after the killings, even though its actions badly dainaged the· 
PLA's image within China and around the world. 

A heavy emphasis on political indoctrination-and particularly on the need for the PLA to be 
unswervingly loyal to the Communist Party-has been a hallmark of the PLA from its earliest 
days. Among the five "core values" for the military outlined by China's most recent Party and 
military chief, Hu Jintao, "loyalty to the Party" came first, ahead of"ardent love for the people," 
and "service to the country." 13 In remarks to troops in December 2012, China's new top Party and 

13 James Mulvcnon, "Hu Jintao and the 'Core Values of Military Personnel,.-" China Leadership Monitor, no. 28 (Ma:y 
8, 2009). 
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military leader, Xi Jihping, described obeying the Party's command as "the soul of the military" 
and the military's ability to engage in combat and win battles as a "top priority."14 

A major tool for Party control of the military is the General Political Department (GPD), one of 
the four "general departments" of the PLA headquarters, all of which are represented on the 
Party's Central Military Commission. Among other things, the GPD is responsible for political 
training and military personnel matters, including management of personnel dossiers, promotions, 
and job assignments. GPD political commissars (known at lower levels as political directors and 
political instructors) serve side-by-side with military commanders at all levels of the PLA, and 
head the Party committees in all PLA units. Almost all PLA officers are Party members. 15 Only 
two uniformed officers serve on the Party's Politburo, however, and none serve on China's most 
senior leadership body, the Politburo Standing Committee .. 

Scholars and others in China have sometimes broached the possibility of strengthening the PLA's 
institutional ties to the State by "de-politicizing" it, or "nationalizing" it. The Party has repeatedly 
rejected such notions. In 20 I 2, at a press conference marking the 85th anniversary of the founding 
of the PLA, a military spokesman denounced talk of de-politicization as "erroneous ideas" raised 
with "ulterior motives."16 Communist Party General Secretary Xi Jinping reportedly confirmed 
his opposition to de-politicization in leaked remarks in December 2012 in which he blamed the 
collapse of the Soviet Union on Moscow's decision to depoliticize the Soviet military." 

The Legislature: Strong on Paper, Weak in Practice 

China's 1982 state constitution, adopted six years after the death of Mao Zedong, describes the 
country's unicameral legislature, the National People's Congress, as "the highest organ of state 
power." The constitution gives the NPC the power to amend the constitution; supervise its 
en,forcemen.t; enact and amend laws; ratify and abrogate treaties; approve the state budget and 
plans for national economic and s.ocial development; elect and impeach top officials of the state 
and judiciary; and supervise the work of the State Council, the State Central Military 
Commission, the Supreme People's Court, and the Supreme People's Procuratorate. In reality, 
however, the NPC exercises many of ihose powers in name only. 

One major reason for the NPC's weakness is the Communist Party's insistence that it serve as 
little rnore than a rubber stamp for Party decisions. While the constitution gives the NPC the right 
to "elect" such top state officials as the President, Vice President, and Chairman of the State 
Central Military Commission, for example, in practice, the Party decides who will fill those 
positions. The NPC's role is simply to ratify the Party's dedsions. 

Some analysts see a related reason for I.he NPC's weakness in the dual identity of most of its 
deputies and the way they are ''elected." The Party nominates all candidates for positions as 
deputies, usually nominating 20% to 50% more candidates than available positions. Provincial-

14 "X.i Orders PLA to Intensify Combat Awareness," Xinhua News Agency, Decembe_r 12, 2011; 
http://news.xinhuanet.com/english/china/2012-12/1 _2/c _ 1320_36566.hun. , 
15 Dennis J. Blasko, The Chinese Army Today: Tradition and Transforma_tionfor (he 2151 Century, 2rid ed. (New York: 
Routledge, 2012), pp. 33-34. 
1
~ ·'China Stresses Party's Absolute Leadership over Army: Military Officc.r," Xinhua News Agency, Jµ_ly 29, 20.12. 

17 "Leaked Speech Shows Xi Jinping's Opposition to Rcfonn." China Digital Times. January 27, 2013. 
http:/ I ch in ad i gi tal times. net/20 13 /0 1 /leakcd-spccch-shows-xi -j inpings-oppos.i tion-to-refonn/. 
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level People's Congresses and the People's Liberation Army elect deputies from among the 
nominees. Campaigning i.s forbidden. 18 Because China rejects the principle of the separation of 
powers, the heads of all the constitutional branches of government over which the NPC is meant 
to exercise oversight are themselves NPC deputies, including the President and the Premier of the 
State Council. In all, according to calculations by a leading Chinese media organization, 85% of 
the current NPC's nearly 3,000 deputies hold concurrent posts as Communist Party or state 
officials or civil servants." Holders of state, judicial, and procuratorial positions are barred, 
however, from serving on the NPC Standing Committee, t_he elite body that carries out the work 
of the NPC when the full NPC is out of session, as it is for all but approximately IO days a year. 
As a guarantee of Party control of the legislature, a member of the Party's seven-man Politburo 
Standing Committee serves concurrently as chairman of the NPC Standing Com_mittee. 

Proposals for political reform in China often involve empowering the NPC to play the role 
envisioned for it in the constitution. Proposals have focused, for example, on incentivizing the 
NPC to enforce the state constitution by creating a dedicated committee under the NPC Standing 
Committee to review laws passed nationwide for compliance with the constitution.'° Others have 
suggested that the Party rule through the NPC, using only the NPC's powers as outlined in the 
constitution. If the Party were to do so, however, it would be significantly curbing its powers and, 
for the first time, submitting them to constitutional restraints. 21 

The Power of Provincial Governments 

Provincial leaders are powerful players in the Chinese political system. Six of them, all Party 
Secretaries, sit on the Party's Politburo, making them among the 25 most powerful officials in the 
country. All provincial leaders share at least the same bureaucratic rank as central government 
ministers. With the 201 I inauguration ofa U.S.-China Governors Forum, designed to bring 
together U.S. governors and Chinese provincial Party secretaries and governors, outreach to 
provincial leaders has become an important element of U.S. policy toward China. 

18 Ji_ang Jinsong. The National People's Congress o/Ch_ina (FOreign Languages Pres_s Beijing, 2003), pp. 86-104. Jiang 
notes on pp. 96-97 that, "'The Election Act entitles national organizations and the provincial organizations of every 
political J)arty arid of every people's organization to nominate candidates of Deputies to the NPC. In addition, IO or 
more Deputies of the incumbent NPC in each of the electoral units are also entitled to jointly nominate candidates to 
th_e NPC." Th_at said, however, he Mites that, ·-·Jn reality all candi_d~t~s to the NPC arc nominated by the Commun_ist 
Party in consultation with the other parties and the people's organizations at the national and provincial levels." 
19 
-·~~: ffl~~ .. (Improve the Compositio·n of Deputies: Ciear the Way for EX:pressiOn of 

Popular Opinion), South Metropolitan News editorial, Match 10, 2012. 
20 $~ (Li Yong), '"ll!lt-ifi&"Tfril'J~il:Jl;lifffl!,:fHn;.J." ('"Establish an Effective, Feasible Mechanism to Review 

Implerilentation of the Constitution"),$:>.] Btff1. (Study Times), January 21, 2013, http://WWW.studytimes.com.cn:9999/ 
epaperlxxsb/html/201310 I 121 /05/05 -27.htm. 
21 T_h!;! Vice PresidJnt ofCh_ina's Supr_e_i:nc Peopl_e's Court, Ji_ang Bixin, is closely associated with thi_s proposal. Jiang 
argues that the NPC's relatively robust constitutionaJly mandated powers would be '-'sufficien_t for the Party to exercise 
effective control over administrative and judicial powers, and leadership Over state power." Jiang's stated rationale for 
proposing such an arrangement: that it would ease the tension between the Cominunist Party's clirrent approach to 
ruling iµ1d the constit1,1.tion's depicti~n of the NP(_: and local people's congresses as China's fundamental system of 
government. mefr(Jiang Bixin), "~~9.ff[~-e,M• ("Theoretical Tbinki_ng OIJ Certain 
Questions Related to Building a Socialist Country Ruled by Law"), B.li~(Theoretical Horizon), June 2012, p . .13. 
See also Jiang Bixin, jffl~/ffll'lll~. J;.t!l"j:]1/JltJt-/W~" ("Some Thoughts on Comprehensively 
Promotil).g the Ruic of Law: Background to Studying the Party's 18th Congress Report"). J.!f:!J,{:i.~(People 's Forum 
Magazine), Issue 385, November 23, 2012. 
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China's Political Institutions in Detail 

The Chinese Communist Party (CCP) 

The Communist Party's 82.6 million members constitute approximately 6% of China's population 
of 1.34 billion. Any Chinese citizen over the age of 18 who is willing to accept and abide by the 
Party's constitution and policies, which include a requirement that Party members be atheists, can 
apply for Party membership. In 2011, however, of 21.6 million applicants, fewer than 15% were• 
accepted. The Party is heavily male, with female members making up less than a quarter of the 
total. Nearly 85% of members work for the Party or the State." Party membership is considered 
prestigious, although not to the degree that it was in earlier eras. 

Every Party member, irrespective of position, is required to be organized into a branch, cell, or 
other specific unit of the Party to participate in the regular activities of the Party organization. 
Party units exist in all official and semi-official organizations and institutions, including state
owned enterprises and universities. As of the end of 2011, they also existed in nearly I million 
private businesses and foreign-owned enterprises and in nearly every officially registered civil 
society organization. 52 These Party bodies can wield great power within an institution, even 
though in some cases, as in foreign-owned companies, they may have little formal authority. With 
the Party controlling all avenues for public sector advancement, it is thought that many young 
people join the Party for career reasons. 

Party policy is communicated down the layers of the Party organization by means of directives 
and Party committee meetings. The Party also ensures ideological conformity through ~ationwide 
study campaigns. In September 2008, for example, the Party launched an 18-month-long 
campaign for Party members to study Communist Party General Secretary Hu Jintao's "scientific 
concept of development." Party members throughout the system were required to study speeches 
and documents related to the concept. Party publishing houses published study guides. ln another 
example, in 2009, as part of a broader study campaign on "the theory of socialism with Chinese 
characteristics," the Party's Propaganda Department orde_red Party organization_s nationwide to 
lead study sessions on a set of concepts known as the "Six Why's." Among the six why's were 
why separation of powers and a Western-style multi-party system were not right for China.53 

51 "China Communist Party members exceed 82 min;· Xinhua News Agency, June 30, 2012; ••~~260.27% 
~lfJij02.7m·, ("Central Organization Depart.merit 82.602 fuil°lion Party meinbers nationwide, 4.027 million 
grassroot_s P.µty organiz~tions," Xinhua News Agency, July I, 2012. 
52 ·•~!lffil~260.27:ll!,~]fQI02.7Jn':" ("Central Organization Department 82.602 Million Party Members 
Na_tionwide, 4.027 Mil_l_ion Grassroots Party Organ_izations;~ Xinhua News Agency, Ju_ly I, 2012_. 
53 Theory Bureau. CCP Centnd Committee Propaganda Department-, Six ''Why's": Answers to Some Important 
Questions (M ;f.JfH.' .' Y1fl1'~bJ!jJ/J(JEl,/f) (Study Press "l">]tlliiitt, 1009). 
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Figure 3.The National-Level Communist Party Hieral'Chy 
The Politburo Standing Committee is the Most Powerful Decision-Making Body 

Politburo 
25Membe,s 

Central Committee 
205 Menil5ets; 

171 f',lternare Members 

Party Congress 
2,270 Delegatees 

Source: t:p j.tq:t .-!k.!fitR!is:f1JOO (Organizational Structure Chart of the Communist Party Central Comrhittee). 
http://cpc.people.eom.cn/GBl64162i351757(,ndex.html. 
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Ne.xi week marks the 216th anniversary of the founding of the West Point Military Academy. Its 

founding came less than 20 years after the defeat of the British at Yorktown in 1781. It followed 

the decision by President Thomas Jefferson to establish the United States Military Academy just 

after his inauguration in 1801. Indeed the United States continental army first occupied this place 

on 27 January 1778, barely two years into the Revolutionary War, when things were not 

proceeding all that well against the British in that great conflagration. So you have been here at 

West Point since virtually the first birth-pangs of this great Republic. 

Over the span of history, this nation has. grown from thirteen fissiparous colonies to become the 

most powerful nation on earth. And while the challenges have been many, you have preserved 

the flame ofliberal democracy throughout the nation's rise. 

When th.is nation was being born, China was at its height. In 1799, the Qian Icing Emperor died, 

having reigned for over 60 years. His grandfather, the Kangxi Emperor, had reigned for 61 years 

until 1722. Between both their reigns, the territorial expanse of the Chinese Empire virtually 

doubled, occupying some 10 per cent of the world's land area, 30 percent of the world's 

population, and 32 percent of the world's economy. 

Although the United States sought to establish consular relations with China in 1784, this was 

rebuffed by Qianlong's court, delaying the establishment of diplomatic relations until 1844 with 

the Treat ofWangxia. By this stage, China had already suffered its first major defeat at the hands 

of the British during the First Opium War. The second. defeat would follow less than 20 years 
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later at the hands of the British and the French. And so began China's "Century of National 

Humiliation" until the birth of the People's Republic in 1949. 

As for Australia, proudly an ally of the United States since we first fought together in the 

trenches in 1918, our short history, at least as a settler society, has been considerably more recent 

than either China or the US-although our indigenous peoples, Aboriginal Australians, are the 

oldest continuing cultures on earth, going back 60,000 years. Because Washington's continental 

anny prevailed at Yorktown in 1781, not only did Britain lose these colonies, it also lost its 

convict dumping ground at Savannah Georgia. Back in the British Admiralty, after the Treaty of 

Paris in 1783, they dusted off the navigation charts of James Cook taken some 13 years before, 

and in 1788 established a convict colony and the first European settlement in what we now call 

Sydney, Australia. 

China, because of its proximity and size, has loomed large in the Australian national imagination 

ever since. Just as it now looms large in the global imagination. Not least because China's new 

leadership, under Xi Jinping, as of the very day he first came to power as General Secretary of 

the Chinese Communist Party five years ago, claimed that China's national mission was now one 

of"national renaissance" (guojia fuxing). 

Xi Jinping, in rallying his party to a future vision for his country, looks deeply to China's history 

as a source of national inspiration. China's national pride at the historical achievements of the 

great dynasties of the Qing, Ming, Song, Tang, and the Han is palpable. The Chinese political 

leadership harness their national past selectively, always carefully using rose-coloured glasses, 

omitting those chapters which may be mor.e problematic for China's current national narrative. 

But then again, China's leaders are no more guilty of this than other countries. 

Nonetheless, for those who are professionally charged with interpreting China's future, as you 

are in this great military academy, it means that we must also take time to understand China's 

past. To understand how China perceives the world around it. And to understand how it now 

perceives its own national destiny in the turbulent world of the 21st century. 

It is one of the reasons why after more than 40 years of studying Chinese language, history, 

politics, economics, and culture, I have embarked on a fresh research project at Oxford 
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University, seeking to define Xi Jinping's worldview. This is not a static process. This is a 

dynamic process. China is as much deeply marked by its past, as it is being reshaped by the 

unprecedented torrent of economic, social, cultural, and technological forces that are washing 

over its future. 

Over the last 40 years I have engagei! .China as a student, bureaucrat, diplomat, member of 

parliament, foreign minister, and prime minister. And now as the President of an American think 

tank, part of a venerable institution, the Asia Society, which has been engaging China since the 

earliest days ofthe People's Republic in 1956. Understanding China is a lifelong journey. 

For those of you who would be~ome the next generation of American military leaders, it must be 

your lifelong journey as well. I argue that there will be no more important p!irt of your 

professional skill-craft than to understand how Chinese leaders think, how they perceive the 

world, ~nd how the world should most productively engage them. That applies also to your 

country's future political leadership, corporate leadership, and every branch of its military. So I 

encourage· you in your mission. 

DEFINING XI JINPING'S CHINA 

Xi's Political Authority 

The beginning of wisdom in understanding China's view of the world is to understand China:s 

view ofth~ future of its own country-its politics, its economics, its society. Xi Jinping lies at 

the apex of the Chinese political system. But his influence now permeates every level. Five years 

ago, I wrote that Xi would be China's most powerful leader since Deng. I was wrong. He's now 

China's most powerful leader since Mao. We see this·at multiple levels. The antiacorruption 

campaign he's wielded across the Party has not only helped him "clean up" the country's almost 

industrial levels of corruption. It has also afforded the additional benefit of"cleaning up" all of 

Xi Jinping's political opponents on the way through. It's a formidable list: 

• Bo Xilai, Politburo member and P.irty Secretary of Chongqing; 

• Zhou Yongkang, Politburo Standing Committee member and head of the internal security 

apparatus; 

• Xu Caihou, Vice Chairman of the rentral Military Commission; 

• Guo Boxiong, Vice Chairman of the Central Military Commission; 
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• Ling Jihua, former Chief of the General Office of the CPC and Chief of Staff to Hu Jintao; 

• Sun Zhengcai, Politburo member and another Party Secretary from Chongqing; 

• And just prior to the 19th Party Congress, General Fang Fenghui, Chief of the Joint Staffs, and 

General Zhang YaJ]g, Director of the PLA Political Work Department, who recently committed 

suicide. 

None of this i_s for the faint-hearted. It says much about the inherent nature of a Chinese political 

system which has rarely managed leadership transitions smoothly. But it also points to the 

political skill•ctaft of Xi Jinping himself. 

Xi Jinping is no political neophyte. He has grown up in Chinese party politics as conducted at the 

highest levels. Through his father, Xi Zhongxun, he has been on both the Winning side and the 

losing side of the many bloody battles that have been fought within the Chinese Communist 

Party since the days of the Cultural Revolution half a century ago. 

There is little that Xi Jinping hasn't seen with his own eyes on the deepest internal workings of 

the Party. He has been through a "masterclass" of not only how to survive it, but also on how to 

prevail within it. For these reasons, he has proven himself to be the most formidable politician of 

his age. He has succeeded in pre-empting, outflanking, outmanoeuvring, and then removing each 

of his political adversaries. The polite term for this is power consolidation. In that, he has 

certainly succeeded. 

The external manifestations of this ljre seen in the decision, now endorsed by the 19th Party 

Congress and the 13th National People's Congress, to formally enshrine "Xi Jinping Thought" as 

part of the Chinese constitution. For Xi Jinping's predecessors, Deng, Jiang and Hu, this 

privilege was only accorded them after they had formally left the political stage. In Xi Jinping's 

case, it occurs near the beginning of what is likely to be a long political career. 

A further manifestation of Xi Jinping's extraordinary political power has been the concentration 

of the policy machinery of the Chinese Communist Party. Xi now chairs six top-level "leading 

small groups" as well as a number of central committees and commissions covering every major 

area of policy. 
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A third expression of Xi's power has been the selection of candidates for the seven-man 

Standing Committee of the Politburo, the 20-person wider Politburo, and the 209-member 

Central Committee. There's been some debate among China analysts as to the degree to which 

these ranks are now filled with Xi loyalists. My argument is simple: it is a much more 

accommodating and comfortable set of appointments from Xi Jinping's personal perspective 

than what he inherited from the 18th Party Congress. 

Furthermore, his ability to prevail oil critical personnel selection is underlined by the impending 

appointment of his close friend and colleague Wang Qishan as Chinese Vice President. Wang 

Qishan himself has passed the retirement age, butthis has proven to be no obstacle to retaining 

him as an ex-officio member of the politburo standing committee, as reflected in the footage 

carried yesterday by the Chinese media of the opening sessions of the National People's 

Congress. And it is Wang Qishan who will be entrusted by Xi with working-level responsibility 

for the vast complexity that is now the US-China relationship. 

A fifth manifestation of Xi Jinping's accumulation of unchallenged personal power has been the 

decision to remove the provision of the 1982 Chinese State Constitution, which imposed a limit 

of two five-year terms on those appointed to the Chinese presidency. Xi Jinping is now 64 years 

old. He will be 69 by the expiration of his second term as President, General Secretary of the 

Party, and Chairman of the Central Military Commission. Given his own family's longevity (his 

father lived to 88, and his mother is still alive at 91 ), as well as the general longevity of China's 

most senior political leaders, it is prudent for us to assume that Xi Jinping, in one form or 

another, will remain China's paramount leader through the 2020's and into the following 

decade. 

He therefore begins to loom large as a dominant figure not just in Chinese history, but in world 

history, in the twenty-first century. It will be on his watch that China finally becomes the largest 

economy in the world, or is at least returned to tl:u1t status, which it last he.Id during the Qing 

dynasty. 

Finally, there is the personaiity of Xi Jinping himself as a source of political authority. For those 

who have met him and had conversations with him, he has a strong intellect, a deep sense of his 
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country's and the world's history, and a deeply defined worldview of where he wants to lead his 

country. Xi Jinping is no accidental president. It's as ifhe has been planning for t.hi.s all h.is life. 

It has been a lifetime's accumulation of the intellectual software, combined with the political 

hardware of raw politics, which form the essential qualities of high political leadership in 

countries such as China. For the rest of the world, Xi Jinping represents a formidable partner, 

competitor or adversary, depending on the paths that are chosen in the future. 

There are those within the Chinese political system who have opposed this large0scale 

accumulation of personal power in the hands of Xi Jinpingalone, mindful of the lessons from 

Mao. In particular, the decision to alter the term-limits concerning the Chinese presidency has 

been of great symbolic significance within the Ch.inese domestic d.ebate. State censorship was 

immediately applied to any discussion of the subject across China's often unruly social .media. 

The People's Daily, in a surprisingly defensive editorial last week, was at pains to point out that 

the changes to term limits for the Chinese presidency simply brought China's state constillltion 

into line with the Party constitution, which imposed no term limits on the positions of General 

Secretary and Chairman of the Central Military Commis.sion. Even more defensively, the 

People's Daily was at equal pains to point out that these constitutional changes did not signify 

"leadership for life" .. 

For Xi's continuing opponents within the system, what we might describe as ''a silent minority", 

th.is has created a central, symbolic target for any resentments they may hold against Xi Jinping's 

leadership. It would be deeply analytically flawed to conclude that these individuals have any 

real prospect of pushing back against the Xi Jinpi11g political juggernaut in the foreseeable 

future. But what these constitutional changes have done is to make Xi potentially vulnerable to 

any single, large-scale adverse event in the future. If you have become, in effect, "Chaimian of 

Everything", then it is easy for your political opponents to hold you responsible for anything and 

everything that could go wrong, whether yo4 happen to be responsible for it or not. 

This could include any profound miscalculation, or unintended consequence, arising from 

contingencies ori the Korean Peninsula, Taiwan, the South China Sea, the Chinese debt crisis, or 

large-scale social disruption arising from unmanageable air pollution or a collapse in 

employment through a loss of competitiveness, large-scale automation or artificial intelligence. 
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However, militating against any of the above, and the "tipping points" which each could 

represent, is Xi Jinping's seemingly absolute command of the security and intelligence apparatus 

of the Chinese Communist Party and the state, Xi Jinping loyalists have been pla,ced in command 

of all sensitive positions across the security establishment. The People's Armed Police have now 

been placed firmly under party control rather than under the control of the state. And then there . 

is the new technological sophistication of the domestic security apparatus right across the 

country-an apparatus which now employs more people than the PLA. 

We should never forget that the Chinese Communist Party is a revolutionary party which makes 

no bones about the fact that it obtained power through the barrel of a gun, and will sustain power 

through the barrel ofa gun if necessary. We should not have any dewy-eyed sentimentality about 

any of this. It's a simple fact that this is what the Chinese system is like. 

Xi Jin ping's View of the Party 

Apart from the sheer construction of personal power within the Chinese political system, how 

does Xi Jinping see the future evolution of China's political structure? Here again, we've 

reached something of a tipping point in the evolution of Chinese politics since the return of Deng 

Xiaoping at the 3rd Plenum of the I Ith Central Committee in November 1978. 

There has been a tacit assumption, at lea,st across much of the collective West over the last 40 

years, that China, step-by-step, was embracing the global liberal capitalist project. Certainly, 

there was a view that Deng Xiaoping's program of"reform and opening'' would liberalise the 

Chinese economy with a greater role for market principles and a lesser role for the Chinese state 

in the economy. 

A parallel assumption has been that over time, this would produce liberal democratic forces 

across the country which would gradually reduce the authoritarian powers of the Chinese 

Communist Party, create a greater plurality of political voices within the country, and in time 

involve something not dissimilar to a Singaporean-style "guided democracy", albeit it on a grand 

scale. Despite the global wake-up call that was Tiananmen in 1989, by and large this continued 

to be the underlying view across the West, always misguided in my view, that China, through 

many twists and turns, was still broadly on track to create a more liberal political system, if not 

to create any form of classical Western liberal democracy. 
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Many scholars failed to pay attention to the internal debates within the Party in the l.ate 1990s, 

where internal consideration was indeed given to the long-term transfonnation of the Communist 

Party into a Western-style social democratic party as part of a more pluralist political system. 

The Chinese were mindful of what happened with the collapse of the Soviet Union. They also 

saw the political transformations that unfolc:led across Eastern and Central Europe. Study groups 

were commissioned. Intense discussions held. They even included certain trusted foreigners at 

the time. I remember participating in some ofthe111 myself. Just as I remember my Chinese 

colleagues telling me in 2001-2 that China had concluded this debate, there would be no 

systemic change, and China would continue to be a one-party state. It would certainly be a less 

authoritarian state than the sort of totalitarianism we had seen during the rule of Mao Zedong. 

But the revolutionary party would remain. 

The reasons were simple. The Party's own institutional interests are in its long-tenn survival: 

after aB, they had won the revolution, so in their own Leninist worldview, why on earth should 

they voluntarily yield power to others? But there was a second view as well. They also believed 

that China could never become a global great power in the absence of the Party's strong central 

leadership. And that in the absence of such leadetsliip, China would simply dissipate into the 

divided bickering camps that had often plagued the country throughout its history. The 

Communist Party would continue, therefore, as an unapologetically Leninist party for the future. 

To be fair to Xi Jinping, it should be noted for the historical record that these internal debates 

were concluded a decade before Xi's rise to power. The rise of Xi Jinping should not be 

interpreted simplistically as the sudden triumph of authoritarianism over democracy fort.he 

future of China's domestic political system. That debate was already over. Rather it should be 

seen as a definition of the particular form of authoritarianism that China's new leadership now 

seeks to entrench. 

I see this emerging political system as having three defining characteristics. First, the 

unapologetic assertion of the power, prestige and prerogatives of the Party apparatus over the 

administrative machinery of the state. In previous decades, the role of the Party apparatus had 

shrunk to a more narrowly defined, ideological role. The powers of detailed policy decision

making had gradually migrated to the institutions of the state council. This indeed had been a 

signature reform under Premier Zhu Rongji. 
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That is no longer the case. Xi Jinping has realised that if you remove the Party as an institution 

from continued structura.l relevance to the country's teal policy decision-making process, the 

party over time would literally fade away. As a person who believes deeply not just in the Party's 

history, but also the Party's future, Xi has not been prepared to stand idly by while that 

happened. Xi has now intervened decisively to reverse this trend. 

A second defining feature of this "new authoritarian" period is the role of political ideology over 

pragmatic policy. For the previous forty years, we've been told that China's governing ideology 

was "Socialism with Chinese Characteristics". As the decades rolled by, at least in the economy, 

there was much less "socialism" than there were "Chinese character.ist.ics". In this sense, 

"Chinese characteristics'' became the accepted domestic political euphemism for good old 

capitalism. 

Few people s.eemed to have understood that a core part of Xi Jinping's intellectual make-up is 

that he is a Marxist dialectician. This derives from the Hegelian principles of"thesis, antithesis 

and synthesis". Or in Chinese Maoist terms: "Contradictions amorig the people". This forms a 

deep part of Xi Jinping's intellectual software. Indeed the importance which Xi attaches to this as 

· an intellectual methodology led him to conduct two formal Politburo study sessions on both 

"historical materialism" and "dialectical materialism" in 2013 and 2015 respectively. As a 

dialectician, Xi Jinping is acutely conscious of the new social, economic and political forces 

being created by China's "neo-liberar' economic transformation. He would also understand 

intuitively the challenges which these new forces would, over time, represent to the Party's 

continuing Leninist hold on power. 

Both he and the rest of the central leadership have read development economics. They are not 

deaf and dumb. They know what the international literature says: that demands for political 

liberalisation almost universally arise once per capita income p11sses a certain threshold .. They are 

therefore deeply aware of the profound "contradiction" which exists between China's national 

development priority of escaping the "middle income trap" on the one hand, and unleashing 

parallel demands for political liberalisation once incomes continue to rise on the ot.her .. 

Xi Jinping's response to this dilemma has been_a reassertion of ideology. This has meant a 

reassertion of Marxist-Leninist ideology. And a new prominence accorded to ideological 
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education across the entire Chinese system. But it's more sophisticated than a simple 

unidimensional ideological response. At least since the 2008 Olympics, which pre-dated X.i's 

ascendency, Chinese nationalism has also become a parallel mainstay in China's broader 

ideological formation. This has continued and expanded under Xi Jinping. And it has been 

augmented by an infinitely more sophisticated propaganda apparatus across the country, which 

now fuses the imagery of the Chinese Communist Party and the Chinese nation into a combined 

Chinese contemporary political consciousness. 

On top of this, we've also seen a rehabilitation of Chinese Confucianism as part of the 

restoration of Chinese historical narratives about, and the continuing resonance of, China's 

"unique" national political forms. According to the official line, this historical, authoritarian, 

hierarchical continuity is what has differentiated China from the rest of the world. This Chi.nese 

"neo-Confucianism" is regarded by the party as a comfortable historical accompaniment to the 

current imperatives for a strong, modem Chinese state, necessary to manage the complex 

processes of the "Great Chinese Renaissance" of the future. 

The short-hand form of the political narrative is simple: China's historical greatness, across its 

dynastic histories, lay in a strong, authoritarian hierarchical Confucian state. By corollary, 

China's historical greatness has never been a product of Western liberal democracy. By further 

corollary, China's future national greatness will lie not in any adaptation of Western political 

forms, but instead through the modem adaptation of its own indigenous political legacy in the 

form ofa Confucian, communist state. 

Xi Jin ping's View of the Economy 

A third characteristic of China's "new authoritarianism", although less clear than the first and 

second, is what is now emerging in the future direction of China's economic program. We are all 

familiar with Deng Xiaoping's famous axiom that "it doesn't matter whether a cat is white or 

black, so long as it catches mice". Just as we are familiar with his other exhortation, "i.t is indeed 

glorious to be rich". These were followed by later exhortations by China's apparatchik class to 

leave government service (xiahai) and go out into the world (zouchuqu). These simple axioms, as 

opposed to co~plex statements of ideology, provided the underlying guidance for the subsequent 

two generations of Chinese entrepreneurs, bot_h at home and abroad. 
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In policy terms, China's first phase of economic reform (1978-2012) was characterised by small

scale, local family enterprises, involved in light industry; low-wage, labour-inten.sive 

manufacturing for export; combined with high-level state investment in public infrastructure, 

including telecommunications, broadband, road, rail, port, power generation, transmission and 

distribution. 

In early 2013, at the 3rd plenum of the ! 8th Central Committee, Xi Jinping released a new. 

blueprint for the second phase of China's economic reform program, or what was ominously 

called "The Decision", or more elegantly China's "New Economic Model". Its defining 

characteristics were a new emphasis on the domestic consumption market rather than exports as 

the principal driver of future economic growth; the explosion of China's private sector at the 

expense of the overall market share of China's state owned enterprises, which Were to be 

constrained to certain, critical strategic industry sectors; the flourishing of the services sector, 

particularly through the. agency qf digital commerce; "leapfrogging'' the West in critical new 

technology sectors, including biotechnology, and artificial intelligence; and all within the new 

framework of environmentally sustainable development, particularly air pollution and climate 

change. 

It's important to track over the last five years what progress and regress has occurred across the 

·60 specific reform measures articulated in the decision of March 2013. The core organising 

principle across the reform program was that "the market would play the decisive role" across 

China's economic system. The Asia Society Policy Institute, of which I am President, in 

collaboration wit.h the Rhodium Group, ha.s been producing over the last six months the "China 

Economic Dashboard", which looks in detail at the ten core barOmeters of economic change. 

What we have concluded is t.hat China has made progress in two of these. First, in innovation 

policy, where China has made measurable strides, both in policy direction but more critically, in 

defiance of the usual skepticism about China's capacity to innovate, in actual economic 

performance. 

Second, we also measured progress in Chinese environmental reforms,. in particular the reduction 

in the PM! measures of air pollution across China's major cities over the last two years. 

However, in five often areas, we've seen China at best marking time: investment, trade, finance, 

SOE and land reform. And finally, in fiscal policy, competition policy and labour reform, we see 
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eviden.ce of China sliding backwards against the reform direction it set for itself five years ago. 

Each of these are the subject of considerable debate across the Chinese economic analytical 

community, particularly given the perennial problems we all face witli data. Nonetheless, only 

the bravest official commentators in China could now point to 2013-18 as a path-breaking period: 

of economic reform. It has at best been slow. 

This brings into sharp relief the content of the government work report on the economy delivered: 

at the National People's Congress in Beijing in March 2018. Once again, precisely five years 

down the track from the original documents, the analytical community will pore over the entrails . 

to analyse whether the spirit of market-based reforms continues to flourish for the future. Or 

whether it has begun to fade amidst a more general Chinese political and ideological redirection 

to the left. Or just as problematically, for economic reform to die at the implementation level 

because of confusing political and policy signals from the centre, meaning that it is much safer to 

just keep your head down. Or because there are limited local incentives, either personal or 

institutional, to actively prosecute reform which inevitably generates local conflict with deeply 

ent.renched vested interests. Or, more likely, an unholy cocktail of the above, collectively 

reinforcing a natural predisposition towards bureaucratic inertia. 

Certainly those at the centre of China's economic reform team, including Wang Qishan, Liu He ... · 

and Wang Yang, understand the absolute imperatives of implementing this next round of 

economic reform. They know from bitter experience that to stand still is in fact to go backwards. 

And they understand in particular that the only source of employment growth in China's 

economy over the last five years has come from the private sector, not SOEs, as China each year · 

is required to absorb 20 million new workers into its labour force. 

Nonetheless, there have been worrying signs. First, the role of Pl!,rty secretaries within private 

firms now seems to have been enhanced. Second, there is now an open debate in China as to 

whether the state should acquire equity within China's most successful private firms in order to 

secure broad representation and greater political influence over these companies' future 

directio.n. And third, in the wake of the anti-corruption campaign and other compliance 

irregularities, we now see a number o_fprominent Ch.inese private firms in real political 

difficulty, and in one case, An bang, the temporary "assumption of state control" of the 

company's assets after its Chairman and CEO was taken into custody. 
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Compounding all of the above is still a. continuing lack oftruly independent commercial courts 

and arbitration mechanisms. the complication this creates is whether this leads over time to a 

private capital strike,. or a flight of private capital of the type we have seen over the last several 

years, resulting in a re-imposition of formal capital controls by the state. 

So on the future direction of China's economy, the jury is still out. Have We also reached a new 

"tipping point", as we appear to have done in Chinese politics? Or will this be a more 

sophisticated Chinese play, consistent with one of the deeper aphorisms of Chinese politics, that 

''in order to go right on the economy, you must go left on politics" in order to sustain to internal 

"balance" of the system? The next 12 months with China's new economic team will be critical. 

CHINA'S "WORLDVIEW" UNDER XI JINPING 

Seven Core Priorities 

There is always a danger facing foreign policy and security policy specialists when they seek to 

understand and define the capabilities, strategy and worldview of other states. There is always a 

temptation, given the analytical disciplines we represent, to see these ''external" manifestations 

of state behaviour in the international realm as independent phenomena. The reality is that any 

country's worldview is as much the product of its domestic politics, economics, culture and 

historiography, as it is the product of the number of guns, tanks and bullets held by ourselves, 

and by those around us. 

That's why I've sought to emphasise in this presentation so far the.domestic drivers that 

underpin China's emerging worldview. It's important to bear in mind that those who ultimately 

shape Chinese strategy, like American strategy, are those who are equally engaged in the 

domestic affairs of their nations. There is no longer a clinical distinction between the foreign and 

domestic, the internation.al and the national. Therefore understanding the domestic imperatives of 

China's leadership is the beginning of wisdom in understanding the emerging patterns of China's 

foreign and security policy behaviour. 

The Party 

China's emerging worldview, in my own estimation, is bes.t understood as as.et of seven 

concentric circles. The first concentric circle is the Chinese Commu.nist Party itselfand its 
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overriding interest to remain in power. This Leninist reality should never be forgotten. It is 

radically different from the worldview of Western political parties, who while always determined 

to remain in electoral power while they possibly can, also understand there is a natural ebb and 

flow in our national political discourse, intermediated by the electoral process. 

National Unity 

The second concentric circle, in terms of the core interests of the Chinese leadership, is the unity 

of the motherland. This may seem a hackneyed phrase in the West. But it remains of vital 

concern in Beijing, both as a question of national security on the one hand, and a question of 

enduring political legitimacy on the other. From Beijing's perspective, Tibet, Xinjiang, Inner 

Mongolia and Taiwan represent a core set of security interests. Each within itself represents a 

confluence of external and internal security factors. Tibet is a central factor in Chinese 

perceptions of its strategic relationship with India. Xinjia:ng represents China's gateway to what 

it perceives to be an increasingly hostile Islamic world, reinforced by concerns about its own, 

home-grown Islamic separatist movement. Inner Mongolia, despite the resolution of the common 

border with Russia decades ago, represents a continuing source of strategic anxiety between 

China.and Russia. Taiwan, long seen as an American aircraft carrier in the Pacific, represents in 

the Chinese strategic mind a grand blocking device against China's national aspirations for a 

more controlled, and therefore more secure maritime frontier, as well as an impediment to the 

ultimate political holy grail of national re-unification. These "internal" security challenges will 

always remain China'.s core security challenges, apart, of course, from t.he security of the Party 

itself. 

The Economy and Environmental Sustainability 

The third in this series of concentric circk,s is the economy, together with its strategic 

counterfoil, environmental sustainability. I've already referred at some length to the current 

dilemmas in Chinese economic policy. Parallel dilemmas also confront the leadership over the 

litany of stories which permeate its own media on water, land and air pollution, and the 

inadequacy of food quality standards. The tragedy of China's rapid economic development over 

the first 35 years was the relegation of the environment. Indeed, the systematic treatment of the 

environment as simply an "economic externality" to the Chinese development process led to 

wholesale environmental destruction. China is now paying the price. 
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Of course, these are not just domestic concerns for the Chinese people themselves. The quantum 

of China's greenhouse gas emissions is of fundamental relevance to the future of global climate 

security and therefore of the planet itself. Indeed, if China fails to deliver on its future 

commitments on GHG reductions, as America and my own country Australia are now failing to 

do, by the time you students of the academy are taking your grandchildren to school during the 

last quarter of this century, the climate will represent the single greatest security threat to u.s all. 

But within the framework of China's current and emerging worldview, both a strong economy 

and clean environment represent core determinai-tts of the Party's future political legitimacy. 

These existential questions, therefore, of clean water, useable land, uncontaminated fish stocks, 

clean air to breathe as well as continued jobs growth, increased living standards, and all within 

the constraints of an ageing population, represent the daunting, day-to-day challenges of China's 

Communist Party leadership. 

China's Neighbouring States - Securing China's Continental Periphery across Eurasia 

The fourth in this widening series concentric circles relates to China's fourteen neighbouring 

states. Neighbouring states occupy a particular place in China's strategic memory. Historically, 

they've been the avenue through which China's national security has been threatened, resulting· 

in successive foreign invasions. From the Mongols in the North in the 12th century, to the 

Manchurian.sin the North East in the mid-17th century, to the British, French, the Western 

imperial powers including the United States, and then the absolute brutality of the Japanese 

occupation from the East. 

In Chinese traditional strategic thought, this has entrenched a deeply defensive view of how to 

maintain China's national security. But Chinese h_istoriography al.so teaches tha.t purely defensive 

measures have not always succeeded. The failure of the Great Wall of China to provide security 

from foreign invasion is a classic case in point. • 

For these reasons, modem Chinese strategic thinking has explored different approaches. First and 

foremost, through political and economic diplomacy, China wishes to secure positive, 

accommodating, and wherever possible compliant relationships with all its neighbouring states. 
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But beyond that, China is also in search of its own fonn of strategic depth. We se.e this in 

China's political, economic and military diplomacy across its vast continental flank from 

Northeast, through Central to Southeast Asia. We see this thinking alive in the Shanghai 

Cooperation Organisation. We see it alive in the Conference on International Confidence 

Building in Asia (CICA). We see it also with the. Continental Silk Road, and the Maritime Silk 

Road initiative which charts its course across the ln<lian Ocean to the Red Sea and now the 

Mediterranean. And beyond that we see the Belt and Road Initiative, or BR!. The strategic 

imperative is clear: to consolidate China's relationships with its neighbouring states. And by and 

large, this means enhancing its strategic position across the Eurasian continent, thereby 

consolidating China's continental periphery. 

China's Maritime Periphery - East Asia and the West Pacific 

The fifth concentric circle, or arguably its co-equal fourth, lies on China's maritime periphery, 

across East Asia and the West Pacific. Unlike its continental periphery, China sees its maritime 

periphery as deeply hostile. It sees its tra.ditional territorial claims in the East and South China 

Seas as under threat, and now routinely refers to these as China's "core national interests", 

placing them in a similar category to Taiwan. China also sees the region as strategically allied 

against it-with a ring of US allies from South Korea to Japan to Taiwan to the Philippines and 

onto Australia. Beyond this ring of US allies, the Chinese are fundamentally fixated on the 

foni!idable array of US military assets deployed by US Pacific Command across the entire 

region. 

China's strategy in response to this is clear. It seeks to fracture US alliances and has said as 

much repeatedly in its declaratory statements. Its position is that these alliances are relics of the 

Cold War. China's deepest strategic concern about the peaceful reunification of North Korea lies 

in potentially having a unified Korean Peninsula, as a US ally, positioned on its immediate land 

border. China's deeper response to its strategic circumstances is to enhance the capability of its 

navy and air force. Under Xi Jinping, the change in China's military organisation, doctrine and 

force structure has been profound. The anny continues to shrink. The navy and air force continue 

to expand. 

Chinese naval and air capabilities now extend to reclaimed islands in the South China Sea. 

China's naval and air expansion has also been enhanced by the rapid development of its land-
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based missile force targeted at both Taiwan and wider US naval operations i.n the Western 

Pacific. The strategic rationale is clear: a strategy of air-sea denial against US forces seeking to 

sustain large-scale US military operations in support ofTaiwa.n, its partners in the South China 

Sea, and ultimately in the East China Sea as well. China's overall political-military strategy is 

clear: t; cause sufficient doubt in the minds of PAC OM, and therefore any future US 

administration as to the ''winnability" of any armed conflict against Chinese forces within the 

first island chain. And that includes American doubts over its ability to defend Taiwan. 

The softer edge of China's strategy in East Asia and the Western Pacific is economic 

engagement through trade, investment, capital flows and development aid. China's strategy in 

this region, as in elsewhere in the world, is to tum itself into the indispensable economic power. 

In many countries and regions in the world, it has made great progress on this score. This, in 

many respects, is a simple projection of the scale of the Chinese economy as economic growth 

continues and China remains on track to pass the United States as the world's largest economy 

over the course of the next decade. 

Th.e bottom l.ine is this: in both reality and in perception, China has already become a more 

important economic partner than the United States to practically every country in wider East 

Asia. We all know where the wider strategic logic takes us. From economic power proceeds 

political power; from political power proceeds foreign policy power; and from foreign policy 

power proceeds strategic power. That is China's strategy. 

China and the Developing World 

The.sixth in my attempted visual image of China's order of strategic priorities is China's 

particular relationship with the developing world. This has long historical roots going back to 

Mao and Zhou Enlai's role i11 the non•aligned movement. It applies particularly in Africa. But 

we also see it in countries like Pakistan, Sri Lanka and Bangladesh. China's relationship with the 

developing world has long been seen as a pillar in the prosecution of its global interests and 

values. In the·current period this has con.tinued with large-scale public and private Chinese trade 

and investment across Africa, Asia and Latin America. 

Across Africa, China has laid out large slabs of the continent's emerging infrastructure. Each of 

these projects is generating its own local controversies. But the remarkable thing about China's 
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strategy is its persistence and its ability to adapt and adjust over time. Multiple field studies have 

now been conducted by Western academics on Chinese investment projects in the developing 

world. Some have not been good. But what is remarkable is how many positive stories are also 

emerging, on balance. So when China looks for local voices to support its interests, either in the 

United Nations or across the labyrinth of the global multilateral system, its ability to pull in 

political and diplomat support is unprecedented. 

China and the Global Rules-based Order 

The seventh and final concentric circle concerns the future of the global rt!.les-based order itself. 

The United States, combined with its allies, as the victors of the Second World War, constructed 

the underlying architecture of the post-war, liberal international rules-based order. We saw this at 

Bretton Woods in 1944, the emergence of the IMF, the World Bank and the General Agreement 

on Tariffs and Trade, later the WTO. We saw it in 1945 with the UN Charter. We saw it in 1948 

with the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. 

The United States also sought to defend the order it had created with a global network of 

alliances: NA TO in Europe, and bilateral security alliances across East Asia. Across all this, 

even during the Cold War, the United States remained the dominant superpower. Dominant 

politically, economically, and militarily. Now we find ourselves in a period of great change and 

challenge. 

Our Western political systems are under challenge in terms of their own domestic legitimacy. 

China will soon replace the United States as the world's largest economy. China will begin to 

challenge US regional but not global military dominance. China is also creating its own new 

multilateral institutions outside the UN framework, such as the AIIB. China also continues to 

expand its strategic and economic reach across Europe and Asia. And Xi Jinping has made plain 

he does not see China's role as simply replicating the current US-led liberal international order 

for the future. 

China has consistently said that this was an order created by the Western, victorious, and by-and

large colonial powers after the Second World War. But China leaves open what future changes it 

may make to the international rules-based system in the future. The desirability of having a form 

of rules-based system, rather than simple chaos, lies deep within Chinese political consciousness. 
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Chaos is utterly alien to China's preferred political approach. But it'is important to remember 

that "order", the alternative to "chaos", will not necessarily be an Arnerican order, or for tha.t 

matter a liberal international order of America's making, where Chinese co-leadership of that 

order may now be expected or desired. 

China's expectation ofthe future of the order will be one which is more suited to China's own 

national interests and values. This means China will want to change things. At this stage, i.t is not 

clear how much China wants to change things. And whether the rest of the international 

community will agree. This will have implications, for example, fot the current international 

order on human rights, anchored in the three current international treaties and the human rights 

council in Geneva. It will also have implications for the future international economic order, 

including the WTO, particularly in the aftermath of any unfolding t.rade war with the United 

States. As for the future international security order, we now find ourselves in completely 

uncertain terrain for reasons increasingly shaped by the future contours of both American and 

Chinese domestic politics. 

There is much public debate about Thucydides' Trap on the probability of conflict between 

China and the United States. Just as there is now debate about the Kindleberger Trap, drawn 

from the experience of the 1920s and 1930's, when we saw the emergence of strategic vacuum 

through the global retrenchment of the United Kingdom and an unwillingness of the United 

States to fill that vacuum in the provision of global public goods. The result was global anarchy 

of a different sort. My deepest belief is that we must avoid both these traps. Our deepest wisdom 

must be harnessed in defining another path. 

CONCLUSION 

There are many reasons to study China. It is an extraordinary civilisation in its own tight. It 

contains deep wisdom, generated over more than 4000 years of recorded history. China's 

aest~etic ttaditioli is also rich beyond all measure. It is easy to become lost in the Wotld of 

Sino logy. But the rise of China demands ofus all a New Sino logy for the 21st century. 

One which is familiar with the Chinese tradition. One which is clear in its analysis of 

contemporary Chinese politics, economics, society <!.nd Chi_na's unfolding rnle i.n the region and 

the world. As well as a New Sino logy which is capable of synthesising the above. 
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We will need a generation ofleaders who µnders1"nd this integrated Chi_nese reality, in order to 

make sense of and engage with the China of the future. With our eyes wide open. And with our 

minds wide open as well. Open to new challenges. Open to new threats. Open to new 

possibilities. Open to new areas of cooperation and collab_oration. 

And above all, open to finding creative paths about how we preserve peace, preserve stability, 

avoid conflict and the. scourge of war between these two great nations, while preserving the 

universal values, anchored in our international covenants, for which we all still stand. 
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Hudson Institute 

Vice President Mike Pence's 
Remarks on the 
Administration's Policy 
Towards China Streaming Now 
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Remarks delivered by President Mike Pence on the administration's policy 

towards China at Hudson Institute on October 4, 2018: 

Thank you, Ken, for that kind introduction. To the Members of the 

Board of Trustees, to Dr. Michael Pillsbury, to our distinguished guests, 

and to all of you who, true to your mission, "think about the future in 

unconventional ways" - it's an honor to be back at the Hudson Institute. 

For more than half a century, this Institute has dedicated itself to 

"advancing global security, prosperity, and freedom." And while 

Hudson's hometowns have changed over the years, one thing has held 

constant: You have always advanced that vital truth, that American 

leadership lights the way. 

And today, I bring greetings from a champion of American leadership, 

at home and abroad- the 45th President of the United States of 

America, President Donald Trump. 

Frnm early in this administration, President Trump has made our 

relationship with China and President Xi a priority. On April 6th of last 

year, President Trump welcomed President Xi to Mar-A-Lago. On 

November 8th of last year, President Trump traveled to Beijing, where 

China's leader welcomed him warmly. 

Over the course of the past 2 years, our President has forged a strong 

personal relationship with the president of the People's Republic of 

China, and they've worked closely on issues of common interest, most 

importantly the denuclearization of the Korean Peninsula ... 

But I come before you today because the American people deserve to 

know ... as we speak, Beijing is employing a whole-of-government 

approach, using political, economic, and military tools, as well as 
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propaganda, to advance its influence and benefit its interests in the 

United States. 

China is also applying this power in more proactive ways than ever 

before, to exert influence and interfere in the domestic policy and 

politics of our country. 

Under our administration, we've taken decisive action to respond to 

China with American leadership, applying the principles, and the 

policies, long advocated in these halls. 

Inthe_"National Security Strategy" that President Trump released last 

December, he described a new era of"great power competition." Foreign 

nations have begun to "reassert their influence regionally and globally," 

and they are "contesting [America's] geopolitical advantages and trying 

to change the international order in their favor." 

In this strategy, President Trump made clear that the United States of 

America has adopted a new approach to China. We seek a relationship 

grounded in fairness, reciprocity, and respect for sovereignty, and we 

have taken strong and swift action to achieve that goal. 

As the President said last year on his visit to China, "we have an 

opportunity to strengthen the relationship between our two countries 

and improve the lives of our citizens." Our vision of the future is built on 

the best parts of our past, when America and China reached out to one 

another in a spirit of openness and friendship ... 

When our young nation went searching in the wake of the 

Revolutionary War for new markets for our exports, the Chinese people 

welcomed Americans traders laden with ginseng and fur ... 
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When China suffered through indignities and exploitation during her 

so-called "Century of Humiliation," America refused to join in, and 

advpcated the ''Open Door" policy, so that we could have freer trade with 

China, and preserve their sovereignty ... 

When American missionaries brought the good news to China's shores, 

they were moved by the rich culture of an ancient but vibrant people, 

and not only did they spread faith; they also founded some of China's 

first and finest universities ... 

When the Second World War arose, we stood together as allies in the 

fight against imperialism ... And in that war's aftermath, America 

ensured that China became a Charter member of the United Nations, 

and a great shaper of the post-war world. 

But soon after it took power in 1949, the Chinese Communist Party 

began to pursue authoritarian expansionism. Only five years after our 

nations had fought together, we fought each other, on the mountains 

and in the valleys of the Korean Peninsula. My own father saw combat 

on those frontlines of freedom. 

Not even the brutal Korean War could diminish our mutual desire to 

restore the ties that for so long bound us together. China's estrangement 

from the United States ended in 1972, and soon after, we re-established 

diplomatic relations, began to open our economies to one another, and 

American universities began training a new generation of Chinese 

engineers, business leaders, scholars, and officials. 

After the fall ofthc: Soviet Union, we assumed that a free China was 

inevitable. Heady with optimism, at the turn of the 21st Century, 

America agreed to give Beijing open access to our economy, and bring 

• China into the World Trade Organization. 
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Previous administrations made this choice in the hope that treedom in 

China Would expand in all forms - not just economieally, but politically, 

with a newfound respect for classical liberal principles, private property, 

religious freedom, and the entire family of human rights ... but that hope 

has gone unfulfilled. 

The dream of freedom remains distant for the Chinese people. And 

while Beijing still pays lip service to "reform and opening," Deng 

Xiaoping's famous policy now rings hollow. 

Over the past 17 years; China's GDP has grown 9~fold; it has become the 

second-largest economy in the world. Much of this success was driven 

by American investment in China. Artd the Chinese Communist Party 

has also used an arsenal of policies inconsistent with free and fair trade, 

including tariffs, quotas, currency-manipulation, forced technology· 

transfer, intellectual property theft, and industrial subsidies doled out 

like candy, to name a few. These policies have built Beijing's 

manufacturing base, at the expense of its competitors - especially 

America. 

China's actions have contributed to a trade deficit with the United States 

that last year ran to $375 billion - nearly half of our global tra_de deficit. 

As President Trump said just this week, "we rebuilt China" over the last 

25 years. 

Now, through the "Made in China 2025" plan, the Communist Party has 

set its sights on controlling 90% of the world's most advanced 

industries, including robotics, biotechnology, and artificial intelligence. 

To win the commanding heights of the 21st Century economy, Beijing 

has directed its bureaucrats and businesses to obtain American 

intellectual property - the fm1ndation of our economic leadership - by 

any means necessary. 
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Beijing now requires many American businesses to hand over their trade 

secrets as the cost of doing business in China. It also coordinates and 

sponsors the acquisition of American firms to gain ownership of their 

creations. Worst of all, Chinese security agencies have masterminded 

the wholesale theft of American technology - including cutting-edge 

military blueprints. 

And using that stolen technology, the Chinese Communist Party is 

turning plowshares into swords on a massive scale ... 

China now spends as much on its military as the rest of Asia combined, 

and Beijing has prioritized capabilities to erode Ameriea's military 

advantages. - on land, at sea, in the air, and in space. China wants 

nothing less than to push the United States of America from the 

Western Pacific and attempt to prevent us from coming to the aid of our 

allies. 

Beijing is also using its power like never before. Chinese ships routinely 

patrol around the Senkaku Islands, which are administered by Japan. 

And while China's leader stood in the Rose Garden of the White House 

in 2015 and said that his country had "no intention to militarize the 

South China Sea,'' today, Beijing has. deployed advanced anti-ship and 

anti-air missiles atop an archipelago of military bases constructed on 

artificial islands. 

China's aggression was on display this week, when a Chinese naval 

vessel came within 45 yards of the USS Decatur as it conducted freedom

of-navigation operations in the South Chiha Sea, forcing our ship to 

qu_ickly maneuver to avoid.collision. Despite .such reckless harassment, 

the United States Navy will continue to fly, sail and operate wherever 

international law allows and our national interests demand. We will not 

be intimidated; we will not stand down. 
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America had hoped that economic liberalization woµld bring China into 

greater partnership with us and with the world. Instead, China has 

chosen economic aggression, which has in turn emboldened its growing 

military. 

Nor, as we hoped, has Beijing moved toward greater freedom for its 

people. For a time, Beijing inched toward greater liberty and respect for 

human rights, but in recent years, it has taken a sharp U-turn toward 

control and oppression. 

Today, China ha:s built an unparalleled surve.illance state, and it's 

growing more expansive and intrusive - often with the help of U.S .. 

technology. The "Great Firewall of China" likewise grows higher, 

drastically restricting the free flow of information to the Chinese people. 

And by 2020, China's rulers aim to implement an Orwellian system 

premised on controlling virtually every facet of human life - the so

ca]led "social credit score." In the words of that program's official 

blueprint, it will "allow the trustworthy to roam everywhere under · 

heaven, while making it hard for the discredited to take a single step." 

And when it comes to religious freedom, a new wave of persecution is 

crashing down on Chinese Christians, Buddhists, and Muslims ... 

Last month, Beijing shut down one of China's largest underground 

churches. Across the country, authorities ate tearing down crosses, 

burning bibles, and imprisoning believers. And Beijing has now reached 

a deal with the Vatican that gives the avowedly atheist Communist 

Party a direct role in appointing Catholic bishops. For China's 

Christians, these are desperate times. 

Beijing is also cracking down on Buddhism. Over the past decade, more 

than 150 Tibetan Buddhist monks have lit themselves on fire to protest 
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China's repression of their beliefs and culture. And in Xinjiang, the· 

Communist Party has imprisoned as many as one million Muslim 

Uyghurs in government camps where they endure around-the-clock 

brainwashing. Survivors of the camps have described their experiences 

as a deliberate attempt by Beijing to strangle Uyghur culture and stamp 

out the Muslim faith. 

But as history attests, a country that oppresses its own people rarely 

stops there. Beijing also aims to extend its reach across the wider world. 

As Hudson's own Dr. Michael Pillsbury has said, "China has opposed 

the actions and goals of the U.S. government. Indeed, China is building 

its own relationships with America's allies and enemies that contradict 

any peaceful or productive intentions of Beijing." 

China uses so~called "debt diplomacy" to expand its influence.Today, 

that country is offering hundreds of billions of dollars •in infrastructure 

loans to governments from Asia to Africa to Europe to even Latin 

·America.Yet the terms of those loans are opaque at best, and the 

benefits flow overwhelmin&lY to Beijing. 

Just ask Sri Lanka, which took on massive debt to let Chinese state 

companies build a port with questionable commercial value. Two years 

ago, that country could no longer afford its payments - so'Beijing 

pressured Sri Lanka to deliver the new port directly into Chinese hands. 

It may soon become a forward military base for China's growing blue

water navy. 

Within our own h€misphere, Beijing has extended a lifeline to the 

corrupt and incompetent Maduro regime in Venezuela, pledging $5 

billion in questionable loans that can be repaid with oil. China is also 

that country's single largest creditor, saddling the Venezuelan people 

with more than $50 billion in debt. Beijing is also corrupting some 
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nations' politics by providing direct support to parties and candidates 

who promise to accommodate China's strategic objectives ... 

And since last year, the Chinese Communist Party has convinced 3 

Latin American nations to sever ties with Taipeiand recognize Beijing. 

These actions th re.a ten the stability of the Taiwan Strait - and the 

United States of America condemns these actions. And while our 

administration will continue to respect our One China Policy, as 

reflected in the three joint communiques and the Taiwan Relations Act, 

America will always believe Taiwan's embrace of democracy shows a 

.better path for all the Chinese people. 

These are only a few of the ways that China has sought to advance its 

strategic interests across the world, with growing intensity and 

sophistication. Yet previous administrations all but ignored China's 

actions - and in many cases, they abetted them. But those days are over. 

Under President Trump's leadership, the United States of America has 

been defending our interests with renewed American strength ... 

We've been making the strongest military in the history of the world 

stronger still. Earlier this year, the President signed into law the largest 

increase in our national defense since the days of Ronald Reagan - $716 

billion to extend our military dominance in every domain. 

We're modernizing our nuclear arsenal, we're fielding and developing 

new cutting-edge fighters and bombers, we're building a new generation 

of aircraft carriers and warships, and we're investing as never before in 

our Armed Forces. This includes initiating the process to establish the 

United States Space Force to ensure our continued dominance in space, 

and authorizing increased capability in the cyber world. to build 

deterrence against our adversaries. 
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And at President Trump's direction, we're also implementing tariffs on 

$250 billion in Chinese goods, with the highest tariffs specifically 

targeting the advanced industries that Beijing is trying to capture and 

control. And the President has also made clear that we'll levy ev:en more 

tariffs, with the possibility of substantially more than doubling that 

number, unless a fair and reciprocal deal is made. 

Our actions have had a major impact. China's largest stock exchange fell 

by 25% in the first 9 months of this year, in large part because our 

administration has stood up to Beijing's trade practices. 

As President Trump has made clear, we don't want China's markets to 

suffer. In fact, we want them to thrive. But the United States wants 

Beijing to pursue trade policies that are free, fair, and reciprocal. 

Sadly, China's rulers have refused to take that path - so far. The 

American people deserve to know that, in response to the strong stand 

that President Trump has taken, Beijing is pursuing a comprehensive 

and coordinated campaign to undermine support for the President, our 

agenda, and our nation's most cherished ideals. 

I want to tell you today what we know about China's actions - some of 

which we've gleaned from intelligence assessments, some of which are 

publicly available . .But all of which is fact. 

As I said before, Beijing is employing a whole-of-government approach 

to advance its influence and benefit its interests. It's employing this 

power in more proactive and coercive ways to interfere in the domestic 

policies and politics of the United States. 

The Chinese Communist Party is rewarding or coercing American 

businesses, movie studios, universities, think tanks, scholars, 
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Worst of all, China has initiated an unprecedented effort to influence 

American public opinion, the 2018 elections, and the environment 

leading into the 2020 presidential elections ... 

To put it bluntly, President Trump's leadership is working; and China 

wants a different American President. 

China is meddling in America's democracy. As President Trump said 

just last week, we have "found that China has been attempting to 

interfere in our upcoming 2018 [midterm] election[s]." 

Our intelligence community says that "China is targeting U.S. state and 

local governments and officials to exploit any divisions between federal 

and local levels on policy. It's using wedge issues, like trade tariffs, to 

advance Beijing's political influence." 

In June, Beijing circulated a sensitive qocument, entitled "Propaganda 

and Censorship Notice," that laid out its strategy. It states that China 

must "strike accurately and carefully, splitting apart different domestic 

groups" in the United States. 

To that end, Beijing has mobilized covert actors, front groups, and 

propaganda outlets to shift American_s' perception of Chinese policies. 

As a senior career member of our intelligence community recently told 

me, what the Russians are doing pales in comparison to what China is 

doing across this country. 

Senior Chinese officials have also tried to influence business leaders to 

condemn our trade actions, leveraging their desire to maintain their 

operations in China. In one recent example, they threatened to deny a 
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business license for a major U.S. corporation if it refused to speak out 

against our administration's policies. 

And when it comes to influencing the midterms, you need only look at 

Beijing's tariffs in response to ours. They specifically targeted industries 

and states that would play an important role in the 2018 election. By one 

estimate, more than 80% of U.S. counties targeted by China voted for 

President Trump in 2016; now China wants to turn these voters against 

our administration. 

And China is also directly appealing to the American voter. Last week, 

the Chinese government paid to have a multipage supplement inserted 

into the Des Moines Register - the paper of record in the home state of 

our Ambassador to China, and a pivotal state in 2018. The supplement, 

designed to look like news articles, cast our trade polic:ies as reckless and 

harmful to Iowans. 

Fortunately, Americans aren't buying it. For example: American 

farmers are standing with this President and are seeing real results from 

the strong stands that he's taken, including this week's U.S.-Mexico

Canada Agreement, where we've substantially opened North American 

markets to U.S. products - a great win for American farmers and 

manufacturers. 

But China's actions aren't focused solely on influencing our policies and 

politics. Beijing is also taking steps to exploit its economic leverage, and 

the allure of China's large domestic market, to advance its influence 

over American corporations. 

Beijing now requires American joint ventures that operate in China to 

establish "party organizations" within their company, giving the 
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Communist Party a voice - and perhaps a veto - in hiring and 

investment decisions. 

_Chinese authorities have also threatened U.S. companies that depict 

Taiwan as a distinct geographic entity, or that stray from Chinese policy 

on Tibet. Beijing compelled Delta Airlines to publicly apologize for not 

calling Taiwan a "province of China" on its website, It also pressured 

Marriott to fire a U.S. employee who liked a tweet about Tibet. 

Beijing routinely demands that Hollywood portray China in a strictly 

positive light, and it punishes studios and producers that don't. Beijing's 

censors are quick to edit or outlaw movies that criticize China, even in 

minor ways. "World War Z" had to cut the script's mention of a virus 

originating in China. "Red Dawn" was digitally edited to make the 

villains North Korean, not Chinese. 

Beyond business, the Chinese Communist Party is spending billions of 

dollars on propaganda outlets in the United States, a.swell as other 

countries. 

China Radio International now broadcasts Beijing-friendly 

programming on over 30 U.S. outlets, many in major American cities. 

The China Global Television Network reaches more than 75 million 

Americans - and it gets its marching orders directly from its Communist 

.. Party masters. As China's top leader put it during a visit to the network's 

headquarters, "The media run by the Party and the government are 

propaganda fronts and must have the Party as their surname." 

That's why, last month, the Department of Justice ordered that network 

to register as a foreign agent. 
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The Communist Party has also threatened and detained the Chinese 

family members of American journalists who pry too deep. And it has 

blocked the websites of U.S. media organizations and made it harder for 

our journalists to.get visas. This happened after the New York Times 

published investigative reports about the wealth of some of China's 

leaders. 

But the media isn't the only place where the Chinese Communist Party 

seeks to foster a culture of censorship. The same is true of academia. 

Look no further than the Chinese Students and Scholars Associations, of 

which there are more than 150 branches across American campuses. 

These groups help organize social events for some of the more than 

430,000 Chinese nationals studying in the United States; they also alert 

Chinese consulates and embassies when Chinese students, and 

American schools, stray from the Communist Party line. 

At the University of Maryland, a Chinese student recently spoke at her 

graduation ceremony of what she called the "fresh air of free speech" in 

America. The Communist Party's official newspaper swiftly chastised 

her, she became the victim of a firestorm of criticism on China's tightly

controlled social media,and her family back home was harassed. As for 

the university itself, its exchange program with China - one of the 

nation's most extensive - suddenly turned from a flood to a trickle. 

China exerts academic pressure in other ways, too. Beijing provides 

generous funding to universities, think tanks_, and scholars, with the 

understanding that they will avoid ideas that the Communist Party finds 

dangerous or offensive. China experts in particular know that their visas 

will be delayed or denied if their research contradicts Beijing's talking 

points. 
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And even scholars and groups who avoid Chinese funding are targeted 

by that country, as the Hudson Institute found out firsthand. After you 

offered to host a speaker Beijing didn't like, your website suffered a 

major cyber-attack, originating from Shanghai. You know better than 

most that the Chinese Communist Party is trying to undermine 

academic freedom and the freedom of speech in America today. 

These and other actions, taken as a whole, constitute an intensifying 

effort to shift American public opinion and public policy away from the 

America First leadership of President Donald Trump. But our message 

to China's rulers is this: This President will not back down - and the 

American people will not be swayed_. We will continue to stand strong 

for our security and oµr economy, even as we hope for improved 

relations with Beijing. 

Our administ;ation will continue to act decisively to protect American 

interests, American jobs, and American security. 

As we rebuild our military, we will continue to assert American interests 

across the Indo-Pacific. 

As we respond to China's trade practices, we will continµe to demand an 

economic relationship with China that is free and fair and reciprocal, 

demanding that Beijing break down its trade barriers, fulfill its trade 

obligations, and fully open its economy, just as we have opened ours. 

We will continue to take action until Beijing ends the theft of American 

intellectual property, and stops the predatory practice of forced 

technology transfer. .. 

And to advance our vision of a free and open Indo-Pacific, we're 

building new and stronger bonds with nations that share our values, 
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across the region - from India to Samoa. Our relationships will flow 

from a spirit of respect, built on partnership, not domination. 

We're forging new trade deals, on a bilateral basis, just as last week, 

President Trump signed an improved trade deal with South Korea, and 

we will soon begin negotiating a historic bilateral free-trade deal with 

Japan. 

And we're streamlining international development arid finance 

programs, giving foreign nations a just and transparent alternative to· 

China's debt-trap diplomacy. To that end, President Trump will sign the 

BUILD Act into law in the days ahead. 

And next month, it will be tny privilege to represent the United States in 

Singapore and Papua New Guinea, at ASEAN and APEC There, we will 

unveil new measures and programs to support a free and open Inda

Pacific - and on behalf of the President, I will deliver the message that 

America's commitment to the Inda-Pacific has never been stronger. 

To protect our interests here at home, we've strengthened CFIUS - the 

Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States - heightening 

our scrutiny of Chinese investment in America, to protect our national 

security from Beijing's predatory actions. 

And when it comes to Beijing's malign influence and interference in 

American politics and policy, we will continue to expose it, no matter 

the form it takes. And we will work with leaders at every level of society 

to defend our national interests and most cherished ideals. The 

American people will play the decisive role - and in fact, they already 

are ... 

As we gather here, a new consensus is rising across America ... 

This ma_terial is distributed by Capitol Counsel LLC on behalf of US-China Transpacific Foundation. 
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More business leaders are thinking beyond the next quarter, and 

thinking twice before diving into the Chinese market if it means turning 

over their intellectual property or abetting Beijing's oppression. But 

more must follow suit. For example, Google should immediately end 

development of the "Dragonfly" app that will strengthen Communist 

Party censorship and compromise the privacy of Chinese customers ... 

More journalists are reporting the truth without fear or favor, and 

digging deep to find where China is interfering in our society, and why ~ 

and we hope that more American, and global, news organizations will 

join in this effort. 

More scholars are speaking out forcefully and defending academic 

freedom, and more universities and think tanks are mustering the 

courage to turn away Beijing's easy money, recognizing that every dollar 

comes with a corresponding demand. We're confident that more will 

join their ranks. 

And across the nation, the American people are growing in vigilance, 

with a newfound appreciation for our administration's actions to re-set 

America's economic and strategic relationship with China, to finally put 

America First. 

And under President Trump's leadership, America will stay the course. 

China should know that the American people and their elected 

representatives in both parties are resolved. 

As our National Security Strategy states: "Competition does not always 

mean hostility." As President Trump has made clear, we want a 

constructive relationship with Beijing, where. our prosperity and security 

grow together, not apart. While Beijing has been moving further away 

from this vision, China's rulers can still change course, and return to the 
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spirit of "reforrn and opening" and greater freedom. The American 

people want nothing tnore; the Chinese people deserve nothing less. 

The great Chinese story 0 teller Lu Xun often lamented that his country 

"has either looked down at foreigners as brutes, or up to them as saints, 

but never as equals." Today, America is reaching out our hand to China; 

we hope that Beijing will soon reach back~ with deeds, not words, and 

with renewed respect for America. But we wiH not relent until our 

relationship with China is grounded in fairness, reciprocity, and respect 

for sovereignty. 

There is an ancient Chinese proverb that tells us that "men see only the 

present, but heaven sees the future." As we go forward, let us pursue a 

future of peace and prosperity with resolve and faith ... 

Faith in President Trump's leadership, and the relationship that he has 

forged with China's president... 

Faith in the enduring friendship between the American people and the 

Chinese people ... 

Faith that heaven sees the future - and by God's grace, America and 

China will meet that future together. 

Thank you. God bless you. And God bless the United States of America. 

Support Hudson Institute. Donate today 
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SCMP.COM 

China dismisses US Vice-President Mike Pence's 'extremely 
ridiculous' claim it is trying to meddle in US elections 

PUBLISHED : Friday, 05 October, 2018, 10:06am 
UPDATED: Friday, 05 October, 2018, 5:13pm 
News>China>Diplo111acy 
Keegan Elmer keegan.elmer@scmp.com 

Beijing hits back after US Vice-President said Russia's activities 'pale in 
comparison' with what China is trying to do in America 

China called US accusation of interference in its elections "extremely ridiculous", and 
defended its foreign policy record in response to a lengthy criticism by US Vice
President Mike Pence. 

Foreign Ministry spokeswoman Hua Chunying accused Pence of making "unfounded 
accusations" in his remarks made to a Washington think tank on Thursday, and called 
on the US to stop slandering Chinc1. 

"We call on the US to rectify the wrong move, and stop ungrounded accusations and 
slander against China, harming China's interest and the China-US relationship," Hua 
said. 

Steve Bannon and the Chinese bookthat made him a.China hawk (1) 

"This is nothing but hearsay evidence, confusing right and wrong and creating 
something out of thin air. The Chinese side is firtnly opposed to it." 

Pence made a wide range of allegations on Thursday, accusing China of making an 
"unprecedented effort to influence American public opinion" in both the upcoming 2018 
congressional, and 2020 presidential elections, citing tariffs targeting states that voted 
for Donald Trump, and an advertisement criticising the US President's trade war run by 
state-media in a US newspaper. 

Citing intelligence, Pence said: "China is targeting US state and local governments and 
officials to exploit any divisions between federal and local levels on policy. It's using 
wedge issues, like trade tariffs, to advance Beijing's political influence." 

He also cited a sensitive Beijing document saying that China must "strike accurately and 
carefully, splitting apart different domestic groups" in the United States. 
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Pentagon says China's grip on supply a 'significant risk' to 
security (2) 

"What the Russians are doing pales in comparison to what China is doing across this 
country," he added. 

Senior Chinese officials have also tried to influence business leaders to condemn US 
trade actions, leveraging their desire to maintain their operations in China. 

In one recent example, Pence said, they threatened to deny a business licence for a 
major US corporation if it refused to speak out against the Trump administration's 
policies. 

But Hua said it was ridiculous for Pence to describe normal cooperation between China 
a.nd the US as meddling in US domestic policies and elections. 

"China has no interest in interfering in US internal politics and elections," she saic;L 

"The international community has already seen very clearly in the end who is invading 
the sovereignty of other countries, interfering in their internal affairs, and damaging their 
interests." · 

Pence hits out at China, saying it's trying to sabotage elections [3] 

Scott Kennedy, a senior fellow with the Washington-based think tank the Centre for 
Strategic and International Studies, said Pence's speech wa.s the most comprehensive 
statement the Trump administration had made on China so far, adding that it pointed to 
serious concerns aoout China's behaviour in fields such as politics, economics and 
security. 

"But the speech is also troubling because of the misstatements about history, 
exaggerations about Chinese behaviour, and its apparent conclusion that a full-blown 
and long-term conflict is unavoidable," he said. 

"Hardliners in Washington and Beijing may we.lcome such a statement; those who want 
a more nuanced, yet clear-eyed and firm approach, wiU be disappointed".' 

Additional reporting by Owen Churchill 

Source URL: https://www.scmp.com/news/china/diplomacy/article/2167077/china
dismisses-us-vice-president•mike-pences
extremely?MCAccountlD=3775521f5f542047246d9c827&MCCampaignlD=f88383d6e9 
&MCUID=5385ada87f&tc=1 
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Links 
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GRAHAM ALLISON is Douglas Dillon Professor of Government at the _Harvard Kennedy School of 
Government. This essay is adapted from his book Destined for War: Can America and China 
Escape Thucydides'.s. Trap? r1I (Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 2017). 

As Americans awaken to a rising China that now rivals the United States in every arena, many seek 
comfort in the conviction that as China grows richer and stronger, it will follow in the footsteps of 
Germany, Japan, and other countries that have undergone profound transformations and emerged 
as advanced liberal democracies. In this view, the magic cocktail of globalization, market-based 
consumerism, and_ integration into the rule"based inte_rnaUonal order 121will eventually lead China to 
become democratic at home and to develop into what former U.S. Deputy Secretary of State Robert 
Zoellick once described as "a responsible stakeholder 1,i" abroad. 

Samuel Huntington disagreed. In his essay "The Clash of Civilizations? 1•1," published in this 
magazine in 1993, the political scientist argued that, far from dissolving in a global liberal world 
order, cultural fault lines would become a defining feature of the post-Cold War world. Huntington's 
argument is remembered today primarily for its prescience in spotlighting the divide between 
"Western and Islamic civilizations"-a rift that was revealed most vividly by the 9/11 attacks and 
their aftermat_h. But Hlmtington saw the gulf between the U.S.-led West and Chinese civilization as 
just as deep, enduring, and consequential. As he put it, "The very notion that there could be a 
'universal civilization' is a Western idea, directly at odds with the particularism of most Asian 
societies and their emphasis on what distinguishes o'ne people from another." 

The years since have bolstered Huntington's case. The coming decades will only strengthen it 
further. The United States embodies what Huntington considered Western civilization, And tensions 
between American and Chinese values, traditions, and philosophies will aggravate the fundamental 
structural stresses that occur whenever a rising power, such as China, threatens to displace an 
established power, such as the United States. 

The reason such shifts so often lead to conflict is Thucydides' trap ,sI, named after the ancient Greek 
historian who observed a dangerous dynamic between a rising Athens and ruling Sparta .. According 
to Thucydides, "It was the rise of Athens, an_d the fear th_at !_his i_nstilled in Sparta, that made war 
inevitable." Rising powers understandably feel a growing sense of entitlement and demand greater 
influence and respect. Established powers, faced with challengers, tend to become fearful, 
insecure, and defensive. In such an environment, misunderstandings are magnified, empathy 
remains elusive, and events and third-party actions that would otherwise be inconsequential or 
manageable can trigger wars that the primary players never wanted to fight. 

In the case of the United States and China IsI, Thucydidean risks are compounded by civilizational 
incompatibility between the two countries, which exacerbates their competition and makes it more 
difficult to achieve rapprochement. This mismatch is most easily observed in the profound 
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differences between American and Chinese conceptions of the state, econJmrtf~~ie,~9-8~-oY28 

individuals, relations among nations, and the nature of time. 

Americans see government as a necessary evil and believe that the state's tendency toward 
tyranny and abuse of power must be feared and constrained. For Chinese, government is a 
necessary good, the fundamental pillar ensuring order and preventing chaos. In American-style 
free-tnarket capitalism, government establishes and enforces the rules; state ownership and 
government intervention in the econotny sometimes occur but are undesirable exceptions. In 
China's_ state-led market economy, the government establishes targets for growth, picks and 
subsidizes industries to develop, promotes national champions, and undertakes significant, long
term economic projects to advance the interests of the nation. 

Chinese culture does not celebrate American-style individualism, which measures society by how 
well it protects the rights and fosters the freedom of individuals. Indeed, the Chinese term for 
"individualism" -gerenzhuyi-suggests a selfish preoccupation with oneself over one's community. 
China's equivalent of "give me liberty or give me death" would be "give me a harmonious community 
or give me death." For China, order is the highest value, and harmony results from a hierarchy in 
which participants obey Confucius' first imperative: Know thy place. 

This view applies not only to domestic society but also to global affairs, where the Chinese view 
holds that China's rightful place is atop t_he pyramid; other states should be arranged as subordinate 
tributaries. The American view is somewhat different. Since at least the end of World War 11, 
Washington has sought to prevent the emergence of a "peer competitor" that could challenge U.S. 
military dominance. But postwar American conceptions of international order have also emphasized 
the need for a rule-based global system that restrains even the United States. 

Finally, the Americans and the Chinese think about lime and experience its pc1ssage differently. 
· Americans tend to focus on the present and often count in hours or days. Chinese, on the other 
hand, are more historical-minded and often think in terms of decades and even centuries. 

Of course, these are sweeping generalizations that are by necessity reductive and not fully 
reflective of the complexities of American and Chinese society. But they also provide important 
reminders that policymakers in the United States and China should keep in•mind in seeking to 
manage this competition without war. 

WE'RE NUMBER ONE 

The cultural differences between the Un_ited States and China are aggravated by a remarkable trc1_it 
shared by both countries: an extreme superiority complex. Each sees itself as exceptional 17)

indeed, without peer. But there can be only one number one. Lee Kuan Yew, the former prime 
tninister of Singapore, had doubts about the United States' ability to adapt to a rising China. "For 
America to be displaced, not in the world, but only in the western Pacific, by ah Asian people long 
despised and dismissed with contempt as decadent, feeble, corrupt, and inept is emotionally very 
difficult to accept," he said in a 1999 interview. ''The sense of cultural supremacy of the Americans 
will make this adjustment most difficult." 

In some ways, Chinese exceptionalism is more sweeping than its American counterpart. "The 
[Chinese] empire saw itself as the center of the civilized universe," the historian Harry Gelber wrote 
in his 2001 book, NationsOutofEmpires 1•1. During the imperial era, "the Chinese scholar
bureaucrat did not think of a 'China' or a 'Chinese .civilization' in the modern sense at all. For him, 
there were the Han people and, beyond that, only barba_rism. Whc!tever was not civilized was, by 
definition, barbaric." · 
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To this day, the Chinese take great pride _in the.ir civilizational achievementsBriSfiP~~fo9/\s 12ifreat 
nation," Chinese President Xi Jinping declared in a 2012 speech. "During the civilization and 
development process of more than 5,000 years, the Chinese nation has made an indelible 
contribution to the civilization and advancement of mankind." Indeed, Xi claimed in his 2014 book, 
The Governance of China 1,1, that "China's continuous civilization is not equal to 1;1nything on eart.h., 
but a unique achievement in world history." 

Americans, too, see themselves as the vanguard of civilization, especially when it comes to political 
development. A passion for freedom is enshri.ned in the core document of the American political 
creed, the Declaration of Independence, which proclaims that "all men are created equal" and that 
they are "endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights." The declaration specifies that 
these rights include "Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness" and asserts that these are not 
matters for debate but rather "self-evident" truths. As the America.n historian Richard Hofstadter 
wrote, "It has been our fate as a nation not to have ideologies, but to be one." In contrast, order is 
the central political valu.e for Chines~and order results from hierarchy. Individual liberty, as 
Americans understand it, disrupts hierarchy; in the Chinese view, ii invites chaos. 

DO AS I SAY ... AND AS I DO? 

These philosophical differences find expression in each country's concept of government. Although 
animated by a deep distrust of authority, the founders of the United States 1101 recognized that 
society required government. Otherwise, who would protect citizens from foreign threats or 
violations of their rights by criminals at home? They wrestled, however, with a dilemma: a 
government powerful enough to perform its essential functions would tend toward tyranny. To 
manage this challenge, they designed a government of "separated institutions sharing power," as 
the historian Richard Neustadt described it. This deliberately produced constant struggle among the 
executive, legislative, and judicial branches, which led to delay, gridlock, and even dysfunction. But 
it also provided checks and balances against abuse. 

The Chinese conception of government and its role in society could hardly be more different. As Lee 
observed, "The country's history and cultural record.s show that when there is a strong center 
(Beijing or Nanjing), the country is peaceful and prosperous. When the center is weak, then the 
provinces and their counties are run by little warlords." Accordingly, the sort of strong central 

. government that Americans resist represents to the Chinese the principal agent advancing order 
and the public good at home and abroad. 

For Americans, democracy is the only just form of government: authorities derive their legitima_cy 
from the consent of the governed. That is not the prevailing view in China, where it is common to 
believe that the government earns or losses political legitimacy based on its performance. In a 
provocative TED Talk delivered in 2013, the Shanghai-based venture. capitalist Eric Li 111 1 challenged 
democracy's presumed superiority. "I was asked once, 'The party wasn't voted in by election. Where 
is the source of legitimacy?"' he recounted. "I said, 'How about competency?"' He went on to remind 
his audience that in 1949, when the Chinese Community Party took power, "China was mired in civil 
war, dismembered by foreign aggression, [and] average life expectancy at that time [was] 41 years. 
Today [China] is the second-largest economy in the world, an industrial powerhouse, and its people 
live in increasing prosperity." 

'• 

Washington and Beijing also have distinctly different approaches when it comes to promoting their 
fundamental political values internationally. Americans believe that human rights and democracy are • 
universal aspirations, requiring only the example of the United States (and sometimes a 
neoimperialist nudge) to be realized everywhere. The United States is, as Huntington wrote in his 
follow-on book, The Clash of Civilizations, "a missionary nation," driven by the belief "that the non
Western peoples should commit themselves to the Western values ... and should embody these 
values in their institutions." Most Americans believe that democratic rights will benefit anyone, 
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Over the decades, Washington has pursued a foreign policy that seeks to a~0aAeg ffi'~Pta-u!~0of 
democracy-even, on occasion, attempting to impose it on those who have failed to embrace it 
themselves. In contrast, although the Chinese believe that others can look up to them, admire their 
virtues, and. even attempt to mimic their behavior, China's leaders have not proselytized on behalf of 
their approach .. As the American diplomat Henry Kissinger 1121 has noted, imperial China "did not 
export its ideas but let others come to seek them." And unsurprisingly, Chinese leaders have been 
deeply suspicious of U,S. efforts to convert them to the American creed. In the late 1980s, Deng 
Xiaoping, who led China from 1978 until 1989 and began the country's process of economic 
liberalization, complained to a visiting dignitary that Western talk of "human rights, freedom, a.nd 
democracy is designed only to safeguard the interests of the strong, rich countries, which take 
advantage of their strength to bully weak countries, and which pursue hegemony and practice 
power politics." 

THINKING FAST AND SLOW 

The American and Ch.inese senses of the past, present, and future are fundamentally distinct. · 
Americans proudly celebrated their country turning 241 in July; the Chinese are fond of noting that 
their history spans five millennia. U.S. leaders often refer to "the American experiment," and their 
sometimes haphazard policies reflect that attitude. China, by contrast, sees itself as a fixture of the 
universe: it always was; it always will be. 

Because of their expansive sense of time, Chinese leaders are careful to distinguish the acute from 
the chronic and the urgent from the merely important. It is difficult to imagine a U.S. political leader 
suggesting that a major foreign policy problem should be put on the proverbial shelf for a 
generation. That, however, is precisely what Deng did in 1979, when he led the Chinese side in 
negotiations with Jc1pan over the disputed Diaoyu/Senkaku Islands and accepted an eventual, 
rather than a11 immediate, solution to the dispute. 

Ever more sensitive to the demands of the news cycle and popular opinion, U.S. politicians take to 
Twitter or announce alliterative, bullet•point policy plans that promise quick solutions. In contrast, 
Chinese leaders are strategically patient: as long as trends are moving in their favor, they are 
comfortable waiting out a problem. Americans think of themselves as problem solvers. Reflecting 
their short-termism, they see problems as discrete issues to be addressed now so that they can 
move on to the next ones. The American novelist and historian Gore Vida 11311 once called his 
country "the United States of Amnesia"-a place where every idea is an innovation and every crisis 
is unprecedented: This contrasts sharply with the deep historical c1nd institutional memory of the 
Chinese, who assume that there is nothing new under the sun. 

Indeed, Chinese leaders tend to believe that many problems cannot be solved and must instead be 
managed. They see challenges as long term and iterative; issues they face today resulted from 
processes that have evolved over the past year, decade, or century. Policy actions they take today 
will simply contribute to that evolution. For instance, since 1949, Taiwan has been ruled by what ·· 
Beijing considers rogue Chinese nationalists. Although Chinese leaders insist that Taiwan remains 
an integral part of China, they have pursued a long-term strategy involving tightening economic and 
social entanglements to slowly suck the island back into the fold. 

WHO'S THE BOSS? 

Th.e civilizational clash that will make it hardest for Washington and Beijing to escape Thucydides' 
trap emerges from their competing conceptions of world.order r14J. China's treatment of its own 
citizens provides the script for its relations with weaker neighbors abroad. The Chinese Communist 
Party maintains Order by enforcing an authoritarian hierarchy that demands the deference and 
compliance of citizens. China's international behavior reflects similar expectations of order: in an 
unscripted moment during a 2010 meeting of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations, then 
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Chinese Foreign Minister Yang Jiechi responded to complaints about Chin~~e~m~R%~eJ~i\, the 
South China Sea by telling his regional counterparts and U.S. Secretary of State Hillary Clinton that 
"China is a big country and other countries are small countries, and that's just a fact." 

By contrast, American leaders aspire to an international rule of law that is essentially U.S. domestic 
rule of law writ large. At the same time, they also recognize the realities of power in the Hobbesian 
global jungle, where it is better to be the lion than the lamb. Washington often tries to reconcile I.his 
tension by depicting a world in which the United States is a benevolent hegemoh, acting as the 
world's lawmaker, policeman, judge,· and jury. 

Washington urges other powers to accept the rule-based international order over which it presides. 
But through Chinese eyes, it looks like the Americans make the rules and others obey Washington's 
commands. General Martin Dempsey 11s1, former chairman of the Joint Chiefs Of Staff, became 
familiar with the predictable resentment this elicited from China. "One of the things that fascinated 
me about the Chinese is whenever I would have a conversation with them about international 
standards or international rules of behavior, they would inevitably point out that those rules were 
made when they were absent from the world stage," Dempsey remarked in an interview with this 
magazine last year. 

YOU CAN GO YOUR OWN WAY 

The United States has spent nearly three decades as the world's most powerful country. During I.hat 
time, Washington's massive influence on world affairs has made ii crucial for elites and leaders in 
other nations to understand American culture and the U.S. approach to strategy. Americans, on the. 
other hand, have often felt that they have the luxury of not needing lo think too hard about the 
worldviews of people elsewhere"--a lack of interest encouraged by the belief, held by many 
American elites, that the rest of the world has been slowly but surely becoming more like the United 
States anyway. 

In recent years, however, the rise of China r1s1 has challenged that indifference. Policymakers in the 
United Stales are beginning to reco·gnize that they must improve their understanding of China
especially Chinese strategic thinking. In particular, U.S. policymakers have begun to see distinctive 
traits in the way thei.r Chinese counterparts think about the use of military force. In deciding whether, 
when, and how lo attack adversaries, Chinese leaders have for the most part been rational and 
pragmatic. Beyond that, however, American policymakers and analysts have identified five 
presumptions and predilections that offer further clues to China's likely strategic behavior in 
confrontations. 

First, in both war and peace, Chinese strategy is unabashedly driven by realpolitik and 
unen.cumbered by any serious need to justify Chinese behavior in terms of international law or 
ethical norms. This allows the Chinese government to be ruthlessly flexible, since it feels few 
constraints from prior rationales and is largely immune to criticisms of inconsistency. So, for 
example, when Kissinger arrived in China in 1971 to begin secret talks about a U.S.-Chinese 
rapprochement, he found his interlocutors unblinkered by ideology and brutally candid about 
China's national interests. Whereas Kissinger and U.S. President Richard Nixon felt it necessary to 
justify the compromise they ultimately reached to end th~ Vietnam War as ''peace with honor," the 
Chinese leader Mao Zedong felt ho need to pretend that ih establishing relations with the capitalist 
United States to strengthen communist China's position vis-a-vis the Soviet Union, he was 
somehow bolstering a larger socialist international movement. 

Just as China's practical approach to international politics arguably gives China an edge over the 
United States, so, too, does China's obsessively holistic strategic worldview. Chinese planners see 
everything as connected to everything else. The evolving context in which a strategic situation 
occurs determines what the Ch.inese call shi. This term has no di.rect English translation but can be 
rendered as the "ootentia/.eoerov" or "momentum" inherent in anv circumstance at a given moment. 
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It comprises geography and terrain, weather, the'balance of forces, surprisfrinSOOl9i9J~rrrl~lfy 
other elements. "Each factor influences the others," as Kissinger wrote in his 2011 book, On China, 
"giving rise to subtle shifts in momentum and relative advantage.'' Thus, a skilled Chinese strategist 
spends most of his time Pfitiently "observing and cultivating changes ih the strategic landscape" and 
moves only when everything is in optimal alignment. Then he strikes swiftly. To an observer, the 
result appears inevitable. 

War for Chinese strategists is primarily psychological and political. In Chinese thinking, an 
opponent's perception of facts on the ground may be just as important as the facts themselves. For 

. imperial China, creating and sustaining t.he image of a civili.zation so superior that it represented "the 
center of the universe" served to deter enemies from challenging Chinese dominance. Today, a 
narrative of China's inevitable rise and the United States' irreversible decline plays a similar role. 

Traditionally, the Chinese have sought victory not in a decisive battle but through incremental moves 
designed to gradually improve their position. David Lai, an expert on Asian military affairs, has 
illustrated this approach by comparing the Western game of chess with its Chinese equivalent, weiqi 
(often referred to as go). In chess, players seek to dominate the center of the board and conquer 
the opponent. In weiqi, players seek to surround the opponent. If the chess master sees five or six 
moves ahead, the weiqi master sees 20 or 30. Attending to every dimension in the broader 
relationship with an adversary, the Chinese strategist resists rushing prematurely toward victory, 
instead aiming to build incremental advantage. "In the Western tradition, there is a heavy emphasis 
on the use of force; the art of war is largely limited to the battlefields; and the way to fight is force oh 
force," Lai wrote in a 2004 analysis fort.he U.S. Army War College's Strategic Studies Institute. By 
contrast, "the philosophy behind go ... is to compete for relative gain rather than seeking complete 
annihilation of the opponent forces." In a wise reminder, Lai warns that "it is dangerous to play go 
with the chess mindset.'' 

LET'S MAKE A DEAL 

Washington would do well to heed that warning. In the coming years, any nu.mber of flash points 
could produce a crisis in U.S.-Chinese relations, including further territorial disputes over the South 
China Sea 1171 and tensions over North Korea's burgeoning nuclear weapons program. Since it will 
take at least another decade or more for China's military capabilities to fully match those of the 
United States, the Chinese will be cautious and prudent about any letha.1 use of force against the 
Americans. Beijing will treat military force as a subordinate instrument in its foreign policy, which 
seeks not victory in battle but the achievement of national objectives. It will bolster its diplomatic and 
economic connections with its neighbors, deepening their dependency on China, and use economic 
leverage to encourage (or coerce) cooperation on other issues. Although China has traditionally 
viewed war as a last resort, should it conclude that long-term trend lines are no longer moving in its 
favor and that it is losing bargc:1ining power, it could initiate a limited military conflict to attempt to 
reverse the trends. 

The last time the United States faced extremely high Thucydidean risks was during the Cold War
especially during the Cuban m_issile crisis. Reflec:ting on the crisis a few months after its resolution, 
U.S. President John F. Kennedy identified one enduring lesson: "Above all, while defending our own 
vital interests, nuclear powers must avert those Confrontations which bring an adversary to a choice 
of either a humiliating retreat or .nuclear war." In spite of Moscow's hard-line rhetoric, Soviet Premier 
Nikita Khrushchev ultimately concluded that he could compromise on nuclear arms in Cuba. 
Likewise, Kissinger and Nixon later discovered that the Chinese ideologue Mao was quite adept at 
giving ground when it served China's interests. · 

. Xi and U.S. President Donald Trump have both made maximalist claims, especially when it comes 
to the South China Sea. But both are also dealmakers. The better the Trump administration 
understands how Beijing sees China's role ih the world and the country's core interests, the better 
prepared it will bq.h,~,,Q~,ljlf!~~b;J;Mft9Jilirmu~~Jill~~ iR~~F!19!9~r\-,G>~W£fw!ii;iill,;,Jt,~.lr,n seasoned State 
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Department officials too often mistakenly ,!Ssume that China's vital interestJ3Hi,rffi~t\:i8i~ ofihli 
United States. The officials now crafting the Trump administration's approach to China would be 
wise to re.:1d the ancient Chinese philosopher Sun-tzu: "If you know the enemy and know yourself, 
you need not fear the result of a hundred battles. If you know yourself but not the enemy, for every 
victory gained you will also suffer a defeat. If you know neither the enemy nor yourself, you will 
succumb in every batt_le." 

Copyright© 2017 by the Council on Foreign Relations, Inc. 
All rights reserved. To request permission to distribute or reprint this article, please fill out and 
submit a Permissions Request Form. If you plan to use this article in a coursepack or academic 
website, visit Copyright Clearance Center to clear permission. 
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China.'s Claims in the South China Sea 
Jun 29, 2018 

£\ CH.Tung 
- Chairman, China-United States Exchange Foundation 

like OJ j Share J 

The Chinese discovered the Spratlys (known as Nansha Island in China) with the earliest archaeological evidence 

of their use dating back hundreds of years. Navigation guides for fishery activity, compiled by fishermen from 

China's. Hai nan Island as early as the 18th Century, not only designated specific names to most features in the 

Spratlys, but also provided detailed narratives on the direction and distances (expressed in the length of travel 

time) of the navigational routes. Chinese fishermen would live on these islands during the more favorable fishing 

seasons. 

In addition, China exercised sovereignty over the Spratlys going back to the Yuan Dynasty (1271 - 1368 AD) 

starting with an official survey of Chinese territories covering the Spratlys followed later by the formal 

incorporation of the Spratlys as well as Hainan Island into the admir,istration of Guangdong Province during the 

Qing Dynasty (1644 - 1911 AD). 

In more recent history, towards the end of the Second World War, there is ample, clear, and convincing evidence 

that China has sovereignty over the Spratlys. This was recognized by the international community including the 

US. Evidence of this can be found in some very important international treaties and declarations. 

First, is the Cairo Declaration of 27 November 1943. Second, is the Potsdam Declaration, of 26 July 1945. Third, is 

the Treaty of Peace, also known as the Treaty of San Francisco, signed on 8 September 1951, between 48 nations 

and Japan. (Because of the onset of the Cold War, neither the PRC nor the ROC were invited to San Francisco). 

Fourth, is the Sino-Japanese Peace Treaty, signed on 28 April 1952, between Japan and the Republic of 

China(ROC). Fifth, is the United Nations General Assembly Resolution 2758, passed in 1971, recognizing that 

the People's Republic of China was the only lawful representative of China to the United Nations, in place of the 

Republic of China. And lastly, the Joint Communique of the Government of Japan and the Government of the 

People's Republic of China, signed,29 September 1972, which acknowledged that all territories stolen from the 

Chinese shall be restored. In each one of these treaties or declarations, reading them separately, or reading the 

six together, you will find definitive evidence supporting the legal position that th.e Spratly Islands actually belong 

to China. 

Now, I would also like to briefly describe what has been happening in the Spratlys since the 1950s. Since that 

time, the Vietnamese have been actively and aggressively taking over many of these features in the Spratlys. The 

Philippines has also done the same, starting in the 1970s. So today, of all the features in the Spratlys, Vietnam 

has 29, the Philippines has 8, and China has 9. 
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By the 1970s, there was a discovery that the South China Sea possessed a wealth of 011 and,laS reserves. Thts 

resulted in a dramatic escalation of interest in the region, particularly by Vietnam and the Philippines. As a result, 

tensions increased. 

The situation was further exacerbated in 1982, when the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea was 

promulgated, giving states territorial rights over waters 12 miles from the shore, and recognized an economic 

zone 200 miles from the shore. This has further complicated the claims and counter claims, and enticed eve·n 

more ASEAN countries to make claims in the South China Sea. 

Since the 1970s, China urged restraint. And while insisting on her sovereign rights, China suggested that peace 

can be maintained if the countries _agreed to explore the resources jointly, sharing them together, and leaving the 

sovereignty dispute for future generations to resolve. China began bilateral negotiations with the other 

claimants. 

Unfortunately, there has been no progress in those negotiations, but since that time, more than a thousand oil 

wells have been drilled, mostly by the Vietnamese and the Filipinos. But till now, China has not drilled a single well 

in the area .. 

Over this period, Vietnam built an airstrip on one of its features. Last year, China decided to proceed with the 

construction of an airport on one of its features. China has also built four lighthouses in the Spratlys to support 

international navigation. 

By 2002, because of the intensive efforts of ASEAN countries and China, a Declaration on the Conduct of Parties 

in the South China Sea was reached, promoting bilateral negotiation among the disputing nations on sovereignty 

issues, and calling for the unfettered freedom of navigation in the South China Sea for all nations of the world. A 

Code of Conduct between the ASEAN co.untries and China to reflect the above is now being actively pursued. 

China believes that this process, although at times fraught with difficulty, continues to be the best way to resolve 

the dispute. 

I hope, from the above, you can appreciate that China's activities in the South China Sea have not been 

aggressive, nor assertive, but rather has been restrained, and aimed at promoting peace and common 

prosperity. 

I would no·w like to address the allegations that China does not follow legal norms on the settlement of 

sovereignty disputes in the South China Sea. It is not commonly known that the United Nations Conference on 

the Law of the Sea (UN CLOS) successfully produced a convention, only after nine years of marathon discussions 

and negotiations. The stalemate was broken because the convention provided the parties with an option to make 

an exception· in cases concerning national sovereignty and making boundary delimitation. 

China ratified the Convention on 7 June 1996. She made a declaration upon ratification reaffirming its sovereignty 

over all its archipelagos and islands, including those of the Spratlys, On 25 August 2006, China made a declaration 

under Article 298 of the Convention that any sovereignty and maritime boundary delimitation issues are excluded 

from the jurisdiction of any dispute resolution mechanism under the Convention. A similar position is taken by 

over 30 other countries. 
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proceedings at the Hague, called for by the Philippines, Legal experts consider China's position in this regard 

proper and legal. 

The South China Sea issue is now on the front pages, almost daily, While the Americans feel that the Chinese are 

being assertive, aggressive, unreasonable and fail to adhere to international legal norms; the Chinese people feel 

strongly that history, logic, and the law is on their side, and despite this, China is still patiently and constructively 

seeking peaceful solutions, China cannot understand why America takes a different view and is oblivious to the 

historical facts, and even goes so far as to frequently carry out military exercises in the South China Sea to make 

her point 

South China Sea j Territorial Disputes 
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Donald Trump draws laughs at the UN, but the US' isolationist turn 
should amuse no one 

PUBLiSHED : Saturday, 29 September, 2018, 2:00am 
UPDATED: Saturday, 29 September, 2018, 11 :35am 
Commenblnsight & OpiniomUnited States 
Andrew Sheng 

Andrew Sheng says Donald Trump's UN speech articulated his vision for 
American patriotism, which threatens the international system of trade, 
travel and finance that has made us better off 

Why is it that, 10 years ~fter t.he failure of Lehman Brothers [1 ], the world feels like a 
dangerous place? US President Donald Trump [2]'s remarkable speech to the United 
Nations [3] tllis week was supposed to restate the new order America has for the world. 
And all he got was a laugh. 

· But it was an important speech [4], spelling out more clearly what everyone has known 
since January 2017 - his aqministration is dismantling what America has stood for since 
the second world war. Out goes the vision of a liberal rules-based stable world under 
US leadership. 

What replaces it is a "no holds barred" reality show of bilateral "art of the deal" 
negotiations, supposedly to solve what is paining America. Never mind. the collateral 
damage to everyone else, even if they are ultimately American consumers. What 
everyone heard is that the White House does not care much about allies or enemies, 
only what is good for the United States [5]. 

Speeches to the UN have never been about foreign policy. Speaking in front of 193 
member countries, the national leader is actually addressing their home audience to 
show that their voice is heard by the whole world. 

Most national leader speeches to the UN are boring homilies. They praise themselves, 
pay due respect to the UN and expound upon what Miss Congeniality says in all beauty 
contests: "World peace!" 

What we got instead from Trump was raw and edged: "America's policy of principled 
realism means we will not be held hostage to old dogmas, discredited ideologies and 
so-called experts who have been proven wrong over the years, time and time again." 

The UN rebukes Donald Trump in his hometown [6] 
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That statement made a powerful indictment of "experts", because his supporters feel 
that it is the elites that have run the country for 70 years who have let them down. 

If America is doing so well economically, militarily and technologically, why should its 
middle class feel so insecure? 

The answer lies not in what the speech said, b.ut what it omitted. Everywhere in the 
world, not least in America, the greatest existential concerns are inequality and climate 
change [7]. 

Trump said almost nothing about either issue, both of which are stressing societies and 
pushing immigration [8) from poorer neighbours across borders to richer nations with 
cooler climates. · 

Instead, what was decided was non-participation in the Global Compact oh Migration, 
withdrawal from the Human Rights Council [9] and non-recognition of the International 
Criminal Court [10]. There was also a barrage against Opec, which contains some of 
the US' strongest allies. 

8 highlights from Trump's rambling 81-minute news conference [11] 

If other bodies like the World Trade (12) Organisation or even the UN do not do 
America's bidding, then the cutting of funds or withdrawal is a matter of time. Does that 
imply the US will now veto every World Bank [13] or International Monetary 
Fund [14) loan to members it does not like? 

In short, it is all about anti-globalism: "We reject the ideology of globalism, and we 
embrace the doctrine of patriotism ... " Trump said. "The passion that bums in the hearts 
of patriots and the souls of nations has inspired reform and revolution, sacrifice and 
selflessness, scientific breakthroughs and magnificent works of art." 

Never mind if a lot of that sacrifice ahd selflessness was by immigrants and new 
arrivals. 

Tech giants under pressure from Trump tariffs 

Outsiders who used to admire America as an open society founded by immigrants wit_h 
new ideas on how to build a more just society and free economy find instead one with 
an increasingly closed mind to global issues. 

It does seem strange that American innovation [15), entrepreneurship [16) and 
dynamism, which drew continuously on new talent, first from Europe [17] and then the 
rest of the world, is now walling up its borders physically, legally and mentally. 

There are 40 million immigrants in the US today, representing 13 per cent of the US 
population. Immigrants founded nearly one-fifth of the Fortune 500 companies, such 
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as Google [18], Procter & Gamble, Kraft, Colgate Palmolive, Pfizer and eBay. Today, 
much of Silicon Valley feels like working in the UN: diverse, noisy and creative. 

Five defences of the liberal global order Trump voters need to hear [19] 

The irony of America drawing on global talent and resources is that it has no need to 
pay for it from exports, but can easily print more dollars. 

In other words, the grand bargain of global trade was the ability of the US to pay for real 
goods and services with something that can be printed at near zero marginal cost. 

Even the l::uropeans are now creating a separate payment system outside the US 
dollar-dominated SWIFT system to avoid being punished for "trading with the enemy". 

When contracts of trust are being renegotiated, no one can feel at ease. One can never 
solve global problems unilaterally or even bilaterally, let alone with calls for more 
nat.ion.a.I patriotism. 

And as the English writer Samuel Johnson scribbled in 1775, a year before the US 
declared independence from Britain, "patriotism is the last refuge of a scoundrel". 

Leadership has always been about generosity to those who are less well-off. Often, it is 
not generosity of kind, because that would mean buying votes, but generosity of spirit. 

Make no mistake, the damage wreaked by this trade war is showing [20] 

This side Of the Pacific, there is awareness that the tensions will not go away with a 
change in the November elections. The US establishment has put political interests 
ahead of economic interests, Which means that any settlement will have to go beyond . 
economic considerations. 

If trade and political tensions are in for the long haul, can the current US market 
enthusiasm display sufficient strategic patience? Now we understand why no one 
should be laughing. 

Andrew Sheng writes on global issues from an Asian perspective 

More on this: 
China is replacing the US in a new global order, whether the world likes it or not [21] 
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highlights-donald-trumps-rambling-81-m inute-news 
[12] https://www.sctnp.com/topics/trade 
[13] https://www.scmp.com/topics/world-bank-group 
[14] https://www.scmp.com/topics/iriterriational~monetary-fund-imf 
[15] https://www.scmp.com/tech/innovation · 
[16] https://www.scmp.com/topics/entrepreneurship 
[17] https://www.scmp.com/news/world/europe 
(18] https://www.scmp.com/topics/google 
[19)·https://www.scmp.com/comment/insight-opinion/un ited-states/article/2155954/it
makes-you-richer-and-fou r-more-defences 
[20] https://www. scm p. com/business/money/a rticle/2165 395/fina ncia 1-markets-m u st
wake-damage-and-h avoc-wreaked-us-ch in a-trade 
[21] https://www.scmp.com/comment/insight-opinion/united
states/article/2164 722/ch in a-replacing-us-new-global-order -whether 
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SCMP.COM 

Has Beijing just put the finishing touches to its battle plan to take 
back Taiwan? 

PUBLISHED: Thursday, 19 April, 2018, 10:30pm 
UPDATED: Saturday, 21 April, 2018, 10:27pm 
News>China>Diplomacy 
Minnie Chan niinnie.chan@scmp.com 

Besides Wednesday's Jive-fire naval drill in the Taiwan Strait, the PLA 
has been flying fighter jets and bombers close to the self-ruled island -
possible signs of a coordinated battle plan, experts say 

Recent patrols by China's air force in and around Taiwan appear to be part of a 
coordinated strike plan across different branches of Chinese military that will 
encompass the entire area - possibly as preparation for military conflict '!llith the self-
riiled island, experts say. · 

The air force conducted several "island encirclement" patrols in and around Taiwan in 
recent days, the People's Liberation Army said on Thursday • one day after the 
mainland's navy carried out a live-fire drill in the Taiwan Strait. 

Song Zhongping, a former member of the PLA's Second Artillery Corps, said that 
although the live-fire drill appeared smaller than expected, that was probably because it 
was part Of a wider mission. 

Are the US and China headed for war over Taiwan? [1] 

"It seems like the exercise near Fujian was relatively small, but actually, there were 
several joint operational drills happening in different areas around Taiwan at the same 
time [on Wednesday]," he said. 

"The comprehensive,. joint operational drills suggest the PLA is not just targeting one 
area, but the whole region." 

Tension has been high between China and Taiwan since Taiwanese President Tsai Ing. 
wen• whose Democratic Progressive Party advocates for independence from China -
was elected president in 2016. 

Ch.ina ha.s sa.i.d that if Taiwan attempts to declare independence, it will view that as 
grounds for military intervention to take the island back. 
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The PLA said various aircraft, including H-6K bombers, Su-30 and J-11 fighters, spy 
jets, early-warning planes and others, had taken part in the island encirclernent patrols. 

China's live-fire Taiwan Strait drill scales down as both sides reduce tensions [3] 

Taiwan's defence ministry said it spotted two H-6K bombers flying over the Miyako 
Strait in Japan, and through the Bashi Channel, between Taiwan and the Philippines, en 
route to the Western Pacific. Both Taiwan and Tokyo said they scrambled aircraft and 
warships to monitor the activity. " 

On Wednesday, the PLA's ground force said it had sent an aviation unit to take part in 
the 15-hour live-fire drill off the coast of southwestern China's Fuji an province. It 
described the day and night drills as "routine" to test the forces' all-weather combat 
capabilities. · 

China's military newspaper PLA Daily said that Z-9 and Z-19 helicopters were used to 
simulate missile attacks on warships. 

Live-fire drill in Taiwan Strait 'is proof Beijing will snuff out separatism' [5] 

Song, who is now a military commentator on Phoenix Television, said that the PLA 
appeared to be building a "comprehensive plan" to resolve the Taiwan issue, in which a 
battle group led by the Liaoning aircraft carrier - which _conducted its first systematic 
drills after taking part in a massive naval parade off the coast of Hai nan province last 
week - was likely to play a key role. 

"The ground force's aviation drills in Fujian, the air force's flying over the 'first island 
chain' and the Liaoning full-voyage exercises all indicate that the PLA has a 
comprehensive battle plan for Taiwan," he said. 

The "first island chain" is a series of archipelagoes lying between China and the 
Western Pacific, which Beijing says has been used by the United States as a natural 
barrier to contain it since the cold war. 

Another military expert, who asked not to be named, said the latest drills were 
undoubtedly part of the PLA's preparations should it ever decide to try to take back. 
Taiwan by force. 

Beijing said earlier that the purpose of the live-fire drill in the Taiwan Strait was to deter 
separatists on the island. But to the people living on the Taiwan-controlled island 
Quernoy, which lies about 60km (37 miles) from the drill site, the military presence was 
nothing new. 

"People are used to hearing the roar of the guns, it's been going on for decades," said 
Cindy Lin, who runs a travel agency on Quemoy. "Ninety per cent of people here 
believe Be_ijing just wants to frighten the Taiwanese people, but won't actually hurt us." 
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More on this: 
China's live-fire Taiwan Strait drill scales down as both sides reduce tensions [7] 
Beijing ready to snuff out any separatist move, and live-fire drill in Taiwan Strait is proof, 
official says [8] 

Source URL: https://www.scmp.com/newS/china/diplOmacy
defence/article/2142501 /beij i ng-putti ng-fi n ishi ng-touches-its-battl e-plan-ta ke 

Lin.ks 
[1] https://www.scmp.com/week-asia/opi nion/article/214267 4/are-us-and-chi na-headed
war-over-taiwan 
[2] https://cdn 1. i-scmp. com/sites/default/files/images/methode/2018/04/21 /cc1f4796-
43b8-11e8-ab09-36e8e67fb996 _image_ hires_ 222718.JPG 
(3] http://www.scmp.com/news_/china/diplomacy-defence/article/2142336/chinas-live
fire-taiwan-strait-drill-turns-out-be-damp 
I 4] https://cd n 3. i-scmp. com/s i tes/defa ult/files/images/ methode/:1018/04/21 /f2eaacd0-
43b8-11 e8-ab09-36e8e67fb996=image _ hires--'22271 8.JPG 
[5] http://www.scmp.com/news/china/diplomacy-defence/article/2141995/beiji ng-ready
snuff-out-any-separatist-move-and-live 
[6] https://cd n4. i-scmp. com/sites/defa u lt/fi les/images/methode/2018/04/21/043e8a42-
43b9-11 e8-ab09-36e8e67fb996_image_hires_222718.JPG 
[7] https://www.scmp.com/news/china/diplomacy-defence/article/21423.36/chinas-live
fire-taiwan-strait•drill-turns,out-be-damp 
[8] https://www.scmp.com/news/china/diplomacy-defence/article/2141995/beijing•ready
snuff-out-any-separatist-move-and-live 
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Hurtling Towards a Hegemonic Showdown 
Sep 26, 2018 

a Christopher A. McNally w Professor of Political Economy, Chaminade University 
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With the imposition of tariffs on more than half of U.5.-China bilateral trade, we have entered a fully-fledged 

trade war, and neither the United States nor China looks likely to back down. Already U.S. President Trump has 

threatened tariffs on all Chinese imports to the United States, while Chinese policy-makers have floated the idea 

of differential tariffs on U.S. imports, targeting those.American goods that China can easily replace with imports 

from other countries with very high tariffs. 

As tit-for-tat actions escalate, the stakes are rising exponentially. It all began with Trump's focus on the large U.S. 

deficit in bilateral trade with China. Then the administration's Section 301 trade investigation pinpointed unequal 

market access and Chinese industrial policy practices that aim to catch-up technologically, especially the Made in 

China 2025 program. 

Now, Trump_ seems hell-bent on conducting a full-scale trade war with far-reaching repercussions. While no 

longer part of the Trump administration, Steve Bannon, a former advisor to the president, tends to reflect the 

administration's hard-lin.e views on trade. He recently argued that U.S. strategy was to make the trade war 
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"unbearably painful" for China and "unprecedentedly large." For Bannon, the ultimate goa r; to retiuild American 

manufacturing, the long-term base of any great power, shutting out global supply chains centered on China. 

A messy divorce of the fusion between the Chinese and American economies - the end of Chimerica - looms. This 

raises the specter of the first "hegemonic showdown" between the United States and China. 

Students of power transitions are fond of pinpointing a specific historical event. or at least a period, during which 

a hegemonic changeover is decided. A prominent example is the failure of the Spanish Armada's campaign of 

1588, which changed the course of European history and opened the door for British ascendancy. Similarly, 

Japan's win over Russia in the battle of Port Arthur (now Dalian) in 1904/05 push.ed back Russian expansion in the 

Far East and enabled Japan to become the region's dominant power for 40 years. 

Power transitions are not always historically clear cut. Great Britain was exhausted by two world wars and 

imperial overstretch, but emerged as one of the victorious allies in 1945. Nonetheless, this was the end of British 

hegemony, as the United States took on the mantle of international leadership. 

Finally, in some cases dynamics internal to one of the competitors can alter the course of history. The Soviet 

Union, although pressured by the arms race initiated by U.S. President Reagan, collapsed mostly under its own 

weight. The centrally-planned economy could just not compete with the increasingly nimble, entrepreneurial and 

innovative economies of the capitalist West. 

The situation at present is quite different from the above cases. Certainly, China is a rising power. It is the only 

country with the potential to truly challenge the United States economically, financially, technologically and, 

ultimately, militarily. But all-out war, with nuclear weapons, would be cataclysmic and suicidal. 

Hegemonic competition is thus first emerging in the ~coriomic and technological realms. What started as a 

relatively minor trade skirmish that could have been resolved with negotiations is now·becoming an ever 

expanding contest for economic dominance. While American politicians on both sides of the aisle do not 

necessarily support Trump's tariffs, they agree on the strategic objective of containing China's rise and preserving 

U.S. global dominance. 

Accordingly, the Trump administration is presenting the battle over trade as the opening skirmish in an economic 

cold war. China has similarly started to see the trade war in a structural light: an attempt by the United States to 

contain China's development, especially its efforts to foster indigenous Chinese technologies that could one day 

rival those of the United States. 

This implies rapidly rising stakes in a game of chicken where neither side is willing to back down. While there is 

still the possibility that all is defused and both sides find a means to keep face and reach a "deal," there is an even 

bigger likelihood that the trade war will be seen against the background of a broader power struggle, a 

hegemonic showdown. 

While hegemonic struggles tend to last for decades, the present showdown will be measured in months or even 

years. Both sides have strengths and weaknesses. Whoever "loses" will be decided by which side blinks first and 

backs down. Neither side will, of course, admit it, but to the observer it will be clear, since a certain amount of 

pain will force one side to back down. 
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If China Is forced to back down, it would loose face, but could buy itself time. Depenalng on1:ne "aeal" reached, 

China's development might slow somewhat, but the country is unlikely to face a major blow to its momentum. 

In large part due to its vibrant private sector, China is highly entrepreneurial and innovative. Major changes to its 

industrial policy and regulatory regimes are unlikely to stop.the trend of technological advancement, and might 

even help. Moreover,. less frosty economic relations with the United States contain distinct benefits. 

Most pertinently, this hegemonic showdown is coming too early for China. Ideally, it could have waited another 

five to 10 years to stand up to the United States. Therefore, the benefit to the Chinese side of suing for peace is 

considerably higher than for the United States. China could bide its time, continue to develop its economy and 

wait for a more opportune t_ime. 

The calculus for the United States, though, is quite different. While it seems that Trump is winning the trade war, 

with China suffering considerable financial hurt, the administration's hands are tied. If the United States is forced 

to back down due to domestic political pressures triggered by rising inflation, supply chain dislocations, and 

diminishing corporate profits, it would be seen as a historic loss - the beginning of the end of American economic 

hegemony. 

Of course, this particular showdown will not necessarily decide the outcome of the on-going power transition, 

which is likely to unfold over many years. Depending on circumstances, the United States could regain 

momentum. Nonetheless, it would be a symbolic loss that would send a signal to the rest of the world. 

This is perhaps why Trump walked away from a possible deal back in May 2018. Recent remarks by Secretary of 

State Mike Pompeo further reflect how high the stakes now are. Pompeo noted that there is no intent to back off 

from aggressive trade policies toward China, saying that "we are determined to win it." Moreover, the 

administration seems to be trying to coordinate with the European Union and Japan to pile up pressure on China. 

Given these very high stakes, the showdown is likely to rapidly escalate. And time is not on Trump's side. 

Politically, he could loose leverage if the Democrats win the House in congressional elections in November. 

Moreover, the fiscal boost from the tax cuts and spending will start to fade in 2019, exactly when the costs of the 

trade war start to show up. 

China faces less political pressure, with President Xi Jinping having cemented his.hold on power. The government 

also has considerable economic tools at its disposal to stimulate the economy and cushion the blow from a full

blown trade war. Naturally, these calculations would change if the United States, Europe, and Japan adopted a 

united front. 

All this creates a highly toxic environment. Fortunately, these dynamics have not, for now, spread into the 

strategic realm. However, with the United States boxing itself into a corner and China feeling time is on its side, 

we all better brace ourselves for the first hegemonic showdown between the present superpower and its rising 

peer competitor. 

US-China Rivalry i Trade War 
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Interpreting the World's "Greatest Changes in a Century'' 
Oct 02, 2018 Uke a I [ Share ] 

Wu Zhenglong 
Senior Researc.h Fellow, Ch.ina Foundat.ion for lnt'I Studies 

At the Central Conference on Work Relating to Foreign Affairs in June, Chinese President Xi Jinping pointed out 

that the world is currently undergoing the greatest changes in a century and that China is enjoying its best period 

of development in modern times. He also explained that these two facts are interconnected and mutually 

reinforcing. President Xi talked at length about these great changes, centered very much on the word "change," 

with the focus on the reshaping of the world order and improvements to global governance mechanisms. 

As I understand, the following are the main points from his speech. 
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1. There has been a fundamental change ,n the transfer of global power. For the first time ,n fne modern era, 

global power has began to shift to the non-Western world. A large group of emerging economies and developing 

. countries have risen together, causing the world's economic focus to move to the Asia-Pacific region and resulting 

in the East rising while the West declines. The status quo of international power being transferred between a 

small number of Western countries is coming to an end, and the West's century-long dominance of international 

politics is fundamentally changing. 

2. The international order is being shaken up. The Trump administration's "America First" approach has seen it 

pursue unilateralism and protectionism, profounply changing its relationships with allies. Cracks have appeared 

between the U.S. and its allies on major international issues, occasionally placing them in direct confrontation. 

The U.S., therefore, finds itself more isolated, and with worse relations with its allies, than at any other time since 

World War IL National self-interest is replacing ideology as the core factor affecting relations between Western 

allies, and the U.S.' allies are seeking strategic autonomy. 

The shift in global power has created a deep sense of crisis in. the U.S. i:he Trump administration has identified 

China and Russia as "major strategic competitors" and is focusing on ways to contain them, which has intensified 

the strategic games in US-Russia and U.5.-China relations. The US is desperately attempting to win over and 

divide emerging economies in an attempt to thwart Chinese and Russian influence and make the U.S. the world's 

sole hegemon. 

In addition to increasing its military spending and striving to maintain military superiority, the U.S. is continuing to 

pursue strategic disengagement, with only prudent troop deployments overseas; greater attention is being given 

to domestic issues, with a clear tendency for diplomacy 10 be used as a political tool in the game between the 

main parties; and more economic tools, such as sanctions and economic pressure, are being employed in 

international relations. In the past, the U.S. has been accused of being militaristic and warmongering, but today it 

is waging wars of a different kind as it misuses economic sanctions and arbitrarily engages in trade wars. These 

"wars" are not only using up the U.S.' energy; they also threaten to shake the foundations of the country. 

Structural changes to the world order are in the offing. 

3. There is the risk that the world order may collapse. The Trump administration has attempted to replace the 

existing international political and economic order with unequal bilateral rel.ations. The U.S. has withdrawn from 

international organizations and agreements such as the trans.Pacific Partnership Agreement, the Paris 

Agreement, UNESCO, and the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (Iran nuclear deal), which is having serious 

consequences for international rules and relations. On the issue of trade, the Trump administration has ignored 

the World Trade Organization's (WTO) rules by levying import tariffs on steel and aluminum products on the 

grounds of "national security"; promoted trade hegemonism to provoke trade disputes; and blocked the 

appointment of judges to.the WTO's Appellate Body, thereby throwing the mechanism for governing global trade 

into crisis. The U.S. is also ignoring existing international rules and expanding its own interests at the expense of 

other countries and the world as a whole as it becomes a self-interested profit seeker. The risk of the world 

descending into disorder is increasing. 

4. The world is undergoing maJor adjustments. The international order that was developed after World War II was 

basically established by Western developed countries led by the U.S. Laws and regulations were formulated by 

them, and international organizations are controlled by a select few developed countries in North America and 

Europe. There are rT7'ffi~ ,\,/,ll.!i/Jr;~/ilanifJig~i~pilo\~6/;~.1'rL1r!1,1;,<iM~fur[;\~$1.t,,[,ll,ilf/£/,Qi\Yd~/;~~&~~tll,1th fall well short of 
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_the norms of international relations recognized by the vast number of developing countrie,;: l'ilevertheless, the 

Trump administration still insists that the current international order puts the U.S. at a substantial disadvantage, 

while unscrupulously undermining the current international rules, making the US a "revisionist" by the standards 

of today. 

China and other emerging economies, meanwhile, are not attempting to overthrow the old order, but are 

adopting a peaceful and gradual approach to improving it as well as global governance mechanisms via 

complementary, modifying and transformative measures. This is the first time in history that a transformation 

from an old to a new order and improvement of a governance model has occurred peacefully. Given the high 

levels of dependence between countries, it is understandable that this process has encountered significant 

resistance and difficulties, and it is likely to involve major adjustments over the next century. 

5. Competition will play an unprecedented role in the great changes. The fourth industrial revolution is dawning. 

The development of Al, robotics, virtual reality and quantum technology is profoundly transforming industrial 

production and people's lives, and it is having a major impact on the changing situation. The rise of the role of 

non-state actors is also a new and important variable that is reshaping these changes. Competition over these 

factors of change involves all aspects of national life, and its breadth and depth are profound. 

Change presents both opportunities and challenges. We must seize opportunities and respond to challenges, 

encourage change to develop in a direction favorable to the world peace and development, and to provide a 

positive external environment for the realization of China's two centenary goals. This is our interpretation of the 

world's greatest changes in a century. 

Xi Jiripir'lg ; New Era 
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Volume 97" N1,1mber 2 

The China 
Reckoning 

How Beijing Defied American Expectations 

Kurt M. Campbell and Ely Ratner 
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The China Reckoning 
How Beijing Defied American Expectations 

Kurt M. Campbell and Ely Ratner 

The United States has always had a. n outsize. sen. se o. fits. abi.lity 
to determine China's course. Again and again, its ambitions 

. . have come up short. After World War II, George Marshall, 
the U.S. special envoy to China, hoped to broker a peace between the 
Nationalists and Communists in the Chinese Civil War. During the 
Korean War, the Truman administration thought it could dissuade 
Mao Zedong's troops from crossing the Yalu River. The Johnson admin
istration believed Beijing would ultimately circumscribe its involve
ment in Vietnam. In each instance, Chinese realities upset American 
expectations. 

With U.S. President Richard Nixon's opening to China, Washington 
made its biggest and most optimistic bet yet. Both Nixon and Henry 
Kissinger, his national security adviser, assumed that rapprochement 
would drive a wedge between Beijing and Moscow and, in time, alter 
China's conception of its own interests as it drew closer to the United 
States. In the fall of 1967, Nixon wrote in this magazine, "The world 
cannot be safe until China changes. Thus our aim, to the extent that 
we can influence events, should be to induce change." Ever since, the 
assumption that deepening commercial, diplomatic, and cultural ties 
would transform China's internal development and external behavior 
has been a bedrockof U.S. strategy. Even those in U.S. policy circles 
who were skeptical of China's intentions still shared the underlying 
belief that U.S. power and hegemony could readily mold China to the 
United States' liking. · 

KURT M. CAMPBELL is Chairman of the Asia Group and was U.S. Assistant Secretary of 
State for East Asian and Pacific Affairs from 2009 to 2013. 

ELY RATNER is Maurice R. Greenberg Senio.r Fe.How for Ch.ina Studies ai.tthe Council on 
Foreign Relations and was Deputy National Security Adviser to U.S. Vice President Joe 
Biden from 2015 to 2017. · 
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The China Reckoning 

The era of good feelings: Xi and Obama in California, June 2013 

Nearly half a century since Nixon's first steps toward rapproche
ment, the record is increasingly clear that Washington once again put 
too much faith in its power to shape China's trajectory. All sides of the 
policy debate erred: free traders and financiers who foresaw inevitable 
and increasing openness in China, integrationists who argued that 
Beijing's ambitions would be tamed by greater interaction with the 
international community, and ha:wks who believed that China's power 
would be abated by perpetual American primacy. 

Neither carrots nor sticks have swayed China as predicted. Diplomatic 
and commercial engagement have not brought political and economic 
openness. Neither U.S. military power nor regional balancing has 
stopped Beijing from seeking to displace core components of the 
U.S.-led system. And the liberal international order has failed to 
lure or bind China as powerfully as expected. China has instead pur
sued its own course, belying a range of American expectations in 
the process. 

That reality warrants a cl~ar-eyed rethinking of the United States' 
approach to China. There are plenty of risks that come with such a 
reassessment; defenders of the current framework will warn against 
destabilizing the bilateral relationship or inviting a new Cold War. 
But building a stronger and more sustainable approach to, and rela-
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tionship with, Beijing requires honesty about how many fundamental 
assumptions have turned out wrong. Across the ideological spectrum, 

. we in the U.S. foreign policy community have remained deeply in
vested in expectations about China-about its approach to economics, 
domestic politics, security, and global order-even as evidence against 
them has accumulated. The policies built on such expectations have 
failed to change China in the ways we intended or hoped. 

THE POWER OF THE MARKET 
Greater commercial interaction with China was supposed to bring 
gradual but steady liberalization of the Chinese economy. U.S. President 
George H. W. Bush's 1990 National Security Strategy described 
enhanced ties with the world· as ''crucial to China's prospects for 
regaining the path of economic reform." This argument predominated 
for decades. It drove U.S. decisions to grant China most-favored
nation trading status in the 1990s, to support its accession to the 
World Trade Organization in 2001, to establish a high"level economic 
dialogue in 2006, and to negotiate a bilateral investment treaty under 
U.S. President Barack Obama. ' 

Trade in goods between the United States and China exploded from 
less than $8 billion in 1986 to over $578 billion in 2016: more than 
a 30-fold increase, adjusting for inflation. Since the early years of 
this century, however, China's economic liberalization has stalled. 
Contrary to Western expectations, Beijing has doubled down on its 
state capitalist model even as it has gotten richer. Rather than becoming 
a force for greater openness, consistent growth has .served to legitimize 
the Chinese Communist Party and its state-led economic model. 

-U.S. officials believed that debt, inefficiency, and the demands of 
a more advanced economy would ne~essitate further refottns. And 
Chinese officials recognized the problems with their approach; in 2007, 
Premier Wen Jiabao called the Chinese economy "unstable, unbalanced, 
uncoordinated, and unsustainable." But rather than opening the country 
up to greater competition, the Chinese Communist Party, intent on main
taining control of the economy, is instead consolidating state-owned 
enterprises and pursuing industrial policies (notably its ''Made in 
China 2025" plan) that aim _to promote national technology champi
ons in critica) sectors, including aerospace, biomedicine, and robotics. 
And despite repeated promises, Beijing has resisted pressure from 
Washington and elsewhere to level the playing field for foreign 
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companies. It has restricted market access and forced non-Chinese 
firms to sign on to joint ventures )and share technology, while funneling 
investment and subsidies to state-backed domestic players. 

Until recently, U.S. policymakers and executives mostly acquiesced 
to such discrimination; the potential commercial benefits were so 
large that they considered it unwise to upend the relationship with 
protectionism or sanctions. Instead, they fought tooth and nail for 
small, incremental concessions. But now, what were once seen as 
merely the shortaterm frustrations of doing business With China 
have come to seem more. harmful and permanent. The American 
Chamber of Commerce reported last year that eight in ten U.S. 
companies felt less welcome in China.than in years prior, and more 
than 60 percent had little or no confidence that China would open its 
markets further over the next three years. Cooperative and voluntary . 
mechanisms to pry open China's economy have by and large failed, 
including the Trump administration's newly launched Comprehensive 
Economic Dialogue. 

THE IMPERATIV!: OF l,.IBERALIZATION 
Growth was supposed to bring not just further economic opening 
but also political liberalization. Development would spark a virtuous 
cycle, the thinking went, with a burgeoning Chinese middle class 
demanding new rights and pragmatic officials embracing legal reforms 
that would be necessary for further progress. This evolution seemed 
especially certain after the collapse of the Soviet Union and demo
cratic transitions in South Korea and Taiwan. "No nation on Earth 
has discovered a way to import the world's goods and services while 
stopping foreign ideas at the border,'' George H. W. Bush proclaimed. 

, U.S. policy aimed to facilitate this process by sharing technol
ogy, furthering trade and investment, promoting people-to-people 
exchanges, and admitting hundreds of thousands of Chinese students 
to American universities. 

The crackdown on pro-democracy protesters in Tiananmen Square 
in 1989 dimmed hopes for the emergence of electoral democracy in 
China. Yet many experts and policymakers in the United States still 
expected the Chinese government to permit greater press freedoms 
and allow for a stronger civil society, while gradually embracing more 
political competition both Within the Communist Party and at local 
levels. They believed that the information technology revolution of 
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the 1990s would encourage such trends by further exposing Chinese 
citizens to the world and enhancing the economic incentives for open
ness. As U.S. President Bill Clinton put it, "Without the full freedom 
to think, question, to create, China will be at a distinct disadvantage, 
competing with fully open societies in the information age where 
the greatest source of national wealth is what resides in the human 
mind." Leaders in Beijing would come to realize that only by granting 
individual freedoms could China thrive in a high-tech future. 

But the fear that greater openness would threaten both domestic 
stability and the regime's survival drove China's leaders to look for an 

Events of the last decade 
have dashed even modest 
hopes for China's political 
liberalization. 

alternative approach. They took both 
the shock of Tiananmen Square and 
the dissolution of the Soviet Union 
as evidence of the dangers of democ
ratization and political competition. 
So rather than embracing positive 
cycles of openness, Beijing responded 
to the forces of globalization by put0 

ting up walls and tightening state control, constricting, rather than 
reinforcing, the free flow of people, ideas, and commerce. Additional 
stresses on the regime in this century-including an economic slow
down, endemic corruption in the government and the military, and 
ominous examples of popular uprisings elsewhere in the world-have 
spurred more authoritarianism, not less. 

Indeed, events of the last decade have dashed even modest hopes 
for political liberalization. In 2013, an internal Communist Party 
memo known as Document No. 9 explicitly warned against "Western 
constitutional democracy" and other "universal values" as stalking-

. horses meant to weaken, destabilize, and even break up China. This 
guidance demonstrated the widening gap between U.S. and Chinese 
expectations for the country's political future. As Orville Schell, a 
leading American expert on China, put it: "China is sliding ineluctably 
backward into a political climate more reminiscent of Mao Zedong in 
the 1970s than Deng Xiaoping in the 1980s." Today, an ongoing crack
down on journalists, religious leaders, academics, social activists, and 
human tights lawyers shows no sign of abating-more than 300 law
yers, legal assistants, and activists were detained in 2015 alone. 

Rather than devolving power to the Chinese people, as many in the 
West predicted, communications technologies have strengthened the 
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hand of the state, helping China's authorities control information 
flows and monitor citizens' behavior. Censorship, detentions, and a 
new cybersecurity law that grants broad government control over the 
Internet in China have stymied political activity inside China's "Great 
Firewall." China's twenty-first-century authoritarianism now includes 
plans to launch a "social credit system," fusing big data and artificial 
intelligence to reward and punish Chinese citizens on the basis of 
their political, commercial, social, and online activity. Facial recogni
tion software, combined with the ubiquity of surveillance cameras 
across China, has even made it possible for the state to physically 
locate people within minutes. 

THE DETERRENT OF PRIMACY 
A combination of U.S. diplomacy and U.S. military power~carrots 
and sticks-was supposed to persuade Beijing that it was neither 
possible nor necessary to challenge the U.S.-led security order in Asia. 
Washington "strongly promot[ ed] China's participation in regional 
security mechanisms to reassure its neighbors and assuage its own 
security concerns," as the Clinton administration's 199f National 
Security Strategy put it, buttressed by military-to-military relations 
and other confidence-building measures. These modes of engagement 
were cot1pled with a "hedge" -enhanced U.S._ military power in the 
region, supported by capable allies and partners. The effect, the think
ing went, wot1ld be to allay military competition in Asia and further 
limit China's desire to alter the regional order. Beijing would settle for 
military sufficiency, building armed forces for narrow regional contin
gencies while devoting most of its resources to domestic needs. 

The logic was not simply that China would be focused on its self
described ''strategic window of opportunity'' for development at home, 
with plenty of economic and social challenges occupying the attention 
of China's senior leaders. American policymakers and academics also 
assumed that China had learned a valuable lesson from the Soviet 
Union about the crippling costs of getting into an arms race with the 
United States. Washington could thus not only deter Chinese aggres
sion but also-to use the Pentagon's term of art~"dissuade" China from 
even trying to compete. Zalmay Khalilzad, an official in the Reagan 
and both .Bush administrations, argued that a dominant United States 
could "convince the Chinese leadership that a challenge would be 
difficult to prepare and extremely risky to pursue." Moreover, it was 
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unclear whether China could challenge U.S. primacy even if it wanted 
to. Into the late 1990s, the People's Liberation Army (PLA) was 
considered decades behind the United States' military and those of 
its allies. 

Against this backdrop, U.S. officials took· considerable care not to 
stumble into a confrontation with China. The political scientist Joseph 
Nye explained the thinking when he led the Pentagon's Asia· office 

China has set out to build 
its own set of regional and 
international institutions. 

during the Clinton administration: "If we 
treated China as an enemy, we were 
guaranteeing an enemy in the future. If 
we treated China as a friend, we could 

. not guarantee friendship, but we could 
at least keep open the possibility of more 
benign outcomes." Soon-to-be Secretary 

of State Colin Powell told Congress at his confirmation hearing in 
January 2001, "China is not an enemy, and our challenge is to keep it 
that way." 

Even as it began investing more of its newfound wealth in military 
power, the Chinese government sought to put Washington at ease, 
signaling continued adherence to the cautious, moderate foreign 
policy path set out by Deng. In 2005, the senior Communist Party 
official Zheng Bijian wrote in this magazine that China would never 
seek regional hegemony and remained committed to "a peaceful rise." 
In 2011, after a lively debate among China's leaders about whether it 
was time to shift gears, State Councilor Dai Bingguo assured the world 
that "peaceful development is a strategic choice China has made." 
Starting in 2002, the U.S. Defense Department had been producing 
a congressionally mandated annual report on China's military, but 
the consensus among senior U.S. officials was that China remained a 
distant and manageable challenge. 

That view, however, underestimated just how simultaneously insecure 
and ambitious China's leadership really was. For Beijing, the United 
States' alliances and military presence in Asia posed unacceptable 
threats to China's interests in Taiwan, on the Korean Peninsula, and 
in the East China and South China Seas. In the words of the Peking 
University professor Wang Jisi, "It is strongly believed in China 
that ... Washington will attempt to prevent the emerging powers, 
in particular China, from achieving their goals and enhancing their 
stature." So China started to chip away at the U.S.-led security order 
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in Asia, developing the capabilities to deny the U.S. military access 
to the region and driving wedges between Washington and its allies. 

Ultimately, neither U.S. military power nor American diplomatic 
engagement has dissuaded China from trying to build a world-class 
military of its own. High-tech displays of American power in Iraq 
and elsewhere only accelerated efforts to modernize the PLA. Chinese 
President Xi Jinping has launched military reforms that will make 
Chinese forces more lethal and more capable of projecting military 

· power well beyond China's shores. With its third aircraft carrier report
edly under construction, advanced new military installations in the 
South China Sea, and its first overseas military base in Djibouti, 
China is on the path to becoming a military peer the likes of which the 
United States has not seen since the Soviet Union. China's leaders no. 
longer repeat Deng's dictum that, to thrive, China will "hide [its] 
capabilities and bide [its] time." Xi declared in October 2017 that 
"the Chitiese nation has gone from standing up, to becoming rich, to 
becoming strong.''. 

THE CONSTRAINTS OF ORDER 
At the end of World War II, the United States built institutions and 
rules that helped structure global politics and the regional dynamics 
in Asia. Widely accepted norms, such as the freedom of commerce 
and navigation, the peaceful resolution of disputes, and international 
cooperation on global challenges, superseded nineteenth-century 
spheres of influence. As a leading beneficiary of this liberal interna
tional order, the thinking went, Beijing would have a considerable 
stake in the order's preservation and cotne to see its continuation as 
essential to China's own progress. U.S. policy aimed to encourage 
Beijing's involvementby welcoming China into leading institutions 
and working with it on global governance and regional security. 

As China joined multilateral institutions, U.S. policymakers hoped 
that it would learn to play by the rules and soon begin to contribute 
to their upkeep. In the George W. Bush administration, Deputy 
Secretary of State Robert Zoellick memorably called on Beijing to 
become "a responsible stakeholder" in the international system. From 
Washington's perspective, with greater power came greater obligation,. 
especially since China had profited so handsomely from the system. 
As Obama emphasized, "We expect China to help uphold the very 
rules that have made them successful.'' 
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In certain venues, China appeared to be steadily, if unevenly, taking 
on this responsibility. It joined the Asia-Pacific Econpmic Cooperation 
organization in 1991, acceded to the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty 
in 1992, joined the World Trade Organization in 2001, and took part 
in major diplomatic efforts, including the six-party talks and the 
PS+l negotiations to deal with nuclear weapons programs in North 
Korea and Iran, respectively. It also became a major contributor to 
UN counterpiracy and peacekeeping operations. 

Yet Beijing remained threatened by other central elements of the 
U.S.-led order-and has increasingly sought to displace them. That 
has been especially true of what it sees as uninvited violations of 
national sovereignty by the United States and its partners, whether 
in the form of economic sanctions or military action. Liberal norms 
regarding the international community's right or responsibility to 
intervene to protect people from human rights violations, for example, 
have run headlong into China's paramount priority of defending its 
authoritarian system from foreign interference. With a few notable· 
exceptions, China has been busy watering down multilateral sanctions, 
shielding regimes from Western opprobrium, and making common 
cause with Russia to block the UN Security Council from authorizing 
interventionist actions. A number of nondemocratic governments
in Sudan, Syria, Venezuela, Zimbabwe, ,md elsewhere-have benefited 
from such obstruction. 

China has also set out to build its own set of regional and interna
tional institutions~with the United States on the outside looking 
in-rather than deepening its commitment to the existing ones. It has 
launched the Asian Infr:astructure Investment Bank, the New Devel
opment Bank (along with Brazil, Russia, India, and South Africa), and, 
most notably, the Belt and Road Initiative, Xi's grandiose vision for 
building land and maritime routes to connect China to much of the 
world. These institutions and programs have given China agenda
setting and convening power of its own, while often departing from 
the standards and values upheld by existing international institutions. 
Beijing explicitly differentiates its approach to development by noting 
that, unlike the United States and European powers, it does not 
demand that countries accept governance reforms as a condition of 
receiving aid. 

In its own region, meanwhile, Beijing has set out to change the 
security balance, incrementally altering the status quo with steps just 
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small enough to avoid provoking a military response from the United 
States. In the South China Sea, one of the world's most important 
waterways, China has deftly used coast guard vessels, legal warfare, 
and economic coercion to advance its sovereignty claims. In some 
cases, it has simply seized contested territory or militarized artificial 
islands. While Beijing has occasionally shown restraint and tactical 
caution, the overall approach indicates its desire to create a modern 
maritime sphere of influence. 

In the summer of 2016, China ignored a landmark ruling by a tribu
nal under the UN Convention on the Law of the Sea, which held that 
Chi_na's expansive claims in the South China Sea were illegal undet 
international law. U.S. officials wrongly assumed that some combination 
of pressure, shame, and its own desire for a rules-based maritime order 
would cause Beijing, over time, to accept the judgment. Instead, 
China has rejected it outright. Speaking to a security forum in Aspen, 
Colorado, a year after the ruling, in July 2017, a senior analyst from the 
CIA concluded that the experience had taught China's leaders ''that 
they can defy international law and get away with it." Countries in the 
region, swayed by both their economic dependence on China and 
growing concerns about the United States' commitment to Asia, have 
failed to push back against Chinese assertiveness as much as U.S. 
policymakers expected they would. 

TAKING STOCK 
As the assumptions driving U.S. China policy have started to look 
increasingly tenuous, arid the gap between American expectations 
and Chinese realities has grown, Washington has been largely focused 
elsewhere. Since 2001, the fight against jihadist terrorism has con
sumed the U.S. national security apparatus, diverting attention 
from the changes in Asia at exactly the time China was making 
enormous military, diplomatic; and commercial strides. U.S. Presi
dent George W. Bush initially referred to China as a "strategic 
competitor"; in the wake of the September 11 attacks, however, his 
2002 National Security Strategy declared, "The world's great powers 
find ourselves on the same side-united by common dangers ofter
rorist violence and chaos." During the Obama administration., there 
was an effort to "pivot," or "rebalance," strategic atfention to Asia. But 
at the end of Obama's time in office, budgets and personnel remained 
focused on other regions-there were, for example, three times as 
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many National Security Council staffers working on the Middle 
East as on all of East and Southeast Asia. 

This strategic distraction has given China the opportunity to press 
its advantages, further motivated by the increasingly prominent view 
in China that the United States (along with the West more broadly) 
is in inexorable and rapid decline. Chinese officials see a United States 
that has been hobbled for years by the global financial. crisis, its 
costly war efforts in Afghanistan and Iraq, and deepening dysfunction 
in Washington. Xi has_ called on China to become "a global leader. 
in tetms of comprehensive national strength and international· influ
ence" by midcentury. He touts China's development model as a "new 
option for other countries.'' 

Washington now faces its most dynamic and formidable competi
tor in modern history. Getting this challenge right will require doing 
away with the hopeful thinking that has long characterized the 
United States' approach to China. The Trump administration's first 
National Security Strategy took a step in the right direction by inter0 

rogating past assumptions in U.S. strategy. But many of Donald 
Trump's policies-a narrow focus on bilateral trade deficits, the 
abandonment of multilateral trade deals, the questioning of the value 
of alliances, and the downgrading of human rights and diplomacy
have put Washington at tisk of adopting an approach that is confron
tational without being competitive; Beijing, meanwhile, has managed 
to be increasingly competitive without being confrontational. 

The starting point for a better approach is a new degree of humility 
about the United States' ability to change China. Neither seeking 
to isolate and weaken it nor trying to transform it for the better 
should be the lodestar of U.S. strategy in Asia. Washington should 
instead focus more on its own power and behavior, and the power and 
behavior of its allies and partners. Basing policy on a more realistic 
set of assumptions about China would better advance U.S. interests 
and put the bilateral relationship on a more sustainable footing. 
Getting there will take work, but the first step is relatively straight
forward: acknowledging just how much our policy has fallen short 
of our aspirations.~ 
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The $50 billion of Chinese goods on which President Donald Trump plans to slap 25 percent tariffs, starting on 
July 6, include items related to Made in China 2025, according to the White House. I Thomas Peter-Pool/Getty 
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Beiiina tries to play down 'Made in China 2025' as Trump 
escalates trade hostilities 
By SIDNEY LENG I SOUTH CHINA MORNING POST and ZHENG YANGPENG !SOUTH CHINA MORNING POST I 
06/26/2018 10:08 AM EDT 

This story is being published for POLITICO as part of a content partnership with the 

South China Morning Post. It originally appeared on scmp.com on June 26, 2018. 

Beijing is attempting to play down "Made in China 2025" by ordering state media to 

minimize their coverage of the industrial modernization program, as President Donald 

Trump makes it a focus of his trade battle with China. 

Three separate mainland media sources briefed about the directive told the South China 

Morning Post that the government has instructed Chinese state media agencies to avoid 

mentioning Made in China 2025 in their reports. · 

A reporter with a state-owned newspaper told the Post that an official affiliated with the 

Communist Youth League in Beijing recently made him aware of the demand. 

Another source traced the clampdown back to early May, when an American delegation 

headed by U.S. Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin flew to Beijing to begin trade 

negotiations with a Chinese team led by Vice-Premier Liu He. 

The sources declined to be named because instructions from Chinese censors are often 

regarded as confidential information-. 

Sign up for Morning Trade 
IC! · ,ed read on global trade news - weekday mornings, in your inbox. 

Your email. .. 

By signing up yo_u agree to receive email newsletters cir alerts from POLITICO. Yol.l can unsubscribe at any time. 

At a press conference in Beijing on Tuesday, there was no mention of Made in China 2025 

. by officials from the Ministry of Science and Technology and the Ministry of Industry and 

Information Technology - even though their focus was a hi-tech "s·mart industry" 

exhibition in Chongqing. 
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When asked by the Post whether Beijing would withhold or adjust the controversial policy, 

industry and IT ministry chief economist Wang Xinzhe said arrangements were made at 

last year's party congress to upgrade the manufacturing industry. Without mentioning 

Made in China 2025 at all, Wang said the ministry was following guidelines set during the 

congress. 

Made in China 2025, an ambitious plan to give the country a leading edge on several hi

tech fronts, has become a thorny issue between China and its trading partners, including 

the U.S. and the EU. 

The plan aims to make China a tech superpower by calling for a dramatic increase in 

domestically made products in 10 sectors - from robotics to biopharmaceuticals - that the 

government hopes will accelerate an industrial upgrade as economic growth slows. 

It seeks to advance the development of industries that in addition to semiconductors 

include artificial intelligence, pharmaceuticals and electric vehicles. 

The $50 billion of Chinese goods on which Trump plans to slap 25 percent tariffs, starting 

on July 6, include items related to Made in China 2025, according to the White House. 

TRADE 

Trump's trade war triggers recession fears 
By BEN WHITE 

Trump also is attempting to impede Beijing's progress in its industrial development bY 

blocking Chinese companies from investing in U.S. tech firms, The Wall Street Journal 

reported. 

While U.S. media have boosted their efforts to explain the facts behind Made in China 2025 

as the lomning all-out trade war focuses attention on it, voices promoting the initiative in 

China's official rhetoric have grown significantly fainter. 

Mentions of the program on the website of China's Ministry of Commerce have sharply 

fallen. 

In the past 12 months, the ministry published close to 190 Made in China 2025 articles on 

its site, ranging from government documents that established national demonstration 

areas for the project, to promotional materials that lauded its benefits to the southern 

African country of Zambia. 
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But in the last three months, the number of articles published on the site plµnged to nine, 
with just two in the last 30 days. 

The most recent piece, published on June 19, recirculated an April document from the 

State Council, China's cabinet, praising 14 Chinese cities for carrying out the program 
effectively last year. 

FOREIGN POLICY 

Pompeo gives U.S. diplomats 'dose of reality' after early high 
hopes 
By NAHAL TOOSI 

A quick search on the website of People's Daily, the mouthpiece of the Communist Party, 

turned up references to dozens of Made in China 2025 articles that were published or 

shared this month, but the sources were mainly local governments, rather than Beijing. 

For instance, an article published by Changzhou Daily last week said that Changzhou, an 

industrial center in eastern Jiangsu province, took part in Made in China 2025 by speeding 

up its development of intelligent manufacturing - generally understood to mean deploying 

industrial robotics to enhance competitiveness. 

Zhong Wei, a Beijing Normal University professor, has said that Beijing could play down 

the importance of Made in China 2025 if it wanted to ease other nations' growing concerns 
about China's global ambitions. 

In an article published on his personal social media account this month, Zhong said Beijing 

should stop touting Made in China 2025 as a development strategy, which the US and 

Europe see as indisputable evidence of China's aim to dominate hi-tech sectors via state
sponsored activities. 

The EU's business lobby, for example, has warned that China could use the plan to 

discriminate against foreign firms in favor of Chinese competitors. 

Instead, Zhong said, Beijing should present the program as a simple guideline for 

upgrading its manufacturing sector. 

"There is no evidence that Beijing has made any concrete arrangements for Made in China 

2025 in terms of personnel, budgets or resource allocation," Zhong wrote. 

TOO m_aterial is distributed by Capitol Counsel LLC on behalf of US-China Transpacific Foundation. 
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"It is a visionary and guiding document, and is completely different from China's five-year 
plans on economic and social development." 

Additional reporting by Amanda Lee 
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Friction Over Made in China 2025 
Jun 07, 2018 

,~/t· Bian Xiaochun . 
-/ Deputy Director at the Institute of World Development 

,. ,, 

Uke C I [Share] 

The joint sta.tement between China and the US on 20 May was interpreted as a truce, But after several rounds of 

negotiations, a rnmprehensive solution remains elusive. The US side has three core requests, namely reducing 

the trade deficit, more market access, and IPR protection. In order to address the trade imbalance, China is 

prepared to accept more exports from the US. China will also·further its reform and opening up efforts to 

upgrade its industry and promote economic growth. 

The trade (mbalance is at the center of China-US trade relations. First, there is a significant gap between trade 

figures collected by China and the US - a gap of hundreds of millions. Aside from calculation gaps due to 

transport vo.lume in Hong Kong, the real value of China-US trade should be understood from the perspective of 

the global val_ue chain, and goods and services should both be taken into account. A_s Chin.a remains largely at the 

lower end of the global value chain, Chinese exports carry more value divergence than American merchandise. In 

the meantime, the US tends to stress the trade deficit in goods over the trade surplus in the service sector, and 

exaggerate th_e trade imbalance between the two countries. 
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The trade war ,s a customary tactic of the US to bring its competitors to their knees, as w1th7apan: The US 

boasted the world's largest market throughout the 20th century, and a country would suffer tremendously if it 

was cut off from it. China is now the world's second largest economy, with the most important consumer market. 

China has the capacity and resilience to fight a trade war. 

Trade war is all about hi-tech competition 

The US economy is hi-tech intensive. The US has a comparative advantage in capital and a dominant position in 

the global trading system, and mainly produces core machinery parts with high added value or intermediate 

products, while China and other countries at the lower end assemble the end products for distribution, for 

meagre revenues in an increasingly competitive market. Not surprising, the US sees its industrial base hollowing 

out. 

In the wake of the 2008 global financial crisis, developed economies, including the US.Japan, and Germany'began 

to recognize the importance of manufacturing. The fact is, manufacturing, while accounting for 16% of global 

GDP, contributes to 70% of global trade, 90% of R&D, and 45 million jobs in advanced economies. Realizing the 

important role of manufacturing, developed countries set out plans to bolster the manufacturing industry, such 

as the Industrial 4.0 in Germany, the National Network for Manufacturing Innovation (NNMI) in the US, along with 

other plans for "reshoring" manufacturing to the US. 

"Made in China 2025" was launched in 2015, with the objective to build China into a strong manufacturing power. 

The initiative sets out a series of development goals to facilitate this, primarily through development in industries 

like chips, robots, and Al. which will help propel China to the higher end of the global value chain in the 

21st century. All-around modernization underpinned by advanced manufacturing, manufacturing-oriented 

service, service-oriented manufacturing, and green technology will be the goal going forward. 

Competition between two development models 

China is committed to the strategy of building itself into a manufacturing powerhouse and the government will 

play a decisive role in the process, backed by further improvement in industrial policy. The US's real concern is 

state own.ed enterprises in China; and demands China abolish subsidies for them. SOEs play a central role in 

China's economic development. and they do need to be reformed. Almost all developed or emerging economies 

have their own "SOl:s", French "state backed" enterprises have acquired cutting-edge technologies, Italian ones 

have become global leaders in many fields, and the same applies to Japanese zaibatsus and Korean chaebols. The 

zaibatsu and chaebol systems are probably more sophisticated than China's SOEs. As France loosens its grip on 

its state backed enterprises, it sees its economic clout dwindle. 

Rand released a report titled "China and the International Order'.' on 21 May 2018, and it is of the view that 

China's behavior over the past two decades does not mark it as an opponent or saboteur of the international 

order, but rather as a conditional supporter. In the long run, a strengthened and increasingly multilateral 

international nrder can continue to provide a critical tool for the United States and other countries to shape and 

constrain rising Chinese power. The posture China takes toward the institutions, riorms, and rules of a shared 

order is in significant flux. Modifications to the order on the margins in response to Chinese preferences will 

typically pose less of a threat to a stable international system than a future in which China is alienated from that 

system, it concluded. 
Th_is materi_al is distributed by Capitol Counsel LLC on behalf of US-China Transpacific Foundation. 
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and it is unlikely to change in the short run because of a trade war. If the US should decide to implement 

tariffs on Chinese goods, it will hurt US productivity and economic growth. It will also undermine the faith of 

Chinese businesses in the global supply chain and trade ecosystem dominated by the US, and prompt China 

to seek to create an alternative in its place. 

Made in China 2025 1 China-US Trade I Trade War i Trade War Benefits No One 
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a trade war with the United States, China could resort to devaluing its currency. (Ryan McMorrow / - 11 
AFP/Getty Images) 

China unveiled its plan to dominate the world's most crucial technologies with little 
international fanfare, another vague, guiding principle in the labyrinth of 
Communist Party bureaucracy. 

Three years later, it's at the core of a trade dispute with Washington that threatens to 
upend the global economy. 
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Made in China 2025 is a blueprint for transforming the country from a labor
intensive economy that makes toys and clothes into one that engineers advanced 
products like robots and electric cars. The Trump administration views it as an 

attempt to steal U.S. technology and control cutting-edge industries. 

Officials aimed to temper the initiative this month when they announced potential 

tariffs on $50 billion in goods. But Chinese leaders consider the plan key to the 
country's development and refuse to alter its course. 

"China is trying to achieve a clear goal and America wants to stop it," said Andrew 
Polk, co-founder of Trivium/China, a Beijing research firm. "And that's where the 

competition is." 

Here's what China 2025 is all about and what it means for the trade war: 

\Vhat's the objective? 

The plan funnels billions into 10 industries, everything from biopharmaceuticals to 

aerospace and telecom devices. It calls for 70% of related materials and parts to be 
made domestically within a decade. A separate document details China's strategy to 

lead in artificial intelligence by 2030. 

A 

V 

V 

Officials modeled Made in China after a German initiative called Industrie 4.0, which 

envisions greater automation in manufacturing and "intelligent factories" that 
operate with wireless sensors. They didn't have much choice. The world's,biggest 

population is aging and rising wages are sending low-tech factories to other 

countries. 

"The labor supply is decreasing," said Ashley Qian Wan, China economist for 

Bloomberg Economics in Beijing. "And that's going to be a big problem for China." 
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Why does China care about this so IDuch? 

When President Kennedy vowed in 1961 to send a man to the moon, more than 30 

million people in China had just starved to death. People's Republic founder Mao 
Tse-tung closed universities for a decade while researchers invented the Internet in 
Silicon Valley. China sees itself as simply trying to catch up. 

The country developed its first bullet train last year, a 248 mph vehicle named 
Fuxing, or rejuvenation. Engineers also built the country's first homegrown jetliner, 
an initial step toward filling Beijing's crowded airport with planes from China rather 
than America's Boeing or Europe's Airbus. 

Officials portray the initiative as transparent and open to foreign companies. They 
dispel notions that it will monopolize domestic markets. America's dismissal of the 
plan reinforces a party narrative that the U.S. seeks to undermine China's 
resurgence. 

"We have good reasons to question the legality and legitimacy of many actions taken 
. by the U.S. on the grounds of national security, like its plan to impose high tariffs on 
many industries of Made in China 2025," Chinese Foreign Ministry spokeswoman 
Hua Chunying told reporters this month. "Clearly, they are targeting something 
else." 

Why is the U.S. concerned about it? 
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The Trump administration frets about the way China aims to achieve its 2025 

ambitions. American businesses have long complained about the sacrifices they 
make to operate in the world's largest market, including requirements to partner 
with domestic companies and hand over trade secrets. 

Officials fear these techniques will make it impossible for U.S. companies to compete 
in the world's most critical fields. They also worry massive Chinese government 
subsidies will lead to a global glut of products that push down prices and hurt U.S. 
businesses. 

"There are things China listed and said, We're going to take technology, spend 
several hundred billion dollars, and dominate the world,"' U.S. Trade Representative 
Robert Lighthizer told senators at a March hearing. "And these ate things that if 
China dominates the world, it's bad for America." 

A lengthy U.S. report on China's intellectual property theft - which led to the most 
recent potential tariffs - mentioned the plan more than 100 times. Officials are 
exploring multiple ways to restrict Chinese investment in key industries. The 
administration recently banned ZTE, China's second-largest maker of telecom 
equipment, from buying American technology. 

· "Consensus is growing in Washington that the U.S. is in a race with China for 

technical leadership," Arthur Kroeber, managing director of Beijing research firm 
Gavekal Dragonomics, said he recently told clients. And some think "economic cold 

war is the answer." 
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Is the Trump administration right? 

President Xi Jinping recently,told a room full of global investors that China would 
further open its economy. Officials last week said they would phase out rules that 
require car manufacturers like General Motors to find a local partner before opening 
factories in China. They plan to end foreign ownership requirements on electric 
vehicle makers this year. 

This wouldn't mark the first time authorities vowed to shed their protectionist shield. 
The European Union Chamber of Cowmerce in China complained last year that 
foreign businesses were suffering from "promise fatigue." 

The problem is China's high-tech ambitions include "plans to use instruments such 
as subsidized credit and market access restrictions," said David Dollar, a senior 
fellow at the Brookings Institution and former U.S. Treasury official in China. "It 
makes sense for the U.S. to oppose this practice." 

But Chinese officials see an irony in efforts that try to maintain America's 'chokehold 
on innovation. Hua, the Foreign Ministry spokeswoman, likened the U.S. to a "bully 
- only it can have high tech and others cannot." 

Neither side looks willing to bend. Recent talks to de-escalate the trade dispute 

reportedly collapsed over the 2025 plan. 

''China views the overall system as inherently unfair because it was created by the 
current dominant power," Trivium's Polk said. "America should stop complaining 
and start designing its own industrial policy to counter China." 

Meyers is a special correspondent. 

Twitter: .@jessicamey__ers_ 

Kemeng Fan, Gaochao Zhang, and Nicole Liu in The Times' Beijing 
bureau contributed to this report. 

Amid Trump's threats, Xi.Jili:dges to slash tariffs, open China's markets 
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SCMP.COM 

Is Beijing going back to the future with its much-hyped 'Made in China 2025' plan? 
PUBLISHED: Tuesday, 10 July, 2018, 6:00am 
UPDATED: Tuesday, 10 July, 2018, 10:04am 
News > China > Economy 
Orange Wa.ng orange:wang@scmp.com 

Washington has singled out the industrial strategy in its trade row but precedent points to 
trouble on the ground 

When the eastern Chinese city of Huzhou announced the recipients of its "Made in China 2025" subsidies 
last year, one of the biggest winners was milk tea maker Xiangpiaopiao. 

The company, .best known for its ubiquitous instant drinks, walked away with 16.56 millio.n yuan (US$2.49 
million), or about 10 per cent of the city's funds for the scheme, to set up a new "smart" liquid milk tea factory. 

Made in China 2025 is the central government's big plan to move China up the global value chain and 
establish it as the dominant force in the technologies of the future. 

us tariffs take ajm at Made in China 2□25 plans in first salvoes of trade war [1 I . . 

Washington sees it as a well-defined, well-orchestrated strategy and seeks to undermine it with tariffs 
imposed late last week. 

But Lu Jiun-wei, a deputy researcher with the Taiwan Institute of Economic Research, said using Made in 
China 2025 subsidies for milk tea production reflected an old patten of "there's a policy above, and there's a 
way below", meaning well-intended policy could be distorted during implementation. 

"It is still an old model that Made in China 2025 has to face," Lu said. 
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The company, which is listed, declined to comment, and the Huzhou authority in charge of granting the 
subsidies did not reply to a request for comment. 

Huzhou in Zhejiang province is one of dozens of cities Beijing has approved as pilot centres for the plan 
unveiled three years ago. The idea is to support innovative, green and advanced technology but analysts 
said that so far it was more of a broad vision than a concrete plan. 

Beijing plays down _'Made in Cbioa 2025' as Trump escalates trade row [2] 

Zhong .Wei, a finance professor at Beijing Normal University, said the central government had made no 
arrangements for the plan in terms of personnel, budgets or resource allocation. 

Orie more substantial part of the plan is the 51.61 billion yuan Beijing earmarked last year for. local Made in 
China 2025 plans. 
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In their quest for those funds, many provincial and municipal authorities have dusted off their regional 
industrial development blueprints and rebranded the strategies and subsidies as Made in China 2025 ones, 
according to a report released online on May 30 by the National Manufacturing Strategy Advisory Committee, 
a body advising the government. 

The report, co-authored by Huang Qunhui, head of the industrial. economics institute under the Chinese 
Academy of Social Sciences, said most local government Made in China 2025 plans were simply existing 
regional industrial blueprints. They also focused too much on the need for "government guidance" and fiscal 
subsidies. 
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The authors said the lack of overall coordination raised the danger of exacerbat~~eJi~~ cM\\la is 
already grappling with - excess capacity. · 

"There is quite a big risk of duplicated development- the various governments overlap a lot in their key areas 
of development and it may lead to a new round of overcapacity," the report said. 

Why Made in China 2025 shouldn't scare Donald Trump [31 

China's administration is well versed in the perils of overcapacity. In 2009 when the global financial crisis 
took the edge off the economy, Beijing launched a massive stimulus programme for _1 0 industries from steel 
to shipbuilding. The cash injections were effective in bolstering short-term growth but also resulted in excess 
capacity. 

A similar wave of investment was unleashed in 2012 when the Chinese government officially listed seven 
sectors - including biotech and new-energy vehicles - as "emerging strategic industries". Subsidies were set 
aside for these areas but this time the problem was less about duplication and more about the long list of 
scandals associated with claims for the money. 

Made in China 2025 also names 10 sectors - from robotics to biopharmaceuticals - to come in for special 
attention the country's overall goal of accelerating innovation and improving the quality of products and 
services. 

Is it time Beijing ditched its 'Made in China 2025' strategy? [4) 

And, as ever, the success of the plan will come down to implementation on the ground, according to Shang
Jin Wei, a former chief economist of the Asian Development Bank and now a finance professor at Columbia 
University. 

"The history of such economic directives in China suggests that the authorities often miss the mark on rriany 
of these targets [because Beijing's) indust_rial_ subsidy policies are not particularly efficient," Wei wrote in a 
note on April 1. 
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According to the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development, Chi~f~~eJ~ 
expenditure amounted to 0.1 per cent of gross domestic product in 2015, lower than the share of spending 
not only in the US but also Argentina and. South Africa. 
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China economy 
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Why Does Everyone Hate 
Made in China 2025? 
China's grand plan to bolster hi•tech industries at home is 

not receiving much love abroad. There's a good reason why. 
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Lorand Laskai is a research associate in the Asia Studies Program at the Council on Foreign 

Relations. You can follow him @lorandlaskai. 

On the same day that the Trump administration lJ.nnounced $60 billion in tariffs against China 

last week, the Office of the United States Trade Representative (USTR) dropped the results of 

its Section 30 I investigation into China's unfair trade practices. The nearly 200-page report 

presents a searing indictment of China's disregard for intellectual property, discrimination 

against foreign firms, and use of preferential industrial policies to unfairly bolster Chinese 

firms .. Interestingly, the report singles out one Chinese government in•itiative, in particular, as a 

prime example of Beijing's egregious behavior: Made in China 2025. 
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Made in China 2025, originally approved by China's State Council in 2015, is mentioned or 
) 

cited an astounding hundred and sixteen times. In contrast, China's Cybersecurity Law, which 

has caused a perennial headache for many U.S. multinationals, is only mentioned thirteen 

times. And for good reason. Beijing's grand plan to upgrade its manufacturing base has 

riled governments around the world, confirming their suspicion that China is not looking for a 

'win-win' in trade relations as its overseas emissaries often insist. In the saga of the U.S.-China 

economic rivalry, Made in China 2025 is shaping up to be the central villain, the real existential 

threat to U.S. technological leadership. 

What is Made in China 2025? Made in China 2025 is a blueprint for Beijing's plan to 

transform the country into a hi-tech powerhouse that dominates advanced industries like 

robotics, advanced information technology, aviation, and new energy vehicles. The ambition. 

makes sense within the context of China's development trajectory: countries typically aim to 

transition away from labor-intensive industries and climb the value-added chain as wages rise, 

lest they fall into the so-called "middle-income trap." Chinese policymakers hl!Ve diligently 

studied the German concept "Industry 4.0," which shows how advanced technology like 

wireless sensors and robotics, when combined with the internet, can yield significant gains in 

productivity, efficiency, and precision. 

However, China's intention through Made in China2025 is not so much to join the ranks ofhi

tech economies like Germany, the United States. South Korea, and Japan, as much as replace 

them altogether. Made in China 2025 calls for achieving "self-sufficiency" through technology 

substitution while becoming a "manufacturing superpower" that dominates the global market in 

critical high-tech industries. That could be a problem for countries that rely on exporting high

tech products or the global supply chain for high-tech components. 
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Which countries will feel the heat of Made in China 2025? The Mercator Institute/or China Studies 

(MER/CS) 

60 6~ 70 

What's wrong with China setting quotas for self-sufficiency? For one, such quotas violate 

WTO rules against technology substitution. Made in China 2025 lays out targets for achieving 

70% "self-sufficiency" in core components and basic materials in industries like aerospace 

equipment and telecommunication equipment by 2025. That could devastate countries like 

South Korea and Germany, where hi-tech sectors constitute a large share of industrial output 

and exports. 

The supply chains for hi-tech products usually span across many borders, with highly 

specialized components often produced in one country and modified or assembled somewhere 

else. Rather than abiding by the free market and rule-based trade, China is intent on subsuming 

the entire global hi-tech supply chain through subsidizing domestic industry and mercantilist 
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industrial policies. Semi-official documents lay out even more specific quotas for Chinese 

manufacturers. Officials at China's Ministry oflndustry and Information Technology (MJIT) 

insist these targets are not official policy. though a report from the Mercator Institute for 

Chinese Studies argues that officials are using internal or semi-official documents to 

communicate targets to Chinese enterprises in order not to openly violate WTO rules. 

How is Beijing acquiring advance technology for Made in China 2025? Equally 

problematic to Beijing's goal of "self-sufficiency" and becoming a "manufacturing 

superpower" is how it plans to achieve it. Chinese officials know that China lags behind in 

critical hi-tech se.ctors and hence are pushing a strategy of promoting foreign acquisitions, 

force.d technology transfer agreements, and, in many cases, commercial cyber espionage to gain 

cutting-edge technologies and know-how. 

While the Obama administration spent years pressuring Beijing to rein in commercial cyber 

espionage, Washington and other capitals are only beginning to grapple with the repercussions 

of Chinese investment and technology transfer agreements. Unlike cyber theft. neither is illegal 

per se. Surging Chinese investment in the United States and Europe have been a recurring story 

over the past few years. However. lawmakers are increasingly concerned that such investments. 

especially in high-tech sectors, are not just a product of market forces. but guided by Beijing as 

well. 

Circumstantial evidence confirms this suspicion. Chinese investment in the United States and 

elsewhere, especially in hi-tech sectors, has skyrocketed since 2015. Often these 

investments evince a broader coordinated strategy. Take the example of Fuji an Grand Chips, a 

· purportedly private Chinese company that attempted to acquire German machine maker 

Aixtron in 2016. Shortly before it staged a public takeover of Aixtron, another Fujian-based 

company San'an Optoelectronics ca.nceled a critical orde.r from Aixtron on dubious grounds, 

sending its stock tumbling and presenting Fujian Grand Chips with an opportunity to swoop in. 

Both Fujian Grand Chip and S.an'an Optoelectronics shared a common investor: an important 
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national semiconductor fond controlled by Beijing. The acquisition was stymied by an 11th

hour intervention by government officials but demonstrated how Beijing can drive investing 

abroad, often in a highly coordinated manner. 

Technology transfer agreements and restrictive market practices in China present a similar 

problem. Foreign companies often enter agreements to transfer valuable intellectual property to 

Chinese partner in exchange for market access. These agreements can be exploitative and 

highlight the asymmetries in market access between China and the rest oft_he world. Speaking 

about Chinese takeovers of German firms, Germany's Economic Minister Sigmar Gabriel said 

Germany should not sacrifice "its companies on the altar of free markets" while China denies 

German firms equal access to invest in the Chinese market. 

What can realistically be done? The keyword in Trump's recent tariffs against China is 

"reciprocity." That's the right approach. An Asia Society task force concluded last year the 

United States should urgently insist on reciprocity in the U.S.-China trade and investment 

relations, even if it adds tension to the relationship. However, a trade war, as Scott Kennedy 

points out, is no cakewalk, and it's unclear whether the administration his a clear idea of its 

desired end-game. Moreover, Trump is using a wrecking-ball when a more precise tool would 

have provided a better outcome. In addition to trade action against China, Trump has also 

announced a blanket tariff on foreign steel, which affects U.S. allies as well as China. While 

many.allies have secured temporary exemptions to the tariff, Trump's pugilistic behavior is 

burning valuable goodwill. As Matthew P. Goodman and Ely Ratner argued in Foreign Affairs. 

many countrie.s share Trump's desire to combat Chinese hi-tech mercantilistil, but Trump is 

dividing allies rather than unifying them to confront China. 

Instead, the administration should focus on the long-game of building a political consensus at 

home and abroad. That should include updating the Committee on Foreign Investment in the 

United States (CFIUS) to better vet Chinese investment into hi-tech sectors; using existing 

venues like the WTO to present a case against Chinese industrial policies; and rejoining the 
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Trans-Pacific Partnership, which set high bars for intellectual property protection, labor 

"standards, and safeguards against unfair competition from state-owned enterp'cises. Common 

sense investments at home should also be a priority. Investing in education, infrastructure, and 

basic science does not generate the same headlines as a trade war, but will do more to ensure 

the United States maintains its edge. 

@ c:,.·reative Con:i.n:ions: Some rights reserved. 
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SCMP.COM 

Why the Made in China 2025 road map to hi-tech supremacy will miss 
its deadline 

PUBLISHED : Tuesday, 02 October, 2018, 11 :30am 
UPDATED: Tuesdi:ly, 02 October, 2018, 10:45pm 
Commenl>lnsight & Opinion>United States 
Craig Addison 

Craig Addison says China's leadership has done well to play down the 
ambitious plan, notjust because of the trade war but also because it has 
become harder to acquire foreign technology, making official targets 
more difficult to achieve 

The day after China's State Council unveiled Made in China 2025 [1], Donald 
Trump tweeted [2] I.ha.I rival Republican candidate John Kasich stole his "make America 
great slogan". 

"Designed to transform China from a manufacturing giant into a world manufacturing 
power", according to the Xinhua News Agency announcement on May 19, 2015, the roll 
out of the state-backed industrial policy came at a time when Washington was 
distracted - to say the lea.st. · 

~hina is often a punching bag during US presidential elections, and the last one was no 
exception, amplified by Trump's "America first'' message and his frequent references to 
how China had "raped" the US economy and stolen its jobs'.· 

In October 2015, China's Ministry for Industry and Information Technology published a 
separate technology road map which laid out self-sufficiency targets in key sectors, 
including 80 per cent for new-energy vehicles, 70 per cent for industrial robots, 50 per 
cent for aviation systems and 40 per cent for mobile phone chips - all to be achieved by 
2025. 

China is heavily reliant on core foreign technology [3] to m;mufacture these products, 
including semiconductors, computer numerical control (CNC) machines and robotics 
parts, so the Made In China 2025 localisation targets were definitely stretch goals. Until 
Trump was elected president, Beijing's call to action to acquire foreign technology 
seemed to be going to plan. Chinese companies acquired 1 O European and US makers 
of advanced automation equipment in 2015-2016, according to Mercator Institute [4]. 

POLITICO: How China acquires 'the crown jewels' of us·technology [5] 
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Fast foiward to March 2018 and Trump made good on an election promise to impose 
tariffs [6] on Chinese imports - and suddenly Made in China 2025 has been the talk of 
Washington. But in China, as the trade war escalated, references to the industrial policy 
disappeared from Xinhua reports and there was a general toning down [7] of the 
rhetoric about a resurgent nation set to challenge the US as a cyber superpower. 

When the 2025 blueprint was devised, ii was done with t_he apparent belief t_hat it would 
be "business as usual" - which meant China could continue to acquire overseas 
companies [8] without much pushback, and trade foreign technology for access to its 
market. (Though not condoned by Beijing, there have been individual cases of alleged 
intellectual property theft which have seen criminal charges filed in US courts against 
Chinese citizens.) 

When German robotics company Kuka was bought [9] by Chinese electrical appliance 
maker Midea in August 2016, alarm bells began ringing, although the U$$5 biilion deal 
was ultimately approved by German and US authorities as it included safeguards to 
control IP transfer out of Germany. 

Since then, the alarm bells have become louder - both in the US and 1;1:urope - and it 
will now be near impossible for China to (legally) acquire the foreign technology needed 
to reach its 2025 targets. On a visit to Beijing in May, German leader Angela Merkel 
called for "reciprocal" market access and IP protections, while the new US Foreign 
Investment Risk Review Modernisation Act [10] will increase scrutiny of foreign 
investments in American firms. 

Beijing did a tech reality check. The results were not amazing [11] 

China to 'seriously evaluate' old ways of science and tech development [12] 

The value of global merger and acquisition deals in the third quarter fell 35 per cent over 
the previous quarter, according to Thomson Reuters data released on Friday. One 
casualty was Qualcomm's US$44 billion purchase of NXP Semiconductors, which 
was called off (13] in July after China delayed antitrust clearance, a move seen as 
retaliation against US trade tariffs. 

With mergers and acquisitions under a cloud, Beijing has only 
two options to achieve its 2025 targets: technology transfers 
and original research and development ·· 

With M&A under a cloud, Beijing has only two options to achieve its 2025 targets: 
technology transfers and original research and development "The first, whether "forced" 
or done willingly for access to the Chinese market, is also unlikely to work out in time for 
the 2025 localisation targets as Western tech companies have their guard up. In fact, in 
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the short term, China's reliance on core foreign technology is likely to increase as it 
upgrades it manufacturing lines with overseas parts. 

That only leaves original R&D, but the country's record in fundamental research is weak 
- one Chinese expert cited a "lack of scientific spirit [14]" as the main reason - although 
there are some R&D champions such as state-backed chip giant Tsinghua Unigroup 
which claims to spend a hefty 30 per cent [15] of revenue on R&D and telecoms maker 
Huawei Technologies with. a ratio of 15 per cent [16]. 

Chinese chip makers, flush with money from the state-backed Integrated Circuit 
Fund [17], have also accelerated recruitment of engineers from Taiwan, especially 
targeting Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Company, which accounts for more 
than half of global semiconductor wafer foundry revenues. Butthe line betwe.en 
recruitment and spying is blurry with a number of ex-TSMC engineers being accused of 
IP theft after receiving generous salary packages to join mainland Chinese rivals. 

Chines.e start-up takes on biggest specialised chip makers in US [18] 

Interestingly, the "domestic" production targets in Made in China 2025 exclude Taiwan, 
which Beijing says is part of China. If Taiwan production was included, the localisation 
targets in wireless telecoms, including semiconductors, would probably already be 
"achieved", given the island's technology leadership in these industries. 

A study by the Mercator Institute concluded that while the most ambitious Made in 
China 2025 goal of a broad and economy-wide upgrading of industry by the stated 
deadline will "very likely not be reached due to weaknesses in the design and 
implementation of the policy", ii did note that the plan "will elevate a small but powerful 
group of Chinese manufac;turers, dramatically increasing their competitiveness". 

It is just as well Chinese state media is downplaying Made in China 2025. While this 
didn't work as a strategy to ease US-China trade tensions, it may tum out to be a h,mdy 
face-saving move when the localisation targets miss their deadlines. 

Craig Addison, a tech news editor at the Post, has been covering Asia technology 
since 1992. Follow@craigaddison 

More on this: 
Will Chir:ia be the next tech powerhouse? Maybe with the next 20 years of sustained 
investment [19] 

Source URL: https://www.scmp.com/comment/insight-opinion/united
states/article/2166500/why-made-china-2025-road-map-hi-tech-supremacy 

Links 
[1] https://www.scmp.com/topics/made-china-2025 
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[2] https:/ltwitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/601026339110592512 
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[4] https://www.merics.org/sites/default/files/2017-
09/MPOC_No.2~MadeinChina2025.pdf 
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acquires-crown-jewels-us-technology 
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down-made-chi na-2025-donal d-tru mp 
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trump-signs-bill-named-after-john-mc:cain 
[11] https://www.scmp.com/news/chi na/econorny/article/2155862/beijing-did-tech
reality-check-its-industrial-champions-results 
[12] https://www.scmp.com/news/chi na/politics/article/2163129/china-must-innovate-if-it
wants-be•world•leader-science-and 
[13] https://www.scmp.com/business/companies/article/2156885/qualcomm-prepares
drop-us44-biUion-bid-nxp-semiconductors-china 
[14] https://www.scmp.com/news/china/policies-politics/art_icle/2159920/cent_ury-china
still-lacks-drive-scientific-truth-says 
[15] https://www.scmp.com/tech/science-research/article/2161056/tsinghua-unigroup
president-calls-coexistence-foreign-chip 
[16] https://www.scmp.com/tech/social-gadgets/article/2157024/huawei-raise-minimum
annual-rd-spending-1east-us15-billion 
[ 17] https:/ /www. scmp. com/tech/en terprises/arti cle/2145422/h ow-chinas-big-fund
hel ping-country-catch-global-semi conductor-race 
[18] https://www.scmp.com/business/companies/article/2165558/made-ch ina-2025• 
guangzhou-start-aiming-big-semiconductors 
[19] https://www.scmp.com/comment/insight-opinion/united-states/article/2157728/will
china-be-next-tech-powerhouse-maybe-next 
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China's Intellectual Property 
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President Trump on Monday instructed the office of the United States Trade Representative to 
consider an investigation into China's sustained and _widespread attacks on America's intellectual 
property. This investigation will provide the evidence for holding China accountable. for a 
decades-long assault on the intellectual property of the United States and its allies. 

For too long, the United States has treated China as a developing nation to be coaxed and 
lectured, while tolerating its bad behavior as merely growing pains. There has been an 
expectation that as China's economy matures, it will of its own accord adopt international 

standards in commerce, including protection for intellectual property. There has also been a 
tendency to excuse mercantilist behavior, including industrial espionage, as a passing phase, and 
to justify inaction as necessary to secure Chinese cooperation on other, supposedly more 
important, issues. 

Chinese companies, with the encouragement of official Chinese policy and often the active 
participation of government personnel, have been pillaging the intellectual property of American 
companies. All together, intellectual-property theft costs America up to $600 billion a year, the 
greatest transfer of wealth in history. China accounts for most of that loss. 

Intellectual-property theft covers a wide spectrum: counterfeiting American fashion designs, 
pirating movies and video games, patent infringement and stealing proprietary technology and 
software. This assault saps economic growth, costs Americans jobs, Weakens our military 
capability and undercuts a key American competitive advantage - innovation. 

Chinese companies have stolen trade secrets from virtually every sector of the American 
_ economy: automobiles, auto tires, aviation, chemicals, consumer electronics, electronic trading, 

industrial software, biotech and pharmaceuticals. Last year U.S. Steel accused Chinese hackers of 

stealing trade secrets related to the production of lightweight steel, then turning them over to 

Chinese steel makers. 
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spies have gone after private defense contractors and subcontractors, national laboratories, 
public research universities, think tanks and the American government itself. Chinese agents 
have gone after the United States' most significant weapons, such as the F-35 Lightning, the 
Aegis Combat System and the Patriot missile system; illegally exported unmanned underwater 
vehicles and thermal-imaging cameras; and stolen documents related to the B-52 bomber, the 
Delta IV rocket, the F-15 fight~r and even the Space Shuttle. 

President Trump's action on Monday acknowledges the broad scope of the challenge. Central to 
Chinese cybersecurity law is the "secure and controllable" standard, which, in the name of 
protecting software and data, forces companies operating in China to disclose critical intellectual 
property to the government and requires that they store data locally. Even before this Chinese 
legislation, some three-quarters of Chinese imported software Was pirated. Now, despite the law, 
American companies may be even more vulnerable. 

For decades, successive American administrations have concluded that some level of exposure to 
China's depredations against our intellectual property is simply the cost of doing business with 
the world's now second-largest economy. ·This is not acceptable. Although China is an important 
trading.partner with the United States, it is imperative to establish a fair and level trading 
environment. 

Driving down intellectual-property theft by China and other countries is vital for America's 
economic well-being and national security. We urge American companies, as well as our allies 
abroad, who share these interests, to work with the administration through this process. 

There is intellectual-property protection on the books in China, and some American companies 
have been successful bringing cases in Chinese courts. The time may come when China applies 
the same efforts to protecting intellectual property that it now does to stealing it. However, for 
now, the United States and, other developed countries must look to their own laws and actions to 
protect their companies from loss and ruin. 

President trump's action on Monday is a major step in the right direction. If the investigation 
proves extensive Chinese government support for intellectual-property theft, it could trigger 
retaliatory action by the American government, based on the Economic Espionage Act, Section 5 
of the Federal Trade Commission Act and the National Defense Authorization Act. 

The government should lead in this effort, but it can't go it alone. A broad, sustained campaign 
bringing together the government, the private sector and our allies is the only way to halt this 
hemorrhaging of America's economic life blood. 
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Dennis C. Blair is a former director of national intelligence and a former commander in ch~J/ffi?~e ~~H~d-s\~fes Pa~ific 
Command, Keith Alexander is a former commander of the United States Cyber Command and a former director cit the 
National Security Agency. 

Follow The New York Times Opinion section on Facebook and Twitter (@NYTopinion), and sign up for the Opinion Today 

newsletter. 

A version of this article appears in print on Aug. 15, 2017, on Page A23 of the New York edition with the headline: Cracking Down on I.P. Theft 
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Chi.nese legal enforcement of trademarks improving 

The company behind cartoon character Peppa Pig is facing increasing 
trademark infringement in China, although the British production 
company has said it is in a better position to fight those actions, largely 
due to the improved legal system that helps Western brands fight against 
intellectual property rights (IPR) infringement. 

Ma Xiushan, deputy secretary-general of the China Intellectual Property 
Society, also stressed that the legal environment in China for trademark 
enforcement has improved, with shorter case• hearing times, making it 
easier for companies to c6mbat such behavior. 

Niall Trainor, who leads the brand protection team at the Family & 
Brands division of Entertainment One, which owns Peppa Pig's 
trademark and copyright, told the Global Times on Monday that the 
infringement faced by Peppa Pig has worsened this. year in China. 

"Before 2015, when Peppa Pig was introduced into the Chinese market, 
there were already some infringing trademark applications in China, but 
the problem has got bigger recently with the increasing popularity of 
Peppa Pig" in the country, he said. 

Bad faith application occurs when an applicant intentionally registers a 
trademark to benefit from the goodwill and reputation associated with the 
trademark of another owner. 

In Peppa Pig's case, some individuals and companies in China seek to 
profit by registering a trademark that looks very similar to the authentic 
Peppa Pig trademark (to confuse consumers), or by registering 
trademarks related to other characters in the Peppa Pig cartoons. 

Browsing the trademark information website Sa.com, the Global -nmes 
saw that some Chinese companies have applied for or are applying for 
the Peppa Pig trademark. Their businesses range from medical 
treatment to shoe and garment production. 

One domestic company also registered the trademark of "Suzy Sheep," a 
character in the Peppa Pig cartoons. 

"There are more than 100 companies in China that have applied for our 
trademarks, and we see new applications of this kind every month," 
Trainor said. 

According to Trainor, such infringement potentially could cause "tens of 
millions of dollars" losses annually for Entertainment One in the Chinese 
market. 

But Trainor stressed that as the company launched efforts to combat 
trademark infringement, he found that his company is in a better position 
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"The legal system is slowly improving in China for Western brands. We 
have won some cases over brand infringement. Ten. years ago, it would 
have been quite difficult for Western brands to sue local companies 
here," he said. 

Ma said that in the future, artificial intelligence can be used to sift out 
bad faith applications, or a blacklist similar to that used on public . 
transportation can be utilized to protect IPR, he told the Global Times 
Tuesday. 

But he suggested that overseas companies should still register sufficient 
trademarks related to their brands to guard against possible infringement 
if they should develop their businesses in China, · 

Newspaper headline: Chinese legal enforcement of trademarks improving 

Posted in: COMPANIES 

----·"- -------------·······-----
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How China acquires 'the crown jewels' of U.S. technology 

PUBLISHED: Tuesday, 22 May, 2018, 5:45pm 
UPDATED: Monday, 28 May, 2018, 11:31am 
News,China,Oiplomacy 
POLITICO 

The U.S. fails to adequately police foreign deals for next-generation 
software that powers the military and American economic strength. 

This story is being published by the South China Morning Post as part of a 
content part11etship with POLITICO. It was reported by Cory Bennett and Bryan 
Bender and originally appeared on politico.com [1] on May 22, 2018. 

The U.S. government was well aware of China's aggressive strategy of leveraging 
private investors to buy up the latest American technology when, early last year, a 
company called Avatar Integrated Systems showed up at a bankruptcy court in 
Delaware hoping to buy the California chip-designer ATop Tech. 

ATop's product was potentially groundbreaking - an automated designer capable of 
making microchips that could power anything from smartphones to high-tech weapons 
systems. It's the type of product that a U.S. government report had recently cited as 
"critical to defense systems and U.S. military strength." And the source of the money 
behind the buyer, Avatar, was an eye-opener: Its board chairman and sole officer was a 
Ctiinese steel magnate whose Hong Kong-based company was a major shareholder. 

Despite those factors, the transaction went through without an assessment by the U.S. 
government committee that is charged with reviewing acquisitions of sensitive 
le<;:hnology by foreign interests. 

In fact, a six-month POLITICO investigation found that the Committee on For¢ign 
Investment in the United States, the main vehicle for protecting American technology 
from foreign governments, rarely polices the various new avenues Chinese nationals 
use to secure access to American technology, such as bankruptcy courts or the foreign 
venture capital firms that bankroll U.S. tech startups. 

The committee, known by its acronym CFIUS, isn't required to review any deals, relying 
instead on outsiders or other government agencies to raise questions about the 
appropriateness of a proposed merger, acquisition or investment. And even if it had a 
more formal mandate, the committee .lacks the resources to deal with increasingly 
complex cases, which revolve around lines of code and reams of personal data more 
than physical infrastructure. 
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"I knew what was critical in 1958 -tanks, airplanes, avionics. Now, truthfully, 
everything is information. The world is about information, not about things," said Paul 
Rosenzweig, who worked with CFIUS while at the Department of Homeland Security 
during President George W. Bush's second term. "And that means e_verything is critical 
infrastructure. That, in some sense, means CFIUS really should be managing all global 
trade." · 

As a senior official at the Treasury Department, which oversees CFIUS, put it: "Any time 
we see a company that has lots of data on Americans.....:.. health care, personal financial 
data - that's a vulnerability." 

When CFIUS was formed, in the 1970s, the companies safeguarding important 
technology were so large that any takeover attempt by foreigners would be certain to 
attract attention. Now, much of the cutting-edge technology in the United States is in the 
hands of much smaller firms, including Silicon Valley startups that are hungry for cash 
from investors. 

The gap in oversight became a more urgent problem in 2015, when China unveiled its 
"Made in China 2025" strategy of working with private investors to buy overseas tech 
firms. A year earlier, Chinese investments in U.S. tech startups had totaled $2.3 billion, 
according to the economic research firm CB Insights. Such investments immediately 
skyrocketed to $9.9 billion in 2015. These amounts dipped the following year, as the 
Obama administration voided a high-profile deal, but analysts say China's appetite to 
buy U.S. firms and technology is still strong. In 2017, there were 165 Chinese-backed 
deals closed with American startups, only 12 percent less than the 2015 peak. 

Yet the failure to investigate some forms of Chinese investments in American 
technology h_as flown under the radar as President Donald Trump goes tit for tat with 
Beijing, imposing tariffs meant to punish China for unfair trade practices. Critics noted 
on Monday that Trump's tentative agreement to drop his tariff threat in exchange for 
Chinese pledges to purchase billions of dollars more in American goods avoided any 
mention of the outdated foreign-investment policies that hc1ve alarmed lawmakers 
across the political spectrum. 

On the Senate floor Monday, Minority Leader Chuck Schumer (D-N.Y.) la.shed out at 
Trump's approach. 

"China's trade negotiators must be laughing th_emselves all the way back to Beijing," he 
said. "They're playing us for fools- temporary purchase of some goods, while China 
continues to steal our family jewels, the things that have made America great: the 
intellectual property, the know-how in the highest end industries. It makes no sense.'' 

National security specialists insist that such a stealth transfer of technology through 
China's investment practices in the United States is a far more serious problem than the 
tariff dispute-.· and a problem hiding in plain sight A recent Pentagon report bluntly 
declared: "The U.S. does not have a comprehensive policy or the. tools to address this 
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massive technology transfer to China." It went on to warn that Beijing's acquisition of 
top-notch American technology is enabling a "strategic competitor to access .the crown 
jewels of U.S. innovation." • 

Some congressional leaders concur. Senate Majority Whip John Comyn (R-Texas) 
regularly warns his colleagues that China is using private-sector investments to pilfer 

. American technology. China has "weaponized" its investments in America "in order to 
vacuum up U.S. industrial capabilities from American companies," Cornyn said at a 
January hearing. The goal, he added, is "to tum our own technology and know-how 
against us in an effort to erase our national security advantage." 

Legislation to expand the CFIUS budget and staff has been moving slowly through the 
halls of Congress amid pushback from Silicon Valley entrepreneurs and business 
groups. The legislation would give CFIUS new resources to scrutinize bankruptcy 
purchases and establish stricter scrutiny of start-up investments. 

As months passed without any action, and the issue of Chinese investments got 
overshadowed by tariff fights and feuds between Beijing and the Trump administration, 
national security experts grew more concerned, fearing that Congress lacked a sense of 
urgency to police transfers of sensitive technology. 

The White House began exploring what more it could do on its own, asking the 
Treasury Department in late March to offer a list of potential Chinese investment 
restrictions within 60 days. 

Finally, earlier this month, ·senate and House leaders announced plans to mark up the 
bill, starting a process that could lead to passage later this year. · 

Still, the failure to act more quickly may itself be jeopardizing national security. At a 
hearing in January, Heath Tarbert, the Treasury Department assistant secretary 
overseeing CFIUS, testified that allowing foreign countries to invest in U.S. technology 
without making sufficient background checks "will have a real cost in American lives in 
any conflict." 

"That is simply unacceptable," he sa.id. 

'Made in China 2025' 
Last October, Chinese President Xi Jinping took the podiµm before 2,300 Communist 
Party delegates to deliver his expansive vision for China's future. 

Xi was speaking at the party's 19th Congress, a summit held every five years to choose 
the nation's leaders in the Great Hall of the People in Beijing, the expansive theater 
right offTiananmen Square. Speaking in front of a giant gold hammer and sickle framed . 
by bright red drapes, Xi held forth for 3½ hours, declaring that China would look outward 
to solve its problems. 
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"China will not close its door to the world - we will only become more and more open," 
Xi declared to his rapt audience of party leaders, many of them having close lies to the 
billionaire investors who represent China in the global market. "We will deepen reform of 
the investment and financing systems, and enable investment to play a crucial role in 
improving the supply structure." 

China·watchers said Xi was alluding to the government's relatively new economic plan, 
dubbed."Made in China 2025," which leaders had unveiled in 2015. The detailed vision 
shifted the focus on domestic research investments to the need to pump_ money into ~ 
and better unde_rstand - foreign markets. 

"We will," the document proclaimed, "guide enterprises to integrate into local culture." 

"We will," the document continued, "support enterprises to perform mergers, equity 
investment and.venture capital investment overseas." 

At the top of the investment wish list were high-tech industries like artificial intelligence, 
robotics and space travel. 

For the increasingly powerful Chinese leader, it was the culmination of years of efforts 
to guide how China spends its blossoming wealth. In addition Id luring foreign 
companies to China, Xi wanted the country -- which is sitting on several trillion dollars 
in foreign exchange reserves - to start investing abroad. 

The plan had "much more money behind it" and "much more coordination" between 
Beijing and Chinese industrialists than previous economic strategies, according to Scott 
Kennedy, an expert on Chinese economic policy at the Center for Strategic and 
International Studies, a Washington think tank that specializes in defense matters. 

"And a big component of that is acquiring technology abroad," he_said. 

From 2015 to 2017, Chinese venture capitalists pumped money into hot companies like 
Uber and Airbnb, but also dozens of burgeoning firms with little or no name recognition. 
The country didn't just want "trophy assets," Kennedy explained. China's leaders 
wanted to "fill in some of the gaps they have" in China's tech economy. 

While the Asian power has piled up profits from its large manufacturing plants that churn 
out low-cost products, the Beijing government realized ii would face declining 
productivity unless its economy, from agriculture to manufacturing, adopted high-tech 
methods. Essentially, China wanted to automate entire industries - including car 
manufacturing, food production and electronics - and bring the whole process in
house. 

So Beijing's leaders encouraged the country's cash-rich investors to search for 
"emerging companies that have technologies that may be extremely important ... but 
aren't proven," Kennedy said. The initiative has spawned investments in American 
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startups that work on robotics, energy equipment and next-generation IT. Of particular 
concern to U.S. national security officials is the semiconductor industry, which makes 
the microchips that provide the "guts" of many advance technologies that China is 
seeking to leverage. 

"A concerted push by China to reshape the market in its favor, using industrial policies 
backed by over one hundred billion dollars in government-directed funds, th_reatens the 
competitiveness of U.S. industry and the national and global benefits it brings," declared 
a January 2017 report from the President's Council of Advisors on Science and 
Technology, warning of the urgent threat to U.S. superiority in semiconductor 
technology. 

Notably, many of China's investments didn't register on the Cf'IUS radar. They involved • 
the early-seed funding of tech firms in Silicon Valley and low-profile purchases such as 
the one in Delaware bankruptcy court. They included joint ventures with microchip 
manufacturers, and the research and development centers created with international 
partners. 

"They have diversified to look for smaller targets," Kennedy said, "Those things typically 
do not generate a CFIUS reaction. That is part of it." 

An obscure research body 

CFIUS was set up by Congress in 1975 amid growing concerns about oil-rich countries 
in the Middle East buying up American companies, from energy firms to armsmakers. 
Chaired by the Treasury Department, the committee brought together representatives 
from all the major Cabinet agencies to assess the financial, technological and national 
security threats posed by s.uch investments. For its first decade, however, CFIUS 
existed mostly as an obscure research body. From 1975 to 1980, the committee met 
only 10 times, according to congressional reports. · 

Japan's economic ascendance in the 1980s changed that. The Defense Department 
asked CFIUS to step in and investigate potential Japanese purchases of a U.S. steel 
producer and a company that made ball bearings for the military. In 1988, Congress 
gave the committee the authority to recommend that the president nix a deal altogether. 
Still, the committee remained mostly an ad hoc operation into the 1990s. 

"Bureaucratically it was not a very smooth, functioning operation," recalled Steve 
Grundman, who worked as part of the committee during the Clinton administration. "We 
had to pick up some intelligence here, some technology assessment there, some 
industrial analysis hither." · 

After the Sept. 11, 2001, terrorist attacks, Congress renewed its interest in CFIUS, 
passing legislation that instructed the committee to consider a deal's effect on 
"homeland security" and "critical industries," a notable change, according to 
Rosenzweig, the OHS official who worked with CFIUS during the George W. Bush 
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administration. The directive gave the committee a mandate to keep an eye on a wider 
array of industries, such as hospitals and banks, that DHS considered "critical" to 
keeping American society operating. · 

Rosenzweig called it a "singular shift." Over time, he said, the committee went from 
reviewing acquisitions of steel companies - involving just two parties and a tangible 
product - to investigating technically complex purchases of microchip companies and 
other software or data-rich firms. 

"When I first came to CFIUS, the filings from the other side would be a few-page letter 
about why this was a good deal," Rosenzweig said. "Now it's a stack of books that's up 
to my knee." 

The committee's staffing and resources have not kept pace with the growing workload, 
multiple people who work with CFIUS told POLITICO. While the Treasury Department 
has been hiring staffers and contractors to help handle the record workload, the 
committee's overall resources are subject to the whims of the individual agencies 
involved in the process, said Stephen Heifetz, who oversaw the CFIUS work at DHS 
during the second Bush administration. 

There is no single budget or staffing figure for CFlUS. Instead, each agency decides the 
level of personnel and funding it's willing to commit to the committee. The Treasury 
Department and DHS have two of the larger CFIUS teams, Heifetz said. During his 
tenure, Heifetz's DHS squad included roughly 1 O people, split equally between 
government workers and outside contractors. 

"Each agency decides more or less on their own how they're going to staff it," Heifetz 
said. 

At Treasury, there are now between 20 and 30 people working for CFIUS, according to 
a senior department official. But even with the expanded team, the committee is 
stretched precariously thin. The official described 80-hour workweeks, regular wee.kend 
work and no ability to take time off. 

"It's enough to handle the current mandate, but not comfortably," the official said. 

Amid this uncertainty over resources, CFIUS investigations into foreign acquisitions 
nearly tripled from 2009 to 2015. The most common foreign investor that hits the CFIUS 
radar is now China. Nearly 20 percent of the committee's reviews from 2013 to 2015, 
the most-recent data available, involved the Asian power, easily ahead of second-place 
Canada at just under 13 percent. 

Since 2015, the Treasury official said, those trends have only continued: Chinese deals 
now represent a large plurality of the committee's work. 
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The attention appears to be well-founded. In recent years, China has been repeatedly · 
accused of industrial espionage -- using indirect means to obtain American software 
and military secrets, everything from the code that powers wind turbines to the designs 
that produce the Pentagc,n's _modern F-35 fighter jets. And several Chinese 
businessmen have pleaded guilty to participating in complex conspiracies to get their 
hands on sensitive technical data from U.S. firms and shuttle it back to Beijing. Again 
and again, high-tech products and military equipment have popped up in China th.at 
bear a too-striking resemblance to their American counterparts. 

Spurred by t_hese incidents, CFIUS has successfully advised the president to nix 
Chinese deals at a record clip. In December 2016, President Barack Obama stopped a 
Chinese investment fund from acquiring the U.S. subsidiary of a German semiconductor 
manufacturer - only the third time a president had taken such a step at that point. In 
September 2017, Trump halted a China-backed investor from buying the American 
semiconductor maker LatticE'!, citing national security concerns. 

Three months later, a Chinese company's plan to acquire the American money transfer 
company MoneyGram fell apart when the two sides realized they would likely not get · 
CFIUS approval because of concerns that t_he personal data of millions of Americans -
including military personnel - could fall into the harids of the Chinese military. 

Week_s after that, the committee essentially jettisoned a Chinese state-backed group's 
attempt to buy Xcerra, a Massachusetts-l;>ased tech company that makes equipment to 
test computer chips and circuit boards. Then, in March, Trump blocked the purchase of 
the chipmaker Qualcomm by Singapore-based Broadcom Ltd. CFIUS said such a move 
could weaken Qualcomm, and thereby the United States, as it vies with foreign rivaJs 
such as China's Huawei Technologies to develop the next generation of wireless 
technology known as 5G. 

To nationa_l security leaders, though, CFIUS is still only scratching the surface of 
China_'s ambitions to acquire U.S. technology, noting that traditional sale-and-purchase 
agreements to obtain a U.S. company aren't the only ways to gain access to cutting
edge technology. 

"You can buy a [partial] interest in a company and gain access to the same type of 
technology," Attorney General Jeff Sessions told Congress in October, adding that 
Justice Department investigators "are really worried about our loss of technology" in 
instances where Chinese investors buy small stakes •in American tech companies. 

The U.S. military has raised similar concerns. Defense Secretary Jim Mattis warned last 
summer that America is failing to restrict foreign investments in certain types of critical 
industries, testifying during another hearing that CFIUS is "outdated" and "needs to be 
updated to deal with today's situation." 

A mysterious takeover 
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The case that occurred last summer in an obscure courtroom in Delaware seemed 
innocuous enough: one relatively small tech firm buying out a bankrupt competitor, a 
transaction that elicited about as much drama as mailing a letter. 

The bankrupt semiconductor maker ATop Tech had only 86 employees when it was 
declared insolvent. But it had a more than a $1 billion market share of the electronic
)design automation and integrated circuits markets, the company told the bankruptcy 
:court, giving it potential value to any player seeking to enter the highly specialized 
I semiconductor industry. 

Avatar Integrated Systems, the company seeking to purchase ATop, was apparently 
such a player. But it was not well known to others in the semiconductor industry, and its 
precise ownership was a bit of a mystery. The sole director listed on its incorporation 
papers was a Hong Kong-based businessman named Jingyuan Han, and it issued 
shares to King Mark International Limited, a Hong Kong company in which Han was an 
investor. Avatar was set up in March 2017, according to the company. 

The transaction went ahead despite concerns raised to the court by other players in the 
semiconductor industry, as well as those of a former senior Pentagon official who 
specifically suggested the Chinese government may be backing Avatar. 

The former Pentagon official, Joseph Benkert, was enlisted by another American 
semiconductor company, Synopsys, to help recoup money it was owed by ATop. He 
warned the court that the deal might have national security risks. 

"CFI US has identified businesses engaged in design and production of semiconductors 
as presenting possible national security vulnerabilit_ies because they may be useful in 
defending, or seeking to impair, U.S. national security, as semiconductor design or 
production may have both commercial or military applications," Benkert, the former 
assistant secretary of defense for global affairs under the second Bush administration, 
wrote to the court .. 

Benkert argued that the question of Avatar's ownership needed more review given thc1t 
the company appeared to be "under the control Of Han, a Chinese national." 

"In my opinion," Benkert wrote, "the proposed transaction is likely to receive thorough 
CFIUS scrutiny and there is a material risk that ii will not receive CFIUS approval.'' 

But despite those concerns, the deal to buy ATop Tech was not given a formal review 
by CFIUS, according to a senior administration official with direct knowledge of the 
process. A Treasury Department official, speaking on behalf of CPIUS, declined to 
comment on the merger. 

An Avatar official, reached at the company office in Santa Clara, California, did not 
respond to questions or a request for an interview with Han. The company did not 
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respond to multiple requests to discuss its relationship - if any - with the Chinese 
government or the details of its business. 

Han, who has been described in media reports as one of China's wealthiest men, has 
spent his career almost entirely in the iron and steel industries. Avatar's scant history 
seemed to suggest that it was created for the sole purpose of acquiring an established 
American semiconductor firm like A Top Tech, according to several former national 
security officials who still work on CFIUS cases. 

Attempts to reach Han through China Oriental Group, the iron and steel company that 
he runs, Were also unsuccessful. 

Officials familiar with the CFIUS process say that bankruptcy deals such as the Atop
Avatar case sometimes fall off their radar because of difficulty in discerning whether 
Chinese investors are working with the government. In other bankruptcy cases, Chinese 
investment in a potential buyer may not be visible in official filings, especially when a 
web Of holding companies-is involved. Thus, say current and former officil:lls working 
with CFIUS, a significant amount of detective work is necessary to discern both the 

· identity and the intentions of the investors. 

Traditionally, courts have defined control of a company as "the ability to direct 
management to make certain decisions.'' But a former Treasury Department official said 
CFIUS heeds to focus on "beneficial ownership," defined as haying tt,e ability to obtain 
technology from the firm, rather than overall decision-making power. 

"It is very hard to find beneficial ownership," sa_id the official. "Our concern is the 
capacity of the system to deal with these." 

The bills pending in Congress to strengthen the CFIUS review process include 
provisions designed to make scrutiny of bankruptcy cases easier. The bills would 
require CFIUS to "prescribe regulations to clarify that the term 'covered transaction' 
includes any transaction ... that arises pursuant to a bankruptcy proceeding or other 
form of default on debt." 

A sharper focus on bankruptcy cases, particularly in making sure CFIUS scrutinizes 
investors to ties to foreign governments, is desperately needed, said a former Pentagon 
official who is still involved in CFIUS cases. "How do they find out about it now? They 
are reading The Wall Street Journal late at night,'' the official said. "It is not a very 
systematic process." 

The former official also recalled that in the past, the Pentagon has hired an outside 
contractor to scour around for unreported transactions that might raise some national 
security flags, such as in the semiconductor or aerospace sectors. Such checks need to 
be performed in a more systematic way. 
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"There is no process for surfacing information out of the bankruptcy courts," the official 
said. 

China goes to Silicon Valley 

In Silicon Valley, Chinese investment isn't typically viewed as a threat, but rather more 
of a blessing. 

Chris Nicholson, co-founder of Skymind, an artificial intelligence company that makes 
the type of cutting-edge software that both the United States and China covet, recalls 
the many long months he spent in 2014 trudging up and down Sand Hill Road, the heart 
of Silicon Valley's leading venture capital firms, and all the doors that slammed shut. 

"That was a long, dry year for us," he told POLITICO. · 

Nicholson hadn't sought Chinese money. But then Tencent, China's internet and 
telecommunications giant and now one of the world's largest companies, approached 
the firm, offering $200,000 in seed funding. The Chinese monetary infusion buoyed 
Skymind, which soon landed a coveted spot in Y Combinator, the powerful startup 
accelerator. American investors, who had only months earlier eschewed the firm's 
overtures, quickly changed their tune. Chinese investment soon beget American 
investment. 

"It was that crucial piece of Chinese capital that allowed us to survive,' Nicholson said. 
"That's all it took. Now we're a company with 35 employees." 

Reflecting a common feeling among his cohorts in Silicon Valley startups, Nicholson 
insisted that working with Chinese investors does not mean granting Beijing officials 
access to the coding process. "My American co-founder and I are in control," Nicholson 
said, noting that Skymind has given up none of the rights to its intellectual property and 
has made its code "open sourced," which means the code i's freely available for 
cybersecurity experts to inspect, audit and offer suggestions. 

But Bryan Ware, CEO of Haystax Technology, which works with law enforcement, 
defense and intelligence clients on securing their technologies, cast some doubt on the 
idea that the owners of tech startups would naturally refuse to share details of their 
technology with their investors: "If you've got a Chinese investor and that's the lifeblood 
that's going to allow you to get your product out the door, or allow you to hire your next 
developer, telling them, 'No, you can't do that,' or, 'No you shouldn't do that,' wh'ile you 
have no other alternatives for financing - that's just the nature of the dilemma." . . 

"Every investment comes with a r.isk of some loss of inteUectual property or foreign 
influence and control," Ware said. 

And too rnany Silicon Valley deals exist in a "netherworld" between passive investment 
and absolute takeover, "where there's access to information, technical information, [and] 
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there is the ability to influence and potentially coerce management," according to the 
senior Treasury Department official. 

One major concern among specialists like Ware is that Beijing officials could use early 
Chinese investments in next-generation technology to map the software the federal 
government and even the Defense Department may one day use - and perhaps even 
corrupt it in ways that would give China a window into sensitive U.S. information. 

A POLITICO review of 185 tech startups with Chinese investors found just over 5 
percent had received government contracts, loans or grants ranging from a few 
thousand dollars to several million dollars. Often, the contracts simply involved research 
- renewable energy for the Energy Department, electronics and communications 
equipment for the Pentagon, space technology for NASA Others ordered lab equipment 
for the Commerce Department, or machine tools for the military. 

"There's a t.remendous amount of intelligence value there," Ware said. "All governments 
desire to know what other governments are doing. And knowing the technologies and 
how they work I think is a big part of that." 

While there's no indication that the firms had U.S. government contracts at the time that 
Chinese investors became involved, that may be part of China's strategy. Derek 
Scissors, who manages the American Enterprise lnstitute's China Global Investment 
Tracker, an exhaustive database of China's major global investments, said that as 
welcome as the surge of Chinese-funded deals may be in Silicon Valley, the engine 
behind them is the Chinese government. China's Silicon Valley investment strategy 
"was shaped by the state and that shaping has gotten tighter," he said. 

Still, many Chinese investments int.he United States are not directly bac::ked by the 
Beijing government, but it can be hard to distinguish. 

Some prominent Chinese VC firms in Silicon Valley have clear links to the government. 
Westlake Ventures, for example, received funding from the government in the coastal 
Chinese city of Hangzhou, according to media reports and a Pentagon research paper. 
And Westlake has put money into other VC funds, such as the WI Harper Group, which 
has a stake in a wide slate of American tech companies, from a dating app to a three
dimensional imaging company to a maker of robot cooks. Westlake did not respond to a 
request for comment. 

But it's not always easy to trace the money back to a single source, let alone determine 
what connection that source has to Beijing's Communist leadership. Haiyin Capital, a 
Beijing-based VC firm, is partially backed by a state-run Chinese company, according to 
a company release. Also complex is ZGC Capital Corporation - located in Silicon 
Valley and focused on providing startups with basic business help - is a subsidiary of a 
state-owned enterprise funded by the Beijing government, according to the 
organizations' websites. Attempts to reach each organization were unsuccessful. 
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Security and economics experts say they are unsure how much financial or national 
security harm these Chinese investments are actually causing the United States~ if 
any - simply because it may not be clear for years exactly how important the 
technology may be. 

In the meantime, entrepreneurs in Silicon Valley are blunt: America actually needs 
Chinese money to maintain its global tech advantage. 

"Here's my warning shot," Nicholson said. "If we make it difficult for foreign talent and 
foreign capital to find each other by over-regulating early-stage startup investing ... we 
will lose our supremacy as the top tech economy in the world." 

Enter Congress 

In Washington, Silicon Valley's warning has been heard loudly enough to delay the 
passage of a bill to strengthen the CFIUS process, despite the support of such 
bipartisan figures as Cornyn, the second-ranking Senate Republican, and California's 
own Democratic Sen. Dianne Feinstein, the ranking member of the Senate Judiciary 
Committee. 

Last year, after a cascade of warnings from the Defense Department, Justice 
Department and other powerful sources, both the House and Senate seemed ready to 
take action to strengthen oversight of foreign investment in technology companies. 

The bipartisan proposal would direct CFIUS to consider whether pending investments 
would erode America's technological edge, enable a foreign government' to utilize digital 
spying powers that might be used against the United States, or give sensitive data_.:.. 
even indirectly -- to a foreign government. Similarly, it would expand the definition of 
"critical industries"-. a reference to sectors like banking, defense or energy-· to 
include "critical technologies," a significant expansion of the committee's current 
mandate. 

Under the bill, CFIUS would have to create a system to monitor transactions that aren't 
voluntarily brought to the committee's attention. 

The measure would also centralize some of the committee's functions and allow the 
committee to charge filing fees up to 1 percent of the total value of the transaction up to 
$300,000, and let Treasury offer a single CFIUS budget request rather than relying on 
contributions from other departments. 

The Trump administrat_ion offered a full-throated endorsement of the bill in January, 
saying it "would strengthen our ability to protect national security and enhance 
confidence in our longstanding open investment policy." 

And wh_ile the bill doesn't explicitly cite China, the provisions are clearly aimed at limiting 
its access to the most sensitive areas. 
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"Any Chinese-related company that is part of our supply chain is a concern to me," Rep . 
. Robert Pittenger (R-N.C.), a lead House sponsor of the bill, told POLITICO. 

Pittenger in.sisted that Congress' inaction is allowing China to brazenly pilfer the 
technology that drives America's military might, and sell that technology to adversaries 
like Iran and North Korea. He noted that a Treasury official told him getting the bill 
signed is the department's No. 1 legislative priority for 2018. 

"We can't turn a blind eye to this," Pittenger said. 

But many technology entrepreneurs believe the bill would simply drive cutting-edge 
research overseas. In 2016, foreign investors injected $373 billio.n into t.he United 
States, a figure that has been mostly increasing since the early 2000s, according to 
government data. Lengthening the CFIUS review time - currently 30 days, but set to 
extend to 45 days under-the new bill - could damage the "brittle process" of early
stage fundraising, said Nicholson, who encouraged lawmakers to focus oh expanding 
CFIUS powers in other areas, such as bankruptcy courts. 

"I worry that they're driving a bulldozer towards a rose garden," said Nicholson, echoing 
his claim that training the CFIUS lens on Silicon Valley could scare off the very financing 
that keeps America growing. 

IBM's vice president for regulatory affairs, Christopher Padilla, agreed, warning at a 
January hearing thatthe bill "could constitute the most economically harmful imposition 
of unilateral trade restrictions by the United States in many decades." 

He raised particular concerns about expanding CFIUS authority to cover foreign 
investments in "critical technologies," a phrase tech leaders say is worryingly opaque 
a.nd t.hat could force companies peddling sensitive technology to have every single sale 
reviewed. 

Padilla called it a "we'll know it when we see it" approach to regulating that "would be 
deeply damaging to U.S. competitiveness, and, more important, could lead to a false 
sense of security." 

Some indu~try groups have suggested that the bill should delineate these technologies 
- robotics or artificial intelHgence, for instance - to avoid having every deal scrutinized 
from top to bottom. 

"We would be well served to define those issues from the outset," said Dean Garfield, 
CEO of the Information Technology Industry Council, a trade group representing 
industry heavyweights such as Amazon, Apple, Facebook, Google, Microsoft and 
Twitter. Garfield said getting the bill revised is a top-five issue for ITI in 2018. 

He cautioned that the bill, as written, could spike the number of annual CFIUS reviews 
from "a few hundred deals" to "a few thousa.nd." 
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Proponents, however, feel that specifying specific technologies might be impossible. 
The software powering the country - from waterways to missile systems-. is 
constantly changing and evolving, tliey say. Instead, tney suggest, new CFIUS funds 
and a streamlined reporting process would help keep the growing stream of deal 
reviews moving. 

"For the price of a single B-21 bomber, we can fund an updated CFIUS process and 
protect our key capabilities for several years," Cornyn said at a hearing. ''That is a down 
payment on long-term national security." 

Nonetheless, lawmakers have been working to address industry c0mplaints, making 
tweaks to the legislation. And just last week, lawmakers made a breakthrough, agreeing 
to slightly narrow the bill's scope, raising the chances thEl measure will make ii to the 
president's desk. 

The House and Senate are scheduled to mark up their respective CFIUS bills on 
Tuesday, and lawmakers now are angling to attach the legislation to the annual, must
pass defense authorization bill as a way to guarantee it gets through. But lingering 
disputes could still derail the process. 

National security leaders and lawmakers warn that these squabbles, while reflecting 
sincerely held positions, are simply delaying necessary action. At that January hearing, 
Cornyn described a changing reality if CFIUS is left in its current i!Elration. 

"Just imagine if China's military was stronger, faster and more lethal," Cornyn said. 

"That is what the future likely holds," he added, "unless we act." 

Source URL: hltps://www.scmp.com/news/china/diplomacy
defence/art_icle/2147288/how-china-acquires-crown-jewels-us-technology 

Links 
[1] https://wWW.politico.com/story/2O'18/O5/22/china-us-tech-companies-cfius-572413 
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In August 2017, the White House Office of the United States Trade Representative (USTR) launched an 

investigation into China's alleged violations of IP Rs, under Section 301 of the Trade Act of 1974. The inquiry seeks 

"to determine whether acts, policies, and practices of the Government of China related to technology transfer, 

intellectual property, and innovation are unreasonable or discriminatory and burden or restrict U.S. commerce.'' 

While the investigation awaits President Trump's decision, he did intimate through a tweet that "the U.S. is acting 

swiftly on Intellectual Property theft. We cannot allow this to happen as it has for many years!" 

There are several major factors driving the current intellectual property infringement debate in Sino-American 

trade relations that must be better understood: the cultural factors highlighted by the Chinese epigram that "to 

steal a book is an elegant offense" and the Made in China 2025 Initiative. 

In America, the idea of intellectual property lies in Article 1, Section 8 of the U.S. Constitution where Cdngress has 

the power "to promote the Progress of Science and useful Arts, by securing for limited Times to Authors and 

Inventors the exclusive Right to their respective Writings and Discoveries." Unlike the United States, China has 
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had neither the tradition nor the theoretical legal foundation for intellectual property protection for much of its 

history. 

Trademarks first appeared nearly 3,000 years ago during China's longest-lasting reign of the Zhou Dynasty (1046-

256 BC). However, both protections and compliance against reproduction were limited. Geoffrey Willard 

has argued that "this failure might be attributed to Chinese tradition and the widespread notion that "detailed 

replication of art and written texts is considered the highest form of honor to the master." 

In the twentieth century, between invasions from Japan, World War II, and internecine warfare, patents in China 

had virtually no real protections. In the post-World War II milieu, when t_he Communists assumed power in 1949, 

they rejected the entire corpus of Kuomintang (i.e., Nationalists) law and began to develop a new legal system. 

Under this system, writes Wei Shi, rights are bestowed by the state, and are not inalienable rights enjoyed by 

individuals .. Therefore, the intellectual property regime that emerged in the early years of the People's Republic of 

China (PRC) "rested heavily on the notion that individual accomplishments belonged to all of society." 

It was not until the 1980s that China began to strengthen its intellectual property framework and enact 

comprehensive laws that governed the protection of these rights. Becoming a member of the World Intellectual 

Property Organization (WIPO) in 1980, China then adopted the Trademark Law of the PRC in August 1982, 

"significantly marking the beginning of the systematic establishment of China's modern legal system for the 

protection of intellectual property rights." 

Made in China 2025 

In principle, the world should welcome China's increased innovation and increase in manufacturing capacity. 

However, "Made in China 2025" presents several issues that will prove to be extremely consequential for the rest 

of the world's economies. 

The first thing to remember is that the sources of China's development have not exactly been indigenous. Karel 

de Gucht, the then-European trade commissioner, remarked in 2011 that the Chinese economy's "spectacular rise. 

would not have been possible without the open global trading system that China was able to benefit from during 

the past 10 years." Intellectual Property Watch has reported that once Chinese manufacturers figure out how to 

"reverse engineer" foreign products, there are very few legal obstructions to manufacturing them under a 

different name. This has resulted in China being "one of the top global producers of cheap, IP infringing knock

offs." 

Intellectual Property Watch reports that the cost to the U.S. economy is somewhere between $225 billion to $600 

billion as a result of pirated software, counterfeit goods, and theft of trade secrets. Of these amounts, 

somewhere between $180 billion to $540 billion is related to forced technology transfer as a condition of market 

access (think, for example, electric cars, high-speed rail, wind technologies, deep sea drilling, or fracking in folded 

shale.) 

The intellectual property issue will be further exacerbated by the 201_7 Cybersecurity Law. According to Zhiyao Lu 

and Gary Clyde Hufbauer of the Peterson Institute for International Economics (PIIE), the law requires "businesses 

identified as 'critical information infrastructure operators' to store data domestically. And any transfer of this data 

overseas is subject to security assessments." The world's largest professional membership organization of 
This material is distributed by Capitol Counsel LLC on behalf of US-China Transpacific Foundation: 
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sc1ent1st and engineers, IEEE, has reported that under this law, tech companies will oe requited "to hanaover 

source code and build back doors in hardware and software for government regulators." To be fair, some of 

these requirements were put in place after the disclosures by former U.S. National Security Agency (NSA) 

contractor Edward Snowden that the NSA had been attempting to infiltrate Huawei, a Chinese tech giant. 

Made in China 2025 wiU increase market distortions by providing state-owned enterprises with massive state 

funding and 'communicating local content requirements, both official and unofficial. In the process, it seeks to 

gradually decrease the role of foreign technology by exploiting and "digesting" it. USTR Ambassador Robert 

Lighthizer has called Made_ in China 2025 a "very, very, serious challenge, not Just to us, but to Europe,Japan and 

the global trading system." Contrary to the notion that China would slowly adjust to the rules and principles of 

open markets and fair competition, it appears to be moving in the opposite direction. 

It has been just over 15 years since China's accession to the World Trade Organization (WTO). Under the state's 

command economy, China kept its currency low for years to promote exports and state-owned enterprises 

received cheap credit. Ambassador Lighthizer testified in 201 0 that "derogation [from WTO commitments] may 

be the only way to force change in the system, to prompt China to live up to the letter and spirit of its WTO 

obligations." 

In his Harvard International Law Journal article, Mark Wu wrote that of the WTO disputes among major trading 

powers (the U.S., EU, Japan, and China) between _2009 and 2015, China-rel_ated cases "accounted for 90 percent of 

the cases brought by the four largest economies against each other." Wu added that, "even when a status quo 

power's legal interest aligns with China's, it has not joined forces with China to challenge its ally." 

In the face of these violations, there is no question that the U.S. should challenge China because IPRs also 

develop an equitable global trading sys'tem. However, in going through the WTO, the Trump White House will 

likely face an uphill battle. The case would take years to adjudicate ·and the WTO law lacks clear rules concerning 

data flows or other cyber-related actions, and therefore lacks a clear jurisdictional mandate to adjudicate such 

disputes. 

Finally, when China joined the WTO, it negotiated to maintain restrictions w_ithin its ma_rket. As a developing 

nation, American trade negotiators gave China some room, such as the rule th_at "companies in critical industries 

work with Chinese partners" and limiting market access to foreign companies unless they engage in joint 

ventures. China promised to slowly remove these restrictions as its economy matured, but Beijing has not 

honored it. Negotiating with China from such a paternalistic view has cost the U.S. dearly. Referring to the rules 

on services that were negotiated at China's entry into the WTO, Nicholas Lardy of PIIE opines that "U.S. 

negotiators, I think, basically dropped the ball ... They didn't think China was very important." 

The assertion that China has taken every advantage to violate the spirit, if not the letter, of the _rules governing 

wor)d trade is certainly not without merit. But, to be fair, what nation wouldn't, and why not? Every state acts in 

their own national interest. 

For nearly a century, China has fought for recognition on the world stage. Having finally stepped up to the dais 

With the major powers, it is not turning back. As the CPC looks to its 2049 centennial, the world can bet the party 

will seek to cement its legitimacy at that time as a sovereign first world power. 
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It may be chaotic and confused, but the Trump administration is not 

entirely nuts. Expected to slam China with heavy penalties for 

appropriating the intellectual property of US businesses, the 

administration instead appears to be stopping short of a 

fundamental injury to the world's biggest bilateral trading 

relationship. 

Even so, the developing dispute over intellectual property is now a 

big risk to US-China economic ties, one that if mishandled has the 

capacity to h~rt the growth of world trade. 

According to background briefings given by administration officials 

to the media last week, President Donald Trump will soon 

announce a US $30-billiori pe~alty on China's exports to the US in 

reprisal for what the administration will claim is the cost of Chinese 

appropriation of US businesses' intellectual property. 

In most contexts, $30 billion is a very large amount; however, it is 

less than 6% of China's annual exports to the US. Depending on 

the time frame and method of application, the actual cost may be 
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US exports, the cost could come down to something closer to $6 

billion, shared between Chinese exporters and US consumers. 

The action will be proposed in response to an adverse finding in an 

investigation under Section 301 of the US Trade Act, initiated in 

August by the US Special Trade Representative Robert Lighthizer. 

Much depends on the plausibility of the 301 report, which is 

delivered as an outcome of the investigation. 

The official brief for the USTR investigation was to examine: 

Ct; any of China's laws, policies, practices, or actions that 

may be unreasonable or discriminatory and that may be 

harming American intellectual property rights, innovation, 

or technology development. JJ 

It was, to say the least, a very wide brief. The further the report 

goes beyond actual offences to World Trade Organization rules, the 

less support the US will receive from the rest of the world. 

The 301 report will likely argue that China has engaged in 

deliberate, large-scale appropriation of intellectual property from the 

US. It will allege that Chinese Government authorities, private 

businesses, and state-owned enterprises have participated in co

option of intellectual property. It will claim that there has been a 

systematic campaign to target technologies, including robotics. 

artificial intelligence, and advanced communications. And it will 

assert that some of these technologies have defence applications, 

so their importance is not only commercial but also strategic. 

The 301 report will probably claim that Chinese corporations and 

government authorities have used standard commercial means to 

transfer technology, including commercial licensing agreements, 

but a_lso less legitimate and less obvious means to which US and 

other advanced economies should be more alert. These include 

direct offshore investment in early-stage Western technology 

businesses; direct offshore investment in mature Western 

technology businesses; and "involuntary" knowledge transfers 

required by Chinese authorities as part of the price of access to 

China's vast and rapi~ly growing consumption and investment 

market. 

The 301 document may also accuse Chinese authorities of 

engaging in cybertheft of intellectual secrets and actual commercial 
This material is distributed by Capitol Counsel LlC on behalf of US-China Transpacific Foundation. 
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Most of this is old stuff. With varying levels of annoyance and 

plausibility, the US has been complaining of theft of intellectual 

property by China for three decades. It was once an argument over 

DVDs and fake designer handbags, watches, and jeans. Under 

successive administrations the argument moved on as China 

moved up the technology curve. 

Nor is the US complaint unique to China. Further back, the US was 

accustomed to similar disputes with Japan and South Korea. Even 

today, US officials sometimes portray France as a close second to 

China in intellectual property wickedness. As recently as May 2014, 

former US Secretary of Defense Robert Gates said: 

66 [there] are probably a dozen or 15 countries that steal our 

technology .. in terms of the most capable, next to the 

Chinese, are the French - and they've been doing it a 

long time. J.9 

Rhetorically enlivened by the Trump administration, the US stance 

on intellectual property will meet very little dissent in Washington. It 

will be backed by Republicans and Democrats alike, free-traders 

and protectionists. Once upon a time, US corporations would have 

lobbied against strong action on China. Perhaps disappointed by . 

their experience in China, perhaps cowed by greater anti-China 

sentiment as that country has asserted itself in the world, US 

b_usiness is now on the side of sterner action - particularly 

regarding intellectual property transfers . 

China will certainly respond with sanctions on US exports to China, 

which over the last decade have grown twice as fast as China's 

exports to the US. But China, like Europe, will be wary of escalating 

the dispute with the US It will continue to look to the long game. 

Tangled in this coming dispute are much bigger issues for the US, 

China; and the rest of the world. One is the extent to which the US 

may wish to obstruct China's declared intention of becoming a 

leading competitor in high-technology industries. Another is.the 

extent to which the US wishes to frame trade disputes with China 

as those between a "liberal international order" created and 

sustained by the US and a state-directed transactional and 

opportunistic challenge by China. 

In its disputes over intellectual property and China's adherence to 
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include Australia, but the major ally the US needs is Europe. The 

administration appears prepared to refer some aspects of the 

intellect_ual property case to the wro, long portrayed by Trump as 

the centre of anti-US iniquity in global trade disputes. 

To find allies, the administration is evidently now prepared to do 

what was previously unthinkable. But European support will not be 

forthcoming unless the US gives ground on its steel and aluminium 

tariffs due to become effective on Friday. 
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Put China's Intellectual Property Theft in a Larger Context 
csis.org/anatysislput-·chinas-intellectual-property-theft-larger-context 
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China competes unfairly in international trade, it has long-standing policies to extract 

intellectual property (IP) from Western companies, and its companies often show scant respect 

for IP protection. Confronting China over these practices is long overdue, but the central issue 

is not IP theft but the unfair treatment of U.S. companies in China. 

Calculating the value of intellectual property is difficult. One way is to estimate what stolen IP 

would fetch on the market if offered for sale or licensing. Companies can value their 

intellectual property by estimating the income it produces or is expected to produce. The most 

common error is to value IP at what was paid to develop it. The real value (and hence the cost 

of IP theft) is how much a product made with the IP will fetch on the market. If I spend a billion 

dollars to develop a square car tire, its market value is zero, not a billion, and the loss from IP 

theft is zero. Similarly, if I steal IP and can't figure out how to make a product with it, t~e loss 

from the theft is zero. 

The most accurate measure is to look for competing products. If there aren't any, the harm to 

the victim is zero. A country could steal "$600 billion" in IP and not gain $600 bi.Ilion in value. 

Can we point to products made in China with stolen IP? This explains the difficulty China has 

faced in its efforts to create a domestic semiconductor industry. Making high-tech products 

requires "know-how" that can't be obtained by stealing IP. At the high end, there are products 

in telecom hardware, high-speed trains, and solar power. Copies of designs for consumer 

goods-furniture, toys, clothing-do real damage to Western companies. However, these 

losses, while troubling and harmful are not the issue anymore, and IP theft does not explain 

China's advances in technology. 

Stolen IP does not mean that the victim company has lost the ability to make products. What 

has happened is that it now faces a new competitor. This is the real problem, since China 

flouts its World Trade Organization commitments and hobbles foreign competition. It has 

created a protected Chinese market, provides subsidies for foreign sales, and imposes 

nontariff barriers to hamper Western companies. Subsidized Chinese companies operating 

from a closed domestic market and selling to an open international market have an immense 

advantage, and this is a logical strategy. 
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pass from its trade commitments. Privately, some Chinese say the treatment of foreign firms is 

owed to them after the "Century of Humiliation," and even more privately, a few consider this a 

return by China as its rightful place as the "Middle Kingdom'' at the center of global affairs. All 

of this is complete nonsense when coming from the world's second-largest global economy, 

but there is no reason for China to stop if no one objects. 

We do not want to become fixated on IP theft, however. It reflects a mindset from the days 

when the United States effortlessly led in technology. Those days are gone. If IP theft was so 

valuable, China would not be trying many other approaches: buying entire Western firms to 

gain know-how; opening research facilities in Silicon Valley; continuing to demand technology 

transfer as part of the cost of doing business in China; and spending billions on science 

education and on research and development. China, after decades of spending, is creating its 

own culture of innovation, not as effective as America's but better than most countries and 

lavishly resourced. China will increasingly make its own IP, so stopping IP theft will not keep 

the United States competitive. 

IP theft is part of a larger industrial strategy (described here by my colleague Scott Kennedy). 

China uses a variety of policies to displace Western companies, including investment, 

subsidies, barriers to trade, security regulations, procurement mandates, licit and illicit 

acquisition of foreign technology and Western firms. Western companies find t_hemselves 

undf!r pressure to make concessions in technology transfer or services like cloud storage in 

exchange for market access. 

China's recent development of a commercial airliner is a good example of the declining 

importance of IP theft. China's old Soviet-supplied aircraft factories made shoddy aircraft. 

When China opened its market, Western firms rushed to sell ii aircraft, and part of the 

requirement for market access was coproduction, where Chinese companies worked with 

Western aircraft firms to make parts for Western commercial aircraft. Coproduction, over 20 

years, taught Chinese companies essential production know-how, and the quality of Chinese 

aircraft has improved markedly. Most of this transfer did not involve IP theft. The problem now 

is not that China wishes to build c_ommercial airlines, it is that China will be tempted to use 

subsidies, pressure on domestic airlines to buy Chinese, and barriers to foreign companies to 

give their manufactures an edge in China and in the global market. 

The lessons from the aircraft story are that the United States needs to push back hard on 

Chinese requirements for transfer technology for market access (something playing out novv in 

the information technology sector) and on Chinese barriers to trade. With ski.lied diplomacy, we 

can probably gain support from Germany, Japan, and other major Western economies. They 

all suffer, but some are reasonably afraid that China will retaliate against their companies. Nor 

is a trade war a good outcome. If China followed international market practices, a decision to 

invest in a domestic industry, while having potentially profound effects on the business, would 

be unobjectionable. Moving China to adopt these practices is not impossible. Steady 

diplomatic pressure accompanied by skillful use of existing trade authorities (like Section 301 

of the U.S. Ti-+1,g~~bRf J~,fu~~'1Q!lngtJ!rni~~ ill.ffW!iYi5lf.china Transpacific Foundation. 
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The word that gives China qualms is "reciprocity." The long-overdue message to China should 

be that the United States and its partners will hold China accountable for its trade 

commitments and begin to treat Chinese companies the way China treats Western firms 

unless there are observable changes. This is half of an effective strategy. The other half is that 

the United States needs its own strategy to speed and increase its own creation of intellectual 

property. Complaints alone will not solve this problem. 

James Andrew Lewis is a senior vice president at the Center for Strategic and International 

Studies in Washington, 0. C. 

Commentary is produced by the Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS), a 

private, tax-exempt institution focusing on international public policy issues. Its 

research is nonpartisan and nonproprietary. CSIS does not take specific policy 

positions. Accordingly, all views, positions, and conclusions expressed in this 

publication should. be understood to be solely those of the author(s). 

© 2017 by thl;l Center for Strategic and International Studies. All rights reserved. 
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~ft1t 1mp's steel tariffs are nothing compared 
lines. 

with the looming war over intellectual 
property theft with China 
Alex Lockie Mar 8, 2018. 5 37 AM 

11111 0 

Dona.Id Trump with Chi.nese President Xi Jinping. Andrew Harnik/AP 

• US President Donald Trump's proposed steel tariffs have caused China to warn of trade wars 

and potential damage to the US economy, but steel tariffs are nothing compared with the 

This material is distributed by Capitol Cou·nsel LLC on behalf of US-China Transpacific Foundation. 
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• Two former senior Defense Department officials said Chinese intellectual property theft cost 

the US as much as $600 billion a year, calling it possibly the "greatest transfer of wealth in 

history." 

• But with Trump angering the international community in pursuing protectionist practices 

like tariffs, experts question how he will rally sufficient support against intellectual property 

theft. 

President Donald Trump hinted on Wednesday at what experts predict will become the major 

economic and diplomatic clash between the US and China - and it will make steel and 

aluminum tariffs look like small potatoes. 

After tweeting that he had asked China to come up with plans to reduce the US trade deficit, 

Trump brought up the separate but even more important issue of intellectual property theft. 

''The U.S. is acting swiftly on Intellectual Property theft. We cannot allow this to happen as it 

has fot tnanyyears!'' Trump tweeted. 

Trump asked China to cut the trade deficit by $1 billion, but two retired senior Department of 

Defense officials wrote in The New York Times last fall that Chinese intellectual property theft 

cost the US as much as $600 billion a year, calling it "the greatest transfer of wealth in history." 

Steel is small potatoes 
A worker operates a furnace at a steel plant in Hefei, China. Thomson Reuters 

While China has cautioned against Trump's announced aluminum and steel tariffs, warning 

they could spark a trade war that would harm the US above all, the tariffs on metals wouldn't 
This m·aterial is distributed by Capitol co·unsel LLC On behalf of US-Chin·a Transpacific Foundation. 
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During a National Committee on US-China Relations call, Jeffrey Bader, a former US 

ambassador who has spent decades focused on US-China relations, said "China's already under 

something like 150 anti-dumping and countervailing duty rulings affecting much of the steel 

industry." 

And while the US does make steel, in recent decades the US has created immeasurably more 

wealth from innovations that hinge on intellectual property being respected. 

"This is the PSATs compared to the SATs coming up," Bader said of Trump's push for tariffs, 

adding that confronting Chinese intellectual property theft was "the big game." 

Intellectual property theft is not straightforward to prove, but a recent example includes 

accusations by the FBI in 2014 that Chinese hackers had stolen sensitive intelligence on 32 

military projects, including the new F-35 stealth fighter jet. 

But in Bader's view, the US may have already squandered its shot at the "big game." 

The 'big game' is coming, but Trump may have 
already blown it 
Carlos Barria/Reuters 

"It would be better to try to maintain some sembllmce of international solidarity with the 

Japanese and the EU and others," Bader said. Instead, the US appears ready to go ahead with 

tariffs and protectionist practices that already have key US allies and partners seeking help 

from the World Trade Organization and threatening trade wars. 
This materi_al is distributed by Capitol Counsel LLC on beh_alf of US-Ch_i_na Transpacifi_c Foundation. 
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Most countries would benefit, on the other hand, from stronger protections against Chinese 

intellectual property theft. Hut Trump appears to have divided the world by pursuing the tariffs 

first. 

Privately, US industry figures have long reported Chinese nationals photographing competitive 

technology. US workers operating in China have been known to abandon their phones and 

electronic devices and take a walk while discussing important business decisions. 

A US Trade Representative report accused China of engaging in "trade secret theft, rampant 

online piracy and counterfeiting, and high levels of physical pirated and counterfeit exports to 

markets around the globe." 

"Having reversed the sequence" by imposing tariffs first, Hader said, "it's hard to see how there 

will be much international support" for the US's coming campaign against Chinese intellectual 

property theft. 

SEE ALSO: Trade wars 'harm the initiator': China's foreign minister just fired a 
warning shot at the US over Trump's tariffs » 

Mere Donald Trump Xi Jinping China Steel Tariff 

RECOMMENDED FROM THE WEB 

' 
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US accusations about technology transfer ring false 

By Liu Zhiqin Source:Global Times Published: 2018/9/27 18:58:40 

--·--·----·-----~--~-----------·--··-··-----·····-·-·--·----~-------

Illustration: Luo Xuan/GT 

Amid all the unfair tariffs and false accusations rnade by the US to attack 
China, one claim has been particularly irritating: Western countries have 
continually accused China of requiring transfer of technology in return for 
access to its market. The US government has repeated this lie many 
tim.es to make it sound like the truth. However, it is the Western 
countries that invented the idea of using technology to gain access to 
other markets. 

It is well known that Western countries are dominant in terms of 
intellectual property rights a.nd patents, In order to gain access to other 
countries' resources, for instance in the form of exploiting local mineral 
resources, Western countries have done this by using their 
advantageous technology. Western companies provide the technologies 
and equipment in less developed countries in return for access to loca.1 
resources. 

This is also how Western businesses have survived and developed in 
the Chinese market. Technologies and know-how from the West became 
comrnon in people's lives decades ago and the Western countries were 
not complaining at thattime. 

Colonialism was developed by Western countries. It allowed them to 
plunder resources in less developed countries and to influence local 
cultural and educational s.ystems. 
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a large number of foreign firms flocking to major cities in China 8~g Book - 234 
the umbrella of providing technology. They built textile factories and 
machine shops and manufactured tobacco. 

It is obvious that using tet:linology to gain access to markets was .started 
by Western countries. So now China will not accept countries like the US 
claiming that China forced foreign companies to transfer their 
technologies. It is Western countries that forced their technology on 
China after wars of aggression. 

In the past 40 years of reform and opening-up, China's policy toward 
foreign companies has been quite open and friendly. Technological 
advantages have decided whether companies can succeed. If a company 
wants to seize a share of the market, it has to keep upgrading its 
products to.remain competitive, and there is no need for anyone to force 
this process. The ability to create innovative technologies is how they 
gain market access. For instance, if cars from Germany, Japan and the 
US did not have their own qualities, it would be hard for them to 
succeed. It is innovation that persuades customers in the end. 

The accusation the US has thrown at China shows that they have 
abandoned the basic free market principles. It also illustrates the 
concerns it has for its decaying innovation abilities. The US lacks 
confidence in its own competitiveness, so it tries to blame Chinese 
companies. 

The fact is that many foreign companies have wanted to provide their 
technologies in order to get into the Chinese market. The foreign firms 
were able to set up joint ventures with their Chinese partners while 
availing of preferential policies, and could get their products into the 
domestic market as quickly as possible. Foreign companies that took 
advantage of this gained large profits with limited input. Stating that this 
is unfair is clearly just a smear. Foreign com11anies that are doing 
business i.n China understand that only good technology can open the 
market for them. That is the real nature of fair trade. 

US President Donald Trump has claimed that the US will develop 
relations with countries that share similar values. But the doctrine of 
"America first" would appear to run against this. Such a selfish policy 
cannot compete with the value offered by multilateral cooperation. lri this 
sense, the US could become isolated. 

The Chinese government has released a white paper on the China"US 
trade war. In I.his document, China has revea.led the complexity and 
importance of bilateral trade relations based on detailed dat.a and facts. 

Trade disputes must be mitigated with trade methods. Getting trade 
tangled with political or ideological issues can only lead to a dangerous 
predicament, and it will damage the future relations of the two countries 
as well as global economic development. 

The author is a senior fellow with the Chongyang Institute for Financial 
Studies at Renmin University of Chi.na .. bizopinion@globaltimes.com,cn 

Posted in: INSIDER'S EYE 
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ASIA 
NEWSCAST LIVE RADIO SHOWS 

What Stake China Has In American Intellectual 
Property 

LISTEN · 4:17 QUEUE '1Download 
'•--·--·-----·-· - / 

March 23, 2018 · 4:21 PM ET 

Heard on All Things Considered 

Transcript 

NPR's Audie Cornish speaks with Scott Kennedy, a specialist on China's economy at 

the Center for Strategic and International Studies about China's stake in American 

intellectual property. 

AUDIE CORNISH, HOST: 

Another U.S. sector that relies on the Chinese market is electronics. U.S. companies 

are pressured to share their industrial secrets if they want to do business in China. The 

White House says it's a form of intellectual property theft. President Trump argues 

that tariffs could recoup losses from China's IP theft. Scott Kennedy is a specialist on 

China's economy at the Center for Strategic and International Studies. Thanks for 

coming on the program. 

SCOTT KENNEDY: Thank you. 

CORNISH: The president has used the term theft to describe what's going on. Is it 

theft? Like, what are we looking at? 

KENNEDY: So I think in some areas, we are looking at direct theft. In some areas, 

we're looking just at coerced pressure where things are, on paper, voluntary. But in 

reality, you see a lot of handing over of technology becausethere's really no other 

choice if you want to enter the Chinese market. 
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CORNISH: How does that policy work? I'm an American company owner. I say I want 

to do business in China. Walk me through what the regulations are that would lead me 

to start to hand over some of my intellectual property. 

KENNEDY: If you want to invest in China, produce in China, sell in China, you will 

need a Chinese partner that will share ownership of your company. You will need to 

contribute technology, patents, licenses to that joint venture, which you will share. 

And you will do R&D together in which the Chinese company will gain a stake in. 

CORNISH: Can I ask you about one example? 

KENNEDY: One example is a Massachusetts company that made semiconductor chips 

that are really important in wind power. And these chips were developed by them. 

They owned the IP. But their Chinese partners were able to essentially steal the 

technology out from under them, open up an alternative production facility and take 

the market and leave this American company with no market and no technology on its 

own that it controlled. , 

And that is not what happens to American companies every day in China. Usually it's 

less direct, less explicit. But the challenges of operating in China for American 

companies that have advanced technology are quite mighty. 

CORNISH: It sounds crazy frankly 'cause they would never do that here in the U.S. -

right? - share with a competitor. Is that market just that good that they need to break 

into it, will give up anything? 

KENNEDY: China is the fastest growing, largest market on the planet ever in history. 

You take your product. Multiply it by 1.4 billion potential consumers. That's a big_ 

opportunity for anybody. General Motors sells more cars in China than anywhere else, 

Its profits come primarily from China now. Qualcomm - 65 percent of its market for its 

chips ate in China now. So the structural power that China has without even lifting a 

finger puts companies on the defensive to need to comply. 

CORNISH: China at times has said, look; we're going to crack down on theft of U :S. 

technoiogy. But has there been any movement on that front? 

This material is distributed by Capitol Counsel LLC on behalf of US-China Transpacific Foundation. 
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KENNEDY: Over the last 30 years, China has joined every international intelfectual 

property rights agreement. They have laws for copyright, patent, trademarks. They 

have tried to strengthen implementation of those laws. Yet Chinese high-tech 

industrial policy is about acquiring technology. So you have a conflict between trying 

to improve their legal system on the one hand and achieve these very ambitious 

industrial policy targets on the other. 

So the political signals that leading Chinese companies get is that if it's something that 

the Chinese govern;ment really has identified as very important to the national 

interests, the government may look the other way. 

CORNISH: So when you look at the policy that this White House is putting forward, 

are tariffs the way to go? Is this the way to try and convince China to change its ways? 

~NNEDY: I think that unilateral actions including tariffs, the wro case the U.S. is 

going to file, the limits on Chinese investment could work, could put enough pressure 

on China to adapt. But we need to recognize that a trade war needs to be fought 

smartly, not just tough. And so we are potentially going to lose this trade war, which 

will leave Chinese industrial policy, including the protection of intellectual property, in 

a worse situation than we currently find ourselves. 

CORNISH: Scott Kennedy is a specialist on Chi~a's economy at the Center for 

Strategic and International Studies. Thank you for coming in to speak with us. 

KENNEDY: Happy to do so. 

Copyright© 2018 NPR. All rights reserved. Visit our website terms of use and permissions pages at www.npr.org for 

further information. 

NPR transcripts are created on u rush deadline by Verb8tm, Inc., an NPR contractor., and produced using a proprietary 

transcription process developed with NPR. This text may not be in itsfinalform and may be updcited or revised in the 

future. Accuracy and availability may vary. The authoritative record ofNPR's programming is the audio record. 
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Why is the U.S. accusing China of stealing 
intellectual property? 
BySunny Oh 
Published: Apr 6, 20181:37 p.m. ET 

Beijing's policies long a source of discontent 

Win McNamee/Getty Images 

US. Trade Representative Robert Lighthizer has led the probe into China's intellectual-property policies. 

Since China f rst opened its markets, Beijing has been dogged by accusations that it forces U S f rms to transfer technology to 

their Chinese business partners in return for access to the country's 1.4 billion citizens. 

Those charges are in the spotlight again after the Trump administration detailed plans to slap tariffs on at least $50 billion of 

Chinese goods in an effort to punish Beijing for its technology transfer policies, stoking fears of a trade war. After Beijing 

retaliated with its own set of tariff plans, investors worried that a trade skirmish could tum into a trade war, with the S&P 500 SPX 

-0.09% and the Dow Jones Industrial AverageDJIA -0.03% both negative for the year. 

Opinion: Chinese stealing is a bigger problem than Chinese steel 

As trade concerns looms over \/\/all Street, here's a guide to why intellectual property features so prominently in trade tensions 

between U.S. and China. 

How large are the economic losses from intellectual property theft? 
This material is distributed by Capitol Counsel LLC on behalf of US-China Tran·spacific Foundation. 
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The Commission on the Theft of American Intellectual Property estimates the annual costs from~Rrfb~~o~~?e~ecfu1Pproperty 

ranges from $225 billion to $600 billion. Of this amount, it's unclear how much can be attributed to Chinese businesses. 

In a 2018 survey conducted by the American Chamber of Commerce in China, more than half of members reported that leakage 

of intellectual property was a larger conC\'m when doing business in China than elsewhere. 

How does China acquire intellectual property? 

American f rms have to agree to set up a partnership, or joint venture, with a Chi_nese company to sell !_heir goods in China, with 

technology transfer thrown into the bargain. Though this type of quid pro quo is formally disallowed by the wro, analysts say 

such negotiations are usually conducted in secret. 

A paper by the St. Louis Federal Reserve in 2015 estimated that half of the technology possessed by Chinese companies came 

from foreign f rms. 

It's not clear, however, if the_se joint venture arrangements are successful at puttng Chinese f rms on a level playing f eld with the 

rest of the world. Even after the advent of Joint ventures, Arnerican and German automakers still outsell their Chinese 

competitors, although analysts say China is catching up. 

National security experts say Chinese hackers have also long tried to steal trade secrets from U.S. defense contractors. This 

prompted former National Security Agency head Keith Alexander to describe Beijing's practices as "the greatest transfer of 

wealth in history" 

But in 2016, FireEye, a U.S. cybersecurity frm, said breaches have seen a marked drop as Chinese hackers turned their 

attention to more traditional military targets elsewhere in Asia. 

Then there's the sale of counterfeit goods in China. Third-party vendors on internet retail platforms owned by the likes of Alibaba 

have often sold counterfeit goods, according to the lJ S. Trade Representative. Alibaba, however, points out it ha_s been more 

proactive at removing infringing listings, with its founder Jack Ma labeling the problem as a 'cancer." 

How is the U.S. cracking down on China's practices? 

The U.S. has threatened to implement up to $50 billion of tariffs against China through Section 301 of the Trade Act of 1974, 

meaning the \Miite House does not have to go through the arbitration process ran by the \11/orld Trade Organization. This comes 

after the U.S. Trade Representative's probe into intellectual property theft in August 2017. But invoking Section 301 does mean 

the U.S. has to flea simultaneous complaint with the wro. 

wro critics have shown frustration with what they see as an ineffectual and bureaucratic watchdog after China allegedly ran 

afoul of the organization's intellectual property rules in the past without serious repercussions. 

The Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States, an inter-agency committee authorized to review transactions that 

could result in control of a u:s. business by a foreign entity, has torpedoed several proposed deals that would have seen 

Chines_e f rms buy or acquire a controlling stake in U.S. companies on the basis that technology sensitive to national security may 

be siphoned away. 

But this could change, however, as Congress looks into expanding the committees scope into more routine deals involving the 

transfer of technologies that don't have implications for national security. 
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How strong is intellectual property law in China? 

China is moving to strengthen intellectual property laws. 

China granted a third of all new patents worldwide in 2015, and more and more overseas companies are looking to f le patent

related cases in Chi_nese courts. A recent report by the Santa Clara University School of Law said that foreign f rms fled 10% of 

the patent-related lawsuits in China, winning 70% of those cases and cutting against the widely-held belief that,U.S. f rms can't 

get a fair shake in China. 

Academics and lawyers say patent infrngement is still widespread, but highlight Beijing's resolve to strengthen its intellectual 

property laws, pertiaps in recognition that domestic innovation Is being held back by inadequate protections. This broader shift 

towards stiffer regulation also refects China's ambition to climb up the value chain as it looks to develop homegrown brands in 

flms, semiconductors and cars, that are often occupied by U.S., Japan and other advanced economies. 

One source of complaint for foreign f rms is that China also employs a f rst-to-f le patent system, in other words, the f rst f rm to 

f le a trademark will receive it, whether or not they originated the product. This has sometimes allowed Chinese companies to sue 

American f rms like ~for patent infringement even though the allegedly imitated product was designed by the U.S. company. 

More from Marketwatch 

• GE stock rocked again after CEO speaks negating better-than-€xpected results 

• Oil prices could top $120 before year-end 

• 'The View' set rocked by heated exchange between \Mioopi Goldberg and Jeanine Pirro of Fox News 
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After the trade war, US-China relations will not be the same again 
PUBLISHED :Tuesday, 02 October, 2018, 12:15pm 
UPDATED: Tuesday, 02 October, 2018, 10:45pm 
Comment>lnsight & OpiniomUnited States 
Neal Kimberley 

Neal Kimberley says now Beijing recognises that Trump's tariff moves -
though in the name of fair trade - stem from a change in America's 
strategic intent, it, too, is rethinking the bilateral relationship. Neither side 
is likely to want a return to the old status quo 

"A glass is easily broken, but difficult to repair," Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi said 
last week [1] in New York, in reference to the current state of China-US relations [2]. 
But, even if present differences can ultimately be resolved, there's no going back to how 
things were. The glass may not yet have shattered, but it is cracked. 

US President Donald Trump railed last week [3] about a recent China Daily-sponsored 
advertising supplement that ran in an Iowan newspaper, the. Des Moines Register. 

Trump has argued [4] that such an action represented an attempt to interfere in next 
month's US midterm congressional elections, but the supplement's attempt to flag up 
how, in particular, Iowa's farmers have benefited from the way the China-US economic 
relationship has evolved, nevertheless rings true. By extension, those farmers will lose 
out if that same economic relationship isn't repaired. 

Last month, Iowa State University estimated that the imposition of tariffs in 2018 on 
products exported by the state, of which those retaliatory imposts levied by China are a 
very materia.I part, cou.ld cost the Iowan agricultural economy up to US$2.2 billion. 

China says US farmers may never regain market share lost in trade war [5] 

More pointedly, the university report said, previous trade battles such as the Russian 
grain embargo of the 1980s and the 2009 dispute with China (tyres versus chickens), 
show that "once trade market share is lost, it is difficult for markets to return to the 
previous relationships". 

Then there's the potential inelasticity of US demand for Chinese goods. If those goods 
cannot be easily substituted, either from within the United States or from an alternative 
overseas source not covered by Trump's trade tariffs, the US consumer will either have 
to forego those purchases or pay up for them. In the latter case, at least to some extent, 
the Trump tariffs could become a tax on the US consumer. 
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Watch: Trade war fears for Chinese pork 

At the same time, China might well consider that it has allowed itself to become both 
overly dependent on certain agricultural imports from the US and that the success of its 
export sector in selling to US consumers has left China somewhat vulnerable to the kind 
of tariffs imposed by the Trump administration. 

Additionally, recent US sanctions [6] on the Equipment Development Department of 
China's Ministry of Defence, after Beijing bought Russian Su"3.5 combat aircraft and S-
400 surface-to-air missile equipment, was understandably not well received in China. 

India is also said to be set to buy the S-400 system. Beijing's unease will only increase 
if Washington then fails to sanction India over such a Russian arms purchase. 

US tells China: we want competition, not cooperation [7] 

In reality, neither Beijing nor Washington may think a return to the trade relationship of 
the recent past is possible or desirable. "China's leaders have been forced into a 
fundamental reassessment of the country's development strategy," Larry Brainard, chief 
emerging markets economist at investment research firm TS Lombard, wrote last 
month. · 

China is "facing tariffs on the bulk of their exports to the US for the indefinite future, 
binding constraints on acquiring US cutting-edge technology and domestic economic 
dislocation as [Chinese] firms adjust to the tariffs," he added. 

In such circumstances, TS Lombard feels that despite the China0 US trade war, "the 
economic forces that led to globalisation are alive and well" and that "market forces will 
now reassemble trade in ways that achieve low costs of production but not primarily by 
bringing manufacturing production to the US" and "will create a new Asian trading bloc 
with China at its centre". 

Watch: Trade war has little impact on Chinese growth, says ADB. 

China will lose trade war, then things will get really nasty [8] 

Of course, that begs the question of how closely other countries in Asia might wish to tie 
themselves to China. China has previously showed itself prepared to exercise economic 
clout in pursuit of other objectives, as reported in the (9] Post {9] online on Saturday. 

In 2012, Manila complained that Beijing had stopped buying bananas from the 
Philippines, following the maritime dispute over the Scarborough Shoal [10] in the South 
China Sea, while last year, South Korea's decision to install the US Terminal High 
Altitude Area Defence (THAAD) anti-missile system also elicited an economic response 
from China (11]. 
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But TS Lombard's notion that the continuing US-China trade dispute will "re-globalise 
China's trade" is an intriguing concept, especially if, as HSBC feels, China "looks.set to 
be the world's largest economy by 2030". · 

For all Washington argues that its current resort to tariffs is an attempt to reset the 
China-US economic relationship to achieve "fa_ir" trade, an assertion Trump reiterated in 
West Virginia on Saturday, it's hard not to conclude that the US now sees China as a 
strategic competitor and is reacting accordingly. 

The glass has cracked. 

Neal Kimberley is a commentator on macroeconomics and financial markets 

More on this: 
Trump s_hould heed carmakers' warnings: trade war' will not bring manufacturing back to 
the US (12) 

Source URL: https://www.scmp.com/commenUinsight-opinion/united
states/article/2166570/after-trade-war-us-china-relations-will-not-be 

Links 
[ 1 ) https://www.5cmp.com/news/china/d iplomacy/article/216627 5/beiji ngs4op-diplo mat-says-us
making-serious-strateg ic 
[2) https://www.scmp.com/topics/china-us-relations 
[3) 
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1045001780092956672?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ct 
wcamp%5Etweetembed% 7Ctwterm%5E 1045001780092956672&amp; ref_url=https%3A %2F% 
2Fwww.scmp.com%2Fnews%2Fwortd%2Funited-states
canada%2Farticle%2F2165883%2Fdonald-trump-accuses-china-seeking'-ineddle-us 
[4) https://www.scmp.com/news/world/united-states-canada/article/21_65883/donald-trump
accuses-china-seeking-meddle-us 
[5] https;//www.scmp.com/news/china/diplomacy-<Jefence/article/2159301 /china-says-us
farmers-may-never-regain-market-share 
[6] https:/lwww.scmp.com/news/china/article/2165111/us-slaps-sanctions-chinese-military-unit
buying-russian-jets-missiles 
[7] https://www.scmp.com/news/china/diplomacy/article/2166476/us-tells-ehina-we-want
competition-not-cooperation 
[8] https://www.scmp.com/week-asia/opinion/article/2166006/china-will-lose-trade-war-us-then
things-wi_ll-get-really-nasty 
[9] https://www.scmp.com/news/china/diplomacy/article/2166086/slovakia-south-korea-five
places-have-paid-price-displeasing 
[ 1 OJ https://www.scmp.com/news/china/diplomacy-defence/article/2151923/how-scarborough
shoal-came-back-haunt-china-ph ilippines 
[11] https://www.scmp.com/week-asia/opinion/article/2083166/opinion-why-chinas-shadow
boycott-south-korea-setf-<Jefeating 
[ 12] https://www.scmp.com/comment/letters/article/2166168/trump-sho u ld-heed-carma kers
wamings-trade-wa_r-will-not-bring 
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Economy 

America, China and the Route to All-Out Trade War 
Sep 11 , 2018 Like I JI Share J 

A Gideon Rachman 
- Chief Foreign Affairs Columnist at the Financial Times 

"Trade wars are good, and easy to win." Donald Trump's breezy tweet of last March may go down in 

history as the economic equivalent of a prediction in Britain, in August 1914, that the first world war 

would "all be over by Christmas". 

The US president's initial tariffs, impo~ed on.$50bn worth of Chinese exports in June, did not bring swift 

victory. Instead, they were met with Chinese retaliation. Now Mr Trump is preparing to impose tariffs on a 

further $200bn worth of imports from China, which will probably be met. once again, by a tit-for-tat 
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To date, markets have been oddly relaxed about all this. Perhaps they have assumed that a last-minute 

deal would be reached between the US and China? But that is far ·too complacent. Instead, there are 

political, economic and strategic reasons that are pushing the two sides towards prolonged confrontation. 

If both sides proceed as threatened, they will soon have covered more than half of their bilateral trade -

with Mr Trump threatening even further tariffs after that. which would essentially cover all Chinese 

exports to the US. 

America's biggest companies and products are already in the line of fire. Apple warned last week that the 

cost of its products will rise if the next round of proposed tariffs are imposed. It was met with a 

presidential suggestion that they relocate production to the US. American farmers, hit by Chinese tariffs 

on soyabeans, have been offered government subsidies and appeals to their patriotism. 

For political reasons, both Mr Trump and President Xi Jinping of China will find it very hard to back away 

from this fight. It is possible that Mr Trump would accept a symbolic victory. But Mr Xi cannot afford a 

symbolic defeat. The Chinese people have been taught that their "century of humiliation" began when 

Britain forced the Qing dynasty to make concessions on trade in the 19th century. Mr Xi h_as promised a 

"great resurgence of the Chinese people" that will ensure that such humiliations never occur again. 

There is also reason for doubt that. when it comes to China_, the Trump administration would settle for 

minor concessions - such as Chinese promises to buy more American goods or to change rules on joint 

ventures. The protectionists at the heart of the administration - in particular Robert Lighthizer, the US 

trade representative, and Peter Navarro, policy adviser on trade and manufacturing in the White House -

have long regarded China as the core of America's trade problems. 

Optimists will take heart from the fact that Mr Trump has backed off, possibly temporarily, from the dire 

trade threats he was aiming at Mexico and the EU. The Mexicans have promised to restructure 

automobile supply chains, and the EU has pledged to buy more American soya beans and gas, and to 

open discussions about a free-trade pact. 

But the US's complaints about China are much more far-reaching than its concerns about the EU or 

Mexico. They relate not just to specific protected industries, but to the entire structure of the Chinese 

economy. 

In particular, the US objects to the way China plans to use industrial policy to create national champions 

in the industries of the future, such as self-driving vehicles or artificial intelligence. But the kinds of 

changes that the US wants to see in Beijing's "Made in China 2025" programme would require profound 

changes in the relationship between the Chinese state and industry that have political, as well as 

economic, implications. 

Seen from Beijing, it looks as though the US is trying to prevent China moving into the industries of the 

future so as to ensure continued American dominance of the most profitable sectors of the global 
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The contest over future technologies also under.lines the fact that there is a strategic aspect to this trade 

rivalry - something that is completely lacking in the Trump administration's confrontations with Mexico, 

Canada or even the EU. 

China is the only plausible rival to the US as the dominant power of the 21st century. So while Mr Trump's 

trade tariffs reflect his own personal quirks - in particular, his longstanding protectionism - they are 

also part of a broader mood-shift within the US. 

Large parts of the US establishment, well beyond the Trump administration, have soured on the idea that 

economic engagement is the best way to deal with a rising China. Instead, the appetite for confrontation 

is growing. Prominent Democrats are now as vocal in their calls for tariffs and trade sanctions on China as 

Mr Trump. 

The dangers of US-Chinese confrontation over trade are amplified by the fact that both sides seem to 

believe that they will ultimately prevail. The Americans think that because China enjoys a massive trade 

surplus with the. US, it is bound to suffer most and blink first. The Chinese are conscious of the political 

turmoil in Washington and the sensitivity of American voters to price rises. 

Both sides are preparing for a trial of strength. It is unlikely to be over by Christmas. 

gideon.rachman@ft.com 

Copyright The Financial Times Limited 2018 

© 2018 The Financial Times Ltd. All rights reserved. Please do not copy and paste FT articles and 
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The basic message is clear: America wants its companies to bring proquction back home and get out of the 
firing line. I MANDEL NGAN/AFP/Getty Images 

Charge of the Lighthizer brigade 
By JAKOB HANKE I 10/02/2018 04:10 PM EDT I POLITICO PRO 

U.S. President Donald Trump may be waging a trade war, but Robert Lighthizer is fighting 

the new Cold War. 

The U.S. trade representative and his crack troop of loyalists have been waiting years for an 

opportunity to go back to the glory days of Ronald Reagan, when America could swat off 

the Russians and the Japanese. Cruising beneath the chaos of the rest of the 
administration, the Lighthizer brigade are the well-oiled team who have a clear but ultra 
hi~h-risk battle plan to smash Chi.na. 

Their goal is to restore the U.S. to' its position of economic and political dominance, even if 

that means tearing up the liberal rulebook of global trade to get there and dynamiting the 

World Trade Organization in the process, according to trade experts, negotiating 

counterparts and associates who have known Lighthizer and his team for decades. 

The world is now at a decisive moment. The Lighthizer brigade have charged past the point 

of no return and, in the coming months, it will become clear whether their gatneplan is 

brilliant (for Americans), or suicidal folly. 
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Much of America sees the trade war as madness. Farmers and multinationals complain that 

they are the ones who will be shot to pieces by Washington's desire to rescue moribund 

industries like steel. Even Lighthizer himself warns that America's economic growth could 

take a short-term knock if Washington wants to deliver a long-term knock-out blow against 

Beijing. 

Then, there are the dangers of how the Chinese will react. Beijing is already warning 

ominously that it is out to defend its "national dignity," not just its economy. This is bigger 

than a trade war. 

Experts reckon that it is very unlikely that Beijing will limit its retaliation to tariffs and the 

realm of trade. Watch out for China to switch its offensive to asymmetrical warfare in the 

South China Sea and on the Korean peninsula in a broader battle for dominance with 

Washington. 

"This fight is not just about who runs·the world economy; it's about who runs.the world," 

said Alicia Garcia-Herrero, a China-based senior fellow at the Bruegel think-tank and chief 

economist at the French bank NATIXIS. 

Chinese business magnate Jack Ma also sounded the alarm. "It's easy to launch a war but 

it's difficult to stop the war," Ma said at the WTO Public Forum."When trade stops, 

sometimes the war starts ... This thing, when it starts, it's going to be difficult to stop." 

Many observers note that the Lighthizer Brigade have wrestled to focus Trump squarely on 

China rather than an all-out tariff offensive against al.most every major trading partner. 

America's WTO Deputy Director Alan Wolff, appointed shortly after Lighthizer took up hi~ 

post, publicly noted th.at Trump was a wildcard, who is alone among world leaders in 

saying "that all prior trade agreements are bad, and that he is unconcerned by the prospect 
of a trade war." 

War on two fronts 

Lighthizer's war to Make America Great Again will be fought on two fronts. 

The first line of attack is to punch China right in the face. America has now imposed tariffs 

on an eye-watering $250 billion worth of Chinese goods, almost half of all U.S. imports 

from China. In addition, three people working with U.S, business said that the 

administration is telling them to reduce their manufacturing footprint in the Middle 

Kingdom. 
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The basic message is clear: America wants its companies to bring production back home 

and get out of the firing line. Many of the goods being hit with tariffs,are made by U.S. 

producers who moved to China. The increasingly high tariffs are offsetting the advantage of 

lower labor costs. Lighthizer has made sute to signal markets that the tariffs will stay on for 

a while. 

For Beijing, this is a terrifying scenario. Squeezing the export-led economy could threaten 

the far flimsier domestic financial economy, propped up by murky networks of shadow 

banking. 

Garcia-Herrero stressed that the U.S. was looking to unleash a one-two pup.ch. First, urge 

American businesses to move home, then hit the Chinese economy. 

"The $200 billion tariff package is aH about reshoring. It's all about reshoring to the U.S., 

or reshoring somewhere else, but not China. They first need to delink their businesses from 

China to get real about economic war." 

The second front of Lighthizer's war is broader and is tied to his obsession with America's 

yawning deficit. The goal here is to revive the strong-arm tactics he used as deputy USTR 

against Japan in the 1980s to get allies such as Mexico, Canada, Japan and the EU to 

impose restrictions on their own exports. 

The overriding Lighthizer mantra is that the U.S.'s massive $800 billion deficit is a 

problem. "If you don't accept that, then everything we're doing doesn't make sense," he told 

a Senate hearing in July. 

Changing the paradigm 

The phrase that Lighthizer repeatedly uses to describe his plan is "changing the paradigm." 

This means exploding liberal economic orthodoxy, as defended by the WTO. In editorials 

over the past few years, he has argued that conservatives should not be scared of trade 

defense. His argument goes that bona.fide conservatives under Reagan won the battle 

against the rising Asian superpower of its day: Japan. Lighthizer would know: he was the 

deputy USTR who took on Tokyo. 

Back in 2011, Lighthizer saw Trump as the potential maverick who could give him an 

opportunity to challenge conventional thinking. Early on, he leapt to the defense of the 
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presidential hopeful when he was accused of protectionism for wanting to hit back against 

China. 

"The icon of modern conservatism, Ronald Reagan, imposed quotas on imported steel, 

protected Harley-Davidson from Japanese competition, restrained import of 

semiconductors and automobiles, and took myriad similar steps to keep American industry 

strong," Lighthizer wrote in a Washington Times editorial. 

Forged in the steel mills 

The roots of Lighthizer's desire to defend U.S. business run deep. The 70-year-old from 

Ohio and his team were molded by their careers as anti-dumping lawyers at New-York. 

based law firm Skadden, where they represented U.S. steel companies and other 

manufacturers against bargain-basement Chinese competitors. 

"They watched many of their steel clients go bankrupt. At the same time they saw the 

withering of manufacturing of the steel companies' customers," said Alan Pric~, a 

Washington trade attorney who has known Lighthizer for more than two decades. 

Lighthizer has filled the most senior positions in America's trade deJ)artment with former 

employees and colleagues from that time. "Jeff Gerrish, his deputy trade representative, 

USTR General Counsel Stephen Vaughn, and Jamieson Greer, his chief of staff, worked 

with Bob for more than a decade at Skadden," Price said. 

That allows Lighthizer to run a well-oiled team, Price continued, "almost uniquely in this 

administration .... There isn't infighting or second-guessing. They have faith in Bob leading 

them in the right direction." 

Many economists are critical about Trump's obsession with the deficit and argue that it is a 

product of market forces, such as a strong dollar, high consumption and low savings rate. 

But Lighthizer and his team have experienced first hand that China's massive state-led 

economic model can distort those market forces. 

Terry Stewart, another trade attorney, who has known him since the 1980s, said Lighthizer 

believed Beijing was unfairly widening the U.S. deficit, killing off businesses that may 

otherwise have been profitable. 

"My understanding [of] where Bob has come from on these issues over time has been that 

there is a misnomer that there is free trade, that you have various levels ofliberalization 
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and various levels of distortions ... and government actors who have got their hand on the 
scale," said Stewart. 

'High stakes game of poker' 

Lighthizer has made clear that he's in it for the long haul and that he expects the fight to be 

painful, even accepting that the U.S. economy may take a short-term hit in resetting the 

balance with Beijing. 

"On the specific question of China, the reality is it's going to take time," he told senators in 

July. "There clearly is pain associated with what we're doing:" 

Stewart admitted the risks but stressed the U.S. had little choice left. ''It's a high stakes 

game of poker," said Stewart. "Lots of,lower-risk games of poker have been played for 

decades and we keep falling behind, tlie problems we have identified were not being 

addressed." 

Price, the other Washington trade attorney, said: "At t.h.is point you are seeing the U.S. 

basically say 'we are going to push back on China, and guess what, it's gonna be 

complicated to do, because our supply chains are fragile, ·our technology is increasingly 

fragile ... but this is the last chance we have to do it."' He added: "Bob can play that game 

very well." 

Tom Sneeringet, a trade attorney who worked with him at Skadden, said Lighthizer was 

used to opposition from businesses that have benefitted from cheaper Chinese imports. 

"All of steel's traditional opponents on these matters, the National Association of 
Manufacturers, the Chamber, the Business Roundtable, all these organizations that had 

many, many multinational companies that had real strong interests in China. We 

constantly ran up against that wall and it betame a matter of great frustration," Snee,ringer 

said. 'Tm sure Bob must have said to himself, if I am ever able to be in a position of 
influence or power an th.is is coming back." 

Tough tactics 

A European Commission trade official said Europe feared Lighthizer's deficit fixation was 

leading to muscular tactics beyond China. Buoyed by his success forcing Japan to cap its 

own exports in the 1980s, he has also managed to impose the same kind of"voluntary" 
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export restrictions on Mexico and Canada in NAFfA talks over the past few weeks. The fear 

is now that he will attempt the same in Europe. 

"This is what Lighthizer likes," the official said. 

At the same time, the official said Lighthizer was an experienced negotiator, who was 

imposing a coherent plan while Washington was plunged into mayhem. 

"Though we may not like his positions, it's a guy who knows the trade world better than 

[Commerce Secretary] Wilbur Ross, for example. He's been working on many anti

dumping cases, on trade defense, on negotiations. He knows what the WTO is." 

Another Commission official said that while Brussels opposed his-confrontational methods, 

the EU still hoped that Lighthizer would be successful in getting China to commit to real 

reform. 

It's still far from clear, however, who will win the Washington-Beijing encounter. U.S. mid

term elections are due in November and Lighthizer is under no illusions aboutthe pain that 

may be coming America's way. 

In a rare Fox News interview in J11ne, Lighthizer admitted that the new tariffs would cut 

into economic growth. "Hopefully we can minimize that, but one thing I can tell you for 

sure ... If we lose our technology, our innovation edge, we're gonna have a serious problem 

longterm a_nd midterm with our economy." 

Adam Behsudi contributed to this report. 

This article first appeared on POLITICO.EU on Oct. 2, 2018. 
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China firmly protects lawful rights, interests of foreign businesses: white 
paper 

Source:Xinhua Published: 2018/9/25 6:49:25 

Cooperation is the only correct option for China and the United States, 
and only a win-win approach will lead to a better future, said a white 
paper released by the Information Office of the State Council on Monday. 

The while paper titled "The Facts and China's Position on China-US 
Trade Friction" said that China's position is clear, consistent and firm. 

China is firmly committed to safeguarding its national dignity and core 
interests, advancing the sound development of Chiha-US economic and 

. trade relations and protecting the lawful rights and _interests of foreign 
businesses in China, it said. 

The United States is a major source of foreign investment for China. 
According to China's Ministry of Commerce (MOFCOM), by the end of 
2017, there were approximately 68,000 US-funded enterprises in China 
with actualized investment of more than 83 billion US dollars. 

China and the United States have both reaped enormous benefits from 
trade and economic cooperation. American firms have played an 
exemplary role in China for their Chinese peers in terms of technological 
innovation, marketing management, and institutional innovation. They 
have promoted market competition and motivated Chinese firms to 
improve their technology and management. 

At the same time, the United States has gained access to a wide range 
of _business opportunities such as cross-border investment and entry into 
the China market, which have played a big part in driving economic 
growth, improving consumerwelfare, and upgrading the economic 
structure in the United States. 

The white paper said that China is firmly committed to protecting the 
lawful rights and interests of foreign businesses in China, including 
building an open and transparent foreign-related legal system, improving 
the business environment, and providing better, higher-quality services to 
businesses from all countries operating and investing in China. 

China respects international business practices, observes the rules of the 
World Trade Organization, and treats all businesses registered in China 
equally. China encourages market entities including foreign businesses to 
engage in various forms of cooperation, and stands committed to 
creating a level playing field in the market. 

The white paper said the Chinese government pays close attention to 
the legitimate concerns of foreign investors, and stands ready to respond 
to and address their specific concerns. China will always protect the 
lawful rights and interests of foreign investors and foreign-invested 
businesses, and take firm measures to address violations of their lawful 
rights and interests in accordance with the law. 

The white paper said that China will keep improving its laws a~d 
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"China protects the lawful IPR of foreign businesses in strict accordance 
with the law, and takes stern measures to address all types of IPR 
infringement cases," it said. · 
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China to counter US tariffs 

By Wang Cong Source:Global Tlmes Published: 2018/9/18 22:58:41 

--------- ---"------------··--·--· --------------· 

No way China can accept trade talks invitation, says expert 
--- ------- -------------- ------ - --- - --- --------------------- -------- -

Showing defiance in the face of intense pressure from the US, China on 
Tuesday said it would not back down from an escalating trade standoff 
wit.h the US, vowing to take measures to counter the latest rou.nd of US 
tariffs on billions of dollars worth of Chinese goods. 

Defying widespread opposition at home and abroad and global Ira.de 
ru.les a.nd norms, the US on Tuesday announced new tariffs on $200 
bi.Ilion worth of Chinese products while threatening to impose additional 
tariffs on all Chinese goods if China retaliates. 

The an.nouncemenl immediately drew a brief but firm response from 
Chi_na_. In an online statement, the Chinese Ministry of Commerce 
(MOFCOM) said China would have to take countermeasures. 

"To safeguard its legitimate rights and interests and the global free trade 
order, China will have to counter at the same pace," the statement said. 
"We hope the US realizes that this kind of behavior could lead to 
negative results and require convincing means to correct it in time." 

In response to the US tariffs, China on Tuesday announced it would 
impose tariffs of 5 and 10 percent on $60 billion worth of US goods in 
more than 5,000 product categories, also starting Monday (September 
24), the Customs Tariff Commission of the State Council said in a 
statement. 

"The Chinese side reiterates once again that the aforementioned tariff 
measures are aimed at containing trade tensions from further escalating 
and is a forced response to US unilateralism and trade protectionism," it 
said. 

China on Tuesday also filed a lawsuit at the WTO against the latest 
round of US tariffs, the MOFCOM said. 

While Chinese officials refrained from announcing specific 
countermeasures on Tuesday, analysts said that China.has options at its 
disposal to inflict pain on the US economy in defending its economic 
interests. 

China has already announced tariffs on $60 billion worth of US goods in 
response to US tariffs on $200 billion in Chinese products, which 
analysts said would immediately take effect after the US tariffs are 
imposed. · 

Analysts have suggested that China could also put restrictions on 
Chinese-made parts, materials and equipment that the US is dependent 
on, take regulatory measures against US products and companies as 
well as unload its massive US Treasury holdings. 

"While we can't openly discuss many options, China certainly has many 
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MOFCOM's China Society for wro Studies. "Maybe some of th!ffi@fing Book - 260 
options are not ideal, and would hurt both sides, but to defend our own 
interests, we would have to do it." 

Huo noted that by imposing the new tariffs, US President Donald Trump 
is trying to ta_ke advantage of recent downward pressure on the Chinese 
economy an_d project personal strength a_mid political turbulence at home, 
but such a move might be "misguided." 

Whil_e China has seen slowing growth in i_nvestment and consumption, 
"ou_r system ma_kes the economy much more resilient," he said, "[Trump] 
is squandering t_he credibility and interests of the entire US." 

Renewed uncertainty 

The latest round of US tariffs, which are set to take effect on Monday, 
came just days after Chinese officials confirmed Iha_! US officials have 
invited them for a new round of talks in Washington. 

While there is no official word on whether China has accepted the 
invitation, the MOFCOM statement said that the tariffs have brought 
"new uncertainties" to trade talks. 

"The Chinese side has repeatedly stressed that dialogue and 
consyltations bas_ed on fairness, integrity and mutual respect are the only 
correct course for addressing economic and trade issues between China 
a_nd the US," Geng Shuang, a spokesperson for the Chinese Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs, told a routine press briefing on Tuesday. "Right now, 
the US act.ions do not reflect sincerity ancl goodwill." 

Huo Sa.id that there is no way China can accept an invitation to trade 
talks with the imposition of new tariffs. 

"It just doesn't work like that: pointing a gun at my head and forcing me 
to negotiate," Hue told the Global Times on Tuesday. "Such a tactic is 
beyond common sense and might work with other countries, but not with 
China." 

He Weiwen, a former ec.onomic and commercial counselor at Chinese 
consulates in San Francisco and New York, said that whether it be 
imposing additional tariffs or inviting Chinese officials to new talks, the 
US' intention has not changed, which is to force China into making 
concessions. 

"The US must understand t_hat it has chosen the wrong target. China 
can't and won't back down," He told the Global Times on Tuesday, noting 
t_hat China must be prepared for both talks and a fight. 

Although the t_rade friction wit_h t_he US is escalating, t_he Chinese 
government is increasing engagement with foreign companies in China. 

On Monday, Chinese Commerce Minister Zhong Shan met with 
executives from six foreign companies, including two US firms. At the 
meeting, Zhong reassured executives that China would continue to open 
up, improve intellectual property protection and create a better business 
environment, read a statement released on MOFCOM's website. 

This shows China's confidence in its economy and determination to push 
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opportunities to friendly foreign companies and investors in China, Briefing Book - 261 
analysts said. 

Posted in: POLITICS,DIPLOMACY 
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China to introduce more measures to facilitate foreign investment 

Source:Xinhua Published: 2018/9/27 9:59:55 

------------------··-·-----------------

The Chinese government will roll out more measures to facilitate the 
delivery of major foreign-invested projects, lower tariffs on some 
imported goods and streamline customs clearance procedures at a faster 
pace, as. was decided at the State Council executive meeting presided 
over by Premier Li Keqiang on Wednesday. 

The measures aim to expand opening-up and foster a fairer, more 
convenient and more enabling environment for foreign investment. 

The Chinese government places high importance on foreign investment 
facilitation. Premier Li has emphasized on many occasions the pledge to 
widen market access, accord equal treatment to Chine.se and foreign 
companies, more effectively protect intellectual property rights, and better 
facilitate foreign investments in China. 

It was decided at the Wednesday meeting that ari online filing process 
will be introduced in regulating foreign investment in China. Unified 
market acces.s criteria will be applied to both Chinese and foreign 
investment in areas outside of the negative list. 

Large-scale foreign investments eligible for major project development 
schemes will receive support on land and sea-use approval procedures 
and accelerated environmental impact assessment and their logistics 
costs will be reduced. 

More areas will be open to foreign investment. The withholding tax 
deferral policy for reinvestment by foreign investors in China will be 
expanded from the designated encouraged projects to any areas and 
projects that are not prohibited. · 

The meeting also called for intensified protection of intellectual property 
rights. 

'This year marks the 40th anniversary of reform and opening-up in 
China. Given the evolving situation at home and abroad, it is important 
to firmly commit to fostering greater opening-up and attracting foreign 

· investment to help anchor market expectations," L_i pointed out. 

Statistics from the Ministry of Commerce show t_hat paid-in foreign 
investment reached 86.5 billion U.S. dollars between January and August 
2018, a 6.1-percent increase year-on-year. 

More steps were approved at the meeting to cater for diverse consumer 
needs and facilitate industrial upgrading. Starting from Nov. 1 this year, 
import tariffs for a total of 1,585 tax items will be slashed. 

The average tariff rate for highly demanded products in domestic 
markets such as machinery and industrial instruments will be cut from 
12.2 percent to 8.8 percent, textile and construction materials from 11.5 
percent to 8.4 percent, paper and some other resource-based products 
and primarily processed goods from 6.6 percent to 5.4 percent. 
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Tax brackets will be consolidated for goods in the same or similirriefing Book - 264 
categories. 

Tariff cuts introduced to date will help reduce corporate and consumer 
tax burdens by nearly 60 billion yuan (about 8.7 billion U.S. dollars) and 
lower China's overall tariff rate from 9.8 percent last year to 7.5 percent. 

More efforts will be m.ade to expedite customs clearance. The meeting 
decided that by November 1 thfs year, the number ·of customs clearance 
documents subject to verification at ports will be reduced from 86 to 48. 

The list of administrative charges at ports will be released before the end 
of October this year. Compliance costs of containers clearing will be will 
be reduced by at least 1 DD U.S. dollars by the end of this year. 

Overhaul of fees must be completed without delay in order to abolish 
unreasonable charges and cut compliance costs, Li urged at the 
meeting. 

"Competent departments must make concerted efforts to enhance 
oversight and treat foreign and domestic busines_ses as equals," Li said. 

Posted in: MARKETS.ECONOMY 
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CRS - China-u.s. Trade Issues 
Wayne M. Mordson, Specialist in Asian Trade and Finance, April 16, 2018 

Summary 
U.S.-China economic ties have expanded substantially si.nce Chi.na began reforming its economy 
and liberalizing its trade regime in the late 1970s. Total U.S.-China merchandise trade rose from 
$2 billion in 1979 (when China's economic reforms began) to an estimated $633 billion in 2017. 
China is currently the United States' largest merchandise trading partner, its third-largest export 
market, and its biggest source of imports. In 2015, sales by U.S. foreign affiliates in China totaled 
$482 billion. Many U.S. firms view participation in China's market as critical to their global 
competitiveness. General Motors (GM), for example, has invested heavily in China, selling more 
cars there than in the United States annually from 2010 to 2017. In addition, U.S. imports of 
lower-cost goods from China greatly benefit U.S. consumers. U.S. firms that use China as the 
final point of assembly for their products, or use Chiileseamade inputs for production i.n the 
United States, are usually able to lower costs. China is also the largest foreign holder of U.S. 
Treasury securities (at $1.19 trillion as of October 2017). China's purchases of U.S. debt 
securities help keep U.S. interest rates low. 

Despite growing commercial ties, the bilateral economic relationship has become increasingly 
complex and often fraught with tension. From the U.S. perspective, many trade tensions stem 
from Chih.a's incomplete transition to a free market economy. While China has significantly 
liberalized. it's economic and trade regimes over the past three decades, it continues to maintain 
( or has recently imposed) a number of state-directed policies that appear to distort trade and 
i11vestment flows. Major areas of concern expressed by U.S. policymakers and stakeholders 
include China's alleged widespread cyber economic espionage against U.S. firms; relatively 
ineffective record of enforcing intellectual property rights (IPR); discriminatory innovation 
policies; mixed record on implementing its World Trade Organization (WTO) obligations; 
extensive use of industrial policies (such as subsidies and trade and in~estrnent barriers) to 
promote and protect industries favored by the government; and interventionist policies to 
influence the value of its currency. Many U.S. policymakers argue that such policies adversely 
impact U.S. economic interests and have contributed to U.S. job losses in some sectors. 

The Trump Administration has pledged to take a more aggressive stance to reduce U.S. bilateral 
trade deficits, enforce U.S. trade laws and agreements, and promote "free and fair trade," 
including in regards to China. In March 2017, President Trump issued an executive order 
mandating an "Omnibus Report on Significant Trade Deficits" (China accounts for the largest 
U.S. bilateral trade imbalance, estimated at $371 billion in 2017). In April 2017, he ordered 
Section 232 investigations into the national security implications of U.S. imports of steel and 
aluminum (China is the world's largest producer of these commodities). In May 2017, the United 
States and China announced outcomes ofa special "100-day plan on trade," (an initiative that 
was agreed to by President Trump and Chinese President Xi at their April 2017 meeting), 
including market access commitments by China on U.S. beef, biotechnology products, credit 
rating services, electronic payment services, and bond underwriting and settlement. Also in May, 
the two sides held their first session of the newlyacreated U.S.-China Comprehensive Dialogue, 
but with no announced progress on commercial issues. In August 2017, the U;S. Trade 
Representative (USTR) announced the initiation of a Section 30 I investigation of China's IPR 
policies and technology transfer requirements. In November 2017, President Trllmp traveled to 
China, where he announced the signing of $250 billion in commercial deals between U.S. and 
Chinese firms, and stated that he did not blame China for the large U.S. trade imbalance, but 
rather, previous U.S. administrations. 

Congressional Research Service 
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Chinese FM warns against increasing negative se.ntiment in U.S. 

Source:Xinhua Published: 2018/9/29 13:40: 13 

Chinese State Councilor and Foreign Minisier Wang Yi on Friday warned 
against the rising negative sentiment towards China in the United States. 

"Many people who are committed to maintaining and promoting China
U.S. relations feel the cold wind blowing from behind, Which should 
arouse the attention and vigilance of both sides," he said while meeting 
with Richard Haas, president of Council on Foreign Relations, a New 
York-based think tank, as well as other members of the council. 

He listed a few basic numbers to refute the claim by some people that 
the United States has suffered a huge loss in its economic and trade 
exchanges with China. 

"In 2017, every U.S. farmer exported an average of more than 10,000 
dollars of agricultural products to China; GM sells 4 million vehicles 
every year in China, exceeding its sales in the United States over the 
same period; in 2016, U.S.-owned enterprises achieved sales of over 
600 billion dollars in the Chinese market. Now (they sell) definitely even 
more," he said. · 

Wang said some people in the United States have accused China of 
rolling back its opening-up policy, and this is groundless. 

President Xi Jinping has repeatedly stated clearly that China will not 
close its door to the world and will expand its opening, Wang said. 

The top Chinese diplomat pointed to the fact that China has taken the 
lead among developing countries in terms of the speed and scope of its 
opening-up effort. 

He cited China's opening-up in the service trade as an example. "The 
World Trade Organization (WTO) has set up more than 160 sub-sectors 
that need to be opened. The developed countries in average opened 108 
of them, while China opened 100 of them, far exceeding developing 
countries' average of 54." 

As for tariffs, China's commitment to the WTO was to reduce the tariff to 
10 percent and now it stands at 9.8 percent, Wang said, adding that the 
Chinese government has announced its decision to further reduce it to 
7.5 percent as of Nov. 1. 

Particularly, China's tariff on agricultural products only stands at 15 
percent, much lower than the average rate of 39 percent in the 
developed countries, he pointed out. 

With regard to foreign investment, he said China has been lowering the 
threshold for foreign investment and China's environment is increasingly 
favorable to foreign investment. 

Wang said China has never forced U.S. companies to transfer 
technology. The truth is U.S. companies voluntarily signed contracts with 
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· Chinese market and those U.S. companies have also charged filf~g Book - 268 
such transfers. 

According to statistics, Chinese companies paid more than 28 billion 
dol.lars to foreign companies for the use of intellectual property last year, 
and in the first eight months this year, Chine.se companies already paid 
30 bil_lion dollars for i.ntellectual property, a large part of which went to 
the pockets of U.S. companies, said Wang. 

He s<1id ii is unfair for U.S. companies to blame China when they not 
only gained market shares in China, but also made money through 
technology transfers. 

Wang also reiterated China's stance on issues including the situation on 
the Korean Peninsula and in the South China Sea. 

Posted in: DIPLOMACY,ECONOMY 
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'Easy to start but tough to stop': Alibaba's Jack Ma warns against 
trade wars 

PUBLISHED : Tuesday, 02 October, 2018, 8:45pm 
UPDATED: Tuesday, 02 October, 2018, 11:29pm 
News 
Sidney beng sidney.leng@scmp.com 

Tech giant's co.founder promotes globalisation, saying China and the 
United States need to work together to confront the challenges of the 
next 30 years 

Trade wars are easy to start but difficult to stop and should not be wielded as a weapon 
between countries, Jack Ma, co-founder of Chinese e-commerce giant Alibaba, told an 
international forum in Switzerland on Tuesday. 

"When trade stops, sometimes the war starts. So trade is the way to stop wars. Trade is 
the way to build up trust. Trade is not the weapon to fight against each other," Ma said 
in the opening panel discussion at the World Trade Organisation Public Forum in 
Geneva. 

Alibaba owns the South China Morning Post. 

Trade war forces Alibaba's Jack Ma to backdown on pledge to bring 
1 million jobs to the US [1] 

Ma was one of five people on the panel - including former US assistant trade 
representative for the service sector Christine Bliss - examining the ways technology 
would tesnape trade by 2030. 

Their assessments came as the United States and China are engaged in an escalating 
trade war that appears to be taking a b)te out of the Chinese economy. 

China's latest official purchasing managers' index pointed to weakening in the 
manufacturing sector in September. While the index for the country's service sector held 
up for the month, the factory index fell to 50.8, just above the 50 mark that divides 
expansion from contraction, with declines in new export orders and output, according to 

· China's National Bureau of Statistics. It was the index's second-lowest level in a year. 

Ma said China and the US should work together to confront the major tests of the next 
few decades. 
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"It's easy to launch a war, but it's difficult to stop the war," Ma said. "[Over] the next 30 
years, the world is facing huge challenges of the technology revolution. I think China 
and the US should work together to solve this challenge, create more jobs, cure 
poverty, use technology to solve disease and the environment - instead of this kind of 
war. It's going to destroy not only China-US trade but also lots of other countries and 
small businesses." 

Earlier in the discussion, Ma forecast that by 2030, 80 per cent of businesses around 
the world would be small enterprises, and globalisation would be critical - not optional -
to their survival. 

"If you are not globalised, you are dead," he said, countering the protectionist view 
promoted by US President Donald Trump. 

Jack Ma s~ysi_t's his responsibility to let Alibaba go, warns of 
protracted US~China trade war [2] 

Ma also called on the business community to stand against the growing trade conflict, 
saying technology could help find a way beyond the tensions. 

"hi the 21st century, we should have the solution to solving the problem by not 
confronting each other ... [The trade war] may last for 20 years lf it's unfortunate. We 
are hopeful that ... using ... the internet to support small and medium enterprises, using 
innovation, there is a way out." 

Responding to Trump's repeated claims that the US' large trade deficit with China 
justified its hard line stand against Beijing, Ma said the balance of trade was not the 
issue given the US economy continued to have healthy 'growth of around 4 per cent with 
little narrowing of the deficit. 

In August, the overall US trade deficit in goods expanded to about US$75.8 billion, 
partly because of declining exports to China, according to the US Census Bureau. 

''It's about trade quality, not about trade deficits," Ma said. 

Source URL: https://www.scmp.com/news/china/article/2166701/easy-start-tough-stop
alibabas-jack-ma-warns-against-trade
wars?aid=197778625&sc_lid=155597266&sc_llid=12944&sc~src=emaiL2361427 &sc~uid=3W 
Dd43IKoE 

Links 
[ 1] https://www. scm p. com/tech/tech-leaders-and-to u nders/article/2164960/alibabas-jack-ma
backs-down-pledge-bri ng-1-m illion 
[2] https://www. scmp, com/tech/article/2164 725/jack-ma-says-its-his-respo nsibility-let-a libaba-
.go-warns-protracted-us-china · 
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Financial markets must wake up to the darnage and havoc wreaked by 
this US-China trade war 

PUBLISHED: Sunday, 23 September, 2018, 5:00pm 
UPDATED: Wednesday, 26 September, 2018, 4:07pm 
Business>Money 
Anthony Rowley 

The phoney (trade) war has been going on for many months since Donald Trump first 
threatened and then began to unleash tariffs against China and others; so much so that 
financial markets - the US stock market in particular - have begun to believe that the 
scare is indeed "phoney.' It is not, and that truth is about to dawn. 

The global economic expansion of recent times "may now have peaked" with growth 
becoming slower and less broad-based, the Organisation for Economic Co-operation 
and Development (OECD) said in its latest Interim Economic Outlook. If that does not 
give financial markets pause for thought, then the OE CD's comments about what is 
behind this slowdown certainly should. 

Global trade growth slowed in the first half of 2018 to 3 per cent, from 5 per cent a year 
earlier. Trade tensions are already having adverse affects on confidence and 
investment plans, the September 20 report noted. And that was even before the US and 
China began announcing reciprocal trade assaults on each other. 

Make ho mistake, this is bad news. It was a pickup in world trade growth in the.second 
half of 2016 that reversed what International Monetary Fund (IMF) managing director 
Christine Lagarde and others had up to then described as a dreary post-2008 financial 
crisis period in which global growth had been "too low for too long." 

Enter Donald Trump at the end of that year declaring his intention to use the tariff 
weapon to restore US international competitiveness and that "trade wars are easy." 

It has taken some lime for the effects of this absurdly simplistic doctrine to show through 
on trade and investment, and equally long for markets to grasp the threat. 

Now, it is happening. Not only has trade growth slowed, wit.h the strong prospect that it 
wiU slow further and faster from here on as the Trump tariffs begin to bile harder but 
also - and this too is ominous for the future - new orders for capital equipment and 
merchandise have also slowed, as the OECD notes. 

Those commentators who insist on treating what is nappening in the world of trade as 
incidental to the seeming robustness of the US economy and of US stock prices - as a 
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mere day to day risk-on risk-off situation - need to pay attention to what the OECD 
(which is better known for lucid and sober analysis than for scare mongering) has to 
say. 

"Recently introduced restrictive trade policy measures have already resulted in rnarked 
changes in trade flows and prices in targeted sectors," according to the Paris-based 
group. "Policy announcements have also adversely affected business sentiment and 
investment plans, reflecting uncertainty about the possible disruption to supply chains 
and the risk that restrictions may intensify." 

A further rise in trade tensions , the OECD suggests, "would have significant adverse 
effects on global investment, jobs and living standards. " And, by extension, that means 
a significant adverse impact also upon stock and other financial market prices that 
ultimately reflect what is going on in the real economy. 

Where trade leads (or lags) the world's economic fortunes follow, as has been painfully 
obvious (except perhaps to Mr Trump and his trade war apostles) ever since the Great 
Depression which followed the imposition of the so-called Smoot-Hawley tariffs in 1930. 

Even with the impact of the Trump tariffs beginning to take a toll now on trade, 
investment and orders, the siring in the tail is still to come with the more insidious and 
long-lasting irnpact on global manufacturing supply chains. These have greatly 
complicated and obscured the mechanisms of international trade in recent tirnes. 

Supply chains link a vast network of hundreds of thousands of component suppliers with 
major assembling companies around the world, and. the impact of tariffs on the core 
companies.reverberates in time throughout the global economy. Mapping the 
complexity of anc::t potential impact on this network could take a long time. 

!:Even if Trump and his aides were aware of all this, the question is, do they really care, 
or is the global agenda being subjugated to a US agenda? · 

Maybe we have not looked close enough at what he means by an "America First" policy, 
and whether it implies something beyond just ensuring "free and fair" trade from a US 
perspective. His insistence on substituting bilateral deals for multilateral agreements 
allows the US to make free trade and tariff-free access to US markets conditional upon 
all kinds of things that once had no place in trade and investment accords (although 
there was a creeping US tendency toward "agenda" promotion even before Trump). 

The Trump administration, for example, is expected to push for safeguards against 
"currency manipulation" in upcoming bilateral negotiations with the European Union and 

· with Japan arnong others. And, it is likely that it will try to make bigger host country 
contributions to partner country security a part of such deals too. 
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Viewed in !_his light, Ira.de wars can be seen as proxy wars for something bigger - a 
move to readjust the balance of geostrategic and economic power back in favour of the 
US (including chopping the legs off competitors via tariffs to make the US look bigger. 

This is a dangerous game, and the world needs to wake up to it. 

Anthony Rowley is a veteran journalist specialising in Asian economic and 
financial affairs 

Topics: 
US-China trade war: Opinion 
US-China trade war 
US-China trade war: All stories 
Trade 
Macroscope 
China economy 
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How the trade war highlights a culture clash between Chinese patience 
and Trumpian instant gratification 

PUBLISHED: Monday, 24 September, 2018, 3:02am 
UPDATED: Monday, 24 September, 2018, 8:56am 
Commenblnsight & OpiniomUnited States 
Wei Yen 

Wei Yen says that China's past humiliation by Western powers and the 
Chinese tendency to wait out confrontation mean that a long drawn-out 
trade war could work in the country's favour 

US President Donald Trump's new tariffs [1] on US$200 billion of Chinese imports will 
come into effect on September 24, In addition, Trump has also threatened more tariffs, 
on US$267 billion of goods - almost all Chinese imports - if China does not comply with 
US dernands. Meanwhile, US Tieasury Secretary Steve Mnuchin has invited his 
counterparts [2] to attend yet another round of trade talks in Washington, but China's 
interest in participating has waned. How do you deal with someone who pats you on the 
back and steps on your toes at the same time? 

Despite this pressure, China is unlikely to succumb to US demands. The typically 
Chinese response would be to draw out the trade warto gain bargaining power. 

The US has the upper hand now. After all, its economy is growing briskly, the stock 
market is at an all-time high, unemployment at an all-time low and capital investment 
robust. However, investor sentiment is notoriously fickle an_d the new tariffs could turn 
this ebullient mood on its head very quickly. 

The 10 per cent t.;iriffs on US$200 billion of new Chinese imports will target about 40 per 
cent of consumer goods, raising prices for consumers wh~n it hurts most - around the 
Christmas shopping season. 

Businesses will also suffer. According to the American Chambers of Commerce of 
Beijing and Shanghai, which surveyed hundreds of US companies [3] operating in 
China, more than 60 per cent of them have been· negatively affected by the earlier 
round of US$50 billion in tariffs and 7 4 per cent expect "a negative impact" from the new 
US$200 billion in tariffs. US executives are also taking a wait-and-watch approach to 
committing to new capital investments. 
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How will Donald Trump's escalated tariffs affect China's GDP? [4] 
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If the trade war drags on, six months from now the picture could look very different. 

Trump's stiffer tariffs are meant to pressure China into capitulating to a whole host of 
US demands, including stronger intellectual property protection [5], its main gripe. This 
is a fair point, as the trade rules penned 20 years ago that allowed China to join the 
World Trade Organisation are probably incongruous with the Chinese economy today 
and should be reviewed in earnest. 

The trade war may have inadvertently strengthened the 
Chinese resolve to resist foreign intervention while 
emboldening its leadership 

However, the way Trump has gone about getting China to concede will backfire. The 
bullying tactics are reminiscent of how China was humiliat~d by foreign powers [6] a 
century ago when the country was weak and the government corrupt. But that was then 
and this is now. The country is no longer weak and its corruption is under control. 

If China caves in, it will have been humiliated by the last remaining Western power in 
the 21st century, as if all efforts to expunge that part of the national psyche have been 
for naught. Also, Xi Jinping, I.he paramount leader in a Confucian society, wil.I be keen to 
avoid being shamed by the US in public view; a scenario that would also be totally 
unacceptable to the Chinese leadership and people. 

In fact, the trade war may have inadvertently strengthened the Chinese resolve to resist 
foreign intervention while at the same time emboldening its current leadership, which 
bills itself as the guardian of the "Chinese dream [7]". 

The US may also be unwittingly drawn into a game that it started but can't finish 
gracefully simply because of its misreading of the Chinese character. 

US firms in China say Trump tariffs will hurt, not tempt them home [8] 

Chinese people and Westerners don't always act the same way. The Chinese tend to 
seek balance in all things, evident everywhere in their architecture, food culture, 
mannerisms, relationships and politics. They would also rather talk than risk 
confrontation. 

They prefer to have win-win solutions over "winner takes all" and to solve common 
problems before dealing with differences. The rationale is that a person who takes an 
extreme position in a contest is likely to lose his balance, giving his opponent the 
advantage. He may look tough in the beginning, but will lose in the long run. 
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The Chinese think in terms of centuries instead of decades or 
-' as in Trump's case - every two years 

Time is also on China's side. Chinese people are long-term thinkers and keen readers 
of history. They think in terms of centuries instead of decades or - as in Trump's case -
every two years. 

They are experts in using delay as a tactic to deal with confrontation, as in Mao 
Zedong's famous protracted war against the Japanese invasion, or using softness to 
overcome brute force, as in Sun Tzu's The Art of War. 

If the opponent is too strong, the Chinese would dodge and stage guerilla warfare, such 
as their current moves to frustrate US supply chains [9]. 

Trump's world is very different. In this world, simple solutions are good for complex 
problems and only the tough can win. This was how he ra.n his business empire ih the 
past and how he manages the government now. The winner takes all, the loser has to 
yield. 

Watch: Chinese hope for swift end to US-China trade war 

China runs out of US goods to tax. So what's next in the trade war? [1 0] 

At this point, conventional wisdom suggests that China will be the loser. Indicators such 
as a dramatic decline [11] in the stock market and a weakened renmin.bi suggest a 
weakened China will soon cave in. 

If the US gets into a protracted trade war with China, it could 
end up hurting itself more than China 

This is unlikely as the Chinese take the long view and they know how to wait out a 
disadvantageous situation. Plus, history shows that when times are totJgh, the nation 
can pull together for a higher purpose, rather than falling apart. 

In the past two decades, China has deftly managed the 1997 Asian financial 
crisis [12] and the 2008 global financial crisis [13]. lh both cases, after the .initial hiccups, 
the Chinese economy continued to expand, while others have faltered. Similarly, the 
current trade war may in the end make it stronger. 

If the US gets into a protracted trade war with China, it could end up hurting itself more 
than China. When the US stock market falls because its corporations suffer from 
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earnings declines, and its citizens fret about paying higher prices, there will be a better 
balance of power, and then China will negotiate seriously. This type of behaviour is 
deeply ingrained in Chinese culture and traditions, and it is being replayed once again in 
front of us. 

Wei Yen is a ret_ired financial executive and an adjunct professor of finance at 
Pepperdine University. He is the author of Frorn the Great Wall to Wall Street, a 
cross-cultural look at leadership and management in China and the US 

More on this: 
Tariffs are only the obvious weapons of Donald Trump's trade war against China [14] 
US firms in China say Donald Trump's tariffs will hurt them, not make them move home [8] 
To see why Trump's tariffs have hit a Chinese nerve, read history [15] 
Can US-China trade war rivalry reverse the worst economic trends in both countries? [16] 

Source URL: https:/lwww.scmp.com/comment/insight-opinion/united-states/article/2165202/how-trade
war-highlights-culture-clash-
between?MCAccount1D=3775521f5f542047246d9c827 &MCCampaignlD=334e533871 &MCUID=d98a907 
dd8&tc=.7 
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CLAREMONT, CALIFORNIA - Now that U.S. President Donald Trump has imposed a 10% tariff on yet another $200 billion, 

of Chinese imports, the U.S.-China trade war has entered a costly new phase. As China follows through on its pledge to re 

the casualties wil.I include more than half the bilateral trade between the two countries, with China itself suffering the mo: 

losses. 

Whereas China exported $506 billion worth of merchandise to the United States in 2017, it imported just $130 billion of 

American goods. That means that, in a dollar-for-dollar slugging match, China will quickly run out of steam. Lacking 

powerful counterpunches, China now has some of its most creative political minds searching for novel means of 

retaliation. 

One idea, in particular, has attracted a lot of attention in the press, mostly because it comes from Lou Jiwei, a former 

minister of finance who now heads the National Council for Social Security Fund, China's national pension fund. In a 

defiant speech delivered at the high-profile China Development Forum on September 16, he proposed withholding 

exports of goods that American companies need, thereby severely disrupting U:S. supply chains for 3-5 years, at least. 

Such a maneuver, Lou mused aloud, would be economically painful enough to influence US elections. 
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True, many products manufactured In the United States depend on imports of intermed1aTe goocls from China. Should 

China cut off those supplies, under the legal fig leaf of "export restraint," U.S. companies would be unable, at least in the 

short term, to find alternative sources that could cover all of their needs. 

The disruption to the U.S. economy would, no doubt, be severe. But the damage to China's economy would be worse, 

because the U.S. produces even more critical intermediate goods that China needs and would be unable to get anywhere 

else. 

Of course, proponents of Lou's approach know that China would suffer. They have faith in the deterrentof"mutually 

assured destruction" (MAD) - the principle that, if an attack by one country means the decimation of both, neither will 

make the first move. 

During the Cold War, the concept of MAD helped, counter-intuitively, to maintain peace, as both the Soviet Union and the 

US knew that, if they deployed any of their 30,000-plus nuclear warheads, the other would mount a devastating 

retaliation. But trade is not nuclear war, and in this conflict, the U.S. possesses a much bigger arsenal than China. If one 

side's destruction is not so assured, the logic of MAD breaks down. 

The most crucial intermediate good the U.S. can withhold is advanced semiconductor chips. In April, the U.S. banned the 

sale of such chips to the Chinese telecom giant ZTE as punishment for the company's violations of U.S. export rules. 

Almost immediately, ZTE's operations were effectively shut down. Had Trump not given the firm a reprieve - in exchange 

for a $1 billion fine and an agreement to adhere to strict compliance rules - ZTE would not have survived. 

Beyond advanced microchips, the U.S. government could order Boeing and,United Technologies to withhold aircraft 
' parts and jet engines on which China's large commercial fleet depends, effectively grounding many Chinese jetliners. The 

U.S. could also forbid Google from offering support to Android smartphone software in China. All of this would impose 

much higher costs on China than on the US. 

And the direct economic costs of such actions are just the beginning. Continued retaliation from China of the sort Lou 

has proposed would accel.erate the country's economicdecoupling from the US, with both countries creating safeguards 

that reduce their dependence on each-other. 

This would please America's trade warriors and national security hawks, who believe that such a decoupling would limit 

the growth of Chinese power. But it would make the world much more dangerous, as the unfolding strategic conflict 

between the US and China would no longer be constrained by shared economic interests. 

The good news is that China's leaders, realists that they are, probably recognize that, when facing a far stronger 

adversary, it is not advisable to bet on the MAD strategy. Instead, they should take Trump's recent escalation as an 

opening to end the trade war, initiating a ceasefire that will enable the real peace negotiations to begin. 

Copyright: Project Syndicate, 2018. 
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whether the U.S. Congress would ratify the treaty, but nevertheless, these two leading economic powers 

were working together towards a joint vision in an important area of global economic governance. If the 

United States and China could develop a shared view of international economic law and policy, the global 

economy was sure to benefit. 

Fast forward to today. Any hope of a joint U.5.-China vision of economic relations or governance seems 

lost. The rhetoric has intensified in the United States; with a clear bipartisan consensus for a tougher 

approach on China. President Trump may be leading the charge, but there are many members of 

Congress pressing him to go faster. 

In the area of foreign investment, the BIT has been shelved amidst fears that. China will acquire critical 

technologies and threaten the status of the United States as the leading player in advanced industries. 

Several major Chinese investments have been rejected by the Committee on Foreign Investment in the 

United States (CFIUS), and Chinese investment in the United States has dwindled. Recently, Congress 

passed legislation expanding the scope of foreign investment transactions covered by CFIUS review, 

whic.h also imposes additional restrictions on the export of technology to China. While the recent decline 

of Chinese investment in the United States was attributable to a number of factors beyond CFIUS, a 

stricter review of foreign investment transactions will certainly aggravate the situation. Worse still, such a 

move is likely to provoke China to do something similar in its own market. China is already reported to be 

drafting rules that would link a national security review to strategic foreign investments in publicly listed 

companies. Whatever trend there may have been towards openness to foreign investment and an agreed 

set of bilateral rules on investment has been reversed. 

Economic tension is even more pronounced in the trade policy world. The United States and China are 

locked in an escalating battle over trade restrictions, with both sides now raising tariffs. Each one claims 

that the other is undermining the rule of law, and neither side seems ready to back down. 

Watching the deterioration of the relationship, it is easy to feel helpless. What can be done to force these 

two large countries to swallow their pride and tone down the rhetoric and ease trade and investment 

restrictions7 

In the past, we have called for a comprehensive free trade agreement between the United States and 

China, but perhaps that is too much to ask for right now. Nevertheless, the two sides need some way to 

escape the current path of unilateralism and restrictions. 

Last summer, the two agreed to a 100-Day Action Plan that eased restrictions in certain sectors in each 

other's markets. Something similar now could help get things back on track; any small step in the right 

direction would be positive. 

More broadly, in order to reverse the decline in their relationship and the negative.economic 

consequences that have resulted, the .United States and China need to have the rule of law govern their 

relationship once again. Currently, when it comes to the U.5.-China r.elationship, the m.ultilateral rule of 
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The WTO system helps maintain the basic principles and overall order for international trade. If the two 

largest nations abandon the system, others may follow suit. To prevent that from happening, both the 

United States and China should respect their international obligations, and resort to the dispute 

settlement mechanism rather than taking unilateral action against perceived violations. In addition, where 

the rules are lacking, the two countries should take.the lead and negotiate new ones. In this regard, 

China's spectacular economic growth in recent years means that it is wealthy enough to liberalize its 

trade. 

In the bilateral context, both the United States and China should recognize that they both benefit from a 

healthy relationship governed by clear rules. The ongoing tariff war has disrupted trade and imposed 

large costs to businesses in particular sectors as well as the overall economy. Abandoning the tariff war 

and agreeing to rules that better govern the bilateral relationship (such as an investment treaty, free 

trade agreement, or sectoral agreements), would be of great value. 

In addition, the two governments need to recognize the value of other strong economies outside their 

borders. Healthy competition increases productivity and efficiency, and as long as China is willing to fully 

comply with its international obligations, the United_States should not be overly concerned about U.S. 

companies operating in China or about the legitimate transfer of technology. The world, not just China, 

will benefit from the full utilization and development of advanced t~chnology. Chinese industrialization is 

something to be encouraged, not feared. At the same time, China must agree to compete pursuant to the 

rules. Certain practices clearly cross a line (cybertheft is one of the best examples), and in order to 

address the growing perception that it is cheating, China should take additional precautions to behave in 

accordance with international norms. For example, elements of the Made in China 2025 program appear 

to encourage the use of domestically produced components as inputs for some final products. China 

should make clear that the government will not play a role in directing sales and purchases that distort 

the mark1=t through this program. At the same time, other governments should file complaints against 
I 

China at th<= WTO on these measures where appropriate. 

At the moment, the Trump administration does not appear willing to adjust its approach. It is not clear 

when and if it will. A meeting by mid-level officials in August did not make much progress, and the next 

opportunity for high-level discussion may be in November atthe APEC and G20 meetings. Whether a 

resolution can be achieved, at those meetings or elsewhere, may depend on how much pain the U.S. 

economy experiences from the trade war. Unfortunately, it is possible that nothing will change until a new 

administration is in place. 

But China is also an actor in this relationship, and it can propose new terms itself. For example, it could 

respond to U.S. complaints about regulatory barriers, subsidies, and an opaque administrative 

environment with proposals to liberalize (in exchange for something else of course, such as better 

treatment in anti,dumping proceedings and relaxing U.S. export controls). 

The U.S.-China trading relationship will be central to the global economy for years to come, and it is 

important for that relationshiPs to be a oositive onelWe are in_ the mi.dst of a _co_ntentio_µs period and at 
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opportunities for partnership as well, and occasional c9llaboration is important for the relationship and 

for the global economy more broadly. Without it, as we have seen, the relationship can quickly devolve 

into restriction and retaliation. Both countries ne_ed to start looking for opportunities to cooperate rather 

than clash, before too much harm is done. 
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NEW HAVEN - Codependency never ends well in personal relationships. Judging by the ever-escalating trade war betweer 

United States and China, the same Is true of economic.relationships. 

While I published a book in 2014 on the codependent economic relationsh.ip between the U.S. and China, I would be the 

first to concede that it is a stretch to generalize insights from human psychology to assess the behavior of national 

economies. But the similarities are striking, and the prognosis ·all the more compelling, as the world's two largest 

economies sink into a dangerous quagmire. 
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more from each other than from their own inner strength. This is not a stable condition. Codependency deepens as 

partner :eedback tends to grow in importance and self-confidence steadily diminishes as a result. The relationship 

becomes highly reactive and fraught, with mounting tensions. Invariably, one partner hits a limit and seeks a new source 

of sustena.nce. This leaves the other feeling scorned, steeped in denial and blame, and ultimately with a vindictive urge to 

lash out in response. 

The case for U.S.-China economic codependency has been compelling for many years. On the brink of collapse in the late 

1970s, following the cumulative convulsions of Mao's Great Leap Forward and Cultural Revolution, China was quick to 

turn to the U.S. for external support for Deng Xiaoping's strategy of "reform and opening up." Meanwhile, the U.S., in the 

grips of stagflation in the late 1970s, was eager to seek new growth solutions; low-cost Chinese imports were the 
' antidote for income-constrained American consumers. 

The U.S. also began to borrow freely from China's vast reservo,ri of surplus saving - a convenient solution for the world's 

largest deficit saver. Born out of innocence, this two-way dependency blossomed into a seemingly blissful marriage of 

convenience. 

Alas, it was not a loving relationship. Deep-seated biases and resentments - .China's so-called century of humiliation 

following the Opium Wars of the nineteenth century and America's inability to get out of its own skin when assessing the 

ideological threat posed by a sooalist state like China - sustained a long-simmering distrust that set the stage for the 

current conflict-As the human pathology of codependency would predict, a parting of the ways eventually occurred. 

China was the first to embrace change - committing to an economic rebalancing by shifting its growth model from 

external to internal demand, from exports and investment to private consumption. China's progress has been mixed, but 

the endgame is no longer in doubt, underscored by a shift from surplus saving to saving absorption. After peaking at 

52.3% in 2008, its gross domestic saving rate.has fallen approximately seven :percentage points and should continue to 

decline in the years ahead as China strengthens its long-porous social safety net, encouraging Chinese families to redu.ce 

fear-driven precautionary saving. 

At the same time, an explosion of e-commerce in an increasingly digitized (that is, cashless) economy is providing a 

powerful platform for China's emerging middle-class consumers. And a transformation from imported to indigenous 

innovation is central to China's long-term strategy, both to avoid the "middle0 i.ncome trap" and to achieve great-power 

status by 2050, as per President Xi Jinping's "new era" centenary aspirations.· 

Consistent with the human pathology of codependency, China's shifts have become a source of growing discomfort for 

the US, which can hardly be thrilled with China's saving pivot. With America's saving shortfall now worsening in the 

aftermath of last year's poorly timed tax cuts, the U.S. will only become more reliant on surplus savers like China to fill 

the void. Yet China's move to saving absorption narrows that option. 

Moreover, while China's nascent consumer-led growth dynamic is impressive by most standards, limited market access 

has constrained U.S. companies from capturing what they Judge to be a fair market share of the potential bonanza. And, 

of course, there is enormous controversy over the innovation shift, which may well lie at the heart of the current tariff 

war. 

Whatever the source, the conflict phase of codependency is now at hand. China is changing, or at least attempting to do 

so, while America is not. The U.S. remains stuck in the time-worn mindset of a deficit saver with massive multilateral 

trade deficits and the need to draw freely on global surplus saving to support economic growth. From the perspective of 

codependency, the U.S. now feels scorned by its once comP,llant partner and, oredictablv, is lash_ing out in response. 
This material is distributed by Capitol Counsel 1'..LC on ~ehalf of US-Chnia iranspacifl'c Foundation. 
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Which brings us to the burning question: Will the U.S.-Ch1na trade conflict end with a peacetul resolution or an 

acrimonious divorce7 The lessons from human behavior may hold the answer. Rather than react out of blame, scorn, 

and distrust, both countries need to focus on rebuilding their own economic strength from within. That will require 

compromises on both sides - not just on the trade front. but also on the core economic strategies that both nations 

embrace. 

The innovation dilemma is the most contentious issue by far. The conflict phase of codependency frames it as a zero

sum battle: US allegations of Chinese intellectual property theft are portrayed by the Trump administration as nothing 

less than an existential threat to America·s economic future. Yet, seen as a classic symptom of codependency, those 

fears are overblown. 

Innovation is indeed the lifeblood of any country's sustained prosperity. But it need not be depicted as a zero-sum battle. 

China needs to shift from imported to indigenous innovation to avoid the middle-income trap - a key stumbling block for 

rnost developing economies. The U.S. needs to refocus on innovation to overcome yet another worrisome productivity 

slowdown_that could lead to a corrosive stagnation. 

That may well be the bottom line on the trade conflicts of codependency. The U.S. and China both need innovation-led 

economies for their own purposes - in codependency terms, for their own personal growth. Transforming a zero-sum 

conflict of codependency into a positive-sum relationship of mutually beneficial interdependence is the only way to end 

this economic war before it turns into something far worse. 

Copyright: Project Syndicate, 2018. 

www.proJect-syndicate.org 
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The US, China, and the Logic of Trade Confrontation 
Sep 19, 2018 Like a]/ Share/ 

Q Gideon Rachman 
- Chief Foreign Affairs Columnist at the Financial Times 

They don't call them trade wars for nothing. The latest round of tit-for-tat trade sanctions between the US and 

China is driven by the same emotions of fear and pride that lead real wars to break out. One country makes an 

aggressive move, so the other feels obliged to respond in kind. Both sides fear that if they back down, they will 

lose face in the eyes of the world and of their own people. 

The Trump administration's view is that China has been "cheating" on trade for decades. But instead of 

responding to the first round of US tariffs, imposed in July, with concessions, the Chinese reacted with tariffs of 

their own. So now President Donald Trump is imposing further tariffs of 10 per cent on an extra $200bn-worth of 

Chinese exports. 

Predictably, rather than backing down, the Chinese have promised to respond to this latest round of measures 

with more tariffs on American goods. Following the logic of escalation, Mr Trump has pledged that will trigger yet 

more US tariffs~ possibly at a higher rate of 25 per cent - covering essentially all Chinese exports to America. 

This mate_ri.~I is distri_buted by Capitol Counsel LLC on behalf of US-China Transpacific Foundation. 
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Both sides are willing to risk a trade war because they think they have a good chanc~/t~Prfl,~~?¥i,-eiJ1believes 

the Chinese economy is struggling and is therefore vulnerable to American economic pressure. Larry Kudlow, the 

senior White House economic adviser, said recently that "China's economy is just heading south". The Americans 

. also know that China enjoys a massive trade surplus with the US and is more vulnerable in a tariff war. 

The Chinese government, by contrast, believes that its authoritarian political system is much better placed to 

withstand a trade war than the American model, which is open to pressure and voter discontent. The regime in 

Beijing will have noted that the Trump admin.istration has already had to promise to bail out soya bean farmers 

who have been adversely affected by Chinese tariffs. 

As Jeremy Shapiro of the European Council on Foreign Relations puts it: "Both sides think they can win and so are 

willing to fight the war. War, in political science language, is almost always an argument over relative power, 

otherwise there would be no need to fight. In this case, a trade war is necessary to figure out who is right." 

So far the trade war has been fought out mainly using tariffs. But China will soon run out of American goods on 

which it can impose duties. So the Chinese government is going to have to look for other ways offighting back .. 

Some changes are already visible. Diplomats say China has already eased the enforcement of trade sanctions on 

North Korea, which are important to US efforts to force the regime of Kim Jong Un to scrap its nuclear weapons. 

The Chinese are also likely to throw up new regulatory obstacles to American businesses operating inside Chin~. 

And China may also manipulate its currency to drift down in value, which might easily offset the price effect of a 

1 O per cent tariff. 

There is also new speculation about China's role as a big buyer of Ameri_can government debt. Some have long 

theorised that China could exert pressure on the US by simply refusing to buy Treasury bills, so making it harder 

to fund the US federal deficit. Hillary Clinton once argued that America ,:iould struggle to "get tough" on Beijing 

because China i_s "America's banker". In the Barack Obama years, however, the prevailing view was that China 

would never dump its holdings ofAmerican debt because that would dr'ive down the value of China's own 

savings. However, with the US deficit once again soaring after the Trump tax cuts, the Chinese will certainly be 

exploring the possible use of the debt threat as a retaliatory measure. 

Once wars break out, all sorts of new weapons are developed. And that holds for trade wars as well as real wars. 

Copyright The Financial Times Limited 2018 
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SCMP.COM 

To rise above Trump's trade war, China should let go of its 'century 
of humiliation' 

PUBLISHED: Wednesday, 26 September, 2018, 8:00am 
UPDATED: Wednesday, 26 September, 2018, 11:34am 
Commenl>lnsight & OpiniomUnited States 
Tian Feilor,g 

Tian Feilong says China's history of 'humiliation' is not conducive to its 
new-found role in world affairs. A China that wishes to enjoy internal 
peace and friendly external relations must refrain from nurturing a sense 
of victimhood 

China and the US are locked together in a trade war, which is a dispute over interests, 
technology and institutional values. The trade war is also a major event with regard to 
the modernisation of the East and West and the history of competition between them. 

When the US trade delegation [1] came to China in May this year with a list of demands, 
it felt like the Treaty of Wanghia all over again, touching off the Chinese people's sense 
of historic suffering and fighting spirit. China signed the Treaty of Wanghia with th.e · 
United States in 1844, after signing the Treaty of Nanking (2] with Britain in 1842. The 
agreements began a new chapter in history as the West opened up Chinese trade and 
pushed the Chinese ihto modernisation. And the Treaty of Nanking was the result of a 
clash between the Chinese and British empires: the opium war [3] - a trade war China 
lost. 

The history of humiliation must not repeat itself, but this also limits modern China's 
policy decisions with regard to its national ethos and its trade war with the US. 

, 
Hong Kong was ceded to Britain under the Treaty of Nan king. In the Chinese 
nationalistic view of history, this event was the starting point of"national humiliation''; the 
beginning of the time when, to quote Joseph Stalin, "those who fall behind get beaten"; 
and the impetus for becoming a rich country with a strong army. 

The-fortunes built on opium - including those of many of Hong Kong's richest 
families [4] 

China's "century of humiliation" ended in 1949, when Mao Zedong kicked off a new era, 
announcing that the Chinese had stood up [5], and yet this century clearly informs 
the preamble [6] of the constitution of the People's Republic of China. As recently as 
2017, President Xi Jinping mentioned [7] this history of "humiliation" in a 
commemorative speech on the 20th anniversary of Hong Kong's handover. His concept 
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of national rejuvenation [BJ stems from the memory of national humiliation, though it also 
seeks to transcend it. 

Judging by history, there is a solid basis for "national humiliation". Beginning in 1842, 
China continually ceded and leased territories to foreign powers. Under a series of 
treaties, foreigners in China had extraterritorial rights and China lost tariff autonomy to 
foreign powers. 

Worse, China's equally backward neighbour, Japan, turnea into a foreign power [9) after 
the Meiji Restoration and joined the ranks of China's invaders, In the Chinese people's 
historical memory, they were bullied time and again: the opium war, the Anglo-French 
destruction of Yuanmingyuan (the Old Summer Palace), the first Sino-Japanese war, 
the siege of the international legations, the Boxer indemnity and even after the 
establishment of the Republic of China. 

Generations of patriots and revolutionaries failed to save the country through the Self
Strengthening Movement, the Hundred Days of Reform, the Chinese Revolution and the 
New Culture Movement. But in the Chinese cultural spirit, there is a Confucian feeling 
that was set down in the Doctrine of the Mean: "Understanding shame, you approach 
courage." This has. been fully reflected in modem history. 

After the Hundred Days of Reform failed to transform Qing China into a constitutional 
monarchy, two one-party states - the Kuomintang and the; Communist Party- made 
their respective debuts, mobilising and revolutionising the nation. In 1949, the People's 
Republic of China was founded, but the normative transformation of the one-p;;irty state 
into a republic has been full of twists and turns and is not yet complete. 

The history of "national humiliation" has played an important role in bringing the nation 
together, but also created a confrontational attitude to the modern Western normative 
system and made a negative impact with regard to the modernisation of governance. 

First, this historical view strengthens the collectivism in the classical Chinese political 
tradition. It has catalysed nationalism [1 OJ, and slowed the growth of individualism, 
relatively. 

Second, it stirs up feelings of sadness arid thoughts of revenge, which is not conducive 
to China's role as a responsible big country on the global stage. 

China is replacing the US in global order whether world likes it or not [11) 

Third, it wrongly blames China's backwardness on traditional culture, resulting in a 
structural breakdown of Chinese historical a.nd cultural traditions. 

Fourth, the resistance and resentment towards the liberal, democratic values embedded 
in Western colonialism [12] has grown into scepticism about universal values. It 
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prevents a modernising China from absorbing and integrating rational values ofthe 
West. 

Fifth, the history of "national hurniliation" has adversely affected the relations betwee.n 
China and major powers, at a lime when China itself has become a major power. It 
induces the other powers to feel insecure and think of containing [13] Chinll. 

A Chi_na !_hat wishes to enjoy internal peace and friendly external relations must refrain 
from nurturing a sense of victirnhood. II rnust distinguish between the evils of 
colonialism and the virtues of Western modernisation, and assimilate the rationlll values 
of Western civilisation with critical discernment. 

The world dominated by the West has maintained a dual relationship of prejudice and 
instruction with China. It maintains its sense of superiority with Orientalism, but also 
promotes freedom and democracy, pushing China towards normative transformation. 
But a purely Western view misunderstands China's autonomy as a civilisation, as well 
as the complexity and structural resilience of the one•party state. 

And Donald Trump's all-out trade war on China is a failed response to this history. 
Contemporary China has inherited the history of "national humiliation", but more 
importantly ii has to develop a rational plan: 

First, ii must reeoncile with tradit_ional culture and rebuild. the legitimacy of contemporary 
Chinese institutions in the context of Chinese civilisation, and bring radicalism under 
control. 

Watch: Bringing Chinese in!<-brush painting to the big screen 

Second, reconcile with individualism. Respect and protect the liberalism and freedoms 
!_hat have been embraced in China since economic reform was implemented. Est.ablish 
the political and cultural legitirnacy of individual dignity. 

Third, Beijing should establish a coherent rule of law, rebuild the relationship between 
the party and the government by legal means, and establish due process and an 
accountability mechanism for all public powers. 

Fourth, Chi_na should maintain responsible global governance and a pacifist position. 
Which is to say, the Belt and Road Initiative and establishment of a new tr;;ide order 
should fully respect existing international norms, so they clln be pluses in a beneficial 
systern of new globalisation [14]. 

Tian Feilong is an assoeiate professor at Beihang University's Law School in 
Beijing. This article is translated from Chinese 
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More on this: 
How the trade war highlights a culture clash between Chinese patience and Trumpian 
instant gratification (15] 
Can US-China trade war rivalry reverse the worst economic trends in both 
countries? [16] 
To see why Trump's tariffs have hit a Chinese nerve, read history [17] 

Source URL: https://www.scmp.com/comment/insight-opinioh/united-
. states/article/2165675/rise-above-trumps-trade-war-china-should-let 
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Trump's Murky Trade War End Game 

Sep 26, 2018 

James H. Nolt 
Adjunct Professor at New York University 

. 

Like s I [ Share j 

This week President Donald Trump intensified his trade war with China, adding to tariffs imposed earlier this year 

so that about half of all Chinese exports to the U.S. are subject to a 10% tax, with this amount increasing to 25% 

by the end of the year. If Chinese officials retaliate, which they are already promising to do, he threatened 

additional tpriffs on nearly all the rest of Chinese exports. Trump's pressure keeps ratcheting up with no end in 

sight. The end game is murky because Trump's expectations of what China should do to end the crisis are both 

expansive and vague. Most media commentators speak of the need for China to end its "unfair trade practices" 

as if it is obvious to everyone what trade "crimes" China should cease committing. However, the specifics are not 

easy to find. 
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One enumeration Is the report of the U.S. Trade Representative (USTR) that provides the o~ens1ble excuse and 

legal cover for Trump's tradewar. It complains about a pattern of Chinese spying, hacking, technology theft. and 

· so-called "forced transfer" of technology in joint venture partnerships. It also a_ttacks the ambitious Chinese "2025 

Plan" that targets China's numerous cutting-edge new industries. The implication of the report is that China will 

achieve such goals only by intellectual property theft and supposedly illicit government subsidies to research and 

develop new technologies. 

Many in the media have focused on charges like these, but if they were Trump's real priority, then the solution 

would be to tighten U.S. laws related to foreign direct investment abroad and improve U.S. rnunterintelligence, 

perhaps including assistance to U.S. companies operating abroad. Ideally, the U.S. would propose a bilateral 

agreement with China, or a multilateral one, on better rules for safeguarding data and technology worldwide. 

That is something negotiable. But Trump does not want more rules and regulations for business. He certainly 

does not w_ant more global regulatory agreements. That is the liberal way. He wants results, not more rules. 

He says again and again the specific result he wants: rebalancing U.S. trade. He wants to export more and import 

less so that more goods are made in America. That was his very popular promise to voters that pushed him over 

the top in the election race, especially in the key swing states of the industrial Midwest. China's "unfair" trade 

practices from this standpoint are not any specific bad behaviors, but simply its competitive success. He does not 

want a. new set of rules, he simply wants China to buy more and restrain its exports. He does not want free trade 

- he wants managed trade. 

One model for former Democrat Trump is the now defunct "industrial policy" wing of the Democratic Party, led by 

former Rep. Richard Gephardt (1977-2005). Another hero of"managed trade" is supposed free trader, former

Republican President Ronald Reagan, who relieved Japanese competitive pressure on the U.S. automobile and 

steel indust.ries by letting the value of the dollar fall (increasin_g the dollar prices of Japanese goods) and by 

demanding that Japan impose "voluntary export restraints" on key exports, especially automobiles. Decades ago, 

Japan was the U.S.' most formidable competitor. Now it is China. Managed trade like this is based not on rules, 

but on results. If you compete too successfully, you must be restrained.· 

So-called "voluntary" export restraints are based on forming an effective cartel among exporting firms. The U.S. 

suggested a quantitative limit for Japan's annual exports, and the Japanese car companies divided up this 

"voluntary'' quota among themselves, as would any cartel, in order to limit the quantity and raise the price. 

Actually, Japanese auto executive.s did not mind so much because a_lthough they exported somewhat fewer cars 

to the U.S., they charged more for each one,'so thei_r profit margins increased. They switched to selling more 

luxury cars and fewer cheap compacts. 

Unfortunately for China, this managed trade solution is not an option today. Although ignorant U.S. 

commentators like to portray the Chinese economy as dominated by state-owned enterprises, they are a minor 

factor in the export sector. More than half of Chinese exports are products manufactured or sourced by 

multinational corporations, many of them American. Managing their trading practices is more of an issue 

between the U.S. government and the "offending" companies. The Chinese government would in any case be 

criticized by other powerful U.S. interests if it tried to restrain the export behavior of foreign firms. The same 

Republican government that is tearing up myriad regulations on U.S. businesses is not likely to take _the lead in 

regulating what it does in China. Instead, Republicans would put this onus on Chinese officials and then of course 

blame them for whatn,~,ri1,,il~~b'i'Q Ji~fra'ufJ!fillrcapitol Counsel LLC on behalf of US-China Transpacific Foundation. 
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Those Chinese exports that are not manufactured by mult1nat1onal corporations are mostly-produceif □y mynad 

small- and medium-sized private firms scattered all over China. Unlike the highly concentrated and already well

organized Japanese car industry, it would be an administrative nightmare to organize thousands of firms in 

industrial cartels, allocate market shares to each, and thereby restrict output and raise expo_rt prices, 

Furthermore, if Chinese exports were significantly reduced, much of the business would flow to other low-wage 

countries around the world, not return to the U.S. China would bankrupt many of its owh exporters without even 

solving the U.S. trade deficit "problem," which has deep structural roots in the U.S. economy itself. 

Managed trade may be a solution in a few instances where there are enormous firms whose activities can be 

easily regulated, but this would raise hackles. Otherwise, a broad solution to the problem of the U.S. trade deficit 

would require 'comprehensive reform of the U.S. economy. Even if it were desirable, Trump and the Republican 

Congress are busy throwing away the regulatory and tax tools to do that. In fact, the U.S. trade deficit has only 

increased during Trump's presidency. I am skeptical whether any solution sati~fying Trump can be found. The 

Chinese government lacks the regulatory power and incentive to give him what he wants. The U.S. government is 

likewise unwilling or unable. The trade war is likely to continue until Trump falls. 

China-US Trade : Trade War 
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Trump's trade war was decades in tbe making 
PUBLISHED : Tuesday, 10 July, 2018, 11: 15am 
UPDATED : Tuesday, 1.0 July, 2018, 11 :43am 
News > China > Diplomacy & Defence 
POLITICO 

Briefing Book - 301 

This story is being published by the South China Morning Post as part of a content partnership with 
POLITICO. It was reported by Ben White, Nancy Cook, Andrew Restuccia and Doug Palmer and 
originally appearecJ on politico.com [1} on July 9, 2018. · 

Those who know Donald Trump say it was always going to go this way with China. 

The New York real estate tycoon began issuing ·bitter tirades against foreign countries "ripping off'' the United 
States on trade back in the 1980s. At an expletive-laden political rally in Las Vegas in 2011, Trump hinted at 
a future presidential campaign and promised to tell the Chinese: "Listen you mother••••••s we're going to tax 
you 25 percent!" 

So when the clock flipped to 12:01 a.m. on Friday morning and the U.S. fired the first major shot in a trade 
war with China that has Wall Street and corporate America petrified, those who know the president mostly 
shrugged it off as TnJmp doing what he was always going to do, no matter the dire warnings from his 
"globalist" advisers. 

"I always believe<:! he was deadly serious about China from the very beginning," said Stephen Moore, a 
conservative economist and outside White House adviser, recalling his time with Trump during the campaign. 
"I'm not at all surprised that we've come to this point. I am a little surprised that China hasn't been more 
conciliatory. Buf I think Trump can't back down, he just can't. He has to stand toe to toe with China." 

But now that Trump is deep into the trade fight he desperately wanted, there's no clear exit strategy and no 
explicit plans to negotiate new rules of the road with China, leaving the global trade community and financial 
markets wracked with uncertainty. As cargo ships head to ports in China with U.S. exports and Chinese ships 
head to U.S. ports, the new tariffs threaten to disrupt the established economic:: world order in ways that will 
soon cause pain for American and Chinese consumers. 

So what?, say Trump true believers. The president is playing a long game. 

"He has preached a confrontation with China for 30 years. The one thing he has been the most consistent on 
for his entire career is the economic threat posed by China," former Trump senior adviser Steve Bannon told 
POLITICO in an interview. "This is a huge moment, a historical moment. It's really Trump against all of Wall 
Street." · 

While some s.aw a trade war with China as inevitable given the president's history, the journey from Trump's 
escalator-ride campaign announcement to the dawn of a trade war between the globe's two largest 
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economies took many sharp turns featuring Oval Office shouting matches, the "#e~IW-, i@&eta'W~eclaring 
the trad_e war "on hold" only to be rebuffed and_ Trump's former top e_conomic adviser Gary Cohn calling 
hawkish trade adviser Peter Navarro a liar to his face. 

The recent history of the trade war began with Trump's campaign announcement speech on June 16, 2015 in 
Manhattan, in which the reality TV star candidate mentioned China 25 times. 

"People say you don't like China. No, I love them," he said. "But their leaders are much smarter than our 
leaders. And we can't sustain ourselves with that. It's like, take the New England Patriots and Tom Brady and 
have them play your high school football team." 

Trump shocked much of the world and rode his populist message into the Wh_ite House. In his darkly 
apocalyptic inauguration speech, Trump made his plans clear. · 

"We've made other countries rich while the wealth, strength and confidence of our country has disappeared 
over the horizon," Trump said. "One by one, the factories shuttered and left our shores, wit_h not even a 
thought about the millions upon mi_llions of American workers left behind." 

Wliile Trump swept into the Oval Office preaching fire and brimstone on trade, during his first year in office, 
his protectionist impulses were mostly he_ld in check by advisers like Cohn and Treasury Secretary Steven 
Mnuchin, who advocated a more traditionally Republican approach to trade policy. With the help of 
Agriculture Secretary Sonny Perdue, they argued Trump out of withdtawing from NAFTA in April 2017. 

Cohn argued to Trump at the time that unilaterally pulling out of NAFTA would tank the stock market and 
complicate White House efforts to pass a big tax cut bill that was priority No. 1 for the GOP. 

Navarro saw his role diminished when Trump placed him under Cohn's supervision at the National Economic 
Council. But just as Cohn and Mnuchin were winning battles on NAFTA, the wheels spun into motion for later 
showdowns over steel and aluminum tariffs and the larger trade battle with China. 

In April of 2017, Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross, at Trump's direction, _launched two probes that would 
result one year later in Trump imposing a 25 percent tariff on steel and 10 percent tariff on aluminum, 
angering China, the European Union, Ca_nada and a long list of other trading partners. 

They also led directly to Cohn's resignation. The NEC director, who argued repeatedly to TnJmp that the 
tariffs would slam U.S. manufacturers, decided he'd had enough and quit i_n March of this year, replaced by 
Larry Kudlow, an affable free-trader and former CNBC host much less likely to contradict the president. 

The direct path to the trade war with China began in August of last year when, at Trump's direction, U.S. 
Trade Representative Robert Lighthizer launched an investigation under Section 301 of the 197 4 Trade Act,. 
which allows the president to restrict exports to put pressure on another country to change its trade practices. 

In March, USTR released a report accusing China of unfairly acquiring valuable U.S. intellectual property, 
either through outright theft, forced technology transfers or other means. 

Based on that report, Trump ordered Lighthi:Zer to draw up a list of $50 billion worth of Chinese goods that 
would be hit with an additional 25 percent tariff. USTR published that list in early April, targeting a number of 
intermediate products used in manufacturing, but also some consumer items like birth control pills and flat
panel TVs. 

However, after a public hearing on the proposed list, USTR dropped televisions, birth control and some other 
items from its product list, while adding new ones like semiconductors. That resulted in two different lists, one 
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totaling about $34 billion of goods and the other totaling $16 billion subject to fur'Afi#irnl.i~W.,k - 303 

Beijing promptly responded by threatening increased duties on $50 billion worth of U.S. exports, including a 
big-ticket agricultural item - soybeans - as well as seafood, electric cars and whiskey. But once the United 
States divided its reta_liation lists into two parts, Beijing did the same. 

Senior U.S. and Chinese officials met at least three times i.n the following month.s - twice in Seijing a.nd once 
in Washington - but failed to reach an agreement that would persuade Trump not to go forward with the 
duties, despite rising concern from the business community and many Republican members of Congress. 

A trip to Beijing in May of this year laid bare the sharp divisions within the administration on China. 

Navarro and Mnuchin got into a widely reported shouting match on the sidelines of the t,3.lks. And t.he p,3ir 
brought their differences back with them. Mnuchin declared in a "Fox News Sunday" interview on May 20 that 
the trade was on "on hold" and urged the president to consider China's offers to buy more American goods to 
reduce the trade deficit and avoid a tariff battle. Navarro quickly rebuked him in an NPR interview, calling the 
Treasury secretary's .rema.rks an "unfortunate sound bite." 

Behind the scenes, the Mnuchin-Navarro relationship grew even worse, people close to them said, with each 
privately blaming the other for leaking damaging information about them tQ the press. One person familiar 
with the issue said the true extent of their disdain for each other had actually been underplayed by the media. 

Mnuchin's critics in the administration cast hi.m as a China policy neophyte who was played by Beijing. 
Mnuchin's "on hold" comment also produced tacit pushback from Lighthizer, who put out a statement· 
stressing that tariffs were a crucial option to "protect our technology" against the Chinese. 

Navarro, for his part, was attacked internally as an out-of-touch hothead who couldn't be trusted with 
sensitive negotiations. The long-time China critic was said to be furious about the leaking of his argument 
with Mnuchin on the sidelines in Beijing, believing it was intended to make him look short-tempered and 
rationalize his being kept out of upcoming talks with the Chinese in Washington, according to a person 
involved in the process. 

Still, Mnuchin was not the only one hopeful about avoiding a trade war after returning from Beijing. Kudlow 
felt good too. 

"I never felt we'd get a concrete deal," the NEC director said in an interview from his West Wing office shortly 
after returning from the trip, in which the White House laid out its "asks" for the Chinese. "They engaged us 
on that, it's good. This is going to be a process." 

That process never got very far. 

Trump toyed with the idea of reaching a grand bargain witfl the Chinese that would avert the tariffs. And he 
stunned Capitol H.ill and much of the world when he tweeted on May 13 that he was working with Chinese 
President Xi Jinping on a deal to get Chinese telecom giant ZTE, sharply sanctioned by the United States, 
"back in business." 

The White House has continued pushing to help ZTE, over congressional GOP opposition, largely as part of 
an effort to get Xi and the Chinese to help on diplomacy with North Korea. Trump also surprised his more 
hawkish advisers late last month when he took Mnuchin's side in declining to impose investment restrictions 
exclusively on China. 

But that decision and the efforts toward a ZTE deal were just sideshows as Trump marched toward the wider 
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People close to the president said he was always skeptical of the kind of grand bargain with China on trade 
that Mnuchin attempted to bring back from Beijing. In the end, Trump was unsatisfied with the early contours 
of the agreement, which included a demand to cut China's trade surplus by $200 billion. 

The failure of Mnuchin and other like-minded advisers to head off a trade with China concluded on Friday 
when U.S. duties on $34 billion on Chinese exports to the U.S. went into effect. USTR will hold another 
hearing and public comment period on the remaining $16 billion. China similarly divided its retaliation into two 
tranches to respond in kind as U.S. duties are imposed. 

Trump told reporters on Air Force One on Thursday night that the U.S. was laying plans to impose cl_ose to 
$500 billion in total tariffs on China, a figure that would cover all kinds of consumer products from televisions 
to toaster ovens. The U.S. imported a total of $505 billion worth of goods from China last year. 

There is little sense, even cJmong the free-traders inside the administration, that the White House will back 
down from the Chinese tariffs anytime soori. It's a defining issue for Trump, according to people close to the 
White House. 

Administration officials told people last week not to expect the White House to "blink" on its tariffs in the near 
term. Right riow, the president views the tariffs as a winning political issue heading into the midterms, despite 
protests fromThe Wall Street Journal editorial board, business groups and so-called elites or donors. · 

These various constituencies that support free trade are now trying to take the long view on the tariffs ~ 
hoping they end once an event like a drop in the stock market, an increase in_ prices of consumer goods or 
the conclusion of the midterms makes the political argument less palatable. 

For a president who frequently changes direction on policy, trade is one area where advisers argue Trump is 
carrying out his campaign promises and setting himself up to make trade a major talking point in the 2018 
midterms and even 2020. 

"Obviously, Trump realizes that if you extrapolate things.out over the next 10 to 15 years, the U.S. is at a 
disadvantage compcJred to ot_her countries unless we fix the trade set ups," said one of the Republicans close 
the White House. "The president is looking down the road to try to help the workers or industries most 
affected by this." 

For Trump's nationalist advisers, the fierce internal debate over whether to hit China with tariffs amounted to 
a battle over the soul ofTrumpism. And on Fridily, they were privately declaring victory, arguing that the so
called globalists they have long ridiculed - and feared - had been defeated. 

"Reagan had Russia; Trump has China," Bannon said. "For over four decades the establishment said this 
day could never happen - with frump it did," 

Megan Cassella and Maria Curi contributed to this report. 

Topics: POLITICO 
US-China trade war 
US-China trade war: All stories 
Do_nald Trump 
Xi Jinping 
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THIS WEEK IN ASIA 

TOPIC US-CHINA TRADE WAR 

US AND CHINA: WHO TRIED TO 
AVERTATRADEWARANDWHO 
FORCED IT? 
The two have nioved in entirely 01iposice directions over the past six weeks when it comes to fulfilling the bilntera_l ob~igations stemmingfrom 

their May l9aftreement 

BY SOURABH GUPTA 
7 JUL 2018 

Fireworks, speeches, b;,I_rbeq1_es a_nd feasts l)ave traditionally marked America's Fourth of July festivities goilig back to the 18th 

cencury.-Add tit-for-tat retaliatory tariff Ho the celebratory mix this year. In the week that America celebrated its. 242nd 

birthday, the Donald TrumJ;L(h.Ups://WWW scinp co:tn/topics/dmi.ald-tniinP-).administration a:nd its trade partners on both 

sides of the Pacific busied themselves enacting punitive duties oh eath other's exports. 

Ca_na_da we11t first, imposi_ng_ duties on US$l2.5 hiilion of US exports mi July 1 (a"pp"ropriately also Canada Day) in response to 

Trump's steel and alum_inium tariJfs t_h_at kick_ed in last month. 

on July 5, Mexico followed suit with its secon_d tranche of duties on USS3 billion worth of US exports- mostly agricultural 

products, also iti response to Trump's steel and aluminium tariffs. On Friday, US$34 billion worth of Chinese exports to the US 

across 818 tariff lines were subject to an additional 25 per cent duty. 

\JS-China trade war: not about trade. not about Jrumn Hece·-s w~at it is about ➔ 
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'\/I/hen these Sect_ion 301 duties go into effect, Trump will have ·plumbed yet 3.nother:a low in his already dis·mally low governing 

record. From the Iran deal to the Paris climate agreement to thP. Jia,'ns-P;J<;i{ic_P~ql)_er_s_bip 

.{hUps://WWW-sCmp.com/topics/trans-pgciJk-Partnershipl {TPP') agreement,.-tfllmp ha:s had no compunction tearing up 

solemn iritemational commitments entered into by his predecessors. The imposition Of these tariffs on China would constitute 

the first instance, however, of him imiteriaUy reneging on his own solemn commitment co an intema_tionaJ partner. 

Chinese Vice-Premier Liu He. Photo, AFP 

Over the third weekend of May, Tnimp's Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin and PresidentXi.Jinping 

.{httgs:/ /WWW.scmp.cgrri/to~.:ji.ii~gl's ec"onomic tsar, Vke-PremiCr Liu He, delivered a win-win, principles-based deal to 

tide over the seemingly indissoluble {JS-China trade, investment and intellectual property rights-quarrels. Suspending the 

US$50-billion worth of Section 301 tariffs was at the core of their consensus. 

China bas ·nuclear options· in trade war with US reallY.? ➔ 

In exchange for setting a_side tariffs, the US was to enjoy ramped-up agriculture alld energy sale~ in the Chinese· market, ensUre 

tha_t B_eijing's patent laws got appropriately tweaked, obtain gradual inVestment liberalisation in additional Chinese sectors, 

and sµbject Cl:tinese investment in the US to quahtatively more checks. They released a statement o'h May 19 that.confirmed 

their consensus and in an Oval Office meetiilg, Trump blessed it expressly. 

WATCH: Trade war threatens China's love for American barbecue 





'\ 
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Domestic pork - the cuts on the ribs aren't right 

It now appears that Trump, the sel_f-professed negotiating virtuoso, can neither deliver on h_is word nor on the lo_ne US 

c.oncession withi_n a pri_nciples-ha_s_e_d agreem_ent that is hugely t_ilted in h_is coun_try's ravo_ur. In tj't(! six week_:;, stnce th_e 

forrna1isation of the joint consensus, the US and China have been a study in contrasts i_n terms of its implementa_tion_.-

During the first week of June, US Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross_paid a productive vis_it to _Beijing du_ring yVhich US$50 billioQ 

of sector-by-sector and product-by-product purchase contracts capable of sustaini_ng half a million Amertc_an jobs were 

discuss_ed. More importantly, marked progress was 8.chieved in narroVving down differences related to a nu.mber of long

standing technic~ and regulatory irritants, including plant biotechnology trait non-_approvals, t~at h_ave held back US 

agricultural sales in the Chinese market 

US Commerce Secretary Wilbur Roi.sat the Diaciyutai State Guesth·ouse !cir hi.s me_etin·g with Chinese Vice-Premier ~iu He. Photo: Reuters 

On June IO, Ch_ina's St_.;t_te Council issued a highly awaited circular that significantly increases the level of investment 

liberajis~tion a.nQ i.mproves the level ofinvestment protection. Pursuant to the circular, China's negative list for foreigh 

invest_me_nt is to be pared down by a quarter from 2017 levels (and by half from 2015 levels), starting July 28, and fueaiiingful 

openings are s_lated i'n areas such as seeds, automotive manufacturing, aircraft manufacturing and power grids, which the 

government had hitherto been reluctant to open up. 

China and TruaJP.·s tariffs: stoP-, or I'll shoot myself too ➔ 

The next day, a draft revision of China's Patent Law, awaiting a reading at the mid-month National People's Co_ngre.s_s S~ndi_ng 

Committee session, was withdrawn at short notice from the session's agenda. The likely purpose was to make studied 

amendments to the draft to incorporate revised provisions on technology licen.Sing as well as substantially increase the legal 

compensation limit for domestic intellectual property infringerhe"rit. Both would be in keeping with the Commitme·nts 

expressed in the May 19 Mnuchin-He consensus. 
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New cars at the Auto Warehousing Company near the Port of Richmond in California. Photo: AFP 

AH along, Beijing has contitn,ted to lower its tariff barriers, eliminating import tariffs on common drug.." as wen as reducing its 

duties on automobiles, auto parts and a swathe of consumer and ho_usehold items starting from July I. In a nutshell, the Xi 

government proceeded with sincerity to fulfil its side of the May 19 bargain. 

The same cannot be said of the Trum·p administration. Barely 10 days after the ink had dried- and with no percep_tible negative 

shift at the Chinese end-Trump reversed course and ahnolinted the US would go ahead and impose the Section 301 tariffs on 

China. A final list of covered imports was arirtounted on JU:ne 15 with tariffs set to go into effect three weeks later. 

Tru_mp·s prol!lise to partially reh·abi_Litate the US operations of the Chinese tetec_ommunications company ZTE have become mired in Congress-White House discord. 
Photo: Reuters 

On June 21, a stricter foreign investment screening regime again_st Chi_na_and other cou_ntries of concern was anriounced. 

Henceforth, ·a broader range of Chin·ese in".estors- be it majority or minority equity holders, seed-st_age venture capitalists, o_r 

intellectual property licensees- ate to be barred from acquiring militarily and industrially significant tech_nologies in the US. 

Separately, Trump's promise to partially rehabilitate the US o"perationsofthe puilished-and-chcisceiled Chinese 

tel_ecom_mun_icat_ions company ZTE have also become mired in Congress-White House discord. 

Donald T rumP.,.P.rclliaflltarmil iw<liolliUW111'1 W)llgil.t/i:~S,China Transpacifi'c Foundation, 
· · · · · -· · -- ·Additional infot'mation is available at the Department of Justice, Was_hingto_n, DC . 
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Clea_r_ly, t_he US a_nc:l C_hi_na ha_ve moved in e_ntirely oppos_ite direct_ions over the past six weeks with regard to fulfilling the 

bilateral obligatio_ns stemming from their May l 9 agreeJ!lent. 

But all should not be considered lost. Mercurial tutnarolinds have beeil a featute of this dysfunctional adininistratio·n in 

Washington and rilore such turnarounds-this time for-the better- could be iri store. On America's 241st birthday, North 

Korean leader Kim.J.QDg:.un.Jb.Ups·//WWW scmp com/topics/kim-jQDg:.YDlgleefully "gifted·" the "Am_ericail. basta:Tds" his first 

intercontinental ballistic missile launch. 

Kim Jong-un's July 4 gift to America last year. Photo; AP 

Fittingly, the very day a year later that Trump's Section 301 tariffs are set to take effect against China, Secretary of State Mik~ 

Pompeo was in Pyongyang to advance denucleariS:ation conversations within a ttallsfotmed US-North Kotea 

lbltps·//www scrnp com/topics/north-koreal. relatioilship. As remote a chailc_e as it may seem today, a sirriilar transformation 

in 1 JS-Chipa (hll.P-s:/ 1www.scmp.com/topicslcbina-us-re1ationsl trade, investment and intellectual property rights-related 

relations is also possible. 

US-China trade war· bad for business is just the begl.o.o.i.Dg ➔ 

For this transformation to take Shape however, the onus is on Washington to suspend its Section 301 tariffs and return to the 

negotiating table. China's dollar-for-dollar retaliatory tariffs and, ideally, the withdrawal or all promised market access 

commitments so far Linder the Mciy 19 statement's deficit reduttion pillar will hopefully help Ttum·p to discover whic,h side his 

political bread is buttered .. lfnot, perhaps Beijing Could partially release its fo_ot frorn the North Korea sanctions pedal and 

inake the American president's imagined linkage of North Korea sanctions and China trade become a living reality. ■ 

Sourabh Gup"ta is a senior fellow al the Institute for China-America Studies in Washington 
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US Companies Keen to Keep Pressure on China, Just Not 
With Tariffs 
Sep 19, 2018 /i', Art Dicker 
( ,d_ 1 __ Founding partner of the Pacific Bridge Group 

'\ / 
·◄: 

Picture Credit: AP 

Like 1411 Share I 

American companies doing business in China have often had to perform a difficult balancing act. For years, the 

U.S. business community has advocated dialogue and patience as the Chinese market first opened up to the 

West and transitioned through its adolescent years. Privately, these same people have complained about 

intellectual property infringement and pressure on U.S. companies to transfer technology in exchange for 

"market access,'' or the ability to sell goods and services in China on an equal footing with local players. They have 

also voiced criticism, indirectly through trade associations, about explicit and hidden regulatory barriers.such as 

opaque licensing requirements for different industries. 

In the end, American businesses have often traditionally still _advocated engagement with China, relying on 

multilateral institutions like the WTO to address specific disputes rather than escalating matters, which could 

quickly turn into the kind of tit-for-tat trade war we are currently witnessing between the two powers. 
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. I Briefina Book - 312 et t e rump a m1nistrat1on oun a receptive au ,ence among t e oca American1ius1nE'Ss community as the 

president recently began to raise the volume of rhetoric about the trade deficit and unfair trade practices from 

China. There was a palpable sense among my fellow American business executives here in China that it was time 

to throw in the towel, recognize that Trump was finally calling a spade a spade, and realize we had perhaps been 

a bit too patient all these years waiting for change. When I cam'e to China as a young lawyer in 2007, attitudes in 

the American business community were different, as China had joined the World Trade Organization (WTO) 

relatively recently and was just beginning to implement its commitments. 

Operating in a modern but still state-influenced economy, facing increasingly strong local competitors, and with 

many of those direct and indirect market access barriers still in place, there is a pervasive feeling here that 

American companies want action and they want it now. Put another way, they have much less to lose than 

before. Perhaps Trump's aggressive tactics could be effective? 

Despite all their private critiques about Chinese trade practices, it is still somewhat rare for CEOs with substantial 

business in China to loudly and publicly call out China for not adhering to the letter and spirit of its WTO 

commitments. As former co-chair of the American Chamber of Commerce Shanghai Legal Committee, I have now 

noticed that the surrogate trade associations acting on behalf of American companies have become more vocal 

about it and less willing to try to rein in the administrat.ion when it publicly threatens China with measures like 

tariffs. 

"AmCham Sha~ghai has maintained a steady drumbeat of statements about C_hina's market access shortcomings 

and unfair industrial policies for many years. That has not changed. What has changed is the increase in 

frustration among many American companies. Many are.indeed quite successful in this market but they see a 

range of Chinese policies that stymie their greater success," Ken Jarrett, the president of the American Chamber 

of Commerce in Shanghai, told me. 

Make no mistake, the vast majority of U.S. companies doing business in. China are still against the tariffs being 

placed on China. A recent business survey by the American Chamber of Commerce in Shanghai found 69% 

opposed and 8.5% supportive of using tariffs as a tool to achieve trade goals. Another survey showed that 60% of 

respondents say that the initial $50 billion of tariffs have negatively impacted them, with higher numbers 

expected if the proposed $200 billion in tariffs are implemented. 

Tariffs are simply bad for business, especially when U.S. companies with a China supply chain will feel the pain as 

well. Moreover, while China's exports are largely manufactured goods, the U.S. economy is driven by technology 

and service companies that can produce and deliver products in country, in China. By conventional measures of 

imports and exports, it's therefore unlikely that the tariffs will cause Chi'na to suddenly purchase more U.S. 

imported goods and reduce the trade deficit. 

On the issue of reciprocity- the idea that market access for U.S. companies in China should mirror the access 

Chinese companies get in the U.S. - there has been much more support from the local American business 

community. In that same American Chamber of Commerce report, nearly three times as many respondents 

supported reciprocity as opposed it as a tool to achieve.market access, though still not yet hitting the 50% 

support level. Not surprisingly, a significant number of U.S. businesses have reported that they have felt an 

increase in non-tariff barriers since the onset of U.S. trade tariffs against China, e.g. increased tax and 

environmental inspection~, slower customs clearancesland slower aoorpval □ recesses. 
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The incongruity of market access has finally caused some· CE Os to speak out - albeit not necessarily your typical 

CEO. Elon Musk famously tweeted about the inconsistency of the tariffs on car imports to the U.S. versus the 

tariffs on U.S. car imports to China, as well as requirements of foreign companies to have JV equity partners. At 

the time, Tesla was negotiating with authorities in Shanghai to set up a new factory there, but negotiations stalled 

over those joint venture.partner requirements. With Musk's tweet and trade tensions ramping up, many 

seasoned business executives here were intrigued when the government made an exception and granted Tesla 

100% ownership control. No doubt Tesla already had a lot going for it with the government greatly desiring it 

locate the factory in Shanghai. But seeing Musk's open criticism not only go unpunished b!Jt perhaps even stirring 

a reaction in Tesla's favor was more than a bit unexpected. 

Shanghai Mayor Ying Yong and Tesla Chairman and CEO Elon Musk pose in from of a plaque for the Tesla 

(Shanghai) Ltd. Electric Vehicle Development and Innovation Center. (Picture Credit Phil Lebeau) 

Yet, Musk's one-off case notwithstanding, many still wonder when comprehensive reciprocity will realistically be 

achieved for whole industries. The WTO is now seen by many observers as hopelessly bureaucratic and outdated 

for global trade and investment in the 21st century. A regional trade framework, the Trans-Pacific Partnership 

(TPP), which was not designed to include China initially (but which China could join at a later date), has stalled 

indefinitely. However, some think it may come bac.k from the dead yet again amidst the latest trade tensions, and 

the Trump administration has given some signals suggesting this. Jarrett further stated, "From [the American 

Chamber of Commerce Shanghai's] perspective, we believe the Trump administration has not done enough to 

enlist the support of like-minded countries. There are signs this is changing, which we welcome." 
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as additional export contrnls on technology transfer, may lead to some change. Investment reciprocity was a 

major issue cited by the principal drafters of the bill. But might China see the regulations as a direct threat to its 

economic development and thicken the battle lines? 

U.S. companies will become increasingly vocal as the trade war drags on. Market access is important. but not if 

the tactics to get it create too much uncertainty and disrupt short-term supply chains that these companies have 

carefully built up for years. 

James McGregor, chairman of Greater China at APCO Worldwide, author, journalist and businessman who has 

lived in China for 25 years, summed up the sentiment in the U.S. business community there thus: "Many in the 

American business community in China were happy to s':e a strong pushback from the government against 

China's increasingly aggressive mercantilist and protectionist policies. While tariffs have gotten China's attention, 

they are not the right tool for solving the problem, and it appears that the Trump administration really has no 

endgame strategy." 

Trade War j China•US Trade 
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US hysterical in blocking sci-tech exchanges 

Source:Global Times Published: 2018/9/20 22:38:40 
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T.he US actions targeting China's Thousand Talents Plan have caused 
great anxiety among Chinese scientists in the US. Washington is quickly 
expanding restrictions on China-US scientific, technological and talent 
exchanges. It was reported that the MD Anderson Cancer Center in 
Houston might have begun to dismiss Chinese scholars on the list of the 
Thousand Talents Plan. Texas Tech University recently circulated a letter 
alerting staff who already are participating in relationships with Chinese, 
Iranian or Russian talent programs, including the.Thousand Talents plan, 
to disclose their relationships to relevant authorities of the university. 

Administrators of some US scientific research institutions and universities 
have joined US political elites in blocking scientific and technological 
exchanges with China. Reports were also circulating ihat visa restrictions 
will be imposed on Chinese students studying in certain areas. It seems 
blocking various channels for China to study US scientific technologies 
has become a public campaign. 

This runs counter to the development of-science and moralityc A. country 
should protect intellectual property, but science belongs to all human 
beings. Academic exchanges are indispensable to the development of 
science and the flow of talent is a natural result. Whoever violates 
intellectual property during the process should be condemned and 
punished, but "blocking academic exchanges is anti-scientific and 
hysterical. 

No one in the world has the right to monopolize talent. Any country Cir 
institution can only attract talent through preferential policies. With the 
largest number of talented people flowing in, the US has been the 
biggest beneficiary of talent exchanges, but it reacted fiercely against 
talent returning to China. This is unprecedented: 

From the perspective of Sino-US talent exchange, it •is hard to say that 
the US is in an unfavorable situation. When a large number of top 
students from China's top universities enter the US, they are semi
finished products. After their advanced studies there, they can then make 
contributions to the progress of US scientific research. Only a part return 
to China, while some are only doing part-time jobs in China. 

Some elites in the US believe that China has stolen US experience for 
its own modernization, infringing so-called US intellectual property 
rights. Washington is extremely puffed up with pride politically and 
culturally. It is also severely misunderstanding the history of human 
c;levelopment. 

If all Chinese students stop going to the US, would US u.niversities be 
happy? Chinese students have brought them huge amounts of income, 
promoted the US status of being ttie center of global higher education 
and enriched the intellectual resources of American society. The 
prosperity of US universities is inseparable from Chinese students. 

It is proved that the areas where the US is on guard against China have 
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The us· has· never been open to China when it comes to sensitive 
technologies. 

The US is anxious about its temporary gains and _losses. One minute it 
wants Sino-US exchanges, but the next it worries China is taking 
advantage. Its relevant policies are bound to change an the time. Its 
latest decision is like the trade war. Washington'.s purpose is to drag 
Beijing down, but it will mostly hurt itself. 

It is hoped that the individual rights of Chinese scientists and engineers 
in the US will not be harmed during the process. In particular, it is hoped 
there won't be any case of injustice. 

Posted in: EDITORIAL 

··--·--··--·---·-----·---·------·------
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US tells China: we want competition not cooperation 

PUBLISHED: Monday, 01 October, 2018, 3:34pm 
UPDATED : Monday, 01 October, 2018, 5:53pm 
News>China>Diplomacy 
Keegan E.1.rn.er ke"'9an,elmer@scmp.com 
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Event at Washington embassy highlights difference in the two sides' 
perspectives as senior Trump aide Matt Pottinger delivers blunt 
message 

The United States sees its relationship with China as a competition, a senior member of 
the Trump adminis.tration has told Chinese diplomats at an event thc1t highlighted the 
gulf between the two si.des' world yiews. 

While Cui Tiankai, China's ambassador to the US, used the reception at his country's 
embassy iri Washington to highlight the importance of cooperation, Matt Pottinger, c1 
senior director for Asian affairs on the National Security Council, made America's 
intentions clear. 

".In the United States, competition is not a four-letter word," Pottinger said. 

"We at the Trump administration hc1ve updated our Chin.a policy to bring the concept of 
competition to the forefront. It's right there at the top of the:president's national security 
strategy.', 

Xi and Trump may not be friends anymore, but ... [1] 

The pair were. speaking ata reception on Saturday to mark China's National Day, but 
PoUinger's language was unusually direct for an event to celebrate the founding of the 
People's Republic of China. 

The notion of freeqom a.nd competition sat "at the core" of America's democracy and 
market economy, Pottinger said, adding that failing to acknowledge the competition 
between the two sides would lead to misunderstandings and miscalculations. 

"If names cannot be correct, then language is not in accorqance with the truth of things. 
And if language is not in accordance with the truth of things, affairs cannot be carried on 
to success," he said, using a quotc1tion from Confucius. 

For h.is part, Cui said China and the US both faced a "historic choice" about the future of 
their relations. 

Th_is materi_al i_s distribu_te~ by Capitol Couns~I LLC on behalf of us.:chlna Tr"a."riSpaCific Fou·ndation. 
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"China has already made its choice," Cui said. "We are committed to the principle of no 
conflict, no confrontation, mut1,1al respect and win-win cooperation with the US." 

On trade, Cui reiterated China's assertion that it would "open its door wider to the 
outside world" and said China would "firmly safeguard" the international order to 
promote free trade. 

Last week US President Donald Trump accused Beijing of meddling in the upcoming 
US midterm elections [2] without initially offering any evidence for his claim. 

Trump later tweeted photos of a four-page supplement published in Iowa newspaper 
the Des Moines Register criticising the trade war and paid for by state-run Ct,ina Daily. 

Donald J. Trump 
✓@realDonaldTrump 

China is actually placing propaganda ads in the Des Moines Register a.nd other 
papers, made to look like news. That's becaw;;e we are beating them on Trade, 
opening markets, and the farmers will make a fortune when this is over! 
1:26PM.,Sep26 2018 

Five places that have paid t~e pticefor ~isple3:sing China [5] 
On Sunday, US ambassador to China Terry Branstad, a former Iowa governor, 
defended Trump's accusations, describing the China Daily advertisement as 
"propaganda" and accused Beijing of taking advantage of the US' freedom of the press. 

Branstad went on to accuse China of unfair state intervention in the economy, economic 
espionage, a.nd implementing non-tariff barriers that hurt US firms. 

Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi rejected frump's claims during his address to the 
United Nations in New York, saying Beijing upheld its principle of non-interference in 
other countries' domestic affairs. 

ChinawiU lose tradewar • .then things will get really nasty [6] 

In another speech at the US Council on Foreign Relations, Wang said the relationship 
was "easy to break it, but it will be difficult to restore a broken glass", 

Wang argued bilate.ral ties were at a "crm;;sroads''; and said the US must decide 
whether China was "a partner or a rival". 
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More on this: 
China will lose trade war with the US, then things will get really nasty [6) 

Source URL: https:/lwww.scmp.com/news/china/diplomacy/article/2166476/us-tells
china-we-want-tompetition-not~cooperation?from=timeline 

Links 
[ 1 ) https :/ /www. scm p. com/week-asia/o pin ion/article/2166036/us-ch ina-trade-war-xi-a nd
trum p-may-not-be-friends-anrm ore 
(2) https://www.scmp.com/news/world/united-states-canada/article/2165883/donald
trump-accuses-china-seeking-meddle-us 
[3] https://t.co/ppdvTX7oz1 
(4) 
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1045001780092956672?ref_src=twsrc%5Etf 
w 
[5] https://www.scmp.com/news/china/diplomacy/article/2166086/slovakia-south-korea
five-places-have-paid-price-displeasing 
[6) https://www.scmp.com/we.ek-asia/opinion/article/2166006/china-will-lose-trade-war
u s-th en-th ings-wi II-get-really-nasty 
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US Trade Charges against China Should be Based on Hard 
Facts 
Aug 22, 2018 

a HeWeiwen 
- Senior Fellow, Center for China and Globalization 

Trump Administration's unilateral tariffs on Chinese goods are largely based on two reports: the USTR 301 

investigation report and a White H.ouse Office of Trad1= and Manufacturing Policy report of June 2018. Both 

reports accuse China in an extremely systematic way of "theft" or "compulsory transfer" of technology and IP. 

Hundreds of citations are used to support their findings. 

The citations link to reports of other American institutions, and are not backed by hard facts. Therefore, it is 

difficult to know if the charges and findings are true. 

The June report said that "In its 2017 Member Survey, the U.5.-China Business Council reports that "tech transfer 

to gain market access is an acute issue for those who face it; nearly 20% of respondents to a U.5.-China Business 

Council 2017 Member Survey have been asked to transfer technology during the past three years". This is 

incomplete. The USCBC 2017 Member Survey shows that, when asked if they have been asked to transfer 

technology during the past three years, 81 % of them said no. In other words, only 19% had the problem. When 

asked who had asked them to transfer.technology, 67% of the 19% said "the Chinese enterprises". In other words, 

only 33% of the 19% (6% of the total) were said to be requested by the Chinese government. But the report left 

out this important part. Even the USC BC Member Survey did not give the specifics of these alleged forced tech 

transfers. No judge could give a ruling without this basic evidence. 

The June rep.art asserts that "China uses foreign ownership restrictions to forte or induce the transfer of 

technology and IP, often as a condition of access to the Chinese market." One .citation states: "As noted by the 

U.S. Department of State: 'China maintains a more restrictive foreign investment regime than its major trading 

partners, including the United States- broad sector-s of the economy remain closed to foreign investors."' Again, it 

is a comment, not fact. Another citation states: "China requires all foreign electronic vehicle (EV) companies 

wishing to manufacture automobiles in China to form joint ventures with Chinese companies with minority 

·stakes. The foreign company must transfer EV technology to Chinese enterprises as they are building up their 

Chinese brands." Must they? 

The June report states that "China uses ownership restrictions to force or induce the transfer of technology and 

IP, of as a condition of access to the Chinese market." However, ownership restrictions are used in many 

countri'es, out of different considerations .. They might be related to the development stages of the local industry, 

or national security. The restrictions usually change when conditions change. They do not have anything to do 

with compulsory technology transfer. Aux Group, based in Ningbo, China, acquired a hospital in Melbourne, 
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Australia. Its ownership was restricted to 20% of the total share, and it was not allowed to sn on the hospital 

board. The Australian Governm~nt Foreign Investment Review Board (FIRB) said this was because patients' 

personal information is a matter of national security. When working at the Chinese Consulate General in New 

York-in 2002, I had exchanges with a few American law firms and learned that foreign investors' share in US basic 

telecom services are restricted to no more than 20%, out of national security concerns. Again, it had nothing to 

do with compulsory technoiogy transfer. In the EV case, I attended the World Manufacturing Convention in Hefei, 

Anhui Province late May, where Jianghuai-Volkswagen, a joint venture between Germany and China, announced 

its first EV car (E20x). There was no complaint from Volkswagen of any compulsory technology transfer. On June 

28, the Chinese government abolished ownership restrictio_ns on new energy cars, and Tesla was the first 

American auto maker that had announced a new investment plant. 100% owned by Tesla. 

The USTR 301 report stated that Chinese joint-venture requirements prohibit foreign investors from operating in 

certain industries unless they partner with a Chinese company, and in some cases, unless the Chinese partner is 

the controlling shareholder. 

The USTR does not give any evidence of this, however, but Just cites other sources: a book by Thomasj. Holmes 

of the Federal Re.serve Bank of Minneapolis, and various articles and reports, including one of it~ own reports in 

2016. 

No hard facts were presented in any of t_he citations. 

It is almost impossible to review all the hundreds of citations in the two reports. The examples shown above 

already give good food for thought. If both governments talk on those issues, the US side could only present 

allegations, and the Chinese side could easily deny them all. It will be very difficult to work out a solution. Hence, 

a joint ad hoc working group should be set up to check the basic charges of the two reports, based qnly on hard 

facts and relevant WTO rules. If both sides agree to this approach, there will be common ground. Both sides 

could try to reduce the risks of trade war escalation, and strive towards a sound solution. 

China-US Trade : Trade War 
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U.S.~China Trade War: How 
We Got Here 
Background reading for the trade war with Chiria. 

Blog Post by Brad W. Setser 

July 9, 2018 

Staff members set up Chinese and U.S. flags for a 

meeting between Chinese Transport Miriisler Li 

Xiaopengqnd U.S. Secretary of Transportation Elaine 

Chao at the Ministry ofTra1:sport of China in 8€ijing. 

China April 27, 2018 REUTERS/Jason Lee 
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My personal area of expertise is balanc.e of payments analysis-not trade law. 

For understanding trade law, I rely on the work of others. A trade war1 11 is, among other things, 

a legal process-at least in the United States. Congress has delegated a lot of authority over the 

regulation of international commerce to the executive branch, which has given the Trump 

Administration a lot of latitude. But Trump and his team are still working within the framework 

of U.S. trade law ("232s", "30 Is," "20 Is," etc.). 

And they are not working, rather consciously, fully within the framework of the World Trade 

Organization. The big cases-the 301 versus China, the (coming?) 232 versus autos-are being 

pursued through U.S. law, and they will be subject to a challenge in the WTO. An alternative 

c/r 
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strategy-challenging China in the WTO for violation of its WTO commitments-hasn't been 

the administration's focus. 

Three Recommended Papers 

And I think there are three papers that constitute essential reading for understanding the 

Administration's choices. 

The first is Mark Wu's seminal paper [PDF] outlining why China's party-state fits 

poorly within the WTO's legal restraints. One reason why China now likes the WTO 

is that it hasn't significantly constrained China's industrial policy ambitions (while 

it does bind the United States to its "bound" tariffs, at lea.st in theory). A.nd one 

reason why the Trump administration hasn't pursued China inside the WTO is that 

many of the policies that concern the U.S. aren't necessarily WTO violations. 

The. second is Robert Ughthizer's 2010 testimony [PDF] to the U.S. China 

Economic and Security Review Commission. It makes for interesting reading today 

-both for Lighthizer's specific complaints about how China's WTO accession was 

mishandled (I personally agree with his argument that the U.S. should have made 

more use of"421" special safeguards in the face of the China shock, and done more 

to counter China's massive foreign currency intervention) and for the basic strategy 

he puts forward for responding to what he views as the mistake of letting China into 

the WTO. He has been thinking about "30ls" for a long time-and doesn't believe 

the U.S. should limit its response to China to actions that stay within the United 

States' own WTO commitments. The last ten pages of his testimony lay out, I think, 

the strategy Trump is now pursuing-even if Trump is doing it with a bit of 

Trumpian flair that goes beyond anything Lighthizer specifically proposed. 

The third is Jennifer Hillman's 2018 testimony [PDF] before the U.S. China 

Economic and Security Review Commission. She fundamentally disagrees with 

c/r Lighthizer-Hillman, who has previously served on the WTO's top court, believes 
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the WTO process around China should be given a chance to work. Hillman 

recognizes the difficulties of using a set of"narrow" WTO cases to challenge China 

for specific violation of its WTO commitments. Instead she advocates a global 

challenge by the U.S. and its traditional allies that would include a c.ase for 

"nonviolation impairment of benefits"- e.g. challenges to actions that frustrate the 

intent of the trade liberalization China committed to when it joined the WTO even if 

the actions aren't technically violations of China's WTO commitments. Such a case 

would lay the groundwork for the effective renegotiation of China's WTO 

membership, at least if the threat that the WTO might rule against China in a "big" 

case was judged credible. 

All three articles are informed by a sense of disappointment that China's WTO accession didn't 

do more to transform the rules of the game inside China's own market. Expectations that China 

would have to change, politically and economically, to succeed in the global economy haven't 

been born out-as Ely Ratner a.nd Kurt Campbell argued in Foreign Affairs. China's 

Communist Party hasn't been tamed by commerce. The PartysState still has firm control over 

the commanding heights of China's economy-both directly, and indirectly, through its 

influence on large "private" companies (who can'only remain both successful and private with 

the support of the Party). 

Commercial Complaints against China 

I also wanted to gather together, fot my own use if nothing else. a set of references to the 

specific policies that China has pursued that have given rise to a set of serious complaints about 

. China's commercial policies. Set aside the "original sin" of ignoring China's massive foreign 

exchange intervention from 2003 to 2008-and still large intervention in the years immediately 

after the global crisis. The core of the current complaint is that: 

l, China has made it hard to produce abroad and sell to China and, 
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2. China has made it hard to invest in China in order to produce and sell in China if 

your firm isn't Chinese. 

The evidence here is in my view somewhat stronger on the first complaint (it is hard to produce 

abroad to sell to China's domestic market) than on the second ,complaint (China's home market 

is reserved for Chinese firms). China's imports of manufactures as a share of its GDP, net of 

the electronic components China imports for its electronics export industry, are actually quite 

small relative to its peers-· and they are now lower, as a share ·of China's GDP, than when 

China joined the WTO. 

And, well, in the sectors where it still imports, China is investing massively to displace 

those imports-whether of aircraft, semiconductors, or high end medical equipment. That's the 

core of what China used to call its Made in China 2025 plan. From China's point of view, 

these are the sectors where China still is overly dependent on imported foreign technology. 

And in many cases, the policies that China deploys to support fits efforts at import substitution 

aren't WTO violations per se. 

Three broad categories stand out. And in all three cases, the policies "work" in part because of 

China's massive scale. 

I. De Facto Technology Transfer Requirements 

The first category is linking inward investment in China to technology transfer t9 Chinese 

firms. 

Foreign firms often believe that they have to invest in China to supply the Chinese market 

because of a mix of formal barriers at the border-·· in many sectors, China's retains fairly high 

tariffs-and informal pressure to produce in China ifyou want to sell to China.[21 China often 
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tries to impede access to global (e.g. non-Chinese) supply cha_i_ns if that's needed to help create 

a Chinese supply chain. Plus, well, producing in China often makes economic sense, as wages 

in China are still relatively low and China has a diverse manufacturing ecosystem. 

China's WTO commitments mean that China cannot legally require technology transfer as a 

condition for investing in China (see Hillman). Lighthizer's 20 IO testimony dug up a quote 

from Presi_dent Clinton selling China's WTO accession that hasn't aged well ("We don't have to 

transfer technology or do joint manufacturing in Chin.a anymore"). 

But China has broad discretion to determine which sectors are open to foreign investment and 

which sectors are not, and it can condition approval of inward investment on forming a joint 

venture (JV) partner. Furthermore the JV partner (often a state company, given the nature of 

China's economy) can condition its participation in the JV on technology transfer (the 

technology transfer in tum often helps the Chinese firm meet China's goal of raising its level of 

"indigenous" innovation). 

In some sectors, this policy has effectively led foreign firms to transfer technology that led to 

the creation of ail "indigenous" Chinese national champion. lligh speed ra_il is the most 

famous example. Firms that wanted to get a contract to provide high spee_d _rail to China's 

market hacl to enter into JVs with China's state rail companies, and then into contracts that 

shifted the location of production of key parts to Chin~. All this was possible because of 

competition among E:uropean, Ca_nadian. and Japanese firms tq get access to China's high-speed 

rail market, as the scale of China's market was simply so big that no firm was wiliing to ignore 

it. China's state is effectively the monopoly buyer of railway equipment-· so getting access to 

the market effectively required technolQgy transfer even if China didn't have a written policy 

requiring it (to my knowledge. China's activities here have not been challenged in the WTO). 

In other sectors, the "JV" requirement hasn't led to the creation ofan indigenous Chinese 

rfrmpetitor. 
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China has, for example, complained that the JV partners of GM, Ford, Toyota and Volkswagen 

have gotten lazy and haven't done enough to build up their "indigenous" brands alongside the 

big international mark.s. But the combination of the JV requirement and tariffs have led to the 

development of a deep indigenous supply chain for autos-Keith Bradsher has reported that 

Ford's Chinese supply chain now produces cars of comparable quality to its North American 

supply chain at a lower cost.f3l 

And, well, China clearly intends to use its push into electric vehicles to help develop 

indigenous Chinese firms-in batteries as well as the productibn of cars-that will compete 

' with the U.S., German, Japanese, and Korean marks that domirate the global industry right 

now. And to push Western auto makers to transfer their best technology to China. Bradsher: 

"Beijing has put very heavy pressure on Western automakers to transfer their latest, most 

cutting-edge technology to China as a condition of doing business. Many companies, including 

Volkswagen, General Motors and Ford, have plans to shift more research and development to 

China, particularly around electric cars." To qualify for China's new electric vehicle subsidies, 

a firm needs to use a Chinese made battery it seerns: "China requires auto makers to use 

batteries from one of its approved suppliers ifthey want to be cleared to mass-produce electric 

cars and plug-in hybrids and to qualify for subsidies. These suppliers are all Chinese."l4l 

And in sectors like semiconductors where China cannot put up tariff barriers to force 

production to locate inside China without putting its existing electronics assembly and 

component manufacturing business at risk, China seems to be resorting to other means to put 

pressure on firrns to help Chinese firms upgrade their technology. 

Given China's clear goals, there is always an incentive for foreign firms to form an alliance 

that puts them on the "right" side of China's policy to become more technologically self

reliant. 

cf WTO Legal Domestic Subsidies 
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The second category is t.he availability of massive domestic subsidies. 

Such subsidies are allowed by the WTO. The WTO prohibits "export" subsidies (though you 

have to bring the case-no one has challenged the subsidies that Zhengzhou seems to provide 

Foxconn). but not domestic subsidies. 

Fair enough. Shifting too niuch sovereignty away from the nation-state through binding 

international commitments has given rise to problems of its own. Dani Rodrik among others 

has made the case [PDF] that the global rules shouldn"t be so binding as to preclude national 

economic policies/national economic development strategies. 

The WTO does allow countries to take action though to offset any "material injury" from 

imports that are linked to another countries' domestic subsidies and also to seek ,relief from 

the "adverse effects" that another countries' domestic subsidies can have in third party markets 

(though the dispalcement of exports is much harder to challenge in practice, as the "remedy" 

isn't obvious-retaliation requires identify another sector that you want to tariff, and firms in 

that sector that rely on imports will complain). 

But, as Hillman notes [PDF], challenging China's subsidies in the WTO is often hard (the 

"WTO's Agreement on Subsidies and Countervailing Measures (ASCM) makes proving the 
. ' 

existence of such subsidies difficult"'). The WTO is meant to di;scipline explicit, sector-specific 

subsidies-the kind that have a budget line item. But in China,'the nature of the economy 

means that in effect any firm that can borrow directly from the state banks rather than the 

shadow banking system gets low cost credit. 

Proving a sector specific subsidy can be difficult. 

Is steel more subsidized by the banks than solar? Or in electric vehicles, where China has 

allowed a thousand flowers to bloom? 

cJr 
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Is every state investment fund-for example the large funds set up to help finance the 

development ofan indigenous semiconductor industry-a subsidy? How do you prove that 

when state firms dominate the economy? 

' 
Here again China's sheencale matters. China doesn't need to jµst subsidize a single national 

champion-it can subsidize credit to multiple competing firms (often in different provinces) 

and then finance the .consolidation of the industry around the most successful firms. 

No one else, for example, could set up 30 different provincial semiconductor funds along with 

several national funds: 

"Local governments created at least 30 additional semiconductor funds, with announced 

financing of more than $ I 00 billion. If all these projects are realized, the global supply of 

memory chips would outstrip demand by about 25% in 2020, estimates Bernstein Research, 

pushing prices down and battering profits of semiconductor companies globally." 

And well, if some of the funds and investments fail. China is prepared to eat quite large losses 

along the way. That's what I think happened in the solar sector back in 20 IO and 20 I I. [51 

Chin.a's banking system is so big-China's domestic supply of savings is even more 

inexhaustible than the reservoir of labor in China's countryside-that China can subsidize 

multiple sectors at once. 

Losses in '"old" industries like steel and aluminum haven't limited China's ability to provide 

cheap credit to "new" industries (new electric vehicles, semiconductors, etc). Losses cail get 

moved off to asset management companies and the like and somehow made to disappear over 

time. (Chapters 2 and 3 of Red Capitalism, another crucial reference, describes this process in 

the mid 2000s) 

f "Buy China" 
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The third category is .the systemic impact of informal "buy China" policies that direct 

purchases toward domestic Chinese companies and force firms that want to compete effectively 

with the local. indigenous champions to make themselves more "indigenous" by producing 

more in China (ideally with a politically connected JV partner for protection). 

In part this is because China hasn't signed on to the government procurement agreement. But 

the absence ofWTO commitment here isn't the only problem. 

The real problem is that in the capital intensive sectors where China has the most need for 

imports; large state firms are often the dominant buyer. In other words, the key preference 

c.0111es from large state enterprises in their choice of equipment:suppliers. not from the "direct" 

procurement of the central government. 

And as Wu notes [PDF], the large role of the '"party-state"-with the Party selecting the 

leadership of key companies-. means that informal guidance to "buy Chinese" has real impact 

(see the market share goals in Made in China 2025). 

A few examples. 

In wind power, big contracts for wind farms come from the State Grid and other big power 

distributors. That limited the ability of European firms in particular to compete effectively for 

big contracts even when they set up shop in China-and allowed China to subsidize the 

creation of Chinese national champions in wind through the backdoor. The Chinese supply 

chains initially created to help foreign firms meet informal local content requirements helped 

too. 

The government's power grid is also the ultimate source of demand for the firms that produce 

· 1arge turbines for coal powered generators, a market China now dominates. And I wouldn't 

necessarily bet on GE getting a lot of contracts for the generators that will fire China's growing 

cjr 
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stock of natural gas fired turbines. GE's joint venture partner certainly looks also to be a 

potential future competitor as well, though no doubt GE has thought through this risk. 

China's goals here aren't a secret, even if China hasn't y~t replicated its success i.n coal-fired 

turbines. 

Rail of course is structurally similar, as the Chinese state through China's various state owned 

rail companies is the.monopoly buyer, but that sector has been discussed earlier-China's 

various policy tools intersect. 

In medical equipment, the main buyers are the big hospitals. And the hospitals have been 

encouraged to favor Chinese production. If for no other reason;than to lower costs. The 
I 

pressure can be subtle as well as overt in a market where foreign suppliers are typically priced 

at the high-end of the local market: 

"According to its 'made in China 2025' initiative, l;leijing wants to inqease the use of 

domestically produced device~ in hospitals to 50 per cent by 2020, and 70 per cent by 2025. as 

it seeks to create ·national champions' that can conquer export markets' .... Several government 

notices seen by the FT show that the plan is being aggressiveiy implemented. In Sichuan 

province, officials said in September that hospitals must use only China-made devices in 15 

categories from respirators to PET-CT scanners. While protectionist, the moves are permitted 

under World Trade Organization rules as China is not a signatory to the Agreement on 

Government Procurement, which covers state-run hospitals. As Chinese devices are generally 

cheaper, the drive is partly about cost-cutting. with officials using state-insurance funds, which 

cover an increasing portion of medical costs, as leverage ... 'Imported stents cannot be 

reimbursed for medical insurance. So we use domestically made ones.' said Li Qiang, a doctor 

in Sichuan." (emphasis added, from the FT) 
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In telecommunications equipment, the big buyers are the state-owned telecoms fitrns. Their 

orders for indigenous switches and mobile base stations helped, build up the "indigenous" 

Chinese firms-Huawei and ZTE-into major global competitors. And whi.le cellphones are 

boughtby individuals, the choice of phones offered by the big networks matter. Apple likely 

fears that it could get squeezed out of the Chinese rnarket if the big carriers were pushed to do 

so ... just as China's tech giants are getting pushed to support China's efforts to develop its own 

chips and cell phone operating systems . 

The structural barriers to an indigenous Chinese competitor to Boeing and Airbus in civil 

aircraft (and to GE, Rolls Royce. and Pratt and Whitney in aircraft engines) are large (see 

James Fallows). Yet the scale of the purchases of China's own state-owned airlines still 

provides any "indigenous" plane with a captive market. The C919 rnay only compete with 

"old" A320s and 737s for now. But China's ability to produce its nex(generation of aircraft 

(including a widebody) doesn't really depend on the commercial success of its current 

generation of planes. 

No doubt there are other examples too, even if they aren't as clear cut. 

Take construction equipment, a sector where not all the buyers are state owned. Chinese 

heavy equipment manufactures have still come to dominate the local market: "Chinese 

· companies'· roots and domestic sales staff give them advantages when dealing wi.th China's 

diffuse state-owned construction and mining companies. people in the industry say." Caterpillar 

started setting up joint ventures in China and doing technology transfer a long time ago:-but it 

historically hasn't done all that well in China. To compete, it needed to become more 

"Chinese." Back in 2014. Caterpillar argued: "that Caterpillar excavators made and sold in 

China contained more parts produced there than did those of some Chinese rivals ... 'We are in 

some ways more Chinese than the Chinese competitors,' said Mike De Walt, a Caterpillar vice 

president." 161 · 

ifr 
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Now Caterpillar's Chinese operations want to get in on the Belt and Road action (including 

getting access to some Chinese tax rebates, which at least to my untrained eye, look a bit like 

export subsidies). 

This all matters, as construction equipment is one of the sector:•s where the U.S. based 
I 

producers historically have been very competitive globally-itlis a big part of the United 
' 

States' "indigenous" export base, so to speak. 

I personally believe that China"s system of domestic preference has a comparable impact on t.he 

U.S. economy to the technology transfer policies (and associated IP violations) that tend to get 

the most attention. Chi.na's technology transfer has a mixed impact on the U.S. economy. It 

keeps U.S. companies from competing for some Chinese business,.but it also reduces China's 

attractiveness as an export base in some sectors (why share profits on sales outside of China 

with a JV partner). China's domestic preferences encourage firms to produce in China even 

when it would be more economically efficient (as well as safer, from the point of view of 

managing the commercial risk) to produce outside China. 

Note that I haven't focused on steel, or the internet platforms. The industries that use steel are 

in my view more important than the steel producers, and I don't see any realistic way Chi.na 

will agree to hand over the data of China's residents to the U.S. internet giants these days, at 

least not on terms that the U.S. would like. And I also haven't focused on agriculture or 

energy-as these are sectors where China will import (from someone) no matter what. The 

sectors where technical knowledge is embedded in sophisticat~d production of specialized 

components strike ine as the most important industrial policy battle ground. 

I could go on ... 

But, in the interest of being fair and balanced, let me close on a slightly contrary note. 
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A country that discourages imports should in the end also export less-i_t should be less open 

overall. China 2025 implies that China's economy should eventually come to look more like 

Brazil=a country with a fairly closed domestic market and limited global export presence.171 

As a result, the global impact of China's import substituting policies-China's industrial policy 

largely shifted from export promotion to import substitution after 2009-depends in no small 

part on China's overall macroeconomic policy settings. 

After the crisis, China has, to a degree, offset much of the broader impact of its ''buy China" 

policies through fairly loose macroeconomic policies (lots of off-budget fiscal stimulus, lots of 

credit) that have directed the bulk of domestic Chinese production toward the Chinese market, 

rather than the global market. 

This redirection of course isn't complete. Even with a fiscal policy that the IMF considers 

beyoncj irredeemable, China still runs a current account surplus. And it is all relative-China 

has grown so fast over the last ten years that even if its exports are down as a share of China's 

own GDP, they have grown relative to world GDP, and the GDP of China's trading partners. 

But it does raise a point that the Trump administration should consider: from a global point of 

view, China's overall policy settings could be worse than they are now ... as the combination of 

dome_stic stimulus and the real appreciation of the yuan since 2006 have muted the global 

impact of China's very real domestic distortions. 

@ Creative Commons: Some rights re:served. 

Endnotes 

,._ 
1. The first round of "301'" tariffs and China's retaliation technically wouldn't count as a trade war. 

cJr The $200 billion plus Trump has promised in retaliation for China's tariffs would ... 
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2. A Airbus has set up an A320 assembly line in China to meet Chinese demand. It recently agreed 

to ramp up the pace of production in China. Arid, well China is still pressing for more. 

3. A GMs made in China often have more Chinese content than a GM made in the U.S. (which 

typically has high "NAFTA" content, fair enough in my view-that's what NAFTA was supposed to 
I 

do. Source: "United States government data shows that only 2 percent of the Envision's parts 

come from the United States." 

A 

4. I am not a lawyer and this is not legal advice, but I wonder if there is a WTO national treqtment 

violation here-though any firm that brought the case would risk Chinese retaliation against its 

existing sales. 

5. A "Western so/qr companies say Chinese banks still lent heavily to the survivors despite low 

loan-recovery rates from the defaults of big Chinese solar companies like Suntech, Chaori and 

LDK Solar" (source). 

A 

6. China's drive to create an "indigenous" construction equipment manufacturing sector did open 

up new opportunities for foreign engine manufacturers like Cummins-though that demand was 

largely met by Chines.e praductian of Cummins engines, which,created a supply chqinthat 

Cummins now uses globally. This shows up in the trade data: Construction equipment exports to 

China peaked several years back, while U.S. imports of construction equipment and assoc.iated 

. parts from China have increased significantly (see the end-use data). 

7. A I think Keith Bradsher got this right-the lc:,gical outcome of both Chinese policy choices and 

Trump's policies should be a China that is less integrated into the global economy. The easiest 

way to get there? Further appreciation of China's exchange rare. 
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While China Will Keep Talking to the US, It Will Stand Firm 
Against Bullying on Trade 
Sep 11 , 2018 Like ~3 ]( Share j 

e\ FuYing 
1 ) Vice Chair, NPC Foreign Affairs Committee 

J 

Visiting the US recently, I was told by virtually every American I met that attitudes toward China have shifted. This 

phenomenon, they claimed, cut across bipartisan lines as well as government, business and academic circles. The 

United States was frustrated at not having shaped China in its own image, despite bringing the country into the 

World Trade Organisation and helping to enable its economic take-off. 

Instead, China had "ripped off" the US by taking advantage of it in trade and business. There was concern at how 

fast China was climbing the global economic and technological ladder, and that its military was threatening to 

"elbow out" the US from Asia. 

Although attitudes may have changed, I'm not convinced they've settled yet. Judging from American history, 

major strategies are usually shaped through tria_l and error, in response:to specific challenges. Consensus· 

develops along the way. Any adjustment in the US posture towards China will therefore take time. This also 

means that the final outcome will be affected by how the two countries act and react in the coming months and 

years. 

In evaluating the next steps, the Chinese people first have to ask whether US criticism is fair. It's true that 

economic growth hasn't produced in China a political system similar to the US'. I recall attending an American 

government programme in the mid-1990s designed for diplomats from developing nations. The topic was US 

security strategy and policymaking. I had one question: what were America's strategic objectives for the post

cold-war era? 

The answer was unambiguous: to promote US-style democracy and human rights worldwide. And, indeed, the US 

has pursued those goals consistently over the last two decades, at huge rnst to itself and others. 

China isn't America's only failure - nor the worst one. In fact, given what's happened to some countries since the 

"colour revolution" [a series of uprisings in former Soviet states from 2003 to 2005] and the "Arab spring," the US 

should be thankful that its efforts haven't thrown China into political turmoil and economic chaos. 

The fact that China has maintained social and political stability and followed its own .economic path has 

contributed to global economic growth, especially after the 2008 financial crisis. Rather than draining US finances 

the way the nation-building efforts in Iraq and Afghanistan have, China has added greatly to American prosperity. 
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hardworking Chinese gained access to global capital, technologies, expertise and markets, all of which facilitated 

the growth of industry. Hundreds of millions of Chinese were lifted out of poverty, and living standards in the 

country have risen substantially. 

But it's important to remember two things. First, Chinese workers paid a steep price for these developments, just 

as American workers did. After entering the World Trade Organisation, Chinese enterprises were suddenly 

. thrown into direct competition with global peers. Many didn't survive, leading to huge layoffs all over the country. 

At the same time, more than 2,000 laws and regulations had to be revised or abolished at the national level and 

many more at the local level, causing widespread dislocation. 

Second, China's gains have benefited the US as well. According to an Oxford Economics report, US-China trade 

helped each American family save US$850 in 2015. Between 2001 and 2016, US commodities exports to China 

expanded fivefold. 

The advent of the "internet of things" and rapid growth in the number of China's middle- and upper0 class 

consumers will offer even more opportunities for US companies. China is not only an integral part of the global 

economy, but also an indispensable source of growth. Any attempt to "d:ecouple'' it from the US or the global 

economy will hurt all countries, including.the US. 

So what should China's response be? The Chinese have to stay cool-headed in the face of tough but confusing 

messages from the US. We must stay focused on China's development. and overcome ou·r own difficulties. 

China is not adopting a more confrontational stance toward the US. Its current attitude is part of its overall 

foreign policy, which is aimed at ensuring _a sound environment that facilitates effective cooperation with the 

outside world to serve China's development goals. For its purposes, there's every reason for China to maintain an 

attitude of "constructive cooperation" with the US. 

In fact. changes in US-China relations may help to push China's own desired reforms. Some requests raised by US 

companies, such as increased market access, dovetail with recommendations from China's leaders. The 

government is, in fact. opening up: eight out of the 11 market-opening measures announced by President Xi 

)inping in April have been put in place, covering banking, securities, insurance, credit rating, credit investigation 

and payment. and so on. 

The government is also working harder to improve the business environ'ment and strengthen intellectual 

property protectionsfor both Chinese and foreign enterprises. Chinese reformers can turn outside pressure to 

their advantage, using it to bust through internal resistance to necessary changes. 

But make no mistake: the Chinese people will stand firm against US bullying over trade. There is talk about 

. China's economy "sliding" as a result of the trade war. Some expect China to succumb soon. I can tell you that this 

is wishful thinking. 

Yes, China is in the process of deleveraging, which is uncomfortable and painful. But it is a price worth paying for 

sustaining healthy development. It's worth remembering that China adopted a stimulus programme to help 
This material is distributed by Capitol Counsel LLC on behalf of US-China Transpa_cific Foundati_on. · 
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overcome the global recession triggered by the 2008 financial tsunami in the US. Ana it's wO'rtli noting tnat the 

trade war may slow the necessary process of deleveraging. 

Finger-pointing and harming each other won't solve problems. They will only make things worse. This is why 

China will continue to work with all countries, including the US, in areas bf mutual concern - from climate change 

to transnational crime, to epidemics and nuclear non-proliferation. 

This is also why China should continue talking to the US. Many in China believe that the root causes of US 

troubles lie within' - and therefore need to be solved by Americans themselves. We can see that the US system 

requires a major overhaul to overcome deep sociopolitical divisions and economic disparities. But that doesn't 

relieve China of the responsibility of engaging in dialogue, to find out where the two sides can and cannot agree, 

and to seek solutions or at least ways to manage persistent disputes. 

Such an approach won't appeal to those who seek confrontation now. But, to borrow a saying, if some people 

want to chase butterflies, why should the rest of us go dancing along with them7 

This article originally appeared in the South China Morning Post. 

China-US Trade ; Trade War 
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White paper demonstrates China's position on trade friction with US 

Source:Xinhua Published: 2018/9/25 9:04:00 

The Information Office of the State Council on Monday released a white 
paper that elaborated on China's position on the trade friction with the 
United States. 

Ch_ina-US econom_ic and trade t_ies concern not only the well-being of the 
peoples of the two countries, but also world peace, prosperity and 
stability, _sai_d the while paper titled "The Facts and China's Position on 
Chi_na-US Tr.a.de Fri_cti_on." 

"Cooperation is the only correct option for China and the United States, 
and only a win-win approach will lead to a better future. China'.s position 
is clear, consistent and firm," the white paper sa_id. 

The following are China's position on the trade friction with the United 
States: 

First, China is firmly .committed to safeguarding its nationa) dignity and 
core interests. "China does not want a trade war, but it is not afraid of 
one and will fight on.e if necessary." · 

"China has kept the door to negotiations open, but negotiations can only 
happen when there is mutual respect, equality, good faith, and credibility. 
Negotiations cannot be conducted under the threat of tariffs, or at the 
cost of China's rights to development." 

Second, China is firmly committed to the sound de\ieloprnent of China
US economic and trade relations. 

"China would like to work with the US in the same direction, act in a 
spirit of mutual respect and win-win cooperation, fopus on economic and 
trade·ties., and properly manage economic and trad.e differences." 

China is willing to resume negotiations with the US'on a bilateral 
investment treaty, and launch bilateral free trade agreement negotiations 
when appropriate. ' · 

Third, China is firmly committed to the reform and improvement of the 
multilateral trading system. 

China is firm in observing and upholding the World Trcide Orgcinization 
(WTO) rules, and supports cin open, transparent, inclusive cind non
discrimincitory multilatercil trciding system, cind necessary reform of the 
WTO, and firmly opposes unilatercilism and protectionism. 

Ch_inc1 is working to enhance cooperation within the G20, the Asia-Pacific 
Economic Cooperation (APEC) and other multilateral frameworks, and 
make economic globalization more opeh, inclusive,. balanced and 
beneficial to all. 

Fourth, China is firmly committed to protecting property rights and 
intellectual property rights (IPRs). 
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enhance the quality and efficiency of IPR reviews. China protects the 
lawful IPRs of foreign businesses in strict accordance with the law, and 
takes stern measures to address all types of IPR infringement cases. 

China will enhance its cooperation with all countries to protect IPRs, and 
hopes that governments of other countries will also step up their efforts 
to protect Chinese IPRs. 

Fifth, Chi.na is firmly committed to protecting the lawful rights and 
interests of foreign businesses in China. 

"China treats all businesses registered in China equally. China will 
always protect the lawful rights and interests of foreign investors and 
foreign-invested businesses, and take firm measures to address 
violations of their lawful rights and interests in accordance with the law." 

/ 
Sixth, China is firmly committed to deepening reform and widening 
opening-up. "China will not reverse its course, but only deepen reform. 
China will not close its door to the world, but only open wider." 

"The market will play a decisive role in the allocation of resources and 
the government will play a better role to encourage competition and 
oppose monopoly." 

China will manage its own affairs well, develop an open economy at a 
higher level, and share development and prosperity with all countries that 
aspire to progress. 

Seventh, China is firmly committed to mutually beneficial cooperation 
with other developed and developing countries. 

China will work with the European Union (EU) to expedite the 
negotiations on the China-EU Investment Agreement, and will accelerate 
negotiations on the China-Japan-ROK Free Trade Area. 

"China will promote deeper cooperation under the framework of the Belt 
and Road Initiative based on the principles of consultation, cooperation 
and benefit for all ... and create new drivers for common development." 

Eighth, China is firmly committed to building a community with a shared 
future for humanity. 

China will continue to act as a responsible major country, alld join every 
other country in building an open, inclusive, clean and beautiful world 
that enjoys lasting peace, universal security and common prosperity. 

Posted in: POLITICS,ECONOMY 
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After the Trump administration imposed a 25% tariff on $50 billion of China's exports, it decided to impose other 

25% tariff on $200 billion of China's products. The trade war tension between the United States and China seems 

to be escalating.' However, data released by the US Department of Commerce showed ironically that the US trade 

deficit with_ China has risen 10% in July; reaching $36.8 billion. 

Pres_ident Trump wanted to use the trade war to reduce the US trade deficit and force more jobs to return to the 

United States. However, why has the deficit worsened? 

In fact, the US and Chinese economies are intertwined in the global value chain. When the US economy improves, 

demand increases, demand for Chinese goods grows, and the US trade d~ficit with China increases. Only when 

Thi.s materi_al is distribute(;! by c;:apit9I Counsel llC on behalf of US-China TranspacifiC.Foulid.ition. 
Additional information is available at the Department Of Justice, Washington, DC. 
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the US economy declines and China's exports to the United States goes down, will the US tr'aae deficit ease. After 

President frump took office, he took some economic measures, such as tax reduction and infrastructure 

investment, which stimulated eco_nomic growth in the short run, which also stimula_ted the growth of US 

companies' demand for Chinese imports. If the United States really wants to narrow its deficit with China, the 

easiest way is to re-experience a recession. 

The US-China trade war is different from the US-Japan trade war in the 1980's. The United States cannot force 

China to make full concessions through the same means. 

Robert Lighthizer, the US trade representative, is the initiator and the most determined advocate ofth·e trade war 

against China. He was a key figure in the US-Japan trade war during those years, so he also wants to weaken 

China's strength through trade wars and reduce US dependence on China. He expects to shift the global value 

chain from China, forcing American and foreign enterprises to transfer their production from China to other 

countries, and have US retail enterprises import from other countries. 

However, this kind of strategy is difficult to implement because it will take·some time for American companies to 

switch from China. American companies know that even if they want to source from other countries instead of 

China, it will take at least a year, or even up to five years. Could these enterprises afford this? Might they not go 

. bankrupt, because of fierce competition from other countries? Therefore, American companies are not as risk

taking as Lighthizer expects. 

After the lobbying by American companies, the US Congress passed a "Miscellaneous Tariff Bill" to exempt more _ 

· than 1,600 imported goods from sanctions, and most of them are Chinese products. When President Trump 

came to power, he said that his characteristic is uncertainty. If you are a businessman, the biggest fear you are 

facing is uncertainty. American companies don't know for how long the Trump administration will allow the 

exemption of 1,600 imported goods from the high-tariff, so in July, they increased their import volumes and 

hoarded some stock in case of unexpected expenses. This undoubtedly magnifies the US trade deficit with China, 

because some American firms have concentrated in one month the imports of goods they would normally have 

bought over several months or even a year. 

The Trump administration will probably increase tariffs on other Chinese exports, thinking that it can exert 

greater pressure on the Chinese economy and force the Chinese government to make concessions. In fact, the 

Trump administration's practices have already caused great damage to the US economy, affecting both the 

normal operation of US manufacturing companies and the quality of life of American consumers. According to a 

study by the National Association of Chemical Distributors, nearly 28,000 chemical distributor and supplier jobs 

would be eliminated because of higher prices from the $200 billion tariffs. Continued tariff increases will only 

hurt corporate profits, force job cuts, and even destroy companies. Jona.than Gold, a spokesman for a business 

group formed to fight tariffs called Tariffs Hurt the Heartland, said: "Tariffs are taxes, plain and simple. By 

choosing to unilaterally raise taxes on Americans, the cost of running a farm, factory, or business will grow. In 

many cases, these costs will be passed on to American families." 

If the Trump administration's trade war continues, it will certainly cause further division of American society. 

Recently, the California Parliament passed a bill asking the president to improve relations with China, because 

California's economy is closely related with China, and it is vital for California to attract Chinese investment and 

trade. There are also some states:that re.Iv heavilv on aencultural exoorts. rhina w.as__an imoortant export market 
This material 1s distributed tJY C'apitol ~ounsel tlC on Dehal of US-China iranspac1fic FoundaU6n. 
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for these states, but they are losing out market because of trade wars. Voters in these st.ate"S are changing their 

political attitudes, from resolutely supporting Trump to starting to question his policies. 

President Trump expected to gain more support from the people throug~ trade wars, but the result was the 

opposite. If he persists in going his own way and continues to fight the trade war, he will offend more voters, thus 

improving the Democratic Party's chances in the midterm elections. In that case, will the looming prospect of 

impeachment against President Trump become more dire? 

Trade War .i China-US Trade 

This material is di_Stribute.d by Capito.I Counsel L_LC o.n behalf of US-China Transpac!fic FOundation. 
Adc:l_itional information is available at the Department of Justice, Washington, DC. 
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THIS WEEK IN ASIA 

TOPIC CHINA BRIEFING 

US-CHINA TRADE WAR: XI AND 
TRUMP MAY NOT.BE FRIENDS ANY 
MORE,BUT ... 
Personal diplnmacy between the presidents of China and the Uniced.States helpedbreakastalemateover North Ko"rea. NOwiis both sides launch 

fresh tariffs, another Sl!,mmit could be key to cooling trade tensions 

BYWANGXIANGWEI 
30 SEP 2018 

Following China a:nd the 1 {nited Sta_tes /Imps· //WWW scmp com/topics/united-states).' imposition of fresh tariffs on each 

.!llb.rugoods last_ week {hnP-s:I/www.scmn.com/pews/ cbjna/ digloma&j'/article/21654'78 /us-china-trade-war.,.ramps- tariffs-

2.00-hjJiion-c_hioese-imJmrul, hopes are fading that the world's two big_gest economies will soon restart talks to avoid_a 

protracted tradewar.rb_tJps·//www scmp com/topics/ns-china-trade-warl., which is expected to d_~mpen global economic 

growth. 

As 1 J§ Fr~?ideµt.Qonald Tn.nnp_(h.t1;p:r //.www.scmp.com/topjcs/.united~states). thre.atens t_o slap t~ri{fs On virtu.~ly all Chinese 

·imports, China has remained defiant. 

On the day when US tariffs on 1)5$200 billion W<;1,rth of Chinese goods and China's retaliatory duties On US$60 billion of US 

products came i_nto effect, Beijing rclea.sed a comprehensive white paper on the trade dispute. It accused Washington of 

bullying tact'i_cs and economic intimidation agai_nst China, and undermining the global trade and international order. 

This material is distri_bu_ted by Capitol Cou_nsel l,.LC on behalf of US'-China Transpacific Foundation. 
A~d_itiona_l im'.ormation is available at the Department of Justice, Wastiington, DC. 
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This was followed the next day with a high-profile press conference in which Wang Shouwen, the country's deputy commerce 

minister, s.aid it was difficult to hold trade talks with the US as Washi_ngton was holdi_ng ";,i knife" to Qiina's neck. 

Wpy..l.r.Y.mp:.? trad~ .wa__r is a b_lessing~guise for Chinese- lea_ders ➔ 

This came aft ct Beijing declined Washington's invitation to hold trade talks because of the latter's most recent tariffs. 

Wang, who led the Chinese delegation. to Washington for the last round of talks in August, had a point. JU.st as Beijing initially 

underestimated Trump·s reSolVe to push for the trade wa:r, Trump !low grossly Underestimates Beijir'lg's resolve to fight it

despite the p.eavy econorriic consequences. 

In his 2016 presidential campaign, Trump made Chiila the bogeyman for Stealing Americarijobs through urifair trade practices:. 

Chinese officials initially took Trump's threat as part of"tough on China" campaign rhetoric, a pe~anent them~ in the 

previous presidelltial campaigns induding those of George W. Bush·a:nd Barack Obama. Thus they expected him to come 

around to the big pictu·re by tolling down criticisin and seeking cooperation with Chin:i once in office, jU:st like his ptedecessors 

did. 

Chinese offitials ~y the tountry·s etonomy is resilient enough to withstand shocks frcilTI the trade dispute. Photo: AP 

But his presidency has turned out to be qu_ite differen.t, m.arked by his unpredictable and impulsi_ve tendencies. 

Now r:,.early two years into office, Trump greatly miscalcu_lated by appearing to go all in on the trade war and betting that China . 

wot1ld capitulate quickly. 

He and his advisers have publicly gloated about the buoyant American economy, robust job numbers, a_nd strong stock market, 

as Compared to China's slowing economy and falling sto_ck market. 

Following this logic, the trade war would weaken President Xi Jin~g_(!illps:/ IWJ'{W.Ss;J11p.com/to)llillxi:Jin.Jlli]g).'s leadership 

and make the Chinese government desperate for a deal. 

This material is distributed by Capitol Counsel LLC on behalf of US-China Transpacific Foundation. 
Additional information is availab_le at the Departmen_t of Justice, Was_hington, OC. 
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On this, Trump and his advisers are nothing but ill informed. As Chinese officials have recenc_ly said, the country's e_c.onomy is 

resilient e_nough to withh_old shocks from the trade d_ispute, even though business confidence has been negatively affected. The 

Chinese government is well prepared for a protracted trade war as it has started to take concrete monetary and fiscal measures, 

includ_ing lo'\r\'.ering taxe_s a_nd fe_es, to help businesses <!_nd t_o boost consumption. 

China and Russia: new BFFs thanks to an insecure us ➔ 

As the trade war drags on, it is more likely to cement Xi's leadership than to weaken it-.. While·Chinese citizens are not happy 

about the slowing economy and falling stock market, they are .more inclined to show patriotism and support the narrative that 

Trump's trade war is aj11Jed at conlaJning ~e rise of China. 

In. t_he enc:J, a protracted tra~~ war will r~sult in a no-win situation with significant losses fur both sides as well as for the global 

economy. 

Despite heated rhetoric ~nd escal_a_ting act_ions, howev~r. it is interesting to note both sides have repeatedly stressed that the 

door for talks is always open. 

So far, Beijing and Was_h_ington have he_ld four round_s of formal trade talks i_nvolving senior trade and finance official_s. In 

addition, both sides have h~n in constant comm_u_n_ic,at,ion through other of(icial a.IJ9 unofficial channels to find ways to end 

the trade dispute, but those efforts have failed to bear fruit. 

As thirigs go, any more talk is meaningless.unless it involves Xi and Trump direct_ly. 

The most feasible option available to break the deadlock is for both of them to personally take t_he rei_ns·of the higb-stakes talks 

and meet face to face to sort out the mess. 

Since Tni'mp became president in January 2017, he has proffered admiration for the strong al,ltocrat_ic style of soll).e World 

leaders, and has frequently called Xi "a friend" even as he increased pressure on China. 

Trump has expressed admiration for'the strong autocr-atic 5tyle of 5ome world leaders. Photo, Bloomberg 

This material is distributed by Capito_! Ce>unsel LLC on behalf of US-Chinc1:. Transpilcific•Foundation. · 
Additio_nal i_nformation is·a_vail_able at the Department of Justice; Wa~hington, DC: 
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Now it seems that his proffered friendship with Xi has turned sow as he accused Beijihg of meddling in US collgtessiorial 

elections in November. 

"[Xii ma:y not be a friend of mine a:ny more but I think he probably respects me," Trullip said in New York last Wednesday. 

This is in sharp contrast to April. when he first started to threaten China with a trade war, and he tweeted: "President Xi and I 

will always be friends, no matter What happens with olir dispute on trade." 

Even on September 17, when Trump announced the latest tariffs. he released a statement saying "hopefully, this trade situation 

wi_ll be resolved, i.n the end, by myself and President Xi of China, for whom I have great respect and affection". 

Xi has never pu_hlicly ~ciprocated by calling him a friend, but the Chinese state media:havc been asked to refrain from 

launching personal a_ttacks on Trump. 

Il:wnR.joined China trade _and North Korea at the hiR, each □ ow drag_s_tbe _otbe_r: d0 y;n ➔ 

In fact, last week's white paper, while lashiTlgAmerica's bullying and intimidation, did not metition Trunip by name 

th_roughout the 36,000 word text. 

Past developments have shown personal diplomacy between the two has moved things along. 

In April 2017, when Trump hosted Xi in their first summit at his Mar-a-Lago resort in Florida, he managed to convince Xi to take 

tough measures against North Korea, as China is its largest backer. 

China later largely followed through on its promise, which helped force the hermit kingdom to abandon nuclear tests and 

missile launches-and contributed to the historic meeting between Trump a,m:;1 Ki_m Jorrn-un, the North Korean leader. 

In Mity, Xi called Trump to personally argue the case for him to ease US sanctions on C_hinese telecoml"I)unications giant ZTE. 

After haggling over terms during the call-in which Xi said tens ofthou_sands of jobs were at stake, including many·in his 

hometown-Trump agreed to al_low ZTE to resume business. 

G_iven the high st_ak_cs, both leaders should sChedule a summit soon to reignite their friendship and find effective ways to tool 

down t_rade tensions. 

WangXiangwei is the former editQr-in-c_hief of the South C])i_na Morning Post. He is now based in Beijing as editorial adviser 

to the paper 

This material is d_istribute.d by Capit9I Cou_nsel l,_LC on behalf of US-China Tr"a.'nSpci.cific Fou'nda:tibn. 
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